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.'. .the country is witnessing the emergence 
of one of our most important -national requirements, 
namely, good citizenship which sees Uganda.as a ' 
whole,-is conscious of Uganda's needs and willing 
to take the initiative to fulfill those needs.

Dr. Milton Obpte • 
President of Uganda
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THE PROBLEM: TEAjC^RS AS AGENTS OF SOCIALIZATiON
i.

Since, the end, of World the politi'cSl anfeddn^c'organi

zation.of much of the world has moved at an’ ever acceiefating pace frran 

a pattern of coloni^ d^endencies to a pattern of newly independent ’

~ nations, until today only'small parts of the world remain in a'politically 

dependent status. Commensurate with those developments, particularly in 

■ ' the-p-ast^decadey-the- social sciences havcrbecomcdihcreaslngiy. interested .

in .the theoretical and practical problems posed by the task of creating, 

developing, and maintaining these new entities. The efforts of the 

social scientists were initially focused bn the problem.s of structure, 

both economic and political.- More recently attention has^een directed 

. toward the study .of the human'resources needed by those structures. Re

search has begun to focus on tiie individual whose skills, knowledge, 

attitudesi and values may or may not be suitable for the structures in

^ ■- which he must wofkT^^—. . ' ^^—r-. ' —i-—^

from a’study of the characteristics of the hpian resources, the 

■ raw materials from which a nation is fashioned, it is but a short step to 

begin asking how these'characteristics are acquired. The possible sources

- - -of-acquisitlonrarentmerous7 ranging frcm family, clan, and community to

- the,more formal agencies of school, majs media, youth'groups, and. armies. 

Starting in the late 1950's there'has been a growing interest in the role
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one of the prime sources of

' training of the fiuman resources heeded, for development. Initially, the 

' . goal was-to train individuals fbrfparticipation in the. modem .economy By ; -,3:
■yy i prdviding them with basic- litei^y skilla:^ch would allow ttem-to'staff ..

aiih economic structures 'of the nation. Large proportions'

■ of the resources available were channeled into the formal educational 

structure in an. attempt to make-hp for the':relative scarcity 'of edupatibn ':

. ; ‘ j during^^the^ OTjonial period!. Expansion fates of 100% and more became-com-
■ .■••'. ; _ .. ...... ...................................................................................... ^ ^

mon in the 1960's as new countriee faced the task of running their .pwn. 

goyernments.-

'As the critical years immediately following Independence have 

passed, and at least aiinimal'leyels of educational deyelopment haye been- 

, reached, attention begins to focus on education as a potential source of 

more than just literate ciyil servants; Increasingly questions are asked 

^oiit the role q[f educaticpn in iorming the loyalties, valyes, and atW- 

tudes which are a riecessary part of the development of a national social 

■'-y'l,:- and cultural entity. 'Commissions are-appointed to investigate ways in .

can be used to promote national goals' and develop In

dividual values .relevant to the new national society^ In a parallel way, 

emphasis in .the social sciences moves frcm Che study of'manpower outputs 

. to a consideration of schools as agents of socialization and a study of 

' the Characteristics of Students emerging from different types of educa- 

. tioual institutiohs. ■

.U

. <

«
>
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.: Amo'ng the social science disciplines, economics,^ sociology,^

and political science began to devote serious efforts to the investiga-
• •; V

■"tlon'of the foie of education in,prompting national development. Of the 

thrse,. political sptence recently,.has provided perhaps the best developed 

-framework for a study Of the socialization process in the schools. The - 

• study of'socialization as- a political phenomenon evolved from a chain 

of events which-began with, the dissatisfaction-bf many-political scien

tists with the field of" comparative government a’s'it stood at the end 

of World War II. . Attempting to deal with the rapid and far flung'poli

tical changes of the period after the war, they found the discipline 

too much immersed in static’, formalistic approaches. The result of this • 

. and. of other trends was the growth of interest in theories whiclt would 
be able to deal with political change and development;^

" .......... ^cononiists have concentrated mainly on the school^as producers
- of the.manpower necessary for economic development. For examples of.........

such: studies see; Harbison and C. A. Myers. Education. Manpower and 
■ Economic Growth (Hew'York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964). ■ For a very 
cranprehensive cbllection of writings in the field see; M. J. Bowman et al. 
(eds.). Readings in the Economics of Education (Paris; UNESCO, 1968).

the effect of schooling on
occi^atiori, Vpbillty, and elite A good collection of
aiticles coyertng rnSny of these,fields is found in; A, H. Halsey,,

. Ji, Flpud, md C. A, Anderson (eds«). Education. Economy, and Society;
"A Reader in the Sociology of Education (Hew York; Free .Press of Glencoe,

■ 1961). An_excellent ex^ple of the application of sociology of develop
ing countries, is provided by th'e work of Foster in.West. Africa. See for 
example; P. J. Foster. Education and Social Change in Ghana (London; 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963).........

the new approaches is discussed in more 
' detail by .Gi- Almond and G; Powell in the introduction to their book: 

Cnnparative Politics; 'A Developmental Approach (Boston; Little, 
j-BroOTi and CO.,'1966), pp. 1-15. / ,■

- 3 -
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The. new interest in political development mested naturally with......

the= interest in the many new states of Africa and Asia to produce a grow- ' 

■•ing body of research'.' . An early benchmark was established with the publi

cation of .The Politics of the Developing Areas by Almond and Coleman.^ 

^^^As^urthef research was available it became increasingly clear that .the '

:amount and type of education provided'within a country was: an important 

determinant of the level of political development. Supporting e-vidence

i-

for this belief became’available in the collection of 'case studies and,-

summarizing comments produced by Coleman in his Education and Politicai . 
Development.^

r .

Initially education was seen as important because it 

' trmsmitted specific skills and knowledge about the political system' to 

_ future citizens. Thus, attempts were made to relate measures'pf the

amount of education to development of different types of political 
■structures.^

• In this, context, increasing importance was being pladed on the 

aittitudes, beliefs, and values of individuals as a significant aspect of 

the basis for any political system. This psychological dimension of the

.^G. Almond and J. S, Coleman (eds.).. .The Politics of the 
Developing Areah' (Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 

■ 1960).
J, .

^J. S. Coleman (ed.). Education md Political Development 
(Princeton, New Jerseyt Princeton University Press, 1965). For a 
recent re-view of the res'earch^ip the field of education and politics 

—isee H. N. Weller, '.'Education and Political Development^" Review of 
.Edhcational Research. XXXVIII. No.^3 (June, 1968), pp. 2311i^43. ■'

^ of political systems in relation .
to indices of developmeht in Coleman's summary chapter. Almond arid . 
Coleman, op. cit;.^pp^ 536-544. ^ - .

- 4 -
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■...political system became known as the 'politicar culture' and served•to

focus interest on the individual's perceptions of his political environ

ment. Considerable effort was devoted to- delineating ^eful dimensions, 

of political cultures which eotoKbe related to the process of political 
-deveidpment in different countries.^ '

■ . Attempts to linderstand the political culture as an aggregate of . 

the perceptions of individuals led to-the heed for.understanding the. 

process by which individuals acquired their beliefs, attitudes, and values ' 

about the, idolitioal system. Hiis field,'known- as politica! sociallzntiori, . 

has shown renewed ;-vigor in' the last few years and has produced mi e,Yer 
increasing volume of research.^ The major problems^ of research in politi- 

cai socialization-are summarized in a ccmprehensive- article by Dennis in- 

whichj he sets out ten major dimensions along which research has been or

■G3> •

w
■ The seminal work in this area is, of course. The -Civic Culture ..

, 'by;, G. Almond and S.. Verba. -(Boston; .Little, Brown- and Co., 1965.
Origihaliy published bv Princeton University Press in -1963'.) For examples 
of the application of these concepts see the case .studies collected by 

' L. ,W>-’ and^^^^^ (eds . ) . Political Culture and Political Development
(Princetbnj New Jefs^:- ^Princeton'Uhiversity Press, 1965).

. ^^SlSme of the more important recent works in the field are;
H. :H. Hyman. Political Soelallzation (Glencoe, Illinois; The Free.Press,

• 1959); F. I. Greenstein.'Children and Politics (New Haven; Yale University 
■Press, 1965); L. A. Froman, "Personality andfPbiitical.gocializatioh," - 
Journal of Politics; XXIII (1961), pp. 341-352; R. D. Hess and J. V.
Tofnev. The Development Of Political Attitudes in Children (Chicago;
Aldine..PviHshing epii,. 1967)^^^ and J. Dennis, The .Development
of -Basic Attitudes and Values toward Gbvenmient and Citizenship during
the Elementary School Years (U.S; Department .of Health, Education, and 

- Welfare; Fihal.Report,; April; 1968); "Political Socialization," Harvard 
V Educational Review. XXXVIll. Ho. 3 (Summer. 1968).

- 5 -
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• -i:'• 9 •needs tp; be most direct irelevance of the re-

: search being reported here,is concerned wit^ agents and agencies of '
I;.!;:';

■ ; poIitiU^ ^ializdtion

Of fie' possible agenoies; of •sbcialization the family and the^ 

school ard Usually considered two of the most importMt. Recent field 

work in the United-States has raised sbme__'questions about these, assump

tions with regard to the familyand increasing efforts are being__made ' ■ 

to understand what actually takes place in schools in order to test more 

- carefully the assumptions about, the stdiooi as an agency of.poliUica^l 

socialization. Interest in the study of schools as agents of sociali

zation can be traced back to the pioneering work of Charles Merriam and

his co-workers.' The foundations of the field were laid by his book,
IT'-’-SThe,Making of Citizens. which undertook , a cranparatiye study of the use 

of education as an agency of citizenship training in eight countries of

the' Western world.

However,;nbt until this decade were the research methodologies - 

available or., • even, more important, the formulation of the concepts of 

citizenship specific, enough to'allow si^ificant progress in our under-

: 9J.■ Dennis, "Major Problems of Political Socialization Research,!' 
Midwest Journal Of Political Science. 2011, No. 1 (February, 1968),
pp..85-il4.,:

:/^M. K.: Jennings . and R. G, Niemi, "The Transmission of Political 
Values from Parent to Child." American Political Science Review. LXII,
No. i; (March, 1968),. Pp. 169-184v

-r ^^C. E.- Merriam. The Making of Citizens (with notes, by G. Bereday. 
, New York: Teachers College Press, 1966.. Originally ptiblished by the 
University of ;Chicago: Press' in 1931) .

;?
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standing' of the phenomena of socialization. LThe Civic Culture represents 

an important milestone- because- of its application of survey research 

techniques to the problem bt cpllecting large scale data on the. behavioral'•

y ; ' aspects: of the politlcar^activitles of individuals'. Other workers like

GreensteiUj Hess, md Dennis 12 have applied similar techniques to the 

problem- of the deyelopnient of' political attitudes and knowledge in chil- - -

dren. As our vmderstanding of the concepts -and l±eir- development in chil

dren iiicreases, the emphasis in, research is sMfting to a study of-the- _ 

conditions which control the process of socialization,- •-I

, As interest in the role of education as a socializing agent for 

^ development has spread, social scientists in other disciplines have bi 

to work on the problein and have produced a broadening of the field of 

enquiry from the more limited concepts of.citizenship training originally 

used. Sociologists:have begun to study schools .as societies (e.g,,- to 

measure the,effect of different patterns of interaction on stereotypes)... 

Anthropologists .became concerned with" the school as an agency of cultural 

Change^ , value modernization, arid acculturation to a new way of life.

techniques of attitude measurement and 

Change and'the concepts of group theory to the study of the School's 

effect on pupils.

. The potential seems great, and the level of gur .jBiderstanding

premises to Increase markedly in the near future. Yet the existing

y-:;':12 
• \-0P.':'citV. '■

See for instance: Greenstein, cit and Hess and Tomey,• >

■ f. . . . .
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’literature is predominantly qualitative, with mdny:intuitively, appealing- 

statements about the Importance of the school as an agent of socializa

tion hut very little in the way of controlled resfearch to support^ these 

statements. Ihe Application-of^.the current'level of .understanding to the . 

problems of the developing countries consists primarily of the superfi-
. . ' ■■ ' v ' ^

. -cial transfer of models and generalizations frtmi Western nations*. Perr.

haps ,the most positive,-contribution of the research to date is ffie,. ’ 

•delineation of a number of aspects within the school which,are potentiar' 

sources of socialization; sources which need more careful study. ;

j

Schools as Agents of Political Socialization

By making reference to the theory and research of disciplines 

which have been applied to the problem of socialization in the schools, 

one .can single out at least five different areas of the school environ- 

■ ment as sources of socialization. The areas are; 1) gie content of 

the curriculinn' and'materials-tmed in class, 2) "specific symbols, rituals, 

and procedhres present.In the school, 3) the institutional press or 

atmosphere as a whole, 4) the peer group with its norms, values, and' 

behavioral, patterns , and 5) the teacher as a model and O source of 

attitudes anA values. In each of these areas a number of references 

Can be cited; this includes, one or two older works and some very.recent

:13For a different formulation of the relationships between schools 
and political attitudes see*Coleman, Education and Political Development. 
~op. cit.. p, 19. Other candidates for consideration would include class-' 
room Instinictipnai processes, and patterns of authority exercised both 
in and but.of the. classroom.

- 8 -
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' v- efforts which ate the result .of the current resurgence of- interest in .

the: problem of socialization.. If, however, one is interested in research ' 

focused on the problems of socialization in developing countries, and 

more specifically,,on-thbse probl’^s in an African context, the number 

references is quite limited.

The .piina;^. approach' to studying socialization in the schools 

has been through'analyzing the content of theVcurriculum; the- imdeflying , 

assumption being that the'source of attitudes and knowledge 4‘out tha„v - _ 

role of citizens and the government of the- country is the content of_, the 

curriculum as presented in ci-vics courses or their equivalent. A sup

porting assumption is based on',the fact that- children spend the greatest . 

single block of time in school, and hence the school has the-most oppor- ; 

•tunity to function as a source of socialization; In developing countries 

the length of contact with the school is reinforced by the relatively 

isolated position of the school, particularly at the secor\^ry level, and 

the conse^uent^inishing opportunity for other agents of socialization

to act on pupils.

.Attempts to study these forms of ’manifest socialization' in an 

' East African school context are somewhat frustrating because of the al

most total absence of ci-yics classes or other obvious forms of content 

explicitly designed to teach citizenship roles. The schools are derived 

primarily from the British pattern of schools and are.staffed with large 

numbers of Britislj expatriates, ^ho bring with them the British concep

tion of ■ the proper role of the schools. Merriam's comment on the prac- 

:;tices in England at the time of his study still have relevance for the

- 9 ^
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educational model which has been transferred to East Africa. He noted

An ex^na^bn; of the English school sj^stem in its rela- 
■tloh tbv civic trbiMhg -reveals a general denial ot any^-.. 
consclpus:; attbmpt'to' engender natibiial sentiment through 

• the-^ency of education. In fact one, finds‘an indignant 
.fepu^ation. of any such-unbecoming purpose.^^ -

\ , .f' ' :

A similar problem occurs when one attempts to look at the i^e of 

symbols, ritual, or other forms of ceremony in'the secondary'schbols. In 

r" contrast to the United States, where the use of symbols and ritual is 

7^®C35s^ead7"a~'study-of -30 secondary schopls-'in Uganda showed that such _ _ 

practices were notable fpr their absence.For example, only 22% of the

schools displayed the national flag more than twice a term and less than
*'• ..."

10% of the schools sang the national anthem more than several times a
16 ' ■ ■ ■ ' -

Research by Hess and Totney in the United States on the effects ' '

of such rituals as the singing of the anthem indicates that their primary

-value for children of elementary school age is to inculca^ a feeling of
*.. . ■ , - -

unquestioning loyalty and patriotism. Although' the frequency of &e 

use of such rituals in the United States declines as one moves up in the 

educational system, the' rate fs still very high in comparison to that

term.

■;.,^^MerrI,^,;oE.. cit., p.. 132.

■ :D. R. E'vms, "Secondary Schools as Agents of Socialization for 
National Goals,".Proceedings of t}ie East African University Social Science 
Conference, DareS-Salaam: January, 1968 (Kampala, Uganda: Makerere 

“ . ^Stitufe^r'Sopial-Research7~1968) ------

^-Ibid.. p. 6.

^^Hess and Torriev. op.'cit.t pp. 105-108.
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! found-in the schools, of. East Africa. What this indicates about the role 

of secondary schools as agents of socializatio is not •clear, other-than 

tile apparent scope for increase in efforts, should it be desired.

iHirning from the dyert'aspects of socialization in the schools 

to the effects of more general aspects of the school environment, one 

. ■ finds somewhat less, in the way of research, either in the United State’s 

. or in Africa-. Sociology .and'social psychology have developed a number 

of theories and models for studying the effects of peer^ groups on-the 

_ attitudes md values- of Individual members Or of potential members ojf 

the group. A well known .study by, Coleman of a secondary school in the. 

United States is an example of the application of these techniques to a 
school.^®. A comparable study of a school in East- Africa is provided by 

Weeks' detailed look at the patterns of interaction among pupils of 
, minority and majority tribes in a day school in Uganda.^® ..A number 6f 

other approaches to gi^jup thepry seem to hold considerablejjiotential for 

the study of the^socialization-effects df-schools. For example, the con- 

■ ■ cept of reference groups-may Be particularly useful when appfied to the.

effects of prestigious svibgroups within schools.Likewise, work in

.-i

. . S . Coleman, 1110 Addles cent Society (New York: The Free Press
of Glencoe, 1961).

19.,S. , 6. Weeks, "A Preliminary Report on a Socllpgi'cal Case Study 
of an Urban-Day Secondary School,". University .of East. A'frica Social 
Science Conference .Froeeedings, January, 1963. (Kampala, Uganda: 
Institutes of Social Keseafch, ighS)"."

For a good example of its application to an American college, 
see the study by. A. E. Siegel and S. Siegel, "Reference. Groups, Member- 

■, ship Groves, and Attitude .Change" (1957), - included in Readings in fre 
- Social Ps-ychblogy bf. Education..' W. W. Charters and N. L. Gage- (eds.)- 

■ (Boston: Allyn and-Bacon,vine., 1963).- - ,

■ - 11 -
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-. .the field of intergroup relations provides a number of approaches, to(>

vStudy the effect;of contact betijeen m^ers different ethnic, racial, 

■or ireligious groups within the confines pf a secondary school.

One area of study whi^iias produced a riimber of recent publics-■ 

. tions is that dealing with the contextual-effects of educational insti- 

-'‘tutions on pupil attitudes, values, and aspirations. Most of this work 

is confined to studies of American universities and colleges, but it

does provide theoretical models for approaches-to similar problems i^ the
22 ■

schools of developing' countries.

tional studies of secondary schools in Africa are available. For example, 

Musgrove describes a well-known boarding school in Uganda as being effec

tive in orienting the boys away from tribal groups and toward groups
" ■ . 23based on school organization' and activities.

has been able to modify the boys' attitudes toward marriage, occupational

.choice, and standards of social behavior. More useful understandings of 
. • • A,"; ■ - -

Ihteractloiiramong specific aspects of the school en'vironment and specific 

i attitude .changes m^t await ffie application of the types of measures which

A few examples of descriptive ohse^-.

He feeis that the school

V

■-V?.v

, 21See'for example M. Sherif and,C. Sherif, Groups in Harmony and 
Tension (New York; Harper and Bros1953).

^ ■:

■ ' '22 ■■■ ' **
‘An example of a very large-scale study,is provided by the work

of A. W. Astih. The College Environment (Washington, D.C.: The ^erican 
Council on Education, 1968). , !

23F^ Musgrove, "A Uganda Secondary School as a Field of Cultural 
rrCtraSgeTf-Mrlcar^lDCElT^Npi 3-(-l552)7-pp—2-34-249^i—^Ar-slmii-ar-srudy-fronr'"'^ 

West Africa is presented hy. N. Hawkes, "Cultural Transition in a Nigerian 
;____SecohdaCT:School." Hew Era in Home And School. XhVi; No. 10 (December,,

■;-l965).,p:';234-237.'''.:"::--'"A'^; ■■.■■■■ ■■ ...........

■k
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are just now beginning to bemused in the studies of: American colleges.

The-fifth area of the school which.is important for socializa

tion involves the teachers as direct and indirect agents of sociaiiza- 

tionv iiie intuitive feelih^df iost authors is that next to the content 

. . df the curricultna, the'teacher is the most important source of socializa- 

tibn in. the schools. Statements testifying to the imporfanpe of the ^ 

teacher are’found in virtually every reference' on the schools 'and.sociali- 

■ zation. The import^ce of the teacher seems to derive from two aspects 

of his role: as a conveyor of a message whose content is' seen as. an im

portant source of socialization, and as a model whose attitudes, feelings 

and values are consciousiy or unconsciously transmitted'to the pupils.

. A few examples will suffice to indicate the tenor of the prevail

ing beliefs about the role of the teacher as .a socializing agent;

Merriam's coonnent was:

And regardless of: what the texts may say, the pgcsonality 
of the teaOher and his or her political, sympathies play , - . 
a largh -fol.e in the’determiiiatloh Of the impressions made 

; upon the inlnds of young children. 2^

' Essentially the same cement is made by Coleman, writing 'thirty years

■ later, about the,joie of education in political development.

Teaidiers ate important botli as spclalizers and as coimnuni- 
cators ;.. they occupy one of the most strategic positions 
in the whole socialization process. ... Their personal 
political attitudes and orientation, their teaching style 
and effectiveness, significantly affect the”-quality of 

. their performance - - 25

>

' ^Merriam. op. cit.. p. 127.

;^^Coleman, 0£, cit., p. 370.
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Ihe. indirect and imconscious nature of the transmission-process is -

vstressed by many authdirs and underscores-the importance of knowing what

■ attitudes and values'the teacher has since these-are the ones-most likely -

-to-be transmitted informally and...,effecti-vely..

A related body -of research is concerned with the social- background '

of the teachers and its effect on the beha-iri-pr of the teachers in the ‘

classroom.- Charters reviews ’ this material thoroughly and states th^t the

premise underlying the research is brie' concerning

... the transmission o'f value orientations from teacher 
to pupil. It proceeds not so much through didactic teach- 

‘ ings as through the reward and punishment systemand other- 
subtleties of the flow of interaction, ... Which values-will 
be transmitted depends upon the teacher's own ..value oriehta- 

’ tibn, which, in turn, is determined by his position in the
groupa and subcultures, of the social structure.26

The question clearly has relevance in the East African situation where -

the teachers and the pupi-ls come from widely differing cultures and

Societies and frequently frbm entirely different nations. |_/The predcmi-

nance Of expatriate teadiers in the-neCohdary schools is cited specifi-

_ cally by the Kenya Education Connnission as a source Of concern about

the values, and attitudes being transmitted in the schools.

Nevertheless, at n-time when we are seeking to create 
ah A^frlcah hatibn, it is paradoxical that the iitgency 
of localizatioh within the administrative'ranks of 
gbverhment and in Other fields has actually set back

}

T,

:^®W. W. "The Social Background'Of Teaching," in
N. L. Gage fed.V. Handbook-'Of ReSearCh-on-Teachlng (Chicago: - Rand McNally

■ - ' . . -- 7: —■ --- ' - -1- - - - -I-.-!
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the course of localization in those educational insti- . 
tutions that are most powerfully formative of the
national mind and outlook.27

The extent to which these concerns are justified ih- the Hdht of teachers'

:r

actual ■attitudes and values is-the ■ topic of. this research studvl

When one moves'from qualitative, intuitive discussions about the 

importance of the teacher and the kinds of things which a given type of 

teacher is most likely to transmit, to attempts to analyze and veri:^ the' 

tentative hypotheses linderlying such discussion's the ground is much less 

secure'. Charters reviewed the literature relating to the interaction be

tween the social status of the teacher in society and his performance"in 

the classroom and concluded that the "... research which tests the veri- 

dicality of the assumptions is meager, and what findings there are suggest

that the assumptions are gross oversimplifications of the processes in

volved."^® He feels that the difficulties lie mainly in the limitations 

of the designs of the studies; most of them have been focMed primarily 

on other probl^s.? Thus, the hypotheses'remain intuitively appealing 

and worthy of direct investigation.

• Attempts to study the'effects of teacher attitudes on pupils and

. on .classrooms are mentioned.in a number of places in Gage's Handbook' of 

Research on Teaching. Stem discusses research relating teachers' atti

tudes to classroom climate, and. thie-subsequent effects on pupil achieve-

27S. i H. .Ominde (chmn.),'Kenya Education Commission Report; Part I 
(Nairobi, Kenya: 'Government Printer, 1964), p. 79;

^®Charters, op..cit.. p. 741.
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ment'.^® Results' tend to be ambiguous, and it is difficult to derive 

practical implications, from them.' Stern feels that some of the problms 

^ a result of the rdactive nature of the observa

tion techniques'used. A reldESd'area of research is reviewed by Metcalf

'.^in his chapter on teaching methods in social studies. He discusses the ,
. . . . . . - . ■ -

research on methods designed to change attitudes about issues of social

"V

- ;

V

importance and cites several studies on the effectiveness of the 'reflec-

' Results seem. to indicate some superiority for the reflec-rfive model.'-

tive model but no clear understanding of the process involved se^s, to 

. : have emerged.

From the' point of view of the' study to be reported here, the '

•area of. research reviewed by Wifhall and Lewis provides an important 

instance of research;which establishes some basis, for the belief about 

the role of the teacher. They reported on resea.rch done by Anderson and

others in the ISA'Q's, on the. relationship between teacherqj behavior and 

The results of an extended series of studies tended31pupils' behavior.-' 

to:demonstrate'Ihat the teacher's classroom personality and behaviors
!

■Gi.,G. stem, "Measuring Noncognitive Variables in Research on 
-Teaching." in N. L. Gage fed.). Handbook of Research bn Teabhing (Chicago: 
Rand McHailj^&' coi, 1963), p. 424. V . .

E. Metcalf, "Research on Teaching the Social Studies," in 
- N. L. Gage (ed.)i; Handbook of Research on Teaching (Chicago: Rand McNally 

& Co., 1963), pp. 941-945. The reflecti-ve model involves a probing,
. . . qudstiqnlng;'discussion of text materials causing pupils to reflect on

various possible inte^retatibh&'of the issues.

■ and WiW.' Lewis, "Social Interaction in the Classroom,"
in N. L. Gage (ed.); Handbook of Research on Teaching (Chicago; Rand 

. McNally & Co.,'1963), p. 692V
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'influenced-the behaviors of the children’in the. classroom.-Jhls wpi5:, 

iat. a: minimum,; lays tie grovmdwork for est^lishing the_dlrection of the 

flow of influence from teacher to pupils; thi.f is an toportant part of. 

i:: i "^the argument that the teacher racts as m agent of socialization iii the

classroom. It remains to be d^onstrated, however, that the moire specific 

kind’s of content ■ subsumed- under the riiric of political socialization are - 

in fact transmitted a result of teacher attitudes;, values, and behaviors.

- . . , . Perhaps'the most striking thing about research„on the effeet-of . .-

'Z •v.O.’-.'.'r,

the teacher is the.relative lack of documehtatioh;6n the transmission of' 

specific attitudes or values. The author was unable to discover any 

-reference' to. sucih research in the Handbook of Research on Teaching. 

which is by far-the most thorough, review of research in this field. One 

of the few attempts to ^cument the transmission process, which has come 

to the author's attention,' is a doctoral study done,in the 1930's-by 

A. J. Manske;^^ His study deals with .the reflection of tAe teacher’s 

attitudes toward the -Negro problem; in America on the attitudes of the-

pupils after they had been exposed to lessons containing information 

The lessons were designed to give the teacher a

The results were negative in '.'that
^o'ut; the problem.

chance to express his own attitudes.

. pupils rarely, significantly reflect the attitudes of their teachers. ..33

^^A. J. Manske. The Reflection of Teachers' Attitudes in the
Attitudes of their Pdpils (Hew fork: . Bureau of PubliMtions,^ TpaAers.....

T,~ coHegei’~Cblumbia
do ■ . .. . . >

• Ibid., p. 51; Two other studies were canpleted in about the 
. same era.' Both of them dealt with more general liberal-conservative atti- 
' ;tude orientations of Social Studies teachers. Both of them'were able to

- 17 -



■:.:... ‘Hie study was hampered by being limited to. a strictly informational- ap—

proai(i t attitude change which todajTis known to be

xmlikely to produce much change. __ ^

A more recent attempt Tavdemonstrate similarity between teachers ' .

and pupils'.attitudes is found in the study of political attitudes by
■. . . . . . . . . \ - ■ ' ■ ■ : ■ V ■ .

Hess and Tomey.' Their results showed trends of growing similarity be-

' tween pupils and teachers as pupils moved through the primary school ■

-. toward the'eighth grade, particularly in the dimensions of orientation
toward government figures and institutions.-^ Similarities also, appear •

in concepts of the .desirable qualities of citizens mad, to a lesser ex- '

tent, in the value of independent voting. They^concluded that the

"extent of congruence in responses supports the conclusion-that the.

'i-i

school is a powerful socializing agent in the area of citizenship and 
35 ■ 'Ey school they mean, in effect, teachers, since 

all of their evidence pe.rtains to the teachers.

Vtoile these results offer encouraging"evidence for the efficacy 

of teachers as agents of socialization, they do not demonstrate any

political behavior.

d '

.show positive correlations between teaser or-ientation and changes in 
pupil orientation ^ter contact with .the teachers. Howeyeri in neither ^ 

' cash is it clear that the teacher is the sole or even the most important 
source of influence oh the pupils. See H. M. Mason, "Effects of Atti^ 
tudes of High-School Teahhers of Social Studies iqx.on Attitudes of Their - 
Pupilsv" Studies in Higher Education^"Purdue University. V (1942, pp. 47- 
65. See Also A. Kroll, "Teacher's Influence upon Attitudes of Boys in

------the^Twelfth-Grade. — J6umal:Vof ■'Educatiohal Psychology. JOT (1934),
pp;:274-280; ' >

;34Hess; and lorney, o£. J^. , p. 112.

li4;-''35Ibid•VP
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causal reiatibh between teabhers ' attitudes and subsequent pupils' atti- • 

tiides. At best the evidence of Hess aid Totney does not reject the ■

h^othesis, or stated more positively, their evidence allows one to con

tinue to test, the‘hypothesis .'"'The presence of trends showing increasing 

congruence between pupils.and teachers asra function.of amount of school- 

ing is suggestive, but needs to be tested so that alternative hypotheses 

of maturation or general'^school effect-can be rejected in favor of .-the 

-.hypothesis-that^the-teachers -are the major source of influence,

Despite the lack of clear evidence in support of the view that 

the teacher is an important agent of socialization,- -the hypothesis remains 

appealing and compelling both to the -layman and to the professional edu- 

"cator. The theoretical basis -for the hypothesis is more encoUragiHg and 

holds out thq .hope that more adequate experimental designs will be' possi

ble in the future. One strand-Of theory and res.earch derives from, the. - 

study of-coDimunications and their effect on. attitudes. Of particular 

salience are studies'indicating the characteristics of communicators

which are;Important in determining their effectiveness. To be most

, effective'the coonnuttlcator must be credible, attractive, and have group
36..affiliations which the audience Can identify with, 

support common sehSe conceptions of the teacher's role since, to be at 

all successful,_;the teacher must be .credible and at least minimally 

attractive to the pupils.

These findings

■ ' krechV^ al;. The Individual in Society (New York: McGraw- 
Hllf Book Cb. , ' lric. , 1962),. pp;^: 231-233. , , _
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Complementing these- findings, the more extensive theory developed 'i;
' by Hi Kelinan seems to be directly relevant to the rble of the teacher'

as an. agent of social influence.' Kelman distinguished three distinct 

_ prijcesses of social infiuence;<—-compliance, identification, and internal

ization. Compliance occurs when an individual acceffts influence frran 

Mother person because he hopes to achieve a favorable reaction or avoid 

an'unfavorable reaction from that person. 'Identification occurs when-an 

individual accepts influence because he -wants to establish or maintain a 

satisfying relaEiorislii'^with that person. And, internalization occurs 

when .an individual accepts influence because the content of .the influence 

is intrinsically rewarding and is congruent with his value system. •

Kelman presents a series of antecedent and consequent conditions 

which are associated with each of these processes. The one most relevant 

to the teaching situation is-probably the one concerned with the source 

of the influencing agent's power. For ccmpliance, the powr derives from 

the-agent's ability to supply or withhold means• needed for the achieve-^ 

ment of the indi-vidual's goals. If the agent's power is based on his 

: L attractiveness, influence wilf tend to.take the form of identification 

and if the power is based on the agent's credibility then the influence 

will tend; to take the form of internalization.:.

Clearly more than one of these processes may be operating simul

taneously, but in most situations one or another of them'will be dominant.

■

• . C. Kelman, VThree Fxocesses^f Social Influence," Public
\ ■ On'inion Quarterly. XXF (1961). pp. 57-78.- , .

V'f
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■P • in the classroom the key variable -would be the 

perceive the teacher. As the perception, moves from one' of means control 

along the continuum to credibility, the efficacy of the teacher as a 

source of influence increases and'* the probability that the influence will •

^^^^^^^tend beyond the classroom situation also increases. Thus, the model 

provides'a-framew6rk_for analyzing the influence of the teacher and lends

• theoretical support to the hypothesis.that the teacher can be an impor

tant source of socialization.

There is some evidence.to support the-assumption that pupils-4n 

African schools view their teachers as attractive and credible sources.

way in which the pupils . • ■

Ihe most direct evidence is proyided-by a large-^scale study of pupil _ . 

attitudes in Kenya arid Tanzania which contained several .questions of 

tele-vance. One of them was a trust question asking whether, in general, _ 

different groups of people — father, teachers, religious leaders, and 

government leaders — could be trusted. The pupils were given four 

choices for each group: Always, Usually, Not often, and Never. For 

‘• ' ^secondary pupils ,in both Kenya and Tanzania, father wais rated highest,

- followed closely by religious leaders', and teachers, in that order, and 

government leaders were last by a larger margin. Stated a different way, 

the finding indicated that the teachers were about 10 percentage points 

below father while government leaders were about 30 points below the

father. .In all, about 80% of the pupils indicated that teachers could

..... ... . , .....~be”trusted - Always--or-Uriuaily;

V 38_D. Koffand^G. Von der Muhl, "Political Socialization in Kenya 
and Tanzania -'A Comparative Analysis," Proceedings of University of
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To iii(juite;mo:tfe sp^ into the relative influence of these ,

' socializing aghnts, the investigators asked the pupils to indicate which

agents taught them the most about being good citizens. The results show 

striking emphasis on the teacher as'the most important source. Of the

secondary school pupils sampled, 71T in Kenya and 56%'in Tanzania .chose 

• the teacher. Parents and relatives are next with about 45% in both cages,

39
and all other sources are mentioned, only by 20% or less of the pupils . 

Thus, although the tinist ratings of teachers are somewhat below those of 

parents, the teachers are' rated well above the parents^^ sources of g'ood 

citizenship .training. . - ? '

Finally, pupils were asked 'what they thought were the two best 

ways to learn about what, was happening in the country. Radio and news

papers received the greatest number of choices — 96% in both Kenya and 

Tanzania. Teadiers received the-second highest percents (about 50%) in 

both countries while parents and relatives received a thi^d highest per 
cent (only about'5%) . ^ Ihe-results of these questions' lend .substantial 

support to the supposition that the teachers have the potential for act- 

. ing as agents of socializatio'n because pupils perceive them as trustworthy 

. and credible, sources; they: are also consciously viewed by the pupils as 

being a.source of both citizenship training and information about what

East Africa Social Science Conference, December, 1966 [Distributed by 
..Makefeire Institute of Social Research, Kampala, Uganda. Subsequently 
• published in Journal of ModerhrAfficin"StUdies~. V'11967)lT 'P." 7.

-^^Ibid.. p. 8.

X; Xi". .:
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A numbet of’other theories also provide possible theoretical 

the 'transmission^process frcHi-teacher1:o' student. ."OnFmo-delT : 

which has'a number’ of atfracti^. features when considered as to its

•plausibility in the East African setting involves the process, of social.
42 ■ ' • ■ • , ■ . ' - ■

-learning. The theory of social learning centers around modeling,

imitation, and various patterns.of reinforcement. The traditional ■ 

methods of instruction in an African community rely heavily on modeling ,

and imitation. When pupils enter'school they bring with them the team- 

■ ing-patterns, which they, are accustomed to, and continue to use them in 

^ the formal educational setting. ' Several aspects of ..the school situation 

tend to encourage the use of. imitation as a learning process. Classes

are conducted in a foreign language and are mainly concerned with sub

ject matter which has little reference to the real world of the pupils. 

.Much of what is presented is, literally unccanprehensible to'the pupils ’ 

and they have no alternative but to imitate and memorize.

. : At the secondary school level, the pupils begin to learn some-

, thing about their roles as members of the larger national community and' 

• ,l^gin to see themsel-yes as participants in this larger entity. Yet, the

Although the study of teachers being reported iff'this document 
took place in Uganda, in the author's opinion the results of the pupil 
survey cited for Ketiya^^^d Tanzania would be essentially the same had 
comparable data been available for the pupils in Uganda.

; , ,--N. E. Miller and J. Dollard, Social Learning- and Imitation 
.(New Haven:-. Yale University Press, 1962), and A. Bandura and R. H. 
Walters. Social Learning and Personality Development (New York: Holt,

; , Rinehart & Winston,. Inc. , 1963) .
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• sources of information and models for these roles -are scarce indeed.

P^erits and relatives are riot generally, relevant models since the

national - ccfflimunity and'.the roles embodied in it are so recent that most 

m^obers of the olden generation'^e themselves trying to learn the new 

les. The teachers in the schools provide virtually the only models 

of modem, participating members of the commimity with whom the pupils 

have, any direct contact. Teachers are generally perceived as attractive, 

-influential members of-the community and as such- are natural models for 

imitation by the pupils who want desperately to become active participants 

in the new nation. The.life style of the teacher is also attractive since 

it represents the apparent way of life of the new elite and most secondary 

pupils ^consider themselves candidates'for this group.

As models for imitation the teacher's role would appear to be . , 

more important than merely acting as a source of content in the clasgroom.

■ Their importance-is enhanced even-moire by other aspects of^he school -

system. Most-of the schools are boarding schools, often located at somer- 

what isolated sites several-miles outside town. , The effect ,1s to. make 

the school a more or less closed’community in which the headmaster and

the,staff ha've the authority to structure and control almost all of the 

pupils' activities. While the Ittiiistry of Educati-on retains official 

control over a number of aspects of school life, the relative remoteness 

of the Ministry and the difficulty of communication means that effective, 

■ daily control rests with the staif.- Similarly, the local community- 

exerts little influence on the school since interaction with the school 

, is minimali and is’generally.on terms dictated by the school.
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As a■resultj the activities, orgauizAtion,. and daily operation

the staff in the school. The

implicit models of secondary education which the teachers bring with them 

■ influence strongly their acti6nsM:ii the school. What the teachers pei>- 

ceive as relevant and desirable for the p^ils will generally determine 
!f"^^at happens in the Achool. /

For example, if the teachers do not perceive 

civic education as part of the role of the school, then it generally.will , 

. not be part of the program. Even if Ministry policy dictated that cer^ 

tain things shall be included in the school program, it is ultimately the

Given the diffi-teachers who must arrange and carry out these policies, 

culties of operating a school with limited resources, with tenuous lines 

of communicatioh, and with a high rate of ' staff turnover the policies 

most likely tb be implemented effectively are those which, match the 

teacher's' perception of what is right and desirable.

d}.■
studying the Teachers in Ueanda's SecOUdafv Schools

- . r.
.'Having indicated a number of theoretical reasons for the study

: : of teachers in a' de-yeloping country like Uganda, .we now turn to a con

sideration of the composition of the teaching force and the questions

The.raised by the great variety of teachers present in the schools, 

majority of teachers have been and continue to be expatriates, mostly
a ^

British but with stibstantial numbers of Americans and other European

natibnalttlesr—The proportion- of -Ugandan teachers, both Asian-and-

■■ r African; .4,s; about one third and is rising slowly.

shorties of teachers, the country has been forced to recruit from a wide

Because of extreme ,

- 25 -
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variety of sources -^a m^er' a number of different schemes.. The result

' is ai extremely heterogeneous teaching staff In terms of their'.cost to
.rr;:’-

?the country, their length of serHce, their training, and their cultural 
background.

. . -It is the basic tenet of this study that the differences in

. . background of the teachers have significant implications for the effects
-■•T"

which the schools have on the attitudes., values, and knowledge of the .

- pupils. If differences do exist, then it becomes important to know, how : ^

they are distributed among the teachers and how they relate to various- 

background characteristics of the teachers. As Uganda begins to'reach 

a^ point where a choice is possible between alternative' sources and alter

native types of teachers, then the knowledge of what various kinds of 

teachers are likely to bring in the way of attitudes and values- is a 

most useful adjunct, io planning. Such knowledge also has direct impli

cations for recruiting, training, and. utilization of the te/chers.

Ideally, a research project would be able to throw light on the 

problem-of transmission, i.e., what processes relate specific character- 

speclfie attitudes and values of pupils. For the 

moment, though,, this goal must remain oh the horizon while investigation 

begins the process of gathering information about the.teachers, the 

pupils,-^and the ways in which they Interact. The complexities of demon

strating causal relations between teachers and pupils are many, and the 
state of our understanding of the^ituation is too meager to hold much

- 26 -
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43.
immedtate promise of being able to design suitabla experiments. 

iCoupled with the'theoretical problems, the practical situation in Uganda
\

'■r

is_ such that access to pupils for purposes of investigating’citizenship 

■ traihihg is somewhat limited, ■

Before any realistic att^pts to measure transmission can be

undertaken,’ careful study must be made of the kinds of attitudes and 

Information the teachers haye which might be■transmitted. When.suffi

cient-knowledge about the teachers is acquired, one can then set about 

the. task of constructing dependent variables which reflect real and use

ful. differences among teachers and which can form the content of the 

message to be transmitted to the pupils. The purpose of'' the current 

study is to provide’a detailed :deScriptive’look'at the -teachers and to

attempt to construct a number of dependent measures which reflect im-

° portant dimensions of differenced among teachers, particularly those

from different cultural and national backgrounds. ■ J .

. The-results should serve the purpose of identifying variables 

potentially useful for studies of .transmission and should also provide 

description of teacher attitudes and values. The'‘description is use

ful in denoting areas where teachers are unlikely to act as agents of

a„.

.*■

43For a comparative discussion of old and new techniques for 
analyzing direction and Source of causal effects in tfeacher-pupil rela
tions see: A. H. Yee and-N. L. Gage, "Techniques for Estimating Source 
md’Direction of Causal Influence in Panel Data." Psycbologicai Bulletin. 
LXX, Nov 2 (1968), pp. 115--126,'

®^Thc;author's letter-of permission to do research in the schools 
obtained from tlie Ministry of Education only after lengthy negotia-

tions; it e^licitly fortade any contact with the pupils.
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socialization because they lack the requisite attitudes, and in deline

ating the areas where teachers are most likely to be able to transmit 

attitudes; In the United.States..interest has recently been focused on 

teachers and their political aotlpns both in and out of the classroom.

A number of studies have attempted to discover what teachers think and 

feel about various aspects of our political system. A good example, is ' 

the work of. H. Zeigler in Oregon. He investigated the relationship 

between the teacher as a political actor and commvmicator of political . 

ideas to students, and a number of other chafacteristics of teachers

\

'*1

such as job satisfaction, participation in an interest group, and
45

reactions to sanctions.

The Caioice of independent Variables

The independent variables in the study are- defined^ in general,

the teaches those characteristics which the teachers bring with them/to 

ing job. Thus, they would include demographic variables such as nation- 

-ality, sex, age, socioeconomic background, and religion. Other variables, 

, - amount of teaching" Scperienca, orientation and language train

ing for expatriates, and the secondary school experiences of the teachers.

would also be included. The question of how the teachers were to be 

split into groups for purposes of analysts was left open initially. The

Zeielef. The Political World of the High School Teacher 
XEugene, Oregon:: University of Oregon Press, 1966). An example of 

• - a^niore iimlted: Set of 'objectives but similar approach is provided by:
: J. Weibet anii-j.' H^esi :''b™^ Teachers arid Prospective
Teachers.” Phi Delta Kaopan. XLVII. No. 9 (M^, 1966), pp. 476-481.
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whether differences In Import^t dependent variables'answer depended on

se^ed to occur.adross groups with obvious demographic .characteristics

or whether the differences- are related more closely to

other characteristics like ageT^d'length of service.

; V-like nationality i

Another consider

ation in choosing independent variables is the administrative prdb.lem . 

faced by Uganda in terms of the various soutces of teachers available for

recruiting. A more complete discussion Of the rationale for the final
-  - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _  »

choice is presented in CSiapter III where the total teaching population .

~of Uganda is described.An some detail.

4

The Choice of Dimensions for the Dependent Variables

The initial conceptualization of the study can be traced to an 

interest in the role of teachers as sources of information and attitudes' 

relevant to the citizenship training of the pupils. As'the plans for-the 

re&earch developed it.became clear that a somewhat broader/definition of 

citizenship would be necessary if the study was to relate to the -situation 

in a-developing African country like Uganda. Dimensions were added which 

telat^ to aspects of modernization and whifch form a number of the pre-

requisites for successful national development. The final set'of dimen

sions can perhaps be beat described as consisting of the major components 

of the process of so.cialization for national goals'in Uganda.

Like many new nations, Uganda faces tremendous challenges in 

trying to weld together diverse dthnic and racial groups within an 

artificially, created set of geographic boundaries. Af the same time the- 

country must cope with the vast new^responsibilities involved in creating

•r-' ,
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aii'd running a national government, must find ways of reconciling the 

Interesits of itfferenf groups, which, frequently, lack even'a coonnon frame 

‘of-referencey;'Sd must -careful^ -limited .resources wMle

under se-yere political pressures’^created by the demands for increased 

government performance-in all aspects of development. To meet the basic 

conditions of survival, and also to make a start toward some of the stated 

goals for the development of Uganda, a number of''attitudes and value con

stellations must be developed in the average citizen of the'country.

In selecting the areas of socialization to be included in the.,^ 

study, reference was made to a number of different sources. ^ First, an 

outline of important dimensions was drawn up by reference to the body of 

literature on national development and, in particular, the role of educa

tion in prcmoting such 'development. Second, the areas chosen were those 

most relevant to the situation in Uganda, as judged from the author's own 

extended experience in the schools and knowledge about the situation in 

Uganda. And, third, reference was made to all available materials which 

■gave indications of Ugiida's own goals for the country and its expecta

tions aliout tie role of education in attaining those goals.

At- tie outset a strategy decision was made to exclude any direct 

measurement of piassroom activities from the study. The. resources avail

able for the research were not sufficient to cope with either the practi^ 

cal or. the technical problems Involved in getting an adequate sampling of

^^Examples of the sources used .are: newspapers, speeches, records 
of parli^ehtary, debates. Official government documents. Ministry of 

- Education-poitcy statements, and personal discussions with officials at 
all levels in the educational system of Uganda.
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^hayibr in the;classrp6m. the indications provided by the
' '

■ research mentioned' earlier in this chapter, tend to support the premise

that-socialization-occurs mainly in the non-academic aspects of school 

life,'and particularly'in the informal process of teacher-pupil inter-- 

^^^^tipn. The omission of classroom; content is-made even less serious by 

. ■ ■ the fact that the eurriculum contains almost no reference to the topics

being considered in this study. . As a result, the study will focus mainly 

on the teacher's perception of the pupils, his expectations for teacherr 

pupil relationships, and his tonception of the non-academic role of the 

school'.

7'

. ■ The assumption that the teacher should know and. tmderstand his

pupils is, of course, a basic tenet of modem educational theory. It 

•has somewhat greater importance in the Ugandan situation because so many 

of the teachers come from cultures totally different from the culture of 

the pupils. Knowledge and 'understanding of the cultural ba^ground of 

the pupils is also xelevant because it probably constitutes an important 

part of the-teacher's attractiveness to the pupils. An expatriate who 

is perceived as sympathetic and'understanding of the background of pupils 

;may he able to oyercome the effects of being affiliated with a group 

which is not perceived of as 'one of us!' Teachers who are successful 

in overcoming the handicap of such an image will probably have effec

tively fulfilled the .conditions, which ae communications research cited 

earlier indicated was necessary, ior maximum effectiveness as a communi-

- 31 -
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■ The following seetionvpresents'a brief outline of the major dimen

sions used-in this study in; describing the teachefs in, Uganda. A look at 

the dimensions listed below shows that, they bear upon;, the national goals - 

of the country. A more detall'ea-'discussion of each dimension, including 

listing of ■ the iteins used-in constructing an index to represent, the 

dimension, will be presented when the results are discussed in the secOnd 

half of this repOrt. The dimensions are stated in such a way as to.de

scribe a teacher who’is presumed to .be an effective socializing agent for 

the national goals of the country. •->

A. The National Government and the Political Culture

A good socializing agent for the development of national unity,

a sense of national identification, a sense of loyalty,.and a

sense of political efficacy is probably pne who;

- 1. Has a favorable image of the government, itg/performance, 
its approachability,' and its concern for indi-vidiial 
citizens.

J-

2. Is aware of and knowledgeable about national affairs.

3. Is willing.to discuss national issues with.puplls, 
to express an opinion,, and feels that the role of 
the-teacher includes the socializing of pupils in’ ' ' 
matters' of national" interest.

. .
B. The School and Basic Citizenship Skills

A good agent fOr the training,of pupils in the skills and atti

tudes required for a modfem participatory democracy is likely 

' to'be one who:
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: -1. Sees pupil involvement iij the running ahd
;: V important

. learning ^p.erience for the pupils.

2:: FeelsStiat (%6cratic processes in the school should 
be explicit and: allow .practice in skills to be used 
-later in life-. ,'

3. Is concerded^out the relevance of the academicj 
formal, and authoritarian nature of eSucation which 

■ is generally offered now.

C. The Pupil and-His Cultural and Social Environment -

An effective agent for attracting pupils and influencing their
. • "—1

attitudes and values is probably one who:

1. Is aware of the social and cultural environment frtm , 
which the pupils have come.

2. Has a favorable or at least sympathetic•set of atti
tudes toward the customs and values of the traditional 
culture:!. . . -

3. Is aware of and has some contact with the home and 
family background of the pupils.

u''
\-

D. The School and the Communitv

A, good agent for building more meaningful relations between

the school and the community is likely to be one who:-

1. ' Is concerned about the present pattern of isolation 
of the school from the coramvinity.

2. Is.himself involved in community activities and is 
• able to serve as a model for the pupils. .

These basic dimensions wi!^! he supplemented with a number of 

• other-items dealing.with tdie teacher's acti-vities and perfomance in the 

school. . Measures of the total teaching load, the involvement in sports
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and activities^ and the administrative responsibilities- held in the

.school, will be used to produce a clearer picture of the total range of

the teacher's involvement, ’ These latter measures will also provide an 

initial step towarclj^idging tEe^gap between descriptions of teacher 

^^^^^titudes and feelings 

teachers.

and descriptions of the actual behavior of the
i

Finally, a number of items dealing with innovation and change 

'in the school wiH be discussed. These items cover both the teachers:' ; 

feelings about the heed for changes and the teachers' reports on the:’

kinds of changes which they have actually tried to.initiate in their
. ^ ’ 'tK. ■ . . '

schools. The assumption, underlying-the questions, oh innovation is that

knowledge of the types of teachers who'feel changes are hecessa^ and 

.who are likely to attempt to introduce changes is'important in planning 

. staffing. If the government feels that the current structure of the 

schools is satisfactory-, then teachers likely to want chaiig'es are prob

ably disruptive, whereas, if the government is itself contemplating 

changes then teachers similarly inclined are an advantage. 

i : -.-..-The . author has .. consciously chosen to s^ate the assumptions under-^ 

lying the dependent variables in a direct form in order to e:^licitly 

exhibit his position and its inherent biases. To the inevitable "charge 

that these assumptions are based on the American way, the author would 

reply that most of them do indeed derive from the socialization process 

which'the author, has experienced as an American citizen. If this were 

the only b^ts for using these assumptions in Uganda,-they would indeed

bie difficult to defend. Substituting the American formula for the

-" - 34 -
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British one'holds: little hope for creating the kind of school system 

:w UgOTda. The justification of these dimensions, ■

. however,'? will be shown to derive from many sources , including .British

Ki':-

ones; rad even more important, .'to^derive directly frcm the goals enunci- 

^^^^jted by Ugandans for their country and schools.

More specific justifications for individual dimensions will be 

discussed in detail when the results are presented. At the very least 

one can say that the assumptions received widespread support in .the. . ^

Western social science disciplines, ranging from the concepts of politi

cal culture in political science to modem, child-oriented educational •' 

By and large, the dimensions seem to the author to be.. philosophies'.^^

Intuitively appealing and for many will be acceptable on the basis of
1

their content and its obvious relation to the problems faced by the

country.

d
Hiirmiary

This first chapter has indicated that the schools in a developing 

county-are-widely, regarded as a key factor in the process of socializing 

young people■in the national goals of the country.

there are a number of possible sources of socialization and five of them

Within the schools

-r

There are, of course, many other traditions which might .well 
have rele'hance in' Uganda. One would want to consider models ranging 

, from monarchies, to-dictatorships^ to. the various ' t3T)es of communist 
govemm^ts^found in the East. However, it would be unrealistic to 
overlook the fact that the modem history of Uganda has all t^en place 
under Western influence and that both its institutions and its leaders 
have been strongly influenced by Western ideas.

35 -
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briefly Reasons were presented to show that one of these 

five sources, the teacher,;is potentially one of the most important

sources■ Several different models which offer a theoretical basis for 

the assumption that the teacher canfunction as an agent of socialization 

^ ^ and reference was made to the specific conditions in Uganda

which._lend themselves to the application of these theories. This study 

will focus on the teachers as agentsrof socialization in Uganda, a 

recently formed African country.

Lack of. previous tesearch in the area'and the complexity of the 

problem make it unfeasible to attempt to demonstrate causal relations be- 

. tween teacher characteristics and effects oh pupils. This study will 

confine itself to an analytic description of certain attitudes of teachers 

assumed to be relevant to_ their role as agents of national sociailization 

and the relationships between these attitudes and variotis background 

characteristics of the teachers. Groups of teachers will betdefined 

• on the basis of salient-independent variables and their positions on 

. related dependent dimensions will be described and discussed. The de

pendent dimensions have been chosen for their relevance to the needs of 

Uganda and because of their Implications for the success or failure of 

Uganda's attempts, through the instrument of the educational sustem, to 

reach certain specified national goals.

The' analysis is not intended, to prove or disprove a specific set 

of hypotheses about specific kinds of teachers.

allow a:comprehensive description of the teachers available from various 

sources how'and in the hear future and will permit one to assess the

*

si-

■Rather, the data will
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implications of using these teachers for the socialization process in the 

schools. As a by-product,-the data-will also allow the testing .of a num

ber of the. ■prevailing stereotypes and hypotheses about the performance 

and attitudes of various kinds of't'eachers. And, finally, the results 

- ^st|oi^d be of use to plamers concerned with organizing the school environ

ment so. as to maximize its potential contribution in the molding of pupil 

attitudes and values in ways most appropriate for national development.- 

■ The chapters in the first part of the report will describe the;; 

research setting, the general characteristics of the schools and the 1

teachers in Uganda, the procedures used in the study, and the analytic 

tedtoiques used to reduce the data to Its final form. The second half 

of the report will be devoted to the presentation and interpretation of 

the results. Each dimension will be dealt with separately and then a . 

summary section will attempt to provide an over-all view of the pattern 

of interaction between the independent and dependent variables^

a

^ •
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CHAPTER H

THE RESEARCH-SETTING ..

*
Uganda, one of the three countries to emerge from the former 

British East Africa, is typic_al of the hewly-ihdependent nations of 

.modein sub-S^aran Africa. Lying- on the northern shore of Lake Victoria, 

the country ranges from a fertile tropical environment near the lake'"', 

in the south to a semi-arid plain in the north that is suitable only for 

nomadic cattle raising. The Ruwenzori. Mountains form the Western border, 

and at their feet lie a series of lakes forme'd by the western branch of 

the Great Rift Valley as it passes.southward through Uganda. The historic 

Nile River originates iii Lake Victoria and. flows north and west, watering 
a large part of Uganda before encpimtering the southern edg''/of .the 

Sahara in the Sudan.

. The geographical and ecological diversity of the country is

Mribred in the diy^^ty o The population of about eight .

million contains important divisions which run vertically and horizontally 

through the social structure of the country. The horizontal layers tend 

to coincide with racial distribution and can be viewed-as a pyramid of 

"rising degrees of modernization. The base consists of indigenous Africans 

who are peasant farmers. The mddle layer is composed primarily of 

Asians (about 60i000) who control most of the cranmercial activity in the.

- 38 r-
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country and provide most of the skilled lajjor available/^

formed.by the ruling African elite and a small number of

The'peak of

. . Europeans (ardimd 5,000) who occupy professional posts in the country.

Cutting vertically across this structure are two other sets of

Small as it is Uganda contains some thirteen major tribes.^^^^upings.

. four of which, have highly o^anized political'hierarchies with hereditary 
kingships.^ Although the formal structure of these kingdoms has recently

been severely curtailed, they still. command the..loyalty and obedience;: of . 

most members of tiie Tribe. Historical affinities and enmities produce 

shifting alliances among the tribes depending on the issue involved. 

Recent political, developments have emphasized a Bantu-Nilotic- split 

which corresponds roughly to a North-South division of the tribes in the .

country.

Further divisions occur along religious lines. At the last cen

sus, slightly more than half of the population was listed as^ Christian'.

A small but active group adheres to the Muslim religion. Conflicts

Hlhlle most-people tend to think of Asians as a hcimogeneous 
group, they are themselves split into numerous language, religious and - 
caste groups.'" See D. P.,GhnL (ed.). Portrait of a Minority; 'Asians in 
East Africa (Nairobi.'Kenya; Oxford University Press, 1965);

2J. E. Goldthome. Outlines of East African Society (Kampala, 
Uganda; Makerere College Library, 1958). .

^The last census took place in 1959 and gave the following dis
tribution of religion: Catholic, ,34%; Protestant (Anglican), 28%; Muslim, 
6%; and the remainder. Pagan or-Other. Uganda Censtis. 1959; ' African 
Population (Uganda Government; Statistics Branch, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs). These ;figures ar ten years out of■ date and fairly large

~chahgen-are-to-be-expected.f Jhe. data also conceal fairly large varia- 
; tipnS ;in percentages by district wiSiin the" country. ~

VA; ■
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. : bet^eefr religious giroups have been a part of nganda's history

since tlje'arrival of . the relig:t6ns in the Vcouhtry, The alignments by. 

religion sometimes coincide with tribal or political alliances and 

times cut across them. Religion Ts^an important factor in all issues 

^cm^rning the growth and development of the nation.

At the time of independence, in October of 1962, the political 

_ etructure.of Uganda consisted of'a central government and a series of -

some-

regional governments which were based primarily on modifications of 

. existing tribal institutions. Since independence there has been a grad- 

.ual strengthening of the central government at the expense.of the 

regions. The trend culminated in a major constitutional revision in

1967 which abolished the traditional kingships and set up a dozen or so 

district councils to replace the regional governments. A number of 

disturbances accompanied these changes,, and feelings, of• loyalty to 

regional organizations continue to compete with national allegiance.

. Nonational elections have taken place in the six years since independ

ence^ and there is some uncertainty.about the way leadership wijl be 

passed ;to,new .officials.

The economic structure of Uganda is similar to that of most 

countries at an early stage ofi development. The economy is based 

primarily on peasant farmers engaged in subsistence agriculture. The 

major, source of fevenue for the government is the coffee and cotton 

produced as a cash crop by. sm'allholAers in the central and northern

There are marginal deposits of copper and other 

revehu^ In general^'the resource b^e'.

parts of the cOmitry. 

minerals which br£ng~in~'sb^
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avail^;i^ for;developing theis npf tege and is-subject to the '

. whims of the international commodity markets . A number 'of sniali-scale 

industries have been Started, but the scope for development within Uganda 

is limited by the-small market available. As cooperation between the- 

^^^three East African countries increases, the development of' all of them 

will benefit. Ti.* .V

The distributibn of the population.enhances the great disparities 

.in education and economic development, which exist between different . - 

parts of the country. The middle and upper levels of the pyramid, dis

cussed before, are collected together in two modem cities; Kampala and 

Jijija. The majority of the, African, peoples live outside these cities 

and have limited access to the education and economic development avail

able in the cities. ' Thh movement of people and resources.to the city 

further aggravates the urban-rural division and contributes to a feeling '
S' ^ .

of neglect and deprivation on the part of those who remain in the rural 

areas. The government is striving hard to counteract these trends: 

.'particularly by making education available throughout the counf;^.

. The Educational System in Uganda

- While the history .of formal education in Uganda (education in the 

Western tra'dltion) can be -traced back to about 1900, it„was not until the

middle of the 1950's that any sizeable development began to occur in the
■ " ii ■ \ '

educational.system. The-extent of the expansion during the 1950's can

' ~~~^F6f 'a Trfi¥f^tlihe~6f~thls-hlstori'cal development-see-D. -6i----
Scanlon. Education in Uganda (USOE Bulletin. 1964). No. 32.
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■ >be from- the nearly ei^t>fbld,^aiision of expenditvires on educa

tion during the decade,'rising to a sum of over five million pounds ster- 

:ling .in :1960. In 1957, the government/announced its aim to integrate all' 

• education in Uganda which had previously been separated alpng racial or 

^^cc^vmal lines. ■ These; and, other steps reflected a growing awareness, on 

.the.part of the government-that the territory of Uganda whs moving toward 

self-government. / -

Just prior to independence," the educational syst^-had many of , : ; 

the properties which characterized what Harbison arid Myers, in their 

analysis of the role of education in development, called"Level I coun- 

tries.^ Primary schooling had expanded, to the point where enough places 

existed for about 50% of the age cohort. The development of secondary 

schooling had lagged seriously behind so that places existed for just' 

under 1% of the age group. In his budget speech of, 1962, the Minister 

of Education Indicated that the country intended to do everyJEhing in its 

power to increase the amount of• secondary educatipn available, but that 
hampered'by a lack of finance and trained teach.ep.^ 

since independence, the political pressures created

^^F. Harbison arid C. A. Myers, Education. Manpower, and Econonic
1^0wth;"~(^w~York;-McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), pp. 49ff. Uganda is
mentioned-in their analysis as characterizing Level I, but sharing a 

• numrier of aspects with Level II countries. By now, Uganda would probably 
■be placed in the Level II category.

Budget Speech
; iriNatiorial Assembly'(Kampaia, Uganda: Ministry of Education, July 18, 

1962), ppV" 2-8 (lilmebgraphed). Drl Zake also pointed out that this figure
j——Tint' represent tile percentage of pupils'in schools since many of the 

* ■ existing places were not filled.
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by‘a widespread demmd: for secondary education; have cranbined with stated 

‘• .goverhmehtipolictes to produce a .tremendous rate of expansion in the num

ber of places, available in secondary, schools. In 1962, there .were about' 

30 government-aided schools with-’aT^btai enrollment of about 7,400w By 

there were .72 schools and an enrollment of approximately 21,000 
. pupils, representing'a threefold increase in a five-year period.^ This 

■e^anslon required larg'e amounts of foreign-aid both financially and ift 

terns of trained'personnel to staff the schools.,r

The heterogeneity of the current teaching staff iii Uganda can"' 

be traced to a number of programs begun during this period of rapid 

expansion. Local sources of trained manpower were unable to provide 

even 10% of the teachers needed. The relatively few Ugandan graduates 

being produced were immediately taken into government or business to 

fill the gaps created by the departure of Europeans in the period after 

In-1961, a combined Anglo-American scheme cali4d Teachersindependence.

'for East Africa was initiafe'd with the stated purpose of helping to break'

the bottleneck created by ..the lack of teachers.- This scheme was later 

'supplemented by contributions from a number of countries in the form of 

volunteers.
' Q

Thus, throughout this,.period of rapid growth the staffing

^EducationiStatistics. 1966 (Kampala. Uganda; Uganda Government, 
Ministry of Education, 1966), Part G, Table 13.

■ ft '•
_ _ For a discussion of the American contribution to the supply of

' secondary" tea<diers in East Africa see • R. Freeman Butts, American Education 
--th-lntemat-iona-l-^eVeldoment—(-Hew—York ;—Harder—&-Row .,-Rvd)llshera._19.6J3),._
pp. 51 ffi
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patterns of the:schools were characterized by large percentages of ex

patriate teachers, the bulk of whom served for two-year periods, and 
. small percentages of' Ugandan teachers , ®

; of Ugandans exceed 15% of the totiL>, and their turnover rate tended to

be high since they represented the single most important reservoir of.

- trained Ugandms in the cpiintry

In the last few years several steps have .'been t^en to signifi-. 

cantly increase the niraiber of Ugandans being trained as teachers. The ;,; 

University introduced a Bachelor of Education course which graduated 

about 30 Ugandan teachers in, 1967, and will probably be turning .out- 

about 50 graduates per year between now and the end of the decafJe. A 

much larger source of manpower for schools is the newly created category 

of Grade V teacher — a nonrgraduate certificate~iwirded'after three 

years of training beyond the School Certificate (or two years beyond the 

Higher School Certificate). In 1967, nearly 100 Grade V tea'djers were 

produced and .the niinber is expected to bei increased to about 150. This 

rate represents about 10% of the existing teaching force and can be ex-

changes in'the proportion of local teachers

in the. schools..

•At no time did the proportion

/

__Having stich. large.:prppprtio^ of ^patriate teachers in the:* 

schools has, of course, had an influence bn the content and style of 

•education in Uganda. Oiie of the effects has been to reinforce the

■p'^' '

For an. excellent rdi'scussion of this complex and fluid situation
' I reccmehd the following book: Peter Williams, Aid in Uganda - 
Education (London: ’The; Overseas Development Institute Ltd., 1966).
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„ „/ ; tendency.of the sq^ enphhsize the acquisition of literary, and

, academic skills. The ’beginning' of this trend can be trace|Tack to “ 

the original aims of the missionaries who founded these schools to

prodnce 'readers' who would then'Tecbme candidates for conversion to 

In the 1940's and ''50's, as the task of running the^^^^Q^stianity.

Protectorate became more extensive, the government encouraged the
t

'■ schools to provide training which would produce pupils capable of 

fulfilling posts as clerks and low-level assistants to government 

officials. ^ ^ 1: ' •t . _

Interacting with these local trends were the images and ideas 

held by the expatriate teachers and officials., as to what a good school 

should be like.- To them, the concept of a good school meant something 

similar to the Public Schools in England. A recent history of Budo, 

the most prestigious boarding school in Uganda, remarks on the faith

•- - ^whtch-the-founders had in -"the adaptation’of our English publ'ic school

The author goes on to note that, in ail 

fairness, ohe..should remember that the founders paid Uganda the compli

ment of bringing the best they knew to the covintry.

At the same-time, the concept of a boarding school' seemed to be 

- - particularly suitable for the local conditions in Uganda. The people 

lived in small family groups spread across the land, making it very 

difficult to find enough pupils living within walking distance of a

.,10
method to the African race.

1

•‘•^G.P. McGregor-. King's College Budo; The "first axtv~TCears~
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>S’school. :This ,was even more of a problem for secondary education'where 

; .only a small selected group MS to be admitted. Another attraction of

fully control the environment 

in whici the pupils lived. Since>: in addition to academic training, the 

^^^j^als of the school were to .transmit a set .of values

were often in opposition to traditional practice, it was considered

necessary to separate the pupils from the influence of their homes and -.

communities. Finally, boarding schools were able to provide the facii-:,.

ities and supervision needed to produce acadiic work of a good quality 

' from the pupils. Conditions in pupils' homes were such as to make any

kind of study Impractical and unlikely. ' . - -

• The result of these influences was the production of an.educa

tional system at the secondary level which is moderate in size but of 

fairly consistent and good quality.The majority of the schools are 

boarding schools pattenied after similar schools in England/—^The_currir_

. ciilum emphasizes academic subjectsr Considerable weight is placed on 

literary and language skills, al.though very recently the government has 

strongly encouraged science and mathematics skills. The out-of-class 

• .environmeiit stresses moral character training. Usually with a specific 

... .religious basis, and .the. development, of non-academic interests through

and habits which

■-'i-

11
A ccmparative analysis of the development of education in 

Uganda and Kenya, indicates that Uganda has consistently chosen policies 
o£ a conservative, quality producing kind. The effect has been to limit 
the size of the system; and to produce higher costs for education in 
Uganda. See Sheldon weeks, ' Divergence in 'Educational :D'evCldpiiient: The ' 
Case of ^nva and Uganda (Hew York; Teachers College PrCss, 1967).
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program-of sports, clubs, iid societies. Since independence,, tKe cpn-

, 'tent of the curriculum has. been standardized in all government-aided

. sdhools, and the amount jmd type of course work offered is controlled

by the Inspectorate division of the-.Mnistry of Education. Schools

were founded by various missionary groups are how fully controlled

by the central government, although the missions still participate in

■ the aamihistratioh of the’schools.

There are someday schools, particularly in urban centers, where

population densities are high enough to provide sufficient riumbefs of

pupils. Most of the day schools were originally founded by the Asian

community- and have since become multiracial ^ a results of government 
* ■ -. ■ ■. > , ■■ 

policy.--Even In the cities though, there are severe problems created by

the lack of suitable places for African pupils to live.while attending

school; relatively few African families live in the large cities. A

number of the traditional boarding schools have also been asfeed to take

on a stream of day pupils as a result of extreme pressures being put on

the capacity of secondary education by large numbers of primary school

'ISB

*1

'N.

Finally, tp tmderstand the educational system in Uganda, one 

-..,must.,also-,look_at the ex^iinatton system. Three sets of examinations

are administered on a national basis: the Primary Leaving exams given 

at the end of.primary school, the School Certificate examination given

^^In 1968, only 15% of the primary leavers were able to find 
places in government-aided secondary schools. Uganda Argus. "Member 
Calls for Review of Education," February 10^ 1968, p. 3.

i.B .'B:'
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at the end of: four years of secondary school, and the Higher:School-

given, at the end of two further years. of education, 

pf these exams,-the .latter two are constructed, administered, and marked 

- by the. Cmbridge Local Examihati,ons‘':Syndicate in London. The examinations 

similar to ones set in many countries throughout the former British 

Empire, although the number of. local options in subjects like language 

and'history has increased rapidly since the independence-of these coup- - 

'■tries V --■7- V

The examinations serve to select those students who will continue

on to the.next level and to maintain vmiform and relatively high standards 

of^accomplishment. Because of the proportionately small number of places 

available at successively higher levels of education, the examinations 

take on crucial Importance in determining the future pf the pupils in

volved.- The result is very close attention..on the part of the schools 

to the task of preparing pupils for the examinations and a consequent 

limiting of the content and aims of teaching to those things required by 

. . :the-'examination syllabus. One of the more unfortunate aspects of the [- 

system is a tendency to encourage sla-vish adherence to syllabi which are 

derived from another country and which are, therefore, of questionable 

relevance to the-educational goals of Uganda. Plans are being made to 

place control of the examinations in the hands of an Eas^t African Exami

nation Board,-but it will probably, be a number of years before full con-

on^CT^t longer before the needed syllabus. trollies in East Africa, and s

reforms are.completed.

future pattern in the development of Uganda's

- 48 -
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/ education-ig provided-by.-theisecond fjye^year plan,.which ;runs : frcm 1966

in primary education, the plan calls for a 40% increase in 

.the number of places available. This would provide places ior about 53% 

of the age gro^ in govemncntTaided schools and up to 75% of the age 

group if private schools are included in the total. Secondary education, 
'"'j^^still regarded as a bottleneck and will continue to be ihcreased''at "a 

rapid pace leading to a 50% increase iS^zhe number of places available 

by 1971. University intake:is to.double by 1971,' reaching a total of■ 

some 900 students in that year. The general patterh is a rate of growth 

which is the maximum that the country can sustain by ^using its own re- . 

sources to their fullest and by receiving a substantial amount of exter- 

nal assistance. ■■

The effect of continued rapid expansion on the teaching staff in 

- the schools is.:-not.clearly discussed in the plan. For secondary schools, 

the only substantial spurce. of local teachers is the Grade^^rogram • 

which, it is projected, will be turning out 250 teachers each year by 

/ the planning period'(19.71)._since these are not graduates,

, r ^d th^ schools & staffed almost exclusively by gradu-

,.there will have to be important structural changes in the Schoofe, 

and perhaps in fhe examinations, if the majority of the te^ers are to 

betJJgmidans. However, given the conservative tradition of educational 

policy in Uganda, it is more likely thati-the structure of the schools

ates

^\ork' for. Progress (Entebbe. Uganda; Government Printer, May 1, 
1966), pp, 131 - '
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will' not change greatly and that expatriate teachers will continue to

a significant proportion of the teaching staff. The stated goal

.of the plan with regard to expatriates in all parts of the goyemment is 

a total Ugandanization by 1981, 'ten. years after the end of the current
■i

i
"V

In this brief; rewew of the development of education in Uganda, 

perhaps the most striking thing is the extent to which the country be-* 

lieves_in the role of education as a prime mover in producing economic- 

and social development. The-simple fact that the central govenunent has 

spent,, and continues to spend, 25% of its recurrent budget on education -
.«*

indicates the degree to which their belief in education is backed up by
14

the allocation of scarce resources. The study presented in the rest 

of this book is devoted to seeking part of the answer to the questions:

Does the content and structure of the educational sjystem in Uganda today 

^ieem to“be“prdducihg results; which justify the faith placed (in it? And, 

in particular, ere the characteristics of the teachers in the secondary 

school such as to enable them to promote the development goals of the 

^nSionir" .

>

Williams 4 Aid in Uganda - Education (London: The Overseas 
Development Institute Ltd., 1966), p. 78. ,
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ir-CHAETER III ’
r

SECONDARY SCHOOLS-a™ TEACHERS IN UGANDA •

While oufajafdly’ the-secondary education system in Uganda appears 

to have remarkable uniformity, a.closer look quickly reveals a consider

able diversity. Some reasons for this diversity were discussed in the 

brief review of the development of education presented in the preceding^ 

chapter. In this chapter a more detailed analysis of the situation, as 

it existed in 1967, is presented; the discuasion is necessary in order 

to understand the sampling procedure used in'this study.

The first distinction that one mtist make is between the government- 

aided system and.the private or non-aided system. Little firm informa- 

tlon about the private sector of education in Uganda is avai]^^le beyond 

very rough estimates of its size. Informed'guesses place the size of 

the private system at the primary level at roughly half that of the aided ' 

system.in terms of enrollment. At the secondary level, the private sys

tem is probably half to twq-thifds the size of the government system.^ 

Wile perhaps a dozen of the private- secondary schools are of reasonable 

quality, the remainder are of dubious quality and not infrequently they 

are motivated primarily by the profits to be ma4e frcm the unsatisfied

X

.^J. by ChesSwas. Educational-Planning and Development in Uganda 
(Paris: UNESCO, Intematlonal Institute for Educational Planning, 1966).
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- ; For a ninnber of econcmic' and political reasons 

. ^:4t-was'not practicaiHto inclu^ any of J:li^privately run schools in the 

■ study, although: such infoimation would be most valuable for educational 

planning in Uganda.

Within the government-aided system there are a number of impor- . 

tant differences to be considered when trying to select a sample of 

teachers. The teaching population is heterogeneous and is widely dis- .
■ ■ . ■ ■ U"'

persed in the sense that the various kinds of teachers tend to be spread, 

throughout the system. Thus, for example. Meric an Peace Corps Volunteer's ■ 

form about 10% of the teaching force and are to be found in'over 75% of 

the sciiobls. the schools themselves are widely distributed geographi- 

cally'and are of many different types, ranging from the prestigious 

Catholic or Anglican boys boarding schools, to the government-founded,' 

rural, coeducational schools, to the primarily Asian day schools in an 

urban setting.

'demands for education.

■J

The 'Sampling Procedure

Two alternative sampling'procedures were considered: a direct 

sMpling of the teachers as individuals throughout the System, and a • 

sampling of teachers by Institutions. The first method is the normal 

one in surveys o£ individuals within populations but a number of.local

' 2 »
, . The goyemmeht is aware of-'the need for more information and

•better supervision in the private sector of education. During 1967 a 
coinmissibn' was appointed to m^e a study of private education. Unfor
tunately that report has been held .up and is not yef available.
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wm. conditions made this vmdesirable. Because: the turnover of teachers is

f so: rapid, any attempt ,;to enumerate-the teachers is out of date before
the process is finished;^_ Even without the problem of rapid changes, 

, ■ the dlffi'cuities of conmunicatlon '^e. such as to make tte process of

ibling such -a list a challenging one. •

A more serious-problem with trying to sample by teachers is 

presented by the need to communicate with these individuals who.are

spread throughout all the schools in the system. The instrument would ..
C

have .to be mailed to respondents, and the success of the study 'would 

depend on the willingness of the respondent to complete the instrument 

and mail it back. Previous research involving teachers in Uganda indi

cated that getting teachers to participate in such a survey would be 

difficult.^ Attempts to convey the rationale and the need for the re

search in an introductory letter are vmlikely to be sufficient to induce 

the teacher to take time out of -his demanding schedule to fill/in some

thing which he sees no use for and does not understand. .Compoimding 

these concerns were a number of tensions generated by the uncertain

'v' Lists of teachers in individual schools obtained from the 
ffinistry frequentiy turned out ■*tp have as many as 30% of the staff 
incorrect when the: researcher checked the lists against the actual 
situation, in theischool.

^A discussion in.London with Mr. B. A, Phipps, who'had recently - 
conducted an extensive study of junior secondary school teachers in Uganda, 
brought out a number of potential problems — particularly where African.- 
Teachers were involved.^ s own. experience with studies
carried out by the Teachers for East Africa project with British and 
American teachers also indicated that getting cooperation frcni the 
teachers was going to be a difficult problem if standard methods of

: surrey-research were -

•>
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future- of expatriate teachers - in the 

political difficulties..
countiy and-the current national

-- .V

In'birder; to overcome the .anticipated resistance of teachers the 

researcher felt that he would haVd"to make personal contact with most of
. . . .  _ - J . , , - "

The contact would allow the purpose and rationale of the study to 

he thoroughly, explained and would permit the researcher to deal directly 

with the various fears ^d suspicions of the respondents. The only. . _ 

practical way of ;making contact is to-.meet with groups of teacliers,, and, ; ■ ^ 

the logical grouping offered by the situation is the schools. Hence 9'^

the much greater attractiveness of sampling by school units rather than 

by indi-vidual teachers. .

Sampling by schools had several other attractive features. It 

allowed the researcher to.obtain a much better feeling for the actual 

situation in the schools, to obtain insight into peculiar local situa

tions that might affect.responses, to talk with-a large'proportion of 

~“ the “respondehtsTdiTectly-,—to-listen to questions ..and. complaints of re

spondents about, the content and meaning of questions, an(^ to gather 

systematic information about'the characteristics of the schools as in- 

. stitutions. Finally, sampling by schools allowed^he researcher to 

gather background Infomation on teachers directly from the headmaster, 

whoprovlded an Independent source of data for looking at validity and 

who also supplied background information on all non-respondents.^
\

A possible disadvantage of sampling by school units ■would be 
the introductioii of bias by a non-random distribution-of teachers in the 
schools. The question is discussed in a leter section of the chapter.

C!
•I
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; ; ;:;The .procedure-finally adppted^as to stratified random

sl^ir bf -;ttie S(p3dls'and; ttien actelntster the:^ to all teachers

currently teaching'in those schools. The schools were stratified into

four geographical regions:■ CentraTj-Western, Northern, and Eastern, 

^^^le^urpose of using a geographical stratification was to.,insure that 

the various types of schools were all well represented. The-regions 

turn out to be a useful division Since they can be arranged .along a num

ber of relevant continua such as degree of urbanization, degree of ; , ^ 

development, major religious affiliation, tribal distribution of popu-r--.
\

lation, and development of various types of education.

The question of the proportion of the population to be included 

in the sample was complicated by the existence of a number of subgroups

>

in the population of teachers. A criterion of a minimum size of 30

people in the smallest subgroup was.set as a guideline in choosing the'

While normally one would solveproportion of the total to be sampled, 

j^is problem by stratifying according to the groups being studied and■=-.-Li.

then selecting proportions according to the size of the group, the deci- 

■sibn to s^ple by schools made this impossible, 

to s of the schools, in each nf the geographical strata,

was calculated that if one assumed a somewhat optimistic return rate of 

about two-thirds, the smallest group would contain between 25 and 30 

respondents. •

The' final decision was

It

This procedure Was somewhat'inefficient in that it oversampled - 

the largest group .of teachers

mehsely the administration procedure and added only a relatively small

the British — but it simplified im-
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Momt to the' cost of the! study.' It also avoided the politically and

motionally imvrtse'procedure-of appearing . to discriminate,between

: teasers when asking member of a paftlcu^r school staff to participate 

in the study. For the same reasofi^ the possibility of providing differ- • 

ent questionnaires for the different groups was rejected in favor of the

somewhat more difficult -procedure of asking different groups-to respond

to different sections of the’sime-questibnhaireV~Tfoj^rti’oaal-"sampling

has the added advantage of allowing direct generalization from the

sample to the population without the use of various weighting factors

The theoretical procedure of proportionate, stratified, simple

random sampling outlined above was modified somewhat in order to meet - *

certain local conditions. First," two"scKoBls“were arbitrarily withdrawn 

from the population before the sampling took place. These were schools 

- • that either had unusual organization problems or we're the center of 

political interest, and hence were too risky to the status of/the whole 

project to be used as part of the sample.

The second modification was made in order to permit the coordina- 

tion of this study with a closely related one which had just been com- 

.pleted'in the schools of Uganda. Under the direction of Kenneth Prewitt, 

ajlafge scale survey of the citizenship attitudes of primary and second- 

irried out in the schools of Uganda. Since it is gener-ary pupils was

the coding and punching of
•cards for the extra questionnaires. It also had the advantage of 
allowing a'more detailed study of the relationship between demographic 
Variables and attitudes’in the largest group’.

r
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ally felt that teachers the major, ^ents of- the socialization 

: lPFO_9eH» it seemed highly & studies be^structured '

are One

j

that their smples overlapped. Thus, if the study of teacher-s-and—: 

schools contained all the secondar^?-chools in which data had been 

gat^ed on pupils' attitudes, then one could begin to investigate the 

relatiohships between the different types of schools and-teadiefs and

. : so;

the attitudes of“fhe pupils.^

The sample,of secondary schools-used by Prewitt had been drawer 

in a manner similar to that proposed for this study. He drew a fixed 

proportion from a geographically stratified population consisting of
^-1 .

all the Schools which were complete-— that is, they Had an examination 

At that time, in 1966, there were about 30 schools in the 

.. country which met that criterion. His sample consisted of 14 schools,' 

and^it was decided to include all of his schools in the sample for the 

study of the teachers.

When the sample for the study of teachers

level class.

l/

drawn in the springwas

of 1967 the system had expanded so rapidly that there were 72 government- 

_ aided secondary, schools in the country. Many of them did not have exami

nation level forms but, since this study was concerned with teachers and

not pupils, no festrictions were placed on the level of development of

In fact, this study covered all three of the East African 
countries. Unfortunately^ the data frran Prewitt's study in Uganda have 
not beenv released at: this point (DeceiJber, 1968). A preliminary report 
of-the results for Kenya and Tanzania i available in the following 
reterehce: D. KOff md G; Von der Muhl, "Political Socialization in 
Kenya and Tanzania — A Comparative Analysis." 'Journal Of Modem African 
Studies. V. No. 12 (1967)i ppT 13-51.

S’
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the schooli-r The sampUng process actually employed consisted of several 

steps. First, the'schools were divided into,the four groups eorrespond- 
——i-ng—to-^ei-r-ge-

by Prewitt were taken off the list.'~'lhe schools in each stratum were 

: then^nmbered from one to as many as there were in the district. A table '

of random permutations of twenty numbers was then used to select schools
' • ** 8 

from a given stratum until 40% of the schools had been chosen. The

process was repeated for each of the four groups.^

The results of the draw are best illustrated by tablesi the

first table represents the schools by strata and shows the number taken

from Prewitt's sample and those drawn in the process just described.

Thus, on the average 44% of the schools in each region were included in

the final sample- used for the study of teachers.

A more Important question though, is the extent to which the

spread of the characteristics of the schools in the sample is a^ood

representation of the iiistribution of those, diaracteristics in the

-■

s alreAdy choseil

8
R. A. Fisher .and F. Yates, Statistical Tables for Biological. 

Agricultural and Medical^Research (London: Oliver & Boyd, 6th edition,
. 1963), p. 142.:

• . 9
The actual*process was as follows: 1) After the schools were 

numbered, the first and second digit of the total nu^er of schools in 
the group were used to determine the row and column starting position 
in the table of randran numbers; 2) Numbers were read from the 
the desired proportion'of 40% bad been selected from the group. When a 
number came up twice it was i^ored the second time. If a number came 
up which was larger than the niinber at schools in the list, it was 
skipped.' -In:other words, there was no replacement. Selection continued 
by moving down the list of random numbers until the number of schools 
needed had been drawn.

list lintil

r.

i'
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:;i|i entixe population of schools Table 3.2: compares the saS^le and the 

populatlpn in terms of basic characteristics of the_school; the found-.

^dence of pupils at school,' and the highestIng HnHy,

form in: the: school The match betoeen the sample and the total popula

tion is in general fairly good with only two characteristics where"the 
sample is not quite ._the: same as the population; theiknglican schools

^e slightly-overrepresented at the expense of the-schools founded-by-I_ _ .J

other religious bodies, and the boarding schools have a higher propof-.

tion in the sample (90%) than in the total population (75%).

One final ccmment should be made on the effect of using Prewitt's 

sample as,part of the larger sample for this study. Because his sample 

occurred at an earlier period and because it, was restricted to schools 

which Had examination forms, it was strongly biased in favor of the 

extablished schools (those ;^ich had been government-aided for a long 

time). An analysis of the combined sample shows that there wajf some 

, biasing but that it is not particularly large. 'The proportion of estab- 
■iished schools in Prewitt's sample is about 90%, in the-combined sample

the total population of schools it is about 40%.

To summarize, the distributions of various characteristicsof 

the schools in thn. sample seem to resemble quite closely those in the 

entire population of schools. In the.following section the distribution 

. of different types of teachers in the sample will be compared to their 

distribution in the total populationUn order to judge the extent to 

which,sampling by schools introduced distortion into the sample 

proportions

I*

'-I

-r-
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TABLE 3.1

THE DISTRIBUTION OF GOVEtelENT AIDED SECONDARY SCHOOLS' 
.  INCLUDED IN THE STUDY BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

Prewitt's
Sample

% of Pop. 
in Sample

Total in 
Sample

Total
Population

Geographical
Strata

a 43%.423 10Central Region

3 44%.18 8Eastern Region
43%4614Northern Region
1/7%217 8Western Region

V .. 44% (avg.)13TOTALS' 72 31

^pr^ administrative reasons one school from Dr. Prewitt's original sample 
was. not Included in ttiis'.study *•

t
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.TABLE 3.2:

AT>TSQN-OJL-SGHOOL-^iCHARACIERISnCS—r—rWm.
IN THE SAMPLE AND IN; THE POPULATION

'-/ '

o
f

%■ of Total •• % of Total
Sample Sample Populatlo'h Population•.Characteristic

Number of Schools 7231

Founding Body of School

19 26%7 23%'Government 
Catholic 
Anglican 
Other (Muslim 
Aga Khan, etc.)

}

26%29% 199
30%39% ■ 2112
18%9% 133>

.TType of School
75%90% 5428Boarding

18 25%3 10%.Day
l/

Sex pf Pupils
49%48% 3515Boys

•Mixed
Girlh

36%36% 2611
15%lu ll• -5

.. .. ♦N ..

Highest Form in. School . .

6th Form 
AthFpm':
3rd or 2nd Form

29%, 26%199 .
43%45% 3114.
31%26% 228

^Taken from a paper analyzing some of the characteristics of the 
secondary schools in Ugahaa;“ D;Rv-Evans7-‘'Secbndary Schools as Agents 
of Socialization for National Goals," Proceedings of the East African 
University Social Science Conference, Dar.es Salaam: January 1968 
(Kampala, Uganda; Makerere Institute of Social Research, 1968).

;
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Mstfacterlstics of the Teacher Pobiilatibri; and S^ole -

The -popuTatlon of feathers in government secondary' schools in.
10dhed--iti-a-nimiber-of-

that it is about 63%'European; 23%^feim, and 15% African. 

■^bt^eGtive-can-^be presented by de6cribing.-thc~ teacherB- according -to - ^ 

their tnrms of serHce:' about 60% on contract from overseas, 15% on 

local hire (includes all those who are Ugandan citizens) , 15% volxmteers- 

frtm various nations, and about 10% missionaries. And yet again they. , 

can be described in terms of their'level of training, with about 70% , 

having university degrees and 30%‘having less than university training.

In the discussion which follows, the distribution of these various chM- 

acteristics will be investigated in more detail both in relation to the 

sample drawn for this study and to the types of schools in which the 

teachers are to be found.

There are really two separate smnples to, be .discussed:L/ the total 

sample to which the instrument was atoinistered, and the subsample, of 

that group which completed and returned the questionnaire.' Since gener

alizations about characteristics of the teachers and various subgroups ' 

, of teachers will be based on the sample which returned the instrument.

A different

/

it is more useful-to look at the group of respondents and deal separately 

with the non-respondents. To the extent that the non-respondents corres-

parag'raph are feaken from the 1966
Ministry of Education statistics and from the characteristics■of the 
sampie'drawn for- this st^ They are approximations intended only, 
to provide 'an.introdtictory glimpse of the characteristics of the 

Nteadiing population.

s, •
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m
f ■ -pond with certain subgroups of teachers, limitations must be imposed on

the generalizability of the findings based on the respondents^.,

artBgg-bgiween the 

"the schools.

i
“■ . - Taljie““3. 3~pr68^ts a

and the total population of tea^e

^•tuup of respondentsuuiup

The categories are
not mutually exclusive th^efore , coitus do not sum to totals

although the,sample anid population totals are Indicated in the last row.

- that with few exceptions, the-proportions of the differ-•.

ent types ;of'teachers in :the sample (Column B) are similar to the pro- , 

portions in the entire population (Column D). The two gro^s which have 

the greatest difference in these two proportions are the Asians and the 

Volunteers. In the case of Asians,-.this represents an undersampling of 

the total number of Asians teaching in the schools. The undersampling 

is caused by the strong interaction between school^e^pe and the likeli

hood of having Asians on the staff (see T^le 3.5).' The great majority 

of the Asians are found in;some six or eight town day schools,'lot stated 

another way, nearly-25% of the teachers (i.e., the Asian teachers) are 

found in about 10% of the schools.

•I

Added t;o this skewed distribution is 

of schools drawn for this study under-represented 
, day schools (see Table 3.2).

The difference in proportion of volunteers is the result of a

^ •

rapid increase in the number of volun.teer teachers in the time interval 

between the two sets of statistics. At the time of the survey there were 

about volunteers in the schools and another 30

.to'Ap.vblunteers from England, Canada, Germany, and Scandinavia, 

tihe figure of 84 in column C should be approximately 150 for 1967; the

Thus,
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- i. ■ • • • --.-TABLE- 3,3-'

■ ' comparison OF TMCHER CHARACTERISTICS IN SAMPLE .AND IN POPULATION ®
V

Total Population®

% of type

■ Sample

Number of % of type - Number 
Respondents

%of totalType of 
“Teacher-^

ED»A B C

* lUce
r

44%63%73% 695304Europeans
Africans
Asians

' 39%
..21%,.;^:,,,.

16% 169 . 15% 
22%

65
23949 12%

J

Type

8% 35%92Missionary 32
Volunteers 61
European 248
Graduates

8%
84 8% 73%15%

51% 44%59% . 563

Sex

39%777 71%73%303Males
Females 35%324 29%114 27%

Age
J46% 46%461212 ■ 

127 ,
• 51%Below 30 

3b -39 30% 38%336 33%
36%■^1%18% 20675

38%, - 1101-417TOTAL ■)

,T^ Ministrjr of Education statistics were collected in March of 
1966 and the survey was administered in September, 1967, The 18 month 
interval has caused; some distortion of the differences between the 
percehtage teachers in-the population and in the sample. Unfor- 
tuhately the statistics for 1967 were not yet available when the 
researcher left the country.

- - - -  , . . . . . . . -. . .  7
Education Statistics. 19.66 (Kampala, Uganda: Ministry ofb

• Source: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _
Educatlonj 1966), Section C, Tables 8, 9, and 10.

>■
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■ ' two percentages are .then more comparajle. The only other difference of 

.any: size involves’ the fraction of the total made up by Europeans. In

the author's opinion, one can expect the data tor 1967 to show that- - ^

Europeans make up between 65 and TO^ercent of the total. The system 

has^^en growing rapidly, and the rate of increase in supply 

and Asians has. been much smaller in the same period, 

been made possible primarily by increasing the number of volunteers.

Column E indicates the percentage which was sampled frOTi the 

total population for each type of teacher. For example, out of the. 

total number of .^fricans in the teaching service, 39% of them were in^ 

eluded in the group which completed the questionnaire. Likewise, only 

21% of the total number of Asian teachers completed the questionnaire. 

With the. exception of the Aslans and the volunteers discussed .ebove, 

the proportion of each of the subgroups included in the sample is about 

40%. This helps to support the author's assertion that sampling by 

school mits has not seriously affected the proportion of the total 

population sampled for each teacher .type, since the proportions of each 

! subgroup are essentially the same as the proportion of the total popu- 

' latibn."

of Africans

The expansion has

The remaining question which needs to be discussed concerns the 

number and t3rpe of non-respondents.

—som^-identifiable-sUbstrata-of-the population, or if within a.particular 

subgroup the return rate is significmitly different, then one must be- 

. come concerned about the gerieralizability of the results derived from 

: tie group of respb^ .

a

If those who did not answer form

J

Fortunately, the design of this survey was

-65..-
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■ / ___such that farly detailed Information Is availd)le about tJie

respondents. Records were kept so that complete lists of non-residents

non- “

could be drawn up

Data were collected on all teachers in each of the schools inr

eluded in the sample. The informatton~came-^rimartiy Iraa an-intervi-ei 

with the headmaster. For each teacher present in the school the head-

........ master_was_asked to give: the following infoimatipri:: “Nationality,

approximate age (under 30, 30 to, 40, and over 40), years of teaching , 

experience in Uganda, terms of service, and a rating on a three point 

scale giving the headmaster's opinion on the over-all level of activity 

of the teacher in school affairs. The dataware checked against school 

records whenever they were .available. The results are hot completely 

accurate, but checks against teacher's self-report on comparable ques- 

'tions show a high degree of similarity. The errors’ occur mainly in char

acteristics of small subgroups; for example, there are four Eurqpfeans

race. •

who have Ugandan citizenship and the headmasters were not aware of this 

Likewise, for the Asians there were a number of casesin.two cases, 

where headmasters were not sure of citizenship. This information is

used only for the analysis of the non-respondents, and hence the few 

errors;in’the data will not have any direct effect on the findings of 

the studyl’

-. -. . . . A summary of the. data -on. respondents and non-respondents is pre

sented in Table 3.4.’ For each charact^istic three statistics are given: 

the' total number, of questionnaires' administered to members of that group, 

the number returned, and.the. percentage of questionnaires returned by

■ .- 66 -
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RETUBN RATES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF TEACHERS

Percent
Return4d^„

Number
-Administered

- Number 
-Returned

Teacher
'Chara'cteristii

ifatlonalitv

Ugandan 
Unitid Kingdom

74%6385

79%282 223

•I

85%74 83United States
69%2029-Canada

H

Terms of Service
72%163225Overseas Contract
77%144186Local Terms
82%4049Peace Corps
72%3246Missionary

Years Teaching in Uganda
124 82%102'Less than 1

73%161218one to three
75%5675three to five
72%5069,five to ten
74%4865-over ten

a 75%417555TOTAL

®The; groups do riot: all total to this sum because of missing data or 
omission of very small sub-:;groups. .

V'.
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• • ■that: gr6up> The;' ca.tegbrias in the different sections, are not mutually- 

. exclusi-yei hut rather represent different ways of categorizing members

of■~the teaching populatiBHr—ThB-Trattern-shown'-in—T-ab-le-^rA—lnd-tcat-es----—

that there are ho importaht differences in the proportions of differ

ent groups who returned the'instrument. Similar data were calculated 

for categories of age, ,race,. sex, and acti-yity rating by the headmasters.
■e ■ .

^e results are similar to those presented in the table, with the return
■ ' ■ • • .!    ■ ‘ ... . . . . . . . . . . . S - _ '

percentages varying from*70% to 80% for all groups.

■ The slmy.arity of the return percentages over the different 

groups reinforces the. Impression that the reasons for not answering the 

• questionnaire depended on a.number of randcan variables. Those not reply- 

ing tended to be teachejs who were.extremely busy at the time of admlni- . 

stration, those who felt they did not.understand the purpose of the 

questionnaire,..those who'missed the explanation of the Instrument, or 

those who were not interested in completing the questionnaire, is 

possible that there are important psychological dimensions that charac

terize those who chose not to reply, although these were not apparent

Likewise, there may be some11
to the researcher during the study.

larger differences to be found by controlling for a ntnnber of variables 

and then .looking at^subgroups.

seem to be warranted by the scope and aims of. the current study.

However, this kind of probing does not

11The study was characterized by a degree of personal contact 
between the researcher and the teachers in the sample that is uncommon 
in'.a questionnaire study. He personally visited , all schools in the 
sampleand made the initial contacts with the teachers. Individual 
contact aad discussion took place with as much as half of the total 
sample'.'..);;;;vK''\"-"
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I ■ ; ■ 'School Effects on Patterns' of Teacher Posting

The decision to sample by schools rather than by teachers made

Tr“de^irabTe“tcrh“ave—anquick—look-at-possible-rel-at-ionshlps-betweeii--fche_ _ ;

type of teachers in a particular school, and the characteristics of- the 

school.. In other words, are there non-random tendencies which increase - 

the dances that certain types’of teachers will be assigned to certain 

kinds of schools? Table 3.5 and 3.6 provide this information for two 

of the more important characteristics of secondary schools in Uganda.

The results-in Table 3.5 show that there is considerable inter

action between school type and type of teachers on the staff. The num

bers of Peace' Corps and British Volunteer teachers are somewhat unstable 

and these distributions could change markedly in a short time because of 

the relatively short periods of service for these kinds of teachers. - In

■ contrast, the distributions of the Asians and the Missionaries are quite 

stable and can be expected to continue in a similar pattern unlgss major 

policy changes are made,by the Ministry of Education. Current Ministry

■ policy is to treat the schools as equal when considering the assignment 

of teachers. However, a number of historical and social factors inter

vene to produce the’ existing uneven' distributions .

The interaction between teacher assignment and the highest form 

in the school is presented in Table 3.6. The highest form in the school

also'be-taken as. a good indicator of the age of'the school, since

those t^th incomplete streams (less than 4th form) are the newest-schools, 

iha~ those hdth 6 generally the oldest schools in the country.

' can^^

~ Patterns similar to those in Table 3.5 emerge, indicating that there are
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- - ^ABLE - 3 -5—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DISTRIBUTION OF FOUNDING BODY MSIHE SCHOOL BY TEACHER GROUP' ®

t

Government Catholic Anglican . Other
Schools ■ Schools Schools

Totals
.Schools'Group

British
Trained

16%28% 51% . 5% 100% •T

(37) b (21) (68) (6) (132)

■ British
TEA/,Volunteer

32% 34% 30% 4% 100%
(12> (13) (11) (2) (38)

15%. 25%Peace Corps 53% 7% 100%
. (6) (10) (21) (3) (40)

Missionaries 84% 16% 100%
(27) (5) (32)

i6o% \Asians , 88% 2% 6% 4%
(43) (1) (3) (2) (49)

Africans 23% 26% 45% 6% ■100%
(55)(15) (17) (29). (4)

TOTALSc 32% 25% 38% 5% 100%
(113) (89). (137) (17) (356)

. A
The; data in Table's, 3.5 and 3.6 are based on respondents to the 

questionnaire. Because some of the cells have fairly small populations 
the data should be taken as a rough approximation of the actual distrl-

..butlon-of..teachers...._._... _ _ _ _ . . . . . ' _
^ The number of teachers in the group^
C ' ' . •

The totals.do not include various small groups of teachers such 
as those on local terms. . -
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TABLE : 3,6

DISTRIBUTION OF TOP FORM IN SCHOOL BY TEACHER GROUP .• ®,
m -'/■

j".nx-z

7 2nd or' 3rd 4tli:^prm 6tli Form .Totals 
Fdrm

Group

BrJ±i^ = 
Trained

lob:^
(132)

7% 40% 53% t

C9)t (53)^' (70)

47% ' 
(18) .

100%40%13%British
TEA/Volunteer (38)(5) (15)

18%: 100%.Peace Corps 50% 32%
(7) (40)(20) (13)

100%53% 35%12%Missionaries
(32)(17) (11)(4)

Asians 76% 100%6% 18%
(9) (37)(3)

,100%37% 25%38%Africans
(65)(24) (16)(25)

totals'^ 44% 100%
(356)_/

37%19%
(131) (159)(66)

of forms
• roughly as follows:
. fprTn7= 12th grade, and 6th form = 2nd year of junior college, 
notes that the last comparison is tenuous at best siftce 6th form repre
sents the filial step before university entrance while junior colleges 
represent a somewhat different thrust of curriculum and intent.

The number of teachers in the group
-.t ■ -

Does not include some of the smaller subgroups of teachers.

I can be translated into American equivalents 
2nd form = 10th grade, 3rd form = 11th grade, 4th

One should

b

% >
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I ■ .' strong relationships between the stage of development of tie school and

the type of teacher'posted there.

Compariaoitsr-between—t-hese-twe-feables--enab-le-one-tp-hegln to 

mderstand the complexities of the dls’tribution of teachers in Uganda.

No^^^^^^r example, that the Asians are concentrated heavily in government 

L schools, and in schools ^th 6th forms. The missionaries are found 

almost exclusively in Catholic schools and over half of them are in' 

Schools where the 'Ath form is the top of the school.The British 

contract teacher is most likely to be found in an Anglican school, and_ 

equally likely.to be found in a' school with a 6th form. In comparison, 

the Peace Corps volunteer is just as-.likely to be found in an Anglican 

'school, but is most likely to be found in a school which does not have

an examination form yet. It is interesting to note that the distribu-
. . . .
tion of African teachers-is fairly even across both of .these divisions 

of schools. u
While more of this type of analysis could be undertaken-j-this— 

initial discussion should suffice for the moment. To the extent that

these interactions become important during the analysis of the activ

ities of the teachers, they will be considered further in later chapters.

To summarize: these pas't three sections, one may note that the 

decision to sample by schools rather than by individual teachers seems

V
. : ;^The apparent lack of Anglican missionaries results from, the

la^ of comparable organizations in the Anglican church. Anglican per
sonnel are recruited by the church, but are more often hired under con
tract terms ^ than at formal missionaries.
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to have led to success- in selecting equal proportions’ of both schools
•

and of different types of teachers though the two categorizationEt.even

1 ftrVdire not tnuepenaeut.. i

. systematic relationships among .varions^t^es of teachers in the sample 

and thus lends si^pbrt to the validity of any generalizations whiSi^m^ 

he made from the sample to the population as a whole. Similarly, be

cause the proportions of the different types of teadhers in the s^ple . 

is.the same as those proportions in the total population, generalizations _ 

may be made from the total sample to the total population.

-V:

*1.

XT’- .

■*.

d

<<•
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.METHODS AND'^RpeEDURES

When a f^fly extensive pool of items had been constructed, an 

initial draft of the instrument was compiled. As. requested, one copy 

was submitted to the Ministry of Education. While awaiting a reply 

from the Ministry, the author presented the remaining copies to three 

different teachers whom he knew personally. These copies were”filled 

out and discussed informallyi The teachers were encouraged to speak 

up whenever they encountered a question which was unclear, unduly biased, 

limiting, or obscure. Among other things, this experience enabled the 

author to get a much better idea of the time which a teacher would need 

to complete such an instrument. Difficulties with instructions »[ere 

alsorbrought-to light..

By sitting and watching the teacher go through the instrument, 

the author was able to gauge the extent of the respondent's emotional re

action to the Instrument in general and to specific questions in parti

cular.. Because of a Jilstory of difficulties with such reseach on 

teachers in East Africa, it was important for the author to get a measure 

of how the teachers would perceive the validity and usefulness of the 

research and how their perceptions would influence their willingness to

- t 'L '
■ .

cooperate.

Other ’researdi workers had warned that such an instrtment might
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■ bpiper^eiyed‘ asran ;;’Anerlcm^: enterp^e; and therefore suspect, 

alleviate this latter, problem, several members of the Faculty of-Education 

at Makerere University^ read the document and helped the author eliminate ■ 

distinctively American phrases. At the^Same time, words which might

carry vdlf^ehtrmeminirin''Enil^dand“the.Unite^^^

Wherever there se^ed to be

confusion the informant was asked to rephrase the; question so as to ;

The range of answers offered for

To ■s'u
a

arid suitable comprOTiises were worked out.

some ...T

carry the author's intended meaning, 

several of the questions was extended to pro-vide what the informants felt 'n

would be a more objective set of alternative answers.

••

The Pretest
■ . lie final draft of the pretest was compiled on the basis of the

information gained in the discussions just described and in accordance

-^th the restrictions set by the Ministry of Education in granting p^r-

These-restrictions stipulated that"sixteento conduct the study.

; of the questions originally included be deleted, since it was felt that 

; they dealt-with matters considered too sensitive in the then existing- 

political situation. - Most of the. deleted questions dealt with the 

teacher's perception of* the; capabilities aad performance of the govem- 

ment or-with aspects of the teacher's feeling about his own subjective

^The informants included: 1) an Aiglishman who had taught in a 
Ug^dan secondary school-for four years and had then beccme a member of 
the faculty, and'2) a highly educated and articulate African member of 

: staff noted for his-skill as an author and critic.'

. -. 75 -
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^(^trace; manpower;in with yarious-agencies of the government.
v; While in .some ways could be regarded as cutting the heart

out of the Study, on further Consideration it bec^e apparent that a ~ 

hiinber of similar questions had not besa^ciit. Here some measure of these

: dimffisl^wuia stilliiirp The -iiet‘:result wasvto-diminish-the... -

richness-and the reliability of evidence on the teacher's perception of 

.the government and his relation to it.

' ‘The schools for the pretest were selected frnn the group of 

schools remaining after the sample for the actual-study had been drawn.

(See pre-vlous chapter for a discus'sion of the 

schools were selected so as to provide-.instances of the' -various types of 

schools in the full sample. The schools were:

School A A Catholic boarding school for girls,
200 miles west of Kampala..

School B A Catholic boarding school for boys,.
80 miles west of Kampala.

School C A-large,, government day school for 
boys in Kampala.

:: School D An Anglican boarding school for boys,
150 miles east of Kampala.

While schools-did not represent all possible types, they covered

- a-wide-enbugh-range.-to provide, information , on the kinds of problems

. that might be encountered.

^ , The pretest' was intended to provide a trial run for both the 

instrument, and the procedures of adminisfiration. 'Various approaches 

were 'tried in the four schools in an attempt to find a method which 

would be succeasful and yet feasible in terms of the resources available

—I

sampling proceb^re.) Four

J
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: ' ‘ ■ for tHe study. . On the whole-the resullTs were encouraging, indicating

that■teachers would cooperate when approached in ways which made real- 

• istic'allowance for their motivations and for the use ot their time. ,

In all, 95 questiohhaires were .administered and 67, or about 70%, were 

7^’^retumed^~0f those-feturnedj^ahdut'10% were a-third or more incomplete.

The opportunity provided by the pretest also allowed the author 

. to test several other Instruments intended to provide- background infor- 

.mation on the teachers, and descriptive information on the characteristics 

of the schools. It was necessary to discover what kinds of infomation 

were readily available about the teachers, from either the headmaster or 

■ his filesj and what;, the best way was for getting that information. An 

early form of a checklist of school characteristics was tested and subr- 

sequently modified considerably to provide much, richer detail than had 

originally been thought feasible. .

Finally,’ the pretest showed that the chances of getting question

naires returned increased dramatically when a member of the staff was

- appointed as a local representative with responsibility for collecting

In addition, it became clear that for somethe; ddnpleted instruments, 

kinds, of schools, in’p^tlcular urban day schools, much greater effort

and personal contact would be needed in order to get even minimal levels' 

' of return. • As a result, the final administration procedure, was designed 

so as to allow differential levels of effort depending on the type of 

school, and depending on the characteristics of the staff member assist

ing; in the s^ool;
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Codlng^and Analysis of the Pretestm

The results of the pretest were completely coded and punched, on 

/ cards . - Although' the process was -time consuming, it proved to be; of value_

in refining the questions and in setting^^i the coding scheme for the 

- final^foijn of the questionnaire. Then, with a mechanical card sorter, 

an^item analysis was performed for eadi question. Distributions, of' the

answers for the total sample and for each of three subsamples of teachers • 

-were-obtained. The-^sampleslused:wereiAfriCto teachers, British 

teachers, and Anerican or Chadian teachers. With these distributions 

■ it was possible to look at the discriminating power of the items.-

As the analysis of the pretest'- results continued, it became- clear 

that the amount of data generated would be hard to handle unless ways 

were-found to'group results frran related questions. Many of the questions

had been written to tap various aspects of underlying dimensions which
eith^ theoretical or experimental grounds. 

' At this point, the dimensions were made more explicit and all the ques-

/were considered Important on

tions; which related to a given dimension were collected into a cluster. 

Each of the clusters was then analyzed to see whether the items belonged 

together and whether the'cluster was able to■discriminate among different 

kinds of teachers.'

The analysis was made by first summing the items in a^cluster 

to arrive at a score for each individual on that cluster, 

score correlations were computed for each item in the cluster, and those

Item-total

items-which had .relatively high 'correlations with the total'score were 

retained in the cluster. Where too items in the cluster seemed to be-

- ■■■
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performing the san^measurement, the’ one that was empirically stronger 

• was kept.Items-which had'badly skewed distributions were dropped from

: ' the questlomaire. ■ Item^ which didn't fit in the cluster-empiiicallyy—-----

as; judged from the item-total correlations but which seemed to be valu- 

abl^T^'re"dropped from the cluster, but kept in the questionnaire.-.  .

After spending aimpst two month's' on the analysis of the pretest, 

the author rewrote the questionnaire, using those items which analysis- 

- showed'to be most useful. A number of items which had purposely been : 

made open-ended for the pretest were rewritten into multiple-choice' 

questions, using the answers on. the pretest as abasia for constructing 

the response alternatives. Such a procedure avoided forcing the answers 

into ai})itrary and limiting categories, while at the same time it pro

vided, considerable economy in coding-the final results. Usually, 90% or 

more of the open-ended responses could be coded into d^out six categories.

. An open-ended "other" category was inserted whenever more than ahiiut 10% 

of the cases did not seem to fit into the categories provided.

'The questionnaire was changed in several other respects, generally 

with the goal ,of simplifying instructions and format in order to eliminate 

areas; of confusion-which had become apparent during the pretest. Respond

ents had been' encouraged; to write comments whenever they had difficulty 

with a question. Questions which received a large number of^comments 

were subject to careful revision and in some cases were discussed directly 

with the teachers to discover the source of the difficulty. A few 

questions which caused; -very strong emotional reactions were either re

worded, or in some cases; dropped. It was felt that the information pro- 

questibna; was not of sufficient -value to risk alienating

s

—I
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' : respondents

naire.

to the point where-they would refuse to finish-tie.question-U; f ■■

f-tn-il d-rnft-jtag-nnmplpfpit «-Vio gnoct-triTinatTg xjas pTi-iitsd

in a format designed , to be attractive ^d'-professional: in a booklet

with -a^heayy cover; bound-so that it lay flat when opened and was easy 

to write in. The, cover stressed connection of the research project with 

the Makerere Institute of Social Research, so as to provide a legitmate 

frame of reference for the research. From the comments of the teachers, 

the pi;tfa“expense'T3f“putting the instrument into an attractive format 

seems to have been well justified although the extent to which it 

tributed to the final return rate.cannot be determined.

con-

The Administration of the Questionnaire

- - The administration, of the questionnaire began in September and 

ran through the second week in.November of 1967. Each school was vl'sited 

personally by the researcher for a period of frcm half a day to two days,

- depending on the size of the school and the cobperativeness of the staff. 

.. The researcher first met with the headnTaster to explain the purpose of

the research and to verify with him the Ministry's permission to conduct 

A list of the current staff members was obtained from the 

. headmaster and.he was asked to provide a number of background details on

(These details are discussed in the section on

the study,

each of the teachers.

non-respondents.)
■ ■ ■ ■

' After the initial discussion with the headmaster, the researcher 

usually met with the staff during the morning tea break — a period of

•g
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about 30 minutes when the stkEf met infoiially between the first and- 

second halves of the morning

statement ot goals mo procedures, the questionnaires werEnpassed out*'---- ^

-- each-with a covering letter addressed”to a specific teacher,^ and then ' 

^rese^cher answered questions about who would have 

ct^pleted questionnaires, how long they had to complete them, and so 

This period of give and take was important in establishing 

rapport with the teachers, calming their fears about the' use of the 

information, and dealing with their complaints about being imposed upon.

The project was introduced with a brief. .

. ^ the access to the
i

forth.

V

During these discussions they were encouraged to make comments in the 

questionpaire wherever they felt a nee'd to clarify an answer-or just^to 

give vent to their feelings.

Usually the researcher remained in the staff room for the rest

, of the morning talking informally with the teachers both ’to gain their 

■ confidence and to begin to understand their attitudes on the topics'^ 

covered in the .questionnaire. Sometimes, .several members of the staff 

would have a free period.and would remain in the staff room to' fill in 

-the: questionnaire, raising questions whenever they came to items which

they did not understand or which they disagreed with.

At some later*time in the day, the researcher met with the head-

' master for an hour or more. During these discussions the checklist of

were concerned the returns were
anonymous. V However, the respondents could be identified by the researcher 
for- purposes of tracking down hoh-rreSpondents and checking validity of 
responses. “ The personalized letter attached to each'questionnaire was

- 81 - .
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m. ; ' (ihdiacteristics of "the s^^ was completed. Questions which the head

master could not answer from his own knowledge were answered by consult-if
: Toward the end of the interview the questions

• became morerg^^ open-ended to-"allow the headmaster to expand on

his ^fe^-ngs "and, philosophy ^out certain aspects of the s^chpbl,' In 

addition to prqyiding valuable insight into the running of the school,

-these discussions also provided the researcher'with an understanding of 

any unique problems or situations in the school which,might have special 

effects on the ways ,in which the teachers would answer the questions in, 

the instrument. Despite their tremendous work loads the headmasters 

were unlfoimly cooperative and, in many cases, eager to discuss the' 

school. In a number of cases the headmaster commented afterwards - that 

the conversation had been valuable because it raised issues which he had

not really considered.

The remainder of the '^sit to the school was spent talkingin-, 

dividually with- teachers, often by sitting in the staff room and speak-.*

ing with whoever happened to be free. Because the schools are generally 

physically isolated from towns, the researcher would frequently be in

vited to spend the night in the home of one of the teachers. The bppor-■ 

tunity for extended cbnversation with that teacher allowed the researcher, 

to give him a more detailed imderstanding of the research project and

2 ■ '•Data gathered through the checklist are analyzed elsewhere.
See the authorls paper: ""Secbndary'^chools -as Agents of Sbcialization

; fbfvN3£ibiial: Gbalsv"::-;Pfoceedings of the East; African University Social.
Science Cbnferehcev'Daf es Salaam: - January,-1968 (Kampala, Uganda:

,;Makerere Institute of Social Research, 1968). • . ■
S.
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s^etijaes -led. to the teacher's acting as the project representative in 

that school. The representative undertook to collect the questionnaires 

ias theyvj remind those who were slow, and generally to pro

vide encouragement. On the whole this~procedure was very successful.

^^^^n selecting the representative in a particular school care was 

taken not to choose-a member of staff who had a position of authority ■ *>'

over other teachers. - Thus-, when in several schools the headmaster 

offered to 'collect the questionnaires, it was pointed out that this 

would open him to the possibility of charges of unethical use of the. 

information and would probably lower the return rate. The teacher chosen 

was usually a younger member of staff-.who was willing to help and who 

was often directly interested in the research. .The representative also 

functioned as a source of feedback to indicate how the-staff had reacted 

after the researcher left, and provide information on the reasons why 

certain members of the^ staff had not filled in the questionnaire.|_/in' 

a rivimber-of; casea ^e contact teacher brought the completed instruments 

ba^ tp Makerere himself and was able to discuss with the author his 

- impressions of'the study as it related to his school.

_ in about one third of the schools a second visit was made seven 

to ten days after th% initial.administration in order to collect com-

_ ._ pleted qiiestionn^res and to deal with any problems that had arisen

after the teachers began looking at the questionnaires. With half a 

. dozen -individuals serious questions abovlt the legitimacy of the research 

had to be dealt with by the researcher.

search.climate, the strategy adopted in such cases was one of withdrawal

I'-
Ur::-

‘I

Because of the uncertain re-
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ahS conciliation in order to minimize the;chancep of any-sort of com

plaint being-made to the Ministry.

./In the first part of November two schools were selected f 

those schools which had received the qaestlonnaire in early September 

fof7fHe~afe0niF^¥ati!5n^f"tfe~retest.“ The selection was not randratf; it 

was based on the researcher's pragmatic concern that the retest be 

administered in. the two weeks which' remained before the' begirihin'g of 

final exams. The goal was to select a few schools which: (1) would 

contain a reasonable spread in the types of teachers on the staff,

(2) would probably be cooperative, and (3) would have had a time inter- 

vai. of about six weeks since the first-.adminlstration. The researcher 

had serious doubts that it would be possible to induce teachers to com

plete the same instrument a second time, particularly during the tense 

period just before exams. To provide some incentive an-honorarium of Shs. 

15/- (about $2.00) was offered for completing the retest questionnaire. 

Surprisingly, the return rate was excellent; only three of the thirty 

questionnaires were not returned. Unfortunately, by the time this had 

■ been-discovered,-school was out and the chances of doing further retests 

in other .schools was past. -

- Of the 27 teachers for whom test-retest results were available,

. 14 were British, 6 were American Peace Corps Volunteers, 4 were African,

2 were Asian, and 1 was Canadian. The group, while small, is at least 

varied and. contains members of most’of the major, groups of concern in

■».:r

/■ •;

ITCd

'•-i

the study. ;Originally the author had considered computing test-retest 

reliability cbefficients for scsne of the subgroup.s as well as for the
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^ .. j ■ ^ over-all group,'but this is clearly not worthwhile with such a small .
ft I" ' ■■■■ - '

''CiJ group-. Pearson correlation, coefficients’were calculated between the

tlie basis ul-tfae-t-etal--------test and the retest results tor each item ou

^ group of ^7.

The distribution of the coefficients of stability is presented 

in Table 4.1. The laedlan value of the coefficients is about .65 and 

the mean is .60 for the 131 items for which it was possible to calcu-
4- ■ -

late the coefficient. On the average, correlations for an item are

based oii 25 respondents. Items with stability coefficients less than

.31 have not been used in.further analysis unless special note is made

of that fact. The average coefficient -.of stability for the various

scales used in the analysis is indicated in the descriptive section

• for each scale (Appendix C).

Coding, Checkings md Pxniching the Results u:

Coding began dujing the last stages of administration and was 

completed in about eight weeks. All of the coding was done by the 

author and two assistants. While more’^help was available, it was de

cided that fewer coders meant less problems with training, interpreta

tion, and errors. Two., of the .three had pre-viously coded the pretest

■

, and were already familiar with the materials. A standard coding and 

checking procedure was set up between the three- coders to minimize

^' ^ Correlation coefficients were not calculated for about 20% of 
the items since the alternatives were not ordinal.
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TABLE ItTiy

KiSTRlBUTidN OF STABILITY COEFFICIENTS•V

Number of ItemsValue of r

5,91 - 1.00
—I

li,81- - -.90

2371 - .80
3561 - .70
2051 - .60
1041 - .50
831 - .40

l/
8.•21 - .30

411 - .20
4

00 ^ .10 4;

TOTAL 13165MediAn = .
Mean =.60

\

V)
•;
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/

at a time, coding all the

_ questions in that half, including the open-ended ones. Coding was re-

cctrde^ion a sheet made specifically Tot, the project and containing a . 

numbe:^of visual cues .designed to prevent placing codes -in the wrong 

^11* For example, the'end of each page was” marked by a double line 

and codes taking up more.than one column were specially marked. Since 

about 80% of the questionnaire was precoded with the himibers for each . 

_ category printed on the questionnaire,.the process was efficient.

The total questionnaire required four 80-colxmin computer cards 

to record all the data. The basic rule followed in coding was to-pre

serve the maximum amount of information even though that meant coding 

into more categories than one intended to use later. Each card contained 

a six place identification number at the beginning and .a card sequence 

number in column 80 so that, machine checking of the sequence of (jthe cards ■ 

would be possible when the data were-Tnrocessed.- Each card in the four- 

card sequence was a different color.

of the coding involved making a copy of every 

. comment written by the respondent. As already mentioned, when the in

strument was administered the teachers were encouraged to write comments 

wherever they felt like doing so, and particularly where they were not 

sure of the meaning of a question. A separate record of these comments 

was kept so that for each question one'can.read all the comments made

’ (J

about that question. In addition,' eacdi remark was identified so that 

the questionnaire from which it came can be located. The frequency and
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v; | ' f ;iC6ntent of the comments are useful in determining the validity of the 

•vaiious items. The comments also provide valuable Insight how the 

respondents interpreted the question.

'The coding was checked by. havings a person other than the coder 

check each code on the entire questionnaire for the first 250 question

naires. As the questionnaires were being coded they were checked in 

groups of 50, and then discussions were held to agree "on the meaning 

of the coding instructions wherever there was difficulty. Caution 

sheets were kept to remind coders of ccmmonly made mistakes. After 

the first 100 questionnaires were coded, the error rate was quite low 

and remained that way throughout. Initially one iidght find six or 

eight coding errors per questionnaire, but after some practice, the 

coder’s average fell to between one and two errors per questionnaire. 

Fortunately, these errors tended to fall in certain questions which 

were, then checked on all the questionnaires.

The second half of the set of questionnaires was only partially 

chedked. The checker would run through the pile of coded forms and 

chedk^tp; first half of one and the ^cond half of the following one, 

and so on, alternating throughout the set. The error rate remained 

low, and the ability ^to pinpoint the most probable locations of the 

errors made it unnecessary to check more thoroughly. Before being 
punched, the codihg sheets themselves were checked to insure that'^iey 

were correctly numbered and that the patterning of the codes were cor

rect. Thus, for InsJ^ certain columns would have nihes in them if

the respondent ,were an African and not otherwise, and so forth. At this

—>

l/
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j'; . 'time the identification numbers were also checked to insure that each 

card in the set had the.same number. ''

'ds ygrg cc*^plplr^1y anH vpyi-F'ted on tliB macMnes

prodded by the Makerere Institute (^'■Social Research. The staff of 

th^^^I^titute were efficient and reliable for tRe pretest and were, 

therefore, used for the full study. Care was taken-to establish a set 

of standard numbers so that there would be no problems,with the inter

pretation of handwriting or of different styles in writing symbols. , - 

1_ for ex^ple, the convention of crossing sevens was adopted in order to 

minimize the chances of confusing sevens with fours or nines. Subse

quent analysis of the data by computer in the United States indicated %

a very low rate of stray or obviously erroneous pimches.^

Having the data punched while still in the field had the added 

advantage of alldwihg some preliminary analysis while ft was still pos

sible to return.to the primary sources for further details. WitR this 

goal in mind, the author tried to make use of the computer which the 

national government had recently Installed. This attempt turned out 

: to be frustrating since the entire installation was new and the staff 

: still-in the training stages. After considerable effort, it was possible 

to obtain the stability coefficients discussed above and to get the mar

ginal distributions of the answers to most of the questions for each of

Tho

»

fonly 15 or 20 punches were foilnd to be outside the range of the 
,, code for a given question. For 2,000 cards of 80 .columns each, this is

This does not measure the existence of 
the range of the code for a given question, but 

'does give an indication of the expected rate of error.
:.:i
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f[ the major subgroups in the population. Further analysis was not possible, 

\ i sincO;^ aiithot had to write and d^ug his own programs to
6"^^^Soduca^shatavHr tatlgllxs-were Jes^ed^——-------------------------- ^_____

• Based on the analysis which wa^ompleted, a roughly structured

inter\d.ew scjiedule was constructed for the purpose of probing, into ques- 

tions which had very low stability, or which showed interesting ^ffer— 

ences among groupsi Particular emphasis was placed on the__respondents' 

interpretation of questions which seemed unreliable or which contained 

phrases that seemed to have been unclear — judging by the comments made 

by respondents on the questionnaires. Unfortunately, the time available 

for this phase of the research was short, and only a small number of 

interviews were completed. Those interviewed were selected for ease of 

access and to provide representatives of the various subgroups in the 

sample. Originally, it had been hoped that teachers might be selected 

on the basis of their responses being’ either high or low on some dimen

sion, but the time and the resources availahle for the research did not 

. make such a plan feasible. '

t

:Supplementary Groups Added to the Sample . 5

Although the sample is highly representative of the composition 

. of the teaching population,at the time it was drawn, a number of new

6■An added benefit of using a compVter in the field was provided, 
by the:*ility ;to;place all Of one's results on a magnetic tape which 
could'then be hand ;tarfie as an excellent form of Insurance against

: loss bf data;;^^:;^^^^ ^
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training programs for African teachers were started later and the com

position of the teaeiing -fprcS will 'change somewhat in the future. To ■ 

clarify some of the effects of:these new training programs, two groups 

of respondents were added.to the sample^. The first group consisted of 

the third year students at Mafcerere University enrolled in the Bachelor 

The questionnaires were administered during one.

' of their class periods and a .total pf 24 were ccmplete-d. About one-third

E3uc^
of- ucation course

of the'^grdup came frpm other East African countries to which they will 

As a result, their answers on questions pertain- 

The

be returning to teach, 

ing directly to Uganda are not highly relevant to our purposes.

group is important though because it represents the only sizable source 

of replacements for the expatriate teachers. It is presumably from this 

OTall group that those who will be influential in secondary education 

programs in the future will be drawn. The pace of proaotion being highly 

accelerated, one would not be surprised to find some of these stij^nts 

headmasters of secondary sdiools within five years. Hence, although 

tdieif numbers are small, the influence of those who do enter teaching 

in Uganda may be considerable.

The second group represents anew level of teacher training for 

Uganda which promises, to provide the majority of the African teachers 

to be found in the schools in the future. Upon completion of secondary 
school, these students enter a three-year teacher training course.^

- as

^The course- also takes students who have completed Higher School 
Certificate for a period of two years rather than three.
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The'training is designed to prepare them to teach up through the last
- -- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . _ . ■ ,

year of School Certificate- classes. When fully operational -the insti

tution (Kyanibogb) is designed to produce about 150 teachers each year

which-represents^^out “12% of the teaming force now in the schools.

The questionnaire was administered to the first graduating class during
- - -  t

A total of 80 were completed during a,special _the^ filial term of study.

' meeting called to allow the administration of the instrument.- (The total 

- number of students in the class was about 100.) These'students are im

portant because lt..appears that they will form the foundation oh whieh
'-1'

the teaching force in the secondary schools -will be built as further

expansion takes place and the supply of expatriate teachers begins to 
*

taper off.

In the analysis which is described in the rest of this study, 

these two groups have been treated like the.teacher respondents as much 

as possible. The validity of such an approach is supported by t^- fact 

that these students are recent products of the secondary school system 

— and thus directly acquainted with the situation in the schools. In 

addition, they have had fairly extensive periods of practice teaching 

“ in the . schools during their“'three year training periods and hence have, 

Some basis for judging how they feel about various aspects of the school 

It is hoped that these two groups will serve as indicators of 

some Of the effects-which Africanization will have on the kinds of

program.

variablesyrepbrted in this study,
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fI CHAPTER V

METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

Because of the complexity and extensiveness of the data, the 

of choosing an analysis procedure which would reduce the amount 

7 of information to a manageable and ordered form was Somewhat challenging.

dhl^ 0
pr

■ There were about 120 items measuring‘various dependent variables and 15 

or 20 related to independent variables. The study was basically ;designed 

as an exploratory survey of a fairly complex set of phenomena about which

little was known beyond a great deal.of unsystematic data in the form 
♦

of opinions, stereotypes, and generalizations offered by educators and 

laymen'alike. As indicated in an earlier chapter, specific research in 

the area was singularly lacking and hence there were only minimal theo

retical bases for constracting hypotheses and structuring the ob^^rved 

Yesults.

Investigation of analysis routines used by similar studies in the 

field of political-socialization and'social psychology indicated that 

.results were generally reputed item by item with varying levels of con

trol on one or two independent variables — most typically, amount of 
education of the respondent.^ In a few cases an index was constructed

^e trend setting;model was pnovlded by the classic wopk of 
Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture (Boston: Little, Brown 
& Co., 1965).' A more recent example in the same field is the work of 
Robert Hess and Judith Torney, The Development of Political Attitudes in 
Children (Chicago; Aldine Publishing Co., 1967).

i .
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froni several.useii as' a ydStable. , Bcamples are
: 'v ^

provided by the indices of apprehension and permissiveness constructed 

by Lazarsfeld and Thielens intheir report on professors in American 

- The author felt that usfng'^ approaches such as these

^be^asible but would result in a report of undue length and com

plexity with a siibsequent obscuring of important aspects due to the 

amount of detail presented.

It is, of course, possiy.e to reduce the amovmt of detail by 

’■ careful selection of results to be presented, but this, raises the ques

tion of criteria to be used in selecting and rejecting items* The danger 

inherent in such a procedure is that peifsonal biases or a misunderstand

ing of the situation will result in the omission of Important data.

The danger is particularly great when there are ho strong theoretical 

guidelines as to What kinds of information are probably most relevant.

As a result, the author attempted to find a procedure which would allow 

- most of the data to be retainedi but at the same time would reduce it 

to a manageable amount suitable for presentation.

Many-of the items had been written with certain dimensions of 

■teacher attitudes in mind,' and in a few cases the items had been con

sciously constructed in-» a parallel form with the intent of using them

^ The analysis of the pretest was based in part on an attempt

would

- as a scale.

2p_ :f. Lazarsfeld and W. Thielens.*' The Academic Mind (Glencoe, 
; Illinois; .The‘Free^:?^^

^An example is the scale on attitudes toward traditional customs 
; . aiid val^^^

c
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/ to’-construct :^out fifteen - clusters of items which seemed, on- an a prib^'’^ 

basis, to relate to the s^e aspect of teachers' feelings and perceptions.

^ analysis of the ’final results was begun these clusters seemed

like a logical place to start in attempting to construct indices.

First, the data had to be 'cleaned' and recoded in order to make 

them amenable to various statistical manipulations. This meant removing

codes, which indicated a "don't know" or extraneous responses, deleting 

codes which indicated multiple responses, and removing codes which fell 

outside the range defined for that item. Where'necessary,, items were 

then recoded in order to have the high end of the scale represent the 

same end of a continuum for all questions relating to a given topic,

■In a number of items the original coding was categorical, but the con

tent was- such that they could be grouped into ordinal categories. For 

example, a question asking people to state the population .of Uganda was 

originally coded to indicate the exact response. These categories^ere 

regrouped to indicate the accuracy of the response ranging frcan "don't 

know" to the correct answer.

^ should be noted at this polBt that the recoding of the data

■ need not be permaheht and is easily changed using the technique of anal

ysis which was applied in this study. To recode a question a control 

. statement is written indicating the codes which are to be changed into 

other codes and then the 3ata for that item are taken from the storage 

tape, recoded by the computer, and stored in a new file which will be 

used'for subsequent calculations. At any time the initial coding can 

be used to change the coding in the saved file back to the original. •••

•->

’*N
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/ codiiig or to some different coding which is now desired. ^ ; When, the'' 

iS; complete the new file-contains -all the items in 

their recoded format and the initial data remain unchanged on the

stdragW-tape, :

One additional facility afforded by the system-is the ability to
1certain values for a given itfem as ’missing.’ The effect is to have

the cases containing these values deleted from statistical cranputatlons

involving that item’. The most common case is the value of zero which

usually stands for 'no response' and is no^ wanted in calculations of :

means or other statistics regarding the ^stribution of responses on an

item. .The ability to specify a 'missing' value is, in effect, a supple- 
%

ment to the recoding property discussed in the previous paragraph. The 

two procedures are used together to give maximum control over the inanl- 

, pulatipn of the data. A good example of the differential use of the two 

procedures is provided by a situation where a number of small subgjpups 

of respondents are. lumped together in an 'other' category by means of 

the recode. The code for the 'other' category is then specified as a 

'missihgl .value, which means that It. is 'included in the new file and is 

available for display in cross tabulations but that it will not be in-

—1

. . ._-cluded-,in.statistical calculations for that item.

^The package; of routines used for» much of the analysis in this 
study, is hailed' the"Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" (SPSS) 
and Whs developed at.Stanford in connection with the Institute of Political 
Studies; by C. H. Hulli N’. Nle, and D. Bent.
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ilia In ,this study a complete new file was .constructed from the re

coded items with each item having a suitable tag for missing values.a
Items; which seemed to belong together, on the basis of their content

.and_b^t|e basis of their behavior in th^retest, were grouped into 

clusters from which it was hoped to construct indices. Pearson correla

tion cSemclfents were obtained for all item pairs in each of these 

clusters.^ By inspecting these correlations it became clear that certain 

items bore little or no relation to the other items in the cluster and 

unlikely candidates for inclusion in the index.

After each cluster had been pruned of unprcmiising items, stand- 

-ardlzed-scores.were_co^iited fcr each xt^ and then the items were summed
b ""I"

to form an index value for each case on each of the clusters. Item- 

total correlations were computed with item deletion from the total and 

Cronbach Alpha coefficients of internal consistency were calculated. On 

the basis of these results the scales were modified and a second d^ft 

of them was constructed. The second draft included a. few new items dis

covered by rising the initial index values against all the dependent 

■ variables as part of an expiratory prdcess to see if certain relevant 
items bad been neglected.® Items with very low item-total correlations 

were dropped from the scales at this stage.

were

®The analysis of the items and the construction of indices was 
based on the total set of respondents (523), Including the students 
frcm the teacher training institutions, h

-- ;®The author iai^^ R. Heath of the Stanford Center
for Research and Development in Teaching for his useful suggestions and 

• bdviceybn methods of scale;construction.
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■ ' Factor Analysis
J During this process a number of-observers, remarked that the above 

process: amounted to a'crude foiin of factor analysis and suggested that 

the support for the indices'finally derlyed would be much stronger if a 

factor malysis revealed similar clusters of items.. Kerlinger points 

out'ffiSh one of the strengths of factor analysis lies in its ability to 

help validate scales purporting to represent some underlying construct.

He also indicates that factor analysis is one of the most powerful ex- 

plorato^ tools available to the social scientist who is trying to re- -

m

Cduce a large number of variables to a smaller set of underlying variables 

which represent meaningful dimensions.. The usefulness of these new 

variables needs to be tested, of course, by further experimentation and

analysis.

Accordingly it was decided to run a factor analysis on those 

items which had been considered for inclusion in the original clu^iers. 

Items which had very low test-retest reliability, items which had badly 

skewdd marginal distributions, and items where comments indicated unclear 

wording were eliminated from the over==all total of some 120 dependent 

variables and were not usedT^n the factor analysis. The net result was 

a collection of 80 items to be used as, inpht into the factor analysis, 

including all those items which had already been tentatively placed in 

scales.

- %

: ^F. H.-Kerlinaer. Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 680.
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The factor;analysis was run several different times with differ-

criteria goyeni^g-the nu^er of; factors rotated in order to get a 

good feeling for the structure of thedata.. In allcases the rotation.

vw ent

>-
was annorthogonal-i;; yarimax type-based oh-the ohlimin criteria. Kaiser

normalizations were used and the rotations were performed to maximize a 
simplic^^ criterion. Rotation-continued until the change in the cri

terion produced by a rotation was less than lO’^^. For a detailed-dis

cussion of the cranputational procedure used -the reader is referred to 
the discussion in the Biomedical Computer Programs.®

It was decided that the initial input to the program would be in 

the form of a matrix of correlation coefficients. If the, scores on each

item are input, then one must deal only with complete cases. Because 

there were 80 items, using only those cases'whlch had’responded to all 

80 would substantially reduce the size of the sample used in the calcu

lations. One can produce "complete" cases by substituting the meany 

value wherever a piece of missing data occurs for a given variable, or, 

alternatively, one can compute the correlation coefficients for each

-phir-bf-ltems-using the total nunAer of cases in the sample where the

The latter technique has the ad-two itms in the’ pair were present, 

vantages of making maximum use of the information present in the data

. and also avoids whatevhr biasing effects might occur by substituting

; The specific-program used was number BMDX72 which is contained 
in a mimeographed supplement to the published manual. The reference for 
the •manual is W.- J. Dixon fed.). BMP Biomedical:Computer Programs (No. 2; 
Los Angeles; University’of California Press, 1967-).
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‘ / the means for the Mssing values. Note the usefulness of the missing'

value fag <iescrlbed above. To select the cases for a given correlation 

coefficient, the program deletes all cases where either of the vari-

as missing.

After deciding what type of factor analysis is desired, one 
inust'-s^^fy two other parameters before the analysis can proceed; 

i:he number of factors to be rotated or the minimum size-of latent roots

which will be accepted, and estimates of the communality for each item. 

Because the first run was of ai eKploratory nature, cramnunality esti- • 

mates were set at 1.0' indicating that the program wouW attempt to use 
all of the variance of each item.® The number of factors to be rotated

■fc.

was not specified explicitly since there were no reasons to expect any^ 

particular number. Instead, the minimum latent root was specified to 

be 1.0 and all factors with a latent root greater than 1.0 were to be. 
kept for rotation.^®

—I

Finally, the number of iterations for the esW- 

: ■ mates of the communalities was specified as .one.

Under the conditions specified above, , the factor analysis pro- 

'duceid a total of 24 factors with a latent root greater than one. These

For a discussion of the various estimates of communality and 
their lisefuln®®® see :B.' Fruchter, Introduction to Factor Analysis 
(Princeton, New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1954), p. 51.

/^The author was assisted in the decisions on the selection of 
parameters:for the factor analysis by Dr. R. Snow of the Stanford School 
of Education;.? His advice was particularly valuable on those aspects of 
factor analysis which rely bh experience and judgment in making a choice 
between alternate procedures.
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■ ” . factors accounted for 62% of the total variance i The number of rota-

tions was tetminated at, 50 (the tipper limit of the program) since the 

simplicity criterion failed to decrease to an increment of 10 The 

final value of the simplicity criterion r-27.858063 and the average 
increment over the last 15 rotations was about 5 X’lO”^.

if any, convergence during these last rotations. The 

■ final cranmunality estimates for the 80 items ranged from-.48 to .79 

with a mean value of .624. ' .

The pattern of loadings of items on the rotated factors proved.

The items loaded by more than'±.30 were spread

There seemed
I ‘ilt^e.

to be

'n

to be encouraging, 

fairly evenly among the factors with an average of 4.25 items for the 

first 16 factors and the remaining eight factors having either one or 

Even more encouraging was the similarity between most 

of the larger factors and the scales which had p^viously been constructed.
identical with Jlie^earlier scales with the excep-

■ , u

two items each.

Five of the factors were

tion of one item either being added or deleted and two of the factors 

contained exactly, the same items as the earlier scales.

discovered something about the over-all structure of the 

relationships among the items'under"the most general conditions, it was 

decided to run the analysis again with more specific constraints. 

particular, the scmiewhat unrealistic use of unity for the communality

11 ,In

V.' Glass and P. A. Taylor indlfate that it is preferable to 
apply several techniques of factor analysis using different methods of 
Extracting factorsi estimating communallties, and rotating solutions. 
nwflPtnr Analytic MethbdologYw” Review of Educational Research, XXXVI, 
Nb. 5 (December, 1966), p. 581.
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,estimates was dropped .and the final communality Estimates produced by 

the first rm W initial estimates for the second run.

The limitation “on the value of the latent root was removed and-the. number 

of factors to be rotated was set at 20. ^e purpose of these changes was

i ,y

T;:;-

to clean up the factors by reducing the amount of error variance included 
frdn ea<dr^em and by dropping some of the splinter factors Containing

only one or two items.

The results of the second factor analysis were similar to those 

' of the first but produced a’more interpretable set of factors. These , 

factors form the basis of the indices used in the rest of the study"and

the results of the factor analysis will be presented in as much detail 
12 The twenty factors which were rotated accounted for 

48% of the total variance, and the eigenvalue of the twentieth factor 

was 0,782. The final communalities used in this run ranged from 0.258 

to 0.760 and had a mean value of 0.477.' The number of rotations was 50

V
as is feasible.

■J
. because the difference between the. simplicity criterion between .rota

tions ' failed to decrease to- a value of 10 ^. The average difference 
over the last 15 rotations was about 3 x-10~^ and, as before, there was

no noticeable trend of convergence during these last rotations. The 

final value of the simplicity criterion was -26.206100.

In Table 5.1 all the factors are presented with the items which

*.

^^Fruchter discusses the types of data which should be presented 
(op.‘cit.. p; 154). His guidelines will be followed in presenting the 
results'of this: study tp the &tent that the computer program makes the 
ihformatipri avail^le.'
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'-■TSLBLE:::5a'" :

FACTOR lOADINGS- ON factor - XXU-
Final
.Coimnunality

Item Item 
No. Name

Factors
VIII III IV VI

I > ■

.62?■ 61 BAeAttd .72
60 PPL?KGD .66
67,r VSTH3ME .64
66 METPRNT .62 (-.34 on Factor XII)

■ :^ v,:II.:.
32 SAIPKFS
30 ADQPAR
19 ‘ . PARSCH
31 PDPDSAT
47 COMCHNL

III
24 INFLMOE
23 EXPj^E
25 TRYimii-
18 FRQEAD
19 RADUGD
48 GOVPRDG
44 BRKLWS

.57

.61

.71

.59.68

.56.65

.51.52

.39.52

.36.46

.68.77

.58.68
.56

.48.46

.50.43 ( .32 on Factor XV)

.38.40

.37.38
l/IV

.4870 BIffiPRC 
, 69 : iPIXGEMY

.55
.50.51
.38.5172 EXTFMY, 

71 INICER .35.50
*

.62-.74
-.80_
-.33

12 ^ADTIME 
'13 TO^
36 CHGSCH •

VI
54 CRCREL
55 EXMREL
37 POBSCH

. 73 SATPEOD
51 SYLREV

.75

.39

.59.66A

.49.62

.43.53
(.36 on Factor II) .45 .55 ”•

.44 .50

- \
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X&BLE' 5;1 cont..;

Final
XII XIII Coramunality

Item item 
No. Name' VII . VIII IX • X

Factors

. 'iai/. . . . . . . . . . . .
CQNfefTN.ei.
iEGPEDC .49 (.38 on Factor XV) 
FRODSC .32

.56*6
597
,4021

VIII
74 PPtNTL
75 PPLCLVR
79 PPLAMB
76 PPIiZY
77 ' PPLHNST
78 PPLQST

5860
.5658.
4152
4251
,45,43
38,41

IX
597015 SOCLUB

56 PKNTKNW
. ,26 TCHINFO

65 HOASNS

,4736
3131
.44-IS

X
40593 PCA.PIHC

XI
535345 CONCLSS 

.28 ■ EXPOPN
-22 NOTDSC 
-52: qpOLp 

27 DSCLSS

37l/52
34,48
38,45
,4536

:/ ,XII -■ 
17 .TOTPAP; 
16 AEjGPLP 
80 V'MtiSTRKN 
64-'- 
1, 'POPOGHDA

.6571
5667
5660
51(.37 on Factor'XV) -.44
30.35

XIII
46 PRFELCT
33 DEiOEG 
49 STRGOV

60 ,43
,4958
3334
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t : V . 5.1 cont. t

.: \:
No. Hame XIV XV XVI XVII • XVIII XIX

Factors Final
XX Communality

•ESCsTD .65 
58 .NOBKSRD .'31

r :5457 A
i 39

XV
76.78-62 POLSTR

63 CULSTR
9 ■ EDSVS
4 AGRHGD
8 . IGCGOV 
59 TOTIAHG

6468
.42.45
54i43
5636 on III) 

-.31 on XIX),
'-t42(.30 on Factor I and -. 

40(-.35 on Factor XII and ,58
XVI

,455440 scmso
38 SCHCOM
39 SATRLTN 
10 lAHGAFR

.3343
32 (.32 on Factor II) 
_38 (.32 on Factor I)

54
.59

XVII
41 03M&.CT
20 LOOOFL
53 PPLJOB

38.54
,41 (.35 on Factor I) ,43

3532
XVIII 

14 : AGTSTRT 54^'
67

; XIX
35 CHGSYL 64 50

XX
ii ■ : TOTCHLD 

■ 5 : , IHDDEV
.47.59

(.30 on Factor X arid .30 on XV) .31 .55

.*
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. : V •: ^' have loadings of more 30. The final conmunality values are prer

/ sented for each item on the right hand side of the table. . The items

are labeled with a short mnemonic n^e and are numbered to conxespond 

with the order of the 80 items initiall3r_entered’into the factor 

analysis.A compilete list of the names and the'items is located in 
Appendiaf^r. Those items-which are used in indices are presented in

•Appendix C.2 and will be explained in the text when the -indices are 

discussed.. . '

Items which load on more than one factor are^^^ the fac

tor on which they load highest, and their loading on-other factors is 

• . indicated in parentheses. For Instance in Factor XV the item LOCGOV
fc -

also loads on Factors I and III with the weights of .30 and -.36, 

respectively. Six items out of tHe -total-of--eighty fail to readi a . 

loading of .30 on any factor. Of the seventy-four items that do load

■-i

at .30 or higher, on some factor, eleven of them are split between 

factors, with two of those eleven loading on three factors with a 

weight of .30 or better. The six.items which did not load on any 

factor are indicated by an asterisk in Appendix C.l. The final esti

mate' for the communaitty of each of the six is between 0.25 and 0,30.

u

^^nie SPSS package of statistical routines allows all variables 
to be referred to by name and thereby considerably simplifies the writing 
of control cards;. However,, these names ar^ limited to a maximum length 
of eight characters wliich produces scmewhat awkward labels.' After en- 
comitering them a few times though^ the reader'will find himself able 

‘ translate Tthm intd the qu^ for which they stand. ■,

■ -

to

r
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1-Purther details of flife.results' o factor malysis are pre-

jsented in Appendix A. These include the eigenvalues for the factors, 

the :cinnulative variahce for the factors, and the loadings of the items 

on the imrotated and rotated factor matrix.

Computing-^ctor Scores /

-- ' The decision to use the factors as the basis for index construc

tion requires that the factors which seem to be useful and meaningful 

be chosen, that the selection of those items included in the factor be 

made, and that a suitable summation procedure be set up to cmpute the . 

indices for each case. The question of the selection of factors and 

their inte^retation will be taken up in some detail in the next chap- 

The remainder of this section will deal with the general rules 

for selection of items and the procedure for computing factor scores.

The basic rule adopted for selection of .items to be used in a. , , . .. ... u
given index was simply that 8:11 items with factor loadings above 0.30 

would be used. In the case of multiple loadings, the following guide

lines werh established: items loading on two factors would be included 

whenever the .loading was greater than 0.35 (which could be on both fac

tors), and items loading on three factors would only be included in 

factors where their loading was above 0.40.

from these guidelines were permitted. The reasons for the devia'tions 

discussed when those particular indices are described.

• The; standard methods for computing factor scores'generally in

volve stimming all the variables which load on the factor above a certain

'-I

ter.

In a few cases’ de'viations

are
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'•( ■ ; leirel with each _variable weighted by an amount equal, to its . loading on

the factor. A recent critique of such an approach indicates, however,^

.C'..

that from a. theoretical point of view almost all of the commonly used 

techniques atre in error. Glass and Maguire show that the only correct 

way to compute factor scores involves the use of the inverse of the fac- 

atfern and hence contains contributions from all the variables intor p

the analysis. The major difficulty with the commonly used procedures 

is that they produee factor scores which can have substantial non-zero 

•correlations even though the factors are orthogonal md hence imcorre- 

. lated. After some discussion it was decided that the standard approach

would be used since correlations among the indices so produced would

not be, detrimental to the purpose for which they were intended in this 

To indicate the extent to which the resulting indices deviatestudy.

from independence, a complete matrix of the correlation coefficients

(See Table A.4 in Appendix A.)between the indices was constructed.

Finally, a'decision was made- on the methods to be used in cases 

where not all of the items in the index were answered, 

cphtaining four or less than four itemsy only complete cases would bq

u
• r

For an index

—G; V. Glass and T. 0. Maguire, "Abuses of Factor Scores," 
Ainfrrtcan EduCational Research Journal. Ill, No. 4 (November, 1966y,
pp. 297-304.

^The difficulty with appl^'lng the correct method in this study 
is twofold: (1) thn ^ of the individual cases if factor
scores ire to be produced by the'computer {>rogram and hence the problem 
bf' mlssini data must; be^aolvedi ; and (2y the time to, compute these scores 
for ad'variables-in each index would be considerable, even on the conputer. 
An added difficulty is presented by.the task of interpreting the signifi
cance of factors based bn loadings of ail 80 variables.
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accepted. Incomplete cases would receive a-iii^ssing value appropriately 

tagged. For an index containing five items a case would be accepted 

if at least four out of the fiye had been answered, 

tainihg six or moire items a maximum of two^unanswered items would be 

allowed.. The total for each case would, of, course, be adjusted to take 

into aectSunt the number of items answered.

The, ccmputational procedure for an index contains the following 

steps. First the variables are standardized so that each-has a mean of 

zero and a standard deviation of'unity. If unstanda^rdized scores are ' 

used the effect is an Implicit weighting scheme with the weights pro

portional to the standard deviation of the distribution of values for

yf

■d-
I’or an index con-

each variable. For a given case, each variable value is multiplied.by
i

the factor loading of that item on the factor as indicated in Table 5.1.

The index is then computed by summing these products over all items 

contained in t^e index and dividing by the sum of all the weights for 

- ■fihose items.! Thus, if the index contained four items whose factor

loadings were 0.7, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.3 the sum of the products of the item 

values^ and these weights woxild be divided-by 2.0, which is the sum of-

the four weights. " - -  '

If some of the items are not answered in a particular case, then

the calculation procedure must keep track of how many items have not

In the above example, forbeen answered and which items they were, 

instaace, if the second question was not apswered then the total would

consist of the products produced'by•the first, third, and fourth items. 

The sum of these products would then be divided by 1.4 which is the
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r total of the factor loadings-for the three questions which were mswered." 

The effect of this; technique is to produce comparable scores even though 

different cases'not have answeredvall of the. questions. Dividing by ‘

the sum of the factor loadings takes'into_account both the nisnber of

questions answered and the relative importance of those questions in 
the over=i^l index. An example of a prpgram to compute the value for 

one of the indices used in the study is presented in Table A.3 in

Appendix A.

Reliability of the Indices

Once an index has been constructed, the question of its reliabil- 

ity arises. data available in this study provide evidence about

two different types of reliability. The test-retest data permit one-

to measure the stability of the index over time as indicated by the 

average coefficient of stability for the items in the index. Analys^ 

of the variance of the items contained in the index, in comparison to 

the^ variance of the index itself, gives one an estimate of the homo- 

geheity of the index, l.e.. the extent to which the items contained in 

the index ate of similar difficulty,” have comparable vari'^ces, and tend 

to intercorrelate. Cronbach's Alpha provides a commonly used measure

of the-internal consistency of an index and is calculated for each of

The formula used for com-the indices produced from the factor scores. 
putation is as follows:/®

-®R.C. Tryon presents a very complete discussion of the assump
tions underlying the various computational formulas for reliability and
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:2 V
i),n^r(i-. r =

where Vj^ Is the variaace of the it^ in the index, V^. is the 

variance of the total score for the index,' and ri is the number of 

items-dSr'the index.

In order to apply the formula to this.study, scale values were 

calculated for only-those cases which were complete and thus needed no 

division by the weighting factors. Standardized scores for the items 

were used with the result that the of each item was unity and the

calculation of the coefficient of internal consistency was somewhat 

simplified. It was assumed that the measure of internal consistency 

obtained from the complete cases would be applicable to the scales cal

culated with incomplete cases as described above. The average increase 

in the number of cases included by allowing partial cases was 71, wiy.ch 

represents an average increase 'of about 17% over the number of ccmplete 

- cases available.

Of the thirteen factors for whinh scale scores were initially 

computed, all but three of thm had" coefficients of internal consistency

a clear exposition.of the relationships between them. The formula shown 
above is known variously as Cronbach's Alj^a, as by Guttman, and is a 
more general statement of the Kuder-Richardson Formula for dichotomous 
items.- "Reliability: and Behavior Domain Validity; Reformulation and 
Histori-cal Critiaue;":'PevAoi6gical Biilietin. LIV. No. 3 (1957), pp. 229-
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■/■ ' greater-than 0.50.^^ ""Jhh; three: with the lower coefficients were the 

factors composed;of only two or three; items. The average coefficient
."i''

■ £. i
\<J

;of reliahility, iBclhdlng the low values, was .565 with a range of .11 

to ,78. The value.for each index will he, reported when that index is 

discussed in the text. A summary of the properties, of each index can 
he found^h Appendix C.

"r-v

r

u

l; Kelley gives the minimum level of the reliability coef
ficient as 0.50 when the purpose is to evaluate the level of group 
accomplishment based On the assumption that the test must permit dis
criminations Of a difference as small as 0.26 times the standard devia
tion of a grade group with the chances five to one of being correct. 
Interbretation Of Educational Measurements (Yonkers, K.Y.: World Book 
Coi^ 1927) cited by R. L.; Thorndike. "Reliabilitys" in E. F. Lindquist 
(ed.). Ediicatiohai Measurement (Washington. D.C.: , American Council on 

- Education, 1951), p. 609.! V
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CHAPTER VI

■ INDEPENDENT VARIABLES: DEFINI-TION OF TEACHER GROUPS

/
Two alternative strategies of analysis were considered for this 

study: defining groups of teachers on an a priori basis*using salient 

background variables, or constructing groups of teadhers on the basis 

-of their position-on^important indices- constructed, from the dependent 

variables. After some preliminary study of the data, the'decision was ' , -

made to use the first method in this study although the second method
• * ^

was not entirely ruled out and may be used later on certain aspects of 
the data.^ .

Of the various background variables which distinguish teachers, 

nationality is probably one of the most important. Each nation haS(J:ts 

: Tooti' political culture into which the teachers, as citizens, are- social

ized:^ they grow up.

the Jrqle; of government, the role of an indi-vidual •vis-a-'vis the govem- 

■ ment, and they acquire a sense of personal siibjactive competence in 

dealing with the government. The fact that there are significant dif

ferences in these expectations on the part of citizens in different 

nations is well documented by the work of Almond and Verba. Their

r

The teachers acquire a set of expectations about.
\

^ discriminant analysis was investigated but the
decision was made hot to use it initiaUy in' the hopes that the primary 
analysis would suggest better guidelines for its use at a later stage.
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/discussion, in the Civic. Culture.^ of the differences between American 

and British political cultures is particularly relevant since those
is

two

nations supply most of the expatriate teachers in Uganda.

The decision to use nationally as^^one of the distinguishing 

background variables is based on the implicit hypothesis thaf responses
e^'e^t^lons toward government learned in the home culture will

and

tr^sfer more or less intact to the new situation found.in Uganda.

There will, of course, be changes in specific details of the responses, 

particularly since- expatriates, do. not..have _the status of citizens, ;^t 

their underlying expectations, which form the basis of their judgments 

■ of government performance, are unlikely to change significantly.

Nationality also appears to.be related to a number of othgr im

portant differences. Of particular interest is the orientation of the 

teachers toward education and the role of secondary schools. It is a 

well-known adage that teachers' attitudes and behavior are strongly 

affected by what they remember of the teachers from their-own school 

• experiences. Because the schools reflect significant value orientations

-T-- -

u

and important characteristics of the society in which they exist, 

teachers from different hations"can be expected to reflect these differ-'

Thus, forences; in their conceptions of the purpose of education, 

example, British and American teaChers win tend to act in ways which

correspond to the clear differences in purpose and underlying philosophy

1

■^6". A'./Almond and S.i Verba, The Ci-viC Culture (Boston; Little, 
Brown and Company, 1965, originally published by Princeton-University _ 
Press; 1963), p. 315.
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;'betwderi the 'Public School 

United States.^ Each will be trying, in part,

: , school situation which

A somewhat different but complementary approach to defining 

teacher groups is provided by the concept of the third culture as dis

cussed'^ John Useem in his analysis of Americans working in India.^ 

The third culture consists of the patterns of interaction" which are 

created and shared by men'of two different societies who are working 

A secondary school in Uganda provides a good 

example of an interface between two societies — primarily British and 

African — where a pattern of interactions between the two cultures

in England and the public school, in the 

to create the type of 

his own society considers desirable.

I :

\J

i

•together-on-some task.
—1

Useein distinguishes three generations of the third culture 

depending on the previous experience of an Individual with a third 

culture and on whether that experience was with a colonial third culture

The latter type is characterized by relar

exlsts.

or a post-independence one, 

tionshlps between members which are "coordinate, rational, develop-
..5

mental, and modem-oriented.

Teachers in Uganda can be characterized by their experience with

- ^Eor a discussiop ,of the difference between British and American 
schools in ternis^^^M^ and type of politi'-'-’' nrn-
vided see: R. Rose: Politics in England (Boston:

■ 1964), pp. 65-72.:

;^J. Useem, "Work Patterns of Americans in India," The Annals of 
the American Academy of Political and Social'Science. Vol. CCCLXVIII 
(November, 1966), pp. 146-156.

^Useem. Ibid., p. 146.
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' / ■ ' third culture situations. There are those.for whom this, is an initial

experience with a shared culture, those who have had some experience 

with a third c those whose experience with

the third culture dates hack to pre-independence days. The groups finally 

chosen for use in this study coincide in' part with these categories.

Volunte^ teachers would fall in the 'first-time-out' category, while 

teachers on contract would be split between the first and second cate

gories. Missionaries would tend to fall in the pre-independence category 

as would many of the Asian teachers. In some cases.thetcategorizatidn 

may be based'more on the constellation of attitudes and values which the 

teacher is expected to have than on the objective fact of the teacher's 

■ experience with a third culture. The author has not attempted a rigorous .. 

application of these categories, and has' definitely not set out to test

the categories empirically. Rather, they form a set of ideas useful in 

the ordering of teachers and in selecting questions to be asked onceythe 

groups are formed.

Finally, the choice of group definition also tends to coincide 

with the administrative realities faced "by Uganda, 

of different sources of teachers available to the government, but, 

having selected a given^source, the government does not have much con

trol over what kinds of people are selected from that source, 

more practical value to know approximately what to expect from a given 

source than it is to know about specific characteristics within that 

source; However,- this approach is useful only so long as the differ

ences among sources tend to be more significant than the differences

There are a number

It is of

*V
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/ within- sources. Fortunately, different^ sources tend to coincide with 

nationality and ethnic differentes-which turn out to be major determi

nants of teacher characteristics.'

I

Description of the Teacher Groups
‘-"'S^lying the criteria just discussed resulted in a total of ten

different groups. The groups and their defining characteristics are 

listed below. The percentage figure in parentheses at the end of the 

groups shows the proportion of the total sample of.teachers (excluding 

students) contained in that group.
-T

1. British Trained: These are British teachers who are trained 
and generally experienced'. They are employed at relatively 
high salaries on two year contracts (32%).

2. British Volunteer;- -This group contains the genuine volunteers 
with the Volunteer Service Overseas (VSO) and Graduate Volunteer 
Service Overseas (GVSO) program. They are generally imtrained 
and serve for periods of six months to two years. Their pay Is 
a svibSistence aiidwahce'.' The group also contains the Teaches 

. for Sast Africa (1^) group, (m teachers constitute 40% of 
the British volunteer group.) These teachers are recent gradu- 

. : ates who imdergo a one-year teacher training course at Makerere
University in Uganda, and are then placed in schools at full 
salaries for a two-year period cff teaching, . Their inclusion 
in ,this group is really a hypothesis that their characteristics 
are more similar to those of .the volunteers than to those of 
the trained teachers. Both their youth and the socialization 
that occurs during their year at Makerere sTiduld contribute to 
their approach to teaching (9%).

3. British Local; These are primarily wives of British civil 
sd^vmts. They are employed' on local terms (about 2/3 the 
salaay of the teachers on contract) and are generally trained 

■ and experienced teachers, most of whom are found in urban day 
: , sdioois :(5%) .^^^: ■ ^

U.S. Peace Corns; The group consists entirely of American 
Peace Corps volunteers. They are paid a subsistence'allowance

V./:4.
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• comparable to; that of the British volunteers and serve two • 
year terms with the option of extending for one more year. ; 
Approximately half of the volunteers were originally trained; V- 
for Uganda; another 40% were trained for T;an2ania, and the ^
remainder were trained for. West African countries; The latter ' r 

r:: r l^o groups were sent to Uganda; because of political diffi- ;
culties in the countries for which-vthey were originally trained 
(10%)/ ■.... ; ^

5. Missionaries; This group consists of all those teacllers who 
‘^are bn Beecher terms. (Their aalary is about 1/2 that of the .

: * teacljers on contract;) This group violates the nationality
;. homogeneity; the: sample consists of Britiah (40%)'; American

' (25%) , - French-Canadian (12%), and other European (Italians ,
Germans and Dutch) teachers. .They tend to serve for long ■ 
terms and are frequently in positions' of authority in the ;

There are a. few teachers in the first group (British" ; 
trained) who might better be classified as missionaries. For " 
’example, there are a number of Anglicans who have taught in : ^ 
Uganda for some time and are essentially missionaries although ' 
they are bn contract terms (7%)

6. :Asians; All the Asian teachers are included in this^group
regardless of their nationality (40% hold British passpbrts,
30% are citizens of Uganda, and 30% are citizens of India) 
of bacKfrbund; ; They are almost all on local terms, and about 
half of them have been teaching for Ibng periods in Uganda (12%).

7. Africans; This group contaihs all the Africans teabhing in ■■
the schobls. They are all on local terms. Their length of 
sef^ce varies depending on the availability of more pres- ; :

and in business (16%) .

'8. Maker ere; This’ group is cctaposed; of ■ the third year students .
, in the Bachelor of Education course at Makerere University;

They completed the questionnaire during their last term at 
the university, befbre becbming teachers. About one third of 

; this group comes from outside of. Uganda, and will be return
ing to their own-cbuntriestb teach. (Most qf; the non- ,

' Ugandans come'from Kenya. ) .

-9. KvambOgo; This group is composed of finalists in the teanher 
training course at the National;Teachers College, they have 
their School Certificates, and in some cases Higher School 

. Certificates, and have been given three years of teacher 
, training. This is a new program for training teachers and 
will be the largest source of Ugandan teachers for the second
ary schools during'the next five to ten years.

—l
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10. ■ others;: This is a miscellaneous group containing’ a sprinkling 
of other nationalities not provided for above (e.g^, Danish ;

- and Norwegian volunteers, Canadians, and Americans who are hot
Peace Corps). This group, will .not be used'in the analysis (9%) . .

?
_ _ t

To summariae, seven’ of these groi;p.|^ 3:epresent teachers in the : 

schools and two 'of ’them: represent important sources pfv^ricm teachers.

apjardnt from the definitions of the groups, the teaching population - 

is" complex, and occasional arbitral. decisions were necessary in defining 

these groups for analysis. In each case there is some Characteristic 

which establishes the identity of the group as- distinct frOTi any other. - 

For example, the Aslans are put together under the hypothesis that the 

■r- -effect of their ethnic culture is probably strqnger than the effect pf 

nationality or training. In some cases further subdivisions could be 

made but the size'-of the groups and the .complexity of the analysis 'argue 

against it. Where other independent variables such as age or length of • 

service Seem particularly impoftaht:to the interpretation of results^

\ ■ 30 attempt will be made to indicate the^ effect of those variables. .

As is

'n

Demographic Characteristics of Teacher Groups

The remainder, of this 'chapter will be devoted to a comparative

description of the groups in terms Of demographic variables. It will

be seen that in some cases the distribution of characteristics interacts
*

strongly with the groups. A knowledge of these interactions is an im- 

portant prerequisite for the task of trying to understand relationships 

between.'the groups arid the dependent variables. In what follows, only 

the more important tables will be included in the text. Tables for the
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l' • ,'•remainder of the distributions will be found iiTlSppendik B, ^

As shown in "Table 6.1, the percentage of women rises significantly

above the average (24%) in only two groups; the British Local (91%) which 

; is almost 'entirely women, and the Peace Coi^s group :(.48%) which is nearly 

: “ half women. The meh'dominate heavil^^ the British Trained

(89%)
anS^^i

the Kyambogo training group (91%). The effects of sex may be . 

confounded further by the Interaction with school types since women tend

.+b':^^,''PPSte<i'.to'giris';Schools.'yy;/;''.'y. "y"':":'.;.

Another independent vari-eble which -varies greatly across the 

groups is the average age of the.teacher. Table 6.2 shows the range of 

■ ■ ages for each teacher group and also gives an. average age calculated by 

taking the middle value of each interval. In four of the groups the 

average, age is 25. years 01^ less. These are the two groups in training 

and the two •volunteer''groups. The Missionaries and the Asians are the 

oldest groups; the Africans, and the Trained British are slightly you^er 

■ than the Asians. The:a for the'entire group is just over 30

years and is indicative of,the distribution which can be expected in the 

near future wtieh't those in training have entered the teaching force. The 

average age of those aptually. teaching at the time of the study was 32.4.

of years spent teaching in Uganda

for each-of theygroups is shown in Table 6.3. There are large differ

ences in the'average time spent teaching, ranging from 0.9 years for the 

Peace Corps to 7.2 years for-the Missionaries. On the whole, it is the 

expatriates who have.averages of about'two years and the Africans and 

y the Asians Who have averages over five; years^.^^ The missionaries, of

—)

.V
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TABLE 6.1

■■;

SEX”blSTRIBOTION BY; TEACHER GROUP :'

FemaleMale ■ Female MaleGroup,Group

Vagx-^^; :i^
(116)® (15)

:;69% : : ' :, :;3i%,
(34) :(15)

■AsiansBritisli
Trained

34% 83% 17%66% AfricansBritish
TEA/Vol (54) .(11)(25) , (13)

,:.v
71% 29%91%9% MakerereBritish

Local (17) , (7)(2) (21)

9%Peace Corps- 91%48%. Kyambogp52%
(74) (7)(21) , (19)

68% 32%,78% 22% ■ OthersMissionaries
1/(26) (12)(25) (7)

- GRAND TOTAL Meh'= ;76%(394) > ' Women = 24% (127)

®The number of teachers in the group.

%

V.
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TABLE 6,2

i^GE DISTRIBUTION BY TEACHER GROUP., .

30 to 35 to 40 or ^ Average
Age . •

' 20 to 25 to
24 3934 Over29Group

16%
(21) ■

32.7 years 
(132)

24% 14%11% .35%
:(14)^: (47) (32)

British
Trained (18)

5% ' ;:2%: 25;0 years2%61% 30%British
TEA/Vol (23) (11) (1) (38)

*-i

(1)(2)

13% 31.2 years 
(23)

26% 9%22% 30%British
Local (6) (2)(3)(7)(5)

23.9 years2%33%65%Peace Corps
(40)(26) (13) (1)

41.9 years 
- (32)

53%19%6% 19%3%Missionaries ,
(17)^(1)-’- (2) -.  (6) (6)

35.9 ygars31%6%- 19%11%' 33%Aslans
(48)(9) (15)(3)(16)(5)

33.6 years18%20% 19%9% . 34%
(6) (22) (13)

Africans
(65)(12) (12)

25.5 years37% 17%.Maker ere:,.. 46%
(24)(11) : (9) . .  (4)

23.0 years2%83% 15%Kyamhogo
(81)(2)(67) .(12)

33.7 years18%21%11% . 32%
(4) (12)

18%Others
(88)(7) (7)(8)

30.6 years 
(521)

14% 12% 14%
(162) (151) (72) '(61) (75)

29%31%TOTALS

• dumber of teachers in the group.
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TA.^j 6.3 - ; ;:

DISTRIBUTION OF YEARS SPENT TEACHING IN mNDA BY TEACHER GROUP
“*h:

i

5 to 10 , over ilO; AveragevNo;;
Yea^ M;: of vYears,';;:,- ^

Less Than' 3ito 12 12 to 21 21 to 36
3 Months r Months 'Months Months

3 to 5 
Years Years

" Y^e'-^-Yeats.-:''-'' 
Ci32>v:;^\,.S'"’

1.8 Years 
(38).

"20%
.(28)

7%21%^ , 14%
(XI)

26%8%British ; 
Trained (9) (5) I;

:5J'.
(11). (34)(18)

3%10%British
TEA/Vol

21%13% 18%32%
(8) (1)(4)(7), (5)(12)

!
, 2i0 Years ^ i9%9%17%20% ■ ! 30%

(5) (7) ■
13% «British

Local
I (23)(2) (2): (4)(3)

0.9 Years 
(40):

; 7%3% 10%510%Peace Corps
(3)(4)(29)(4)I

s 29% ^ ■ 7>2-Years
(9) : (31) .

42%16%3%j3%7%Missionaries
(13)(5)(1)(1)(2)I

)
6.6 Years ' 
(47)

40% i
(19) r

6% 15%14%8%, 13% 
i (6) , (4)

4%Asians
(7)(3)(6)(2)

5.1 Years
(16) ' (12) ; (64)

5%' 2.0 Years
(38)

12%: , 3;5 Years .;:|
(49) (48) I (413)

19% i25%16%12%8%12%8%Africans
(8) (10)(5)(8)(5)

3%8%16%29%13%26%Others
CD (2)(3)(5) (6)(ID(10)

12%13%17%12%16% 18%TOTALS
' ;■ t (55)(49) (70)(65) (77) .!

^ The number of teachers in the group.

J
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' ' .'course, .are exceptional since most, of them are also expatriates: Ke 

. distribution of .teaching e!5>erlence In Uganda Is perhaps better described 

as being bimodal with 66% of the teachers having an average' tearhlng ex

perience of 2.1 years, while the remaining 34% of the teachers have an

Such a turnover pattern has important 
Impllcations'^r teacher dimensions like awareness of national dffairs.

- ihe picture is quite different when one looks at „the> amount of 
teaching experience which"the expatriates bring with them.® 

labeled, British Trained is toe largest group and its members have, on the 

average, four years of teaching experience before they arrive in Uganda.

- The British teachers on local' terms have nearly as much experience, with

%

•The group

an average of 3.4 years. The missionaries bring less experience with 

them (1.6 years), but their length of service in Uganda is longer. The 

' ' two volun^^ bring the least amount of experience, approximately

half a year on the average for both groups. They.do differ in that the 

Peace Corps teadier normally has, some training and practice, teaching ex

perience during the three month orientation course, whereas the Volunteers 

frcm England,.:have only a short orientation which does not include any 

discussion,of teaching methods.

The attitudes and values which a teacher brings to the teaching

job can be assumed to depend on a number of background variables in addi- 

One of the most important sources of influence istion to his training.

B entitled "Pre-vious Teaching Experience
by Teathef Groiqis." ' ' '
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tK&^Spcial: and :^c6iiqniici'>tat;us vfl£ ;t3ie fiiily. As anandicator

of this status, teachers were asked to give the occupation and educa

tional level of their ■fathers.: Both of these measures' present diffi- 

: : t^lties when comparisons are to be made across, national lines, but after

(
I-

some consideration it was decided to iise the level of education as the 
primary indfc^pr-of the status of the family. The occupational classi- 

ficafions will be used to support the classifications by edilcatipn in

cases where doubts occur.

Table 6.4 ,gives the cosnpiete breakdown of level of education of

the fathers within each group of teachers. The last column contains the

■ average number of years of education for the fathers in that group. These 
> -

averages are calculated by using the number of years indicated in square 

brackets below the titles for each column as the values for each of the 

categories. For example, people in the category marked "less than second

ary" are credited with ha'ving completed eight years of schooling.

The average amount of father's education is lowest for the three 

groups of African teachers, ranging from 3.7. years for the African teachers 

to 5.0 for those in training at Kyambogo. The upward trend in mean edu

cation of father shown by ’these tKree groups directly parallels a decline 

in the average teacher age across the three groups. While the sample 

from Kyambogo has the youngest members, and generally the youngest parents, 

the African teachers are older and have parents who were of school age 

when schooiing was not as available as it was >to the parents of current 

Kyambogo students.- (Table 6.2 indicates a difference,of ten years be

tween the average age of the Kyambogo group and the African group of

'l/

T'
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n-! CTABI£ 6.4

■■■• ViEDUCATIONAL' LEVEL 0? THE FATHER BY TEACHER GROUP
i'

i-i
1'.
i:'

Group Primary Finished Less Than finished Beyond First Advanced Average No;^:;
Primary Secondary [Secondary Secondary Degree ‘ Degree of Years

[8] ^ [12] [14] [16] ^8] ; i:':

D'' ii-

i.

Years of School '[2] [6]

n •[:'...

11.2 Years ‘14%British
Trained

BritJ-sh,
TEA/Vol

British
Local

Peace Corps

22% 12% 23% 21%2%
(3)“ (26) (14)

13% 12.3 YearsI. 18% 
(7)

16% 26%11% 11%5% ' *(5) (38)(6) (10)(4) (4)(2)

10.3 Years 
• (21)
13.7 Years 
(40)

9.6 .Years

14%19% 38% 5%24%I
• (3)(4) : (8) (1)(5)

40% 17%25% . 5% .8%. 5%
(7)'(16)(10) (2)(3) . (2)

I
3% 10%23% 16%' 32% 3%13%MissionariesH (31)(3)(5) (1)(1) (7)(4) (10)

9.6 Years15% 5%27% 5%12%I 18% 18%Aslans
(40)(6) • (2)(2)(5) (11)(7) . (7)

J
3.7 Years 
(60)

4.45 Years

3%2% 2%7%13%Africans, 73%
(2)(1)(4) (1)(44) (8)-

5%15% 15%Makerere 65%
(20)(1). •(3) (3)(13)

5.0 Years 
(67)

6%21%48% 25%Kyambogo
(4)(14)(32) (17)

10.0 Years13% ' 8%8%23%23% 15%Others 10%
(3) (39)(5)(3)(6) (9)(4) (9)

8.8 Years 
(476)

13% 6%10%17%19% 12%23%TOTALS
(27)(61)(49)(81)(92) (57),“(109)

aThe number of teachers in the group.
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teachers.),-rate of expansion of education in the country is 

clearly reflected in the change of the educational level of the fathers 

over a.ten year period. Relative to the rest of the population, however, 

the teachers come from families where the father has a high level of 

education. Their economic status and probably their social status .is 
thereforeTiig^ and is comparable to the professional group at the top 

of the occupational scale in a Western society.

The Asians fall in the iniddle between the Africans and the ex-

p.atriates. The interpretation of the 9.5 year average for the Asians is 

somewhat difficult since some of them have fathers who were educated

abroad, either in England or in India, and some of them have parents who 

have spent their lives in East Africa. The economic status of the Asians

in East Africa is, on the whole, good, but an assessment of their social

status is complicated by racial and ethnic communities which set the

Asians somewhat apart from the bulk of the Africans.

In terms of the level of father's education, the Missionaries 

and the British wives on local terms are slightly above the Asians. For 

the missionaries, this in part reflects their average age of over 40 and 

the consequent implicatiops about the education available to their 

fathers fifty years ago in Western countries. The figure for the wives 

is about one year less than the figure for the trained British teachers.

L/'

The differences between the local wives group and the trained 

group are not large enough to suggest significnnt differences in home 
background: The occupational ratings,^ for instance, show that 25% of

See Table B.2 in Appendix B.
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■ the trained teachers and 20% of the local wives have fathers in the

■ professional- or managerial-executive class. The percentzige of both 

~^groips“in the maMallirassifications (skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled) 

is the same — about 30%. In both cases taie..maJority are from middle

class homes and can be expected to bring with them the values and atti

tudes prevalent in that setting.

The average number of years of father's education is highest in 

the two groups of volunteers. Their position relative to the other 

groups is probably due in large part' to the increase in educational 

opportunities over time. In the case of the British volunteer, however,

it may also reflect the recruitment of a somewhat atypical type of person. 

Going out to teach in the colonies in the days before independence may

well have had status connotations other than those associated with the

volunteer aspect of teaching in a new, independent country today.

In both the American and the British group just under 50% of ^e 

group come from families where the father is in the professional or 

managerial-executive classification. Nearly 60% of the Peace Corps 

fathers have a university degree, while ab'out 40% of the British volun

teer group come from homes where the father has a degree. The higher 

average for the Peace Cor^s is, in part, a result of the difference in 

educational structures in the two countries; the difference would be 

somewhat less if the definitions of a degree were adjusted to make them 

more equivalent. On the average, the Peace Corps volxmteer may come from 

a slightly higher socioeconomic stratum, but of more importance is the 

fact that both volunteer groups seem to rank noticeably higher than the
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qtlier groups from Western countries.

Another dimension’.'of Importance to a country like Ug^da is the 

extent .-to which the teachers have had contact with a rural, farming type

of environment. Teachers were asked the size^ of the town they grew up 

in and whether they had ever lived or worked on a farm.

as one would expect, that the expatriates are

The answers to
t^qu^tion show,®

the firs

from" a much more urban background than the African teachers'. On the 

average i only 15 to 20 percent of the expatriates said thht 'they had 

grown up on a farm or in a small village, whereas more than 60% of the 

Africans came from such an area. The Asian teachers are almost all from 

an urban background with less than 5% indicating a rural home environment.

The niinber of esipatriate teachers who come from small towns (5 

to 20 thousand people) ranges from 20% to 30%. The remaining 50% to 60% 

of the expatriates come from large towns or cities. The result is that 

the experience which the expatriate teachers bring with them is largely 

of an urban type. Their ability to understand the situation from which 

the average African pupil comes is thus necessarily by their

lack of experience with rural conditions. "•

The results of the question on direct farming experience are 

about the same, with a somewhat higher percentage of the expatriates 

indicating some farming experience. As Table 6.5 demonstrates, most of 

this experience is of a short term nature, typically of one or two summers 

duration. The Peace Corps, Missionaries, and, Asians are somewhat higher

8,See Table B.3 in Appendix B.
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- • TABLE 6.5

. ' ..AJiOgUT OF FABMING EXPERIENCE BY TMCHER GROUP' r

V

1 to 5 
Years

Over 5 
Years

Average No. 
of Years®

1 Year 
or. Less 
[.5]

None
[0]

Group
Years of Exp. [3] [8]

6% 0.9 years 
(132) '

30% 7%British
Trained

57%
(8)(75) (39) (10)

British 
. TEA/Vol

3% 0.7' years 
(37)

57% 29% 11%
(21) (4) (1)(11)

0.4 years 
(23)

4%78% ■18%British
Local (1)(18) (4)

'-1

10% 1.3 years 
(40)

60% 15% 15%Peace Corps
(4)(24) (6) (6)

6% 16% 1.5 years12%66%Missionaries
(5) (32)(4) (2)(21)

10% 1.2 years74% 4% 12%Aslans
(5) (49)(2) (6)(36)

8% 41% . 3.7 years 
(60)

19%32%Africans
(25)(11) (5)(19)

21% 2.1 years35% 9%35%Makerere
(23)(2) (5)(8) (8)

5% 31% 2.7 years 
(78)

36% 28% •Kyambogo
(4) ' (24)(28) (22)

18% 2.0 years
(7) (39)

44% 23% 15%Others
(6)(17) - (9)

16% 1.7 years
(85) (513)

9%52% 23%TOTALS
(45)(267) (116)

dumber of teachers in the group.
^The averages reported in the last column are approximate measures of 
the amount of experience of .that group. They are computed by multi
plying the number in the group in a particular category by the number 
in square brackets under the column titles. These numbers are intended 
to provide a rough measure of the average length of experience of the 
people in each category., , ^
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in'ayerage'^erience than the three British groups. The Africans are, 

of course, the highest, but there seems to be a significant percentage 

who report no or almost no fanning experience. Whether this is due to 

some confusion over-the interpretation of the^meaning of farming, or

whether it reflects a real lack of experience with the growing of crops,

talnT^
It does have significance to the extent that the repliesis uncer

indicate a lack of identification with the rural areas and a feeling that

they themselves have no background which relates to the farming activ

ities of the people in Uganda.

Finally, one other background variable will be discussed in this 

section; the religious background of the teachers and their own report
s'*

on the extent of their religious acti-vlty. Because many of the schools 

were founded by religious bodies, and because religion continues to be 

an Important part of the school atmosphere, the religious background of 

the teacher and their attitudes toward religion are of importance. 

teacher is expected to serve as a model for the moral character training

^e

^The actual text of the question was; "Have you ever liyed on 
farm (shamba) or ranch^ If Yes, please indicate for about how long."

The word ’shainba' refers "to the land used for subsistence cultivation.
It can include cash crops, .but most frequently the shamba contains food 
grown for consumption.

B. Nelson presents a perceptive discussion of the interaction 
between American TEA teachers in East Africa and the religious environ
ments found in the secondary schools. She indicates considerable conflict 
between the Americans' behavior and the role expectations of headmasters 

"Religion and Teachers," Proceedings of the East Africa 
University Social Science Conference, January, 1963 (Kampala, Uganda; 
Makerere Institute of Social Research, 1963). (Mimeographed.)

a

and. other 'Staff.
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of the-pupils; an fioportant part of this model is the external manifesta-

tion of religious behavior. There is strong parental and community sup

port for this part of the teacher's role; hence, teachers' religious

characteristics become salient for communit-jk.relations and sometimes

have political implications.
TEe”^ei>all pattern which emerges shows that the expatriates are 

distinguished by a.somewhat lower proportion of Catholics and a higher 

percentage of non-believers in contrast with the three African groups.

The African groups have about 40% Catholics and about 50% Protestants 

and only insignificant numbers who list themselves as non-believers.

The Missionaries and the Asians are different from the other groups; the 

Missionaries are predominantly Catholic while the Asians are split be

tween the category of 'other faiths' (which in their case usually means 

some form of Hinduism), and Muslims, the majority of whom are followers

»

of the Aga Khan.

An interesting aspect of the information presented by Table 6.6 

is the difference between the proportions of Catholic and Protestant 

teachers and the proportions of the total 'population who are listed as 

members of those religipns in tl^ last population census in Uganda.

1959 census reports that lAe population is composed of 34.5% Catholics, 

28.2% Protestants, and 5.6% Muslims. 

is listed as 'others' aiid Includes a large proportion of believers in

The

The remainder of the population

11Uganda Census. 1959; African Population (Uganda Government: 
- Statistics Branch, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 1959), p. 31.
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® .A', TABLE 6.6§;
RELIGIOUS BACKGROUHD BY TEACHER GROUP

/
Other 
Palths ‘

Non-
Believers Active^Catholic• Muslims Prot.estantGroup i

59% :26%13% 59% 2%British
Trained

British
TPA/Vol

British
Local

(17)® ■(78) (54;)(2) (35)

56%29%13% 58%
(5) (11) (15)(22)

60% 
(12) ;

29%

74% 13%13%
(3)(17)(3)

2% 30%5% 63% .Peace Corps
(8)(1) (12)(25)(2)

97% : 
(31) :

81%
(38)

16%84%MissionariesI
(5)(27)t-* 3uu 60%12%20% 8%Asians

I (29)(4) (6)(10)

71%53%44%African
(40)(33)(28)

67%‘ 4%50%38%8%Makerere
(14)(1)(12)(9)(2)

60% : . 
(44) ;

: 2% 
(2)

44% 2%44%8%Kyamhogo
(2)(35)(35)(6)

50%19%5%57%19%Others
' (2) (15)(7)(21)(7)

64% - 
(271),

14%7%49%26%4%TOTALS
(73)(36)(254)(137)(18)

^Number of teachers in the groupi. 
^The percentage for this cblumn was calculated on a bEise which did not Include non-believers.
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yartpus indigenous religious practices. In contrast to these proportions, 

■half the teachers are Protestant, and only 25% are'Catholics. If one 

looks only at the non-missionary expatriates, the lack of fit is even 

greater: nearly 60% Protestant, about 15%-Gatholic, and about 25% in 

the.non-believer category. Although patterns of distributions of the 

teachers can be used to somewhat offset the imbalance, there are clearly 

some difficulties in meeting parent’s demands that^the schools educate 

the children in the faith of the parents.

A second question was asked of those who indicated membership in 

a particular religion in order to determine whether the Individual con

sidered himself an active or an inactive member of his religion. For

the three groups of British teachers, nearly 60% indicate that they are

active members of their religion, while for the Peace Corps less than 

30% indicate active status. ' In contrast, the Aslans and the three 

African groups are much more active with 80% of the Asians and 60% of / 

the group at Kyambogo stating they are active. In addition, 14% of the 

teachers in the over-all sample are non-believers and 36% of these who 

classify themselves as believers (31% of the total sample), consider 

themselves inactive, pie remaining 64% who belong to a religion (55% of 

the total sample) consider themselves active members of a religion and 

are presumably willing to take direct responsibility for the prcsnotion

of religious activities in the schools.

This chapter has presented the rationale and definitions used to 

define the groups of teachers which will be used as the major Independent 

variables in the analysis which follows. The groups have been described
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ii
■' ■ in terms of important background variables..—

teaching experience in Uganda, educational level of father, exposure to 

. rural environments in-their own lives, and their religious affiliation

namely, sex, age, years of

and degree of activity. A number of these .vajrlables were seen to differ 

greatly in the different groups and will be important factors to keep in 
"e^^uating group differences on dependent measures. Age, in 

particular, seems to be related both to the groups and to ocher independ-

mind whi

ent variables, such as educational level of the father.

The description of the groups is intended to give thereader a

feeling for the various groups in order that he may begin to understand

the complexity of the teaching situation in. Uganda. In the sections 

which follow, controls for the effects of other independent variables.

such as age, will be systematically investigated in order to see whether
•j..

they account for a significant part of the variance among groups.

v'..'
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CHAPPR yii

THE.TEACHER AND THE GOTOEMMENT

Of^Ii^many problSis" facing a newly‘deroloplng’cdimtry iik^ 

Uganda, probably the most crucial ones have to do with the-existence and 

stability of the count;^. Almond and Powell describe four dimensions of 

dhallenge which developing political systems have to face at some point 

in their growth. They'call these dimensions state building, nation 
■ building, participation, and distribution.^ 

generally moved successively through these dimensions, dealing with the 

challenges sequentially. In contrast, the new naWons today face the 

same kinds of problems within a highly compressed time scale; they must 

deal with all of these challenges more or less simultaneously. Uganda 

is no exception, having faced crises of valuing severity in all of these

-I •

Western nations have

dimensions'in the five ye'ars since independence.

Two of the four dimensions,'state building and nation building, 

are particularly Important in that" they'are prerequisites for the success-. 

ful resolution of the challenges produced by the other two dimensions.

State building refers to'the structural expansion which occurs when there
a

is the neTd 'to penetrate and' c^^ society in order to regulate

^G'. A. Almond and G. B. Powell, Comparative Politics;
A Developmental Approach (Boston; Little, Brown and Company, 1966),
P. 35. .
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beKavioi? and to draw a larger volume of resources frcmi thd. society. 

%mda this process, has taken the form of increasing the control of the

In

central goyernment over the regions and-of setting up numerous government 

officials in all sections of the country. laie^otganizational network of 

the government has spread out in order to better control both increased

inputs, such as t^es and labor, and to provide more outputs like educa

tion and health services.

Nation building refers to the problem of developing loyalty and 

commitment to these hew structures of political control. As indicated 

earlier, Uganda is an extremely diversified country in terms of ethnic 

' and religious communities. Consequently, it-.faces the difficult task of , 

gradually inducing people to trans^fer their loyalties from family, clan.

tribal, and religious groups to the nation. On a number of occasions 

since independence these diverse loyalties have threatened the existence 

of the political system in Uganda. Its continued existence depends large- 

^ ly' cffii its success in meeting the challenges posed by the problems of 

state and nation building.

To successfully resolve these challenges, the state must create 

a reseih^oir of support and commitment on the part of individual citizens. 

Because of the relative lac^ of penetration and structure that exists in 

a cQuntry like Uganda, the burden'of building support and commitment falls 

heavily on the few agencies which do exist. Thus, the schools and the 

teachers take on even greater responsibilities'than they would in other 

societies which have'a range of additional agencies available. The en

tire system is new. Hot only must new members of the society be brought
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to .positions of support and loyalty for the system, but all the older 

citizens must also he taught new attitudes and feelings, 

undertake responsibility for the children in this process and cannot

The schools

!r-'
rely on family or community to provide the degree of reinforcement com

mon in other societies. Not infrequently the teachings of the school 
ionfiict with the earlier socialization provided by the-pupil'smay be in

family and cranmunity.

The extent to which the school is potentially able to carry out 

the socialization of the pupils depends on the existence in the schools 

of the attitude's and information required for the process, 

feelings of loyalty and ccmmitment, to teach,an understanding of the 

system and its goals, and to generate feelings of diffuse support for 

the government in pupils requires a source within the school which pos

sesses these attitudes to start with.

'-5

To create

The teachers are, of course, the

obvious source, but the extent to which they possess the desired knowl

edge and . attitudes is less certain. To the extent that they do, there 

is 'the reasonable possibility that they will be able to transmit them 

to the pupils. If the teachers do not posse'Ss the kinds of attitudes 

and knowledge heeded for the nation to face these challenges, then there 

is cause for concern about the sources of such information available to 

pupils.

d

in-the remainder of this chapter, three scales designed to tap 

aspects of the problem of state and nation building will be discussed. 

The first scale provides an indication of the teacher's image of the 

Uganda government and its capabilities; the second measures the extent

K
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tq- whiffi tfie/teatAer; fe he should'discuss;liis perception and knowl- 

edge, of the government with the pupils; the thirdReflects the tendency 

of the teacherVto discuss national affairs. Together with a number of

supporting questions asked in the instrument^these scales should pro

vide some understanding of the teachers' views of-the political system 
their-inv^vement in the type of acti-vities which have the potential 

of transmitting such -views to the pupils. -

■/'c'

and
■ T :

Image of the Government

.The first scale contains the seven items which had loadings

- greater than •30 -on Factor III of the factor analysis. Inspection of 
%

the items reveals that three different aspects of the teachers' per

ception of the government seem to be involved in the content of the 

questions.^ Three of the seven questions concern a hypothetical situa- 

tion in which the teacher disagrees with some ruling on an educational ^ 

issue made by the Ministry of Education. The first item of this group 

probes what Almond and-.Verba call ' output affect.' i. e.. feelings toward 
a government agency involved in the output-of goods or services.^ The 

question asks how the teachers think an" official of the Ministry of 

Education would react if they were to express their concern over some

^The complete text of the items in this and the other scales can 
be found in Appendix C.2, Mean scores for the teacher groups on each 
item are presented also. '

^G. A. Almond and S. Verba. The Civic Culture (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Co., 1965. Originally published by Princeton University Press 
in 1963), pp. ;68ffv : ■
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to him; The miswers available ranged from "would; give 

:'-'^%:\'l"-y6ur: point of view serious cohsideratlon," to! "would ignore what you, had.

to say." The assumption is that teachers with a generally favorable-view

of the Ministry would expect reasohable cohsa^deration of their opinion. 

The- second and third item^also provide an indication of the 

' 'tfiSeriying feelings toward the Ministry. One question asksteachers

what the teacher thinks the chances are that his expression of concern 

would have any influence on the Ministry, and the other inquires as to 

how likely it is, that the teacher would actually try to .do somethihg 

about an educational issue which concerned him. Both of these questions

■ are intended to serve ais indicators of the subject's sense of competence
V-

■ when confronted witli an action of the government which is disagreeable 

to him. The belief of an individual that he can influence the action of 

a government, and the propensity to actually try to-exert that influence, 

is called cl-vlc competence or political efficacy , in the literature of 
political science.^ Teachers with a high sense of political efficacy 

woiiid presumably be valuable because they would be able to serve as 

models in transmitting similar beliefs to the pupils.

The second group of items ILn th^ first scale also relates to out

put, but contains an evaluational aspect as well as a measure of affec

tive perception.■ Teachers were asked to indicate the extent of their

r :r.

l/

^Almond and Verba use the term ci-vic competence in The Civic 
Culture, op. cit.,p. 136 ff. The term political efficacy has been 
applied by ;D. Easton and J. Dei^ls to; the scale which they used on 

/American children and is reported in their article "The Child's Acqui
sition nf Ppp^tno Norms!. Political Efficacy." American Political Science 
Review. LXI, No. 1 (March, 1967), pp. 25^38.
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; ^agreement .with the; statMent, "The goyerhieht is making good progress- in 

^ the provision of educational and health services in' Uganda." A second 

question asked them to indicate their belief about the fate of people , 

who break laws in Uganda by choosing an answe^^rom among statements

that such people "always" or "usually get caught," or "'usually" or 
always"^!

away." Both these statements give.teachers a chance, 

to express their feelings about the success of the government in provid

ing desired kinds of output. The responses also provide an indirect 

measure of the generalized support Of the teacher for thejgp'yeriimeht. 

Teachers who are supportive will tend to be less harsh in their applica

tion of criteria to judge the effectiveness of the government and will 

be more likely to cite mitigating circumstances when instances of failure 

are brought to their attention. In contrast, teachers with a more hega- 

tive approach to the government will tend to judge by more absolute 

stmdards. In the case of the expatriate, he would tend to judge the 

performance of the'government by the ideal levels of service which he 

ascribes to his own nation, often neglecting the frequent lapses which' 

occur at home.

"almost

l/

^ contains two items whose

content'is less obviously related to the respondent's feelings toward
*

the government. The two questions involve the radio listening habits 

of th^ teachersT^ Oiie'^sks" how frequently the respondent listens to 

programs which provide information about Uganda fr East Africa, and the 

other asks specifically how likely they are to listen to Radio Uganda. 

-Listening to sources of information about the environment, and in
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particular choosing to listen to Radio; Uganda: in comparison to more ' < 
j sophisticated stations 

the government of Uganda.

£f form of system'input and suggest that one^^orm of such support is

■' ' /

like:the B.B;CTr indicate a font of support for 

Almond and Powell discuss supporting behavior
as

„5 .."attention paid to gdvemmehtal communication, ... 
Havitlg^ teaching

force which is'generally willing to listen to 

the national radio not only indicates a level of diffuse support for the 

government, but also represents a potential source of greater system 

At present, the content of the radio'programs is notmobilization.

particularly foc\jsed on promoting national goals, although it does pro

vide the most direct source of information about government policy and 

activities available to the teachers. If the government chose to makeL-

more conscious use of the radio as an instrument of national development.

the communication network seems to be fairly well established and could

provide a link between the government and an important group of opinion- ^ 
S'

moulding elites.

■ ; the items in this factor seem to relate to an underlying

dlmehsidn concerning the affective aspects of" the respondents view of

While the overt content of the items deals with severalthe government.

different kinds of government functions and includes indicators of the

“ ^Almond- and ' Powelly- ^ 26. '

6Approximately 20% of the total number qf respondents indicated 
that^they; did not own,aradip.; The percentage among teachers in the 
chool is probably even;less since nearly 100 of the respondents were 
still in training colleges and would be less likely to own a radio than 
teachers would, V , ■ :

s
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;bt fComiietettce in Stealing with vthe:.government, they all

\vfreflect the subject's over-all positive or negative, orientation toward.

the■natiorial goverhment.^ Scores on this'scale should serve as indica

tors of the extent and distribution of a resetuKtlJ^'will toward

the pollticai system in;Uganda among the various kinds of secondary'
school teacHefs^n the country.

'The mean scores oh the Image of Government scale (Scale 1) of the 

teaching groups described in Chapter VI are set out in Table 7.1. Be

cause the scale scores are calculated from weighted siims bf: standardized 

scores, their values can be negative as well as positive. Scores on this

Scale range from about -2.0 to +2.0 and have ^ average value of zero' for
- *

the entire sample. The interpretation of scale scores shouU be based 

only on the assimiption of increasing positiveness of the image of govern

ment as the values Increase from large negative values, to zero, to large 

positive values. The value of zero has no intrinsic significance and 

cannot be thought of, in any absolute sense, as dividing negative images 

;from positive images. Zero merely represents the mean value of the total

»

Lf

^The original design of theTrnstriinent Included a more detailed , 
set of items which would have allowed separate laeasures to be constructed 
for such;things as political efficacy, feelings about output, feelings 
about ihput, etc. Because of*the uncertain political situation in the 
countryj however, the approval of the government was conditional on the 

. ..xembvaiLiOf sixteen questions from the section dealing with the teachers' 
perceptions of the gbvernmentr'The interpret the questions
which remained Ss:a group is based on their loading on a single factor 
in the factor analysis, indicating that they vary together and thus 
share a common-source of ■variance. The interpretation of the scale as 
an indicator'of affective Orientation toward the government reflects the 
author's judgment about the source Of the cOmmoh variance.
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.±:^_JEACHERS1.J!lEEECIIVE awAGE: OF; THE GO VERHMENT 
temher:GROUE:: v,,; :

■>■■•' >'

•V'..ft::, ft^ ■-
:Number 
in Group

Rank of
Group on Scale

;:ilean, ^ ': St^dard : 
Scores : beviatw^^

’British Trained -.38 •5^ 112 8

; Briti^ TEA/Vdl -.30 .63 •33 7 •

-.44British. Local .60 21 9 f

36-.23 .56 6Peace Corps

Missionaries -.17 31.57 5

+.21 .54 44 4Asians
■-I

■ .67A’fricans +.43 60 2

Makerere' +.24 .49 23 3

+.46Kyambogo’ ;59 77 1

Signif. Level“Sfaet
6.43

MS. F Ratio 
18.95

within
0.34

ween
.001

a
Critical Differences (Newman-Keuls) by size of rank differences’ (.05 level) 

: C.D. (2) = .264 - C.D. (5) = .372 ftC.D. (9) = .468

^To test the significance of the difference between any pair of means in the 
. table a critical (minimum significant) difference is calcuiated by the method 
of Newman-Keuls as described by Winer. See B".'J. Winer, Statistical Princi
ples in Experimenial Design (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1962), p. 101- 
104. The size of the critical difference depends on the number of people in' 
each group, the distance in^rank between the two groups, and the level of 
significance chosen. To arrive at some critical differences that will be 
approximately •valid: across ail groups, the value of 'n' used for the calcu
lations is: the harmonic mean of the 'n'Values for all the groups. (The value 
InClu'din’g the large group is 40, and excluding the one large group is. 37; the 
value of 40 was used in the calculations.) A significance level of .05 was 
used and the value of fhe studentized range statistic for 40 degrees of free
dom was used, even though the number of degrees>of freedom is closer to 400. 
(It was decided that a conservative significance test was desirable.) Three 
of the nine values loir-the critical difference are given in the-table. They 
coyer the range from adjacent means to means at the extremes of the ranking. 
For rough estimates of the others use the one given for a difference of five 
ranks,. . ■ ■■■ .. . . . ■
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/ collection £jf orientations toward the government as they! range from less
;^s^/to more positive

The groups are rankedVaccordihg t the size of their mean scores.

• Kyfflnbogo is ranked first because ,it has the hlgliest mean, and hence the ■, 

most positive image of the government. The least positive image is held 

by the Brittgfi”^cal group and they are'therefore ranked ninth, 

suits of the one way analysis of variance indicate that the null h3T)othe- 

sis of equal means can be rejected: at better than the .001 level. To

The re

test differences between the mean -values of any two groups one must apply 

the appropriate critical difference (see Td>ie 7.1, footnote a). The 

values of Critical Differences given at the bottom of the table are ap- 

proximate and <jill allow the reader to make estimates of the interval 

size needed for a significant difference between any pair of means.

As an example, consider any pair of meahs whose rankings are adja

cent, say those of the Asians and the Missionaries. The difference betwegp 

their means is .38 md this is significant at the .05 le-vel since it is

'-I

b

greater than the critical difference (C.D. (2) = .26) required for 

adjacently-ranked groups. For groups which ate four to seven ranks apart 

a rough measure of tHe'critical diffe-rence is given by the value for 

groups differing in rank by five. To test the significance of the dif

ference between the British Trained teachers and the Africans (.81) it

is ccSpared with a critical difference for a difference in rank of seven 
(8'- 2*+ 1 = :7). Since this difference is not given, it can only be 

approximated'by taking-a value halfway between the value for a rank 

difference of five (.37) mid the value .for a rank difference of nine
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■ (.47), i.ei about .42. However, in this case the difference is bigger ’ 

the difference for. a'Tank interval of nine, and hence if is clearly 

significant without further testing.

The pattern of results in Table 7.1 gh^s a very clear dichotomy

>:■

between two sets of grot^s. The set with the lowest scores contains all 
the expatrfaf^, while the set with the highest scores contains all the 

local'teachers and all the Africans who are■training to become teachers.

Any pair of differences between the two sets of groups is significant and 

no pair of differences within-either set of groups reaches significance.

The implications for system support among teachers would seem to be 

■strikingly clear and not imexpected in terms,of the groups' nationalities.
With only a handful of exceptions® the expatriates are hon-citizens 

in a society where discussion of citiz.enship as an indicator of support 

for the nation receives considerable publicity. Although most of the 

. discussion centers around the Asians, the general atmosphere will have 

made the expatriates more consciously aware of their special status and 

consequently less likely to exercise a number of the supportive behaviors 

which they would engage in at home. One would predict that the questions 

relating specifically to the sense''‘bf political efficacy would reflect 

this'sense of low identification with the system.

The question on influencing the ministry and the one on the like

lihood of trying to'influence the Ministry both show the same pattern of

l/

were four Europeans who had taken
but Ugandan citizenship.
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j grouping as that In Table 7.1 
KU they can

three African groupsare the highest on both of these questions.• Several

The e^atriates are least likely to feel

influence the Ministry ..and least likely to try, while the

expatriates stated: explicitly teat as expatriates they had no right to 

question policies of the Ministry, while others indicated that their own

experience w^ limited and hence hot a suitable basis for expressing an 

opinion to the ministry. (Group means for each item we presented in

Appendix C.2.)

It should be noted that.although these two questions do support 

the hypothesis that the expatriates have a lesser sense of political 

■ efficacy, the pattern of the groups in these two questions is essentially 

tee same as tee pattern in the other five questions in the scale. In all 

the questions, the Expatriates fall below the Africans. The only excep

tions occur with the Asians and the Missionaries. Their position tends 

to be in the middle between the expatriates and the Africans, but it 

fluctuates by much larger amounts than do the positions of any of the 

other'groups of teachers. The missionaries are at the bottom of the 

expatriate groups on radio listening, but aE tee top of the expatriates 

on e^ectations of treatment by the tenistry and chances of influencing 

, it. They are also high, relative to the other expatriates, on their 

evaluation of the performance of tee government in providing output

l/

servlees.

The relatively favorable impressions of the g.overiiment reported 

by the irissionaries'm^ be inflated by their uncertainty about their

future in the country and fear of the consequences of saying anything
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/ .
negative-, about the government. A number of missionaries were aepbrted 

^4^? in the first part of_1968 and on several occasions public officials have 

expressed displeasure with acti-vities of the church. These kinds , of con

cerns dovnot seem to have affected the responses-of the other expatriates, 

although they are equally vulnerable to threats of deportation. On the 
other handT-^hi; of the expatriates do not expect to stay in Uganda for 

a long period and have much less emotional commitment to their life in 

the country than the missionaries do.

The fluctuation of the Asian group'is likewise .understandable in 

terms of their uncertain future in the country. Although many of them

■ are long term residents of the country only a third have Ugandan citizen- 
*

ship. Another third hold British passports and the remainder are citizens 

of India. A realistic appraisal of their'situation in the country leads- -

•

them to be extremely cautious in expressing opinions on matters ha-ving to
9

do with the government. Thus, while they fall in the middle on frequeijjy 

of'radio listening and on all three of the questions having to do with

the Ministiy of Education, they have the most favorable mean responses 

of all nine groups on both questions dealing"with the government’s

success in providing output services.

9For a journalistic description of recent Asian difficulties in 
Kenjra and Uganda see:' F. T^ "Hating the Asians." Transition. -VII.
No. 3? (1967), pp. 46-51./

^ --The cynicism of this interpretation should, not obscure the very 
real possibility that there are subgroups within the Asians which have a 
genuine belief in the-government of Uganda and are committed to support
ing it. One; Mght, for instance, find, such people among the younger 
meinbefs of the Aga Khan community. An Asian social scientist in East
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' ’ / • The Asians' position on the political efficacy questions: is higher .

than the position; of the average expatriate bn/the same questions. The

explanation of this apparent ahtmalyj in view of the insecurity of the 

Asians': future, could take two forms. It may-well be a manifestation of 

the same cautiousness discussed above, or it may be a carry-over from
the coloniaf^iod when the Asians did have considerable influence with 

the government — in part because of the great number of Asians holding

I

lower and middle level posts in the bureaucracy. The author inclines 

toward the first explanation at this point because of the prominence 

given.to incidents and policies clearly directed against the Asian 

■population.

; 'T

■*.

Although the differences between the various subgroups within

~ :"'the expatriates-are-not statistically significant,. it, is...suggestive

since similar patterns are repeated on other scales which will be dis

cussed later. The low position of the British Local group, composed 

almost'exclusively of wives on local terms, reflects the fact that they 

are rated either eighth or ninth bn five of the seven questions con

tained in the Image of Government Scale. Otfier research has found that 

women generally have lower: ratings on political efficacy scales and are

u

Africa supported this belief in a recent article. He stated that 
the younger generation of Asians, bom and bred in East Africa, have ho 
other home and know no other loyalties." Y. P., Ghal, "Prospects for 
Asians in East Africa," in Racial and Communal Tensions in East Africa. 
East African Institute of.Social and Cultural Affairs (Nairobi, Kenya: 
East African Publishing House,/1966), p. 25.
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11I ; often more alienated from the political system than men. 

f Local group reflects these trends by,scoring the lowest of all groups 

on the three questions dealing wlthjnteraction with the Ministry ,pf 
Education.; ,

The British I.,

The relationships between the remaining groups are less easy to 

categorize at this point. Separating out the British Volunteers and 

Teachers for East Africa participants was the result of the hypothesis

that this group might differ significantly from the group containing 

people who had already decided on a teaching career before :choosthg,,-to- 

It was hypothesized that the British Volunteer 

group would show greater similarity to the American Peace Corps volun- 

teers on many issues than to the group of trained British teachers.

The results on the Image of Government Scale shown in Table 7.1 support

come to East Africa.

this hypothesis.

The only noticeable deviation from the general pattern of re- ij'

_ sponses on the seven questions in this scale occurs oh the question about 

the government's progress in providing health and educational facilities. 

The Peace Corps group ranks ninth on this question with a distinct gap 

.between them; Md the three British groups which rank immediately above 

them. This may ref lect thft. idealism of the volunteers in setting higher

<» ^
^^Fpr results on political efficacy of a random sample of American 

women see; A. Campbell, et al.. The American Voter (New York: John 
vkl^ & Sonsi : i96b) i p, :491. Zeigler discussds women teachers in Oregon 
in teimis of their alienation from the political system, H. Zeigler,
The Political World Of the High School Teacher (Eugene, Oregon: University 
of Oregon Press, 1966)v;ppi 27-^30.
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tiie Iweis of' ^rvice they used to^ amd maygoals, perhaps based

also reflect thetr unfamiliarity with Ae structures which provide these 

^^ -sepicesr The system is essentially British in origin md style, and

on

'■j

many Americans react negatively to it when they^ first arrive. :

or^ional *Awareness Affairs

Having seen How^ various kinds of teachers rank on an evaluative

and affective measure of orientation toward the government, one must now 

ask 'about their cognitive, orientations. To be an effective agent of 

socialization a teacher must presumably have more than just loyalty and
'-I '

•cramnitment; he must also have some knowledge .of the system, its struc- 

tiires, and the leaders who make its policy. Pupils would quickly perceive 

the ignorance of the teacher about salient aspects of the government and 

would be lesslikely to view him as a reliable source of information on 

such topics. In Uganda, where a substantial proportion of the teachers 

are expatriates on short term contracts, the problem might be particularly 

serious.

l/

»
: To be an effective participant in the-political process an In-

^vidual must have both a khowiedge~bf the system' and a motivation which 

impels him to make use of this knowledge. People with negative orienta

tions toward the government would have little incentive to seek out or 

use information about the government. In -view of the relatively less 

positive orientation of the expatriates revealed in the last section, 

one would expect similar patterns to occur on a measure of the teachers' 

awareness of the go-vemment.-
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To ^^ure the'^ of the teachers^ bareness, a scale Was 

oh the iteiis which loaded heavily on Factor HI. As 

before, the content of these Items seeins to .touch on a number of related 

issues, but possesses'an underlying theme. The., five items consist, of: 

two which measure direct knowledge;of the national environment, two which 
measure the^fr^uency and range of written sources of national informa-

r ^ /

tion used by the teacher, and one item which reflects the amount of con

tact the teacher has with Africans. Except for the last item,’the ques

tions in this scale are Very similar to ones used by Almond and Verba" ' 

to tap respondents' political cognitions.

The information questions relate to two different aspects of the 
*

national environment, one political and the other social. The political , 

question'.asked people to name. Ministries in the central ^vemment and 

their IncumbentMinisters; Answers were scored on a cumulative scale

■ /

constructed based

12

with credit being given for both correct names and correct titles of 

Ministries. A maximum score of eight was allowed. Knowledge of the
l/

ministers is not as obscure an indicator as it might seem at first.

There are about 20 Ministries and the Ministers in about ten of them

form the visible ruling elite in the country,

.are constantly reported in the press, and their actions are seen by the 

general populace as instrumental in controlling what happens in the coun- 

The author felt that such knowledge would represent a minimum

Their names and activities

try.

starting point for someone who expected to participate in. the political

■■■

^^Almond and Verba, 0£. cit.. pp. 53-62.'
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' ■ .process in-Uganda.

The second questiori is more relevant perhaps to the expatriates 

in that it is intended to he a crude measure,of their awareness of the 

basic dimensions of the nation.' Teaciers were^aqked to estimate the 

- - -population of Uganda and were scored,on a four point scale indicating 

how realistic their answers were. The intent was not to get a precise 

answer iron the, teachers. (there is a good deal of uncertainty Shout the 

actual figure since the last census was'nine years ago), but to see 

whether their conceptions were at least of the right order of magnitude. 

The answers of the African teachers serve as a base line, indicating the 

general level of awareness about the Size of the population. Again, 

sucii information is expected only to represent an absolute minimum level 

of awareness for someone who is going to function as a source of infor-

. T

mation.

A different aspect of political cognition involves the use of 

ccmminiications media as a source of information about the nation. The’ 

two questions in the ■scale dealing with communications both relate to 

the printed word. One is a rating on the frequency of reading the two 

major newspapers which have,a national circulation and which carry the

The^ other is an over-all rating on use of

d

13
most news about Uganda.

^^The two papers are the Uganda Argus. a daily published by an 
independent firm,, and the People, nubllshed weekly and purported to be 
a mouthpiece for goveriiment policy inasmuch as it is financed partly by 
the Milton Obote Foundation. In fact, the People follows an independent 
editorial policy which can be much more critical of the goveimment than 
the fairly timid Approach taken by the Argus.
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■“'printed”sources of information based on the first question and oh a 

second one dealing with less.specifically Ugandan sources of news, 

latter question included news sources common to all of East Africa which 

tend to deal with a wider range of topics than—the local papers. It also, 

included the Reporter, which is a biweekly news interpretation magazine. 
All of thesC'ph^ications are available throughout Uganda, although in 

the more remote areas a certain amount of individual initiative might be

The

required' to get them;' In these areas the daily papers would be a day or 

more late in arriving. Thus, there is probably a slight biasing effect 

in favpr of the more accessible areas of the country, but with the excep

tion of the Asians, the grouping of the teachers is not related to their 

location and hence ho interaction effects would be expected.

M interesWng result of the factor analysis was the separation 

of the communications media into two different factors: the.radio being 

in one, and the papers and magazines being in another. Normally, one 

would expect them to be combined together without further thought. 

However, upon reflection about the content available in the two media in 

a country like Uganda, the separation is less" surprising. The radio pre

sents a great deal of its news aiid other material in the vernaculars

—I

l/

which are unintelligible to the majority of the teachers, and the part

In fact, for native Englishwhich is in English tends to be sketchy.

14For example, Almond and Verba, treat theon together in their 
analysis of political cognitions. op. cit.. p. 56.

i^An interesting aspect of the presentation of the news in the 
different languages came iq) during:an interview with an African teacher. 
He skld:that the news’in English was much better because it gave fuller
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spekkefs,- the presentation of news and: other, information prograiis on the 

v radio i^^ an zeroise in tolerance, because of

difficulties in editing or reading the news. Listening to the radio 

thus beccmes in part a form of support, expressed; as a willingness to

listen to:coemunications about the government in spite of their format.

In 'TJontrast i the newspapers present more complete report/which' 

provide much of the information necessary for a basic tinderstbnding of 

the system. In addition. It should be remembered that the stib’jects of

\

this study are highly educated and verbally trained people for whom 

reading is part of their occupation. With these factors in mind, the 

-inclusion of radio listening in the scale me^uring-affective orienta

tion toward the government, instead of with the newspapers in the scale

on cognitive orientation, seems to make sense.

The'final question in the scale is a more general indicator of 

the teachers' degree of contact with the environment. Specifically, the^ 

question asked how many Africans the teacher knew well enough to have

some feeling for them as individuals. For the expatriates, this question

details-and because it covered topics of national concern which were the. 
subject of current controversy. In contrast, the vernacular news bulletins 
were iauch simplified, 'aid many of the more sensitive national Issues were 
either omitted or greatly^ toned down. The informant said that the gcvem- 
ment followed this procedure because the relatively unsophisticated 
listeners ;tdthe:verhacular hews were unable to understand the full de
tails of events and tended to interpret the news too simplistically — 
with consequent negative effects on the stability of the country. The 
analytic problem posed by a nationally.controlled, selective censorship 
of the hews by language groups would certainly be,an intriguing research 
topic for.those interested in communications•as a tool of national 
development.;,;'
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’: gives an. indication of the amouht of contact ihey. have with Uganda

who would .he able to make them aware of the African perspec-. 

tive on affairs of national interest. Surprisingly enough, it is quite 

possible for an expatriate to teach for two yearg in the country and

never get to know any Africans other than their students'. Hence, such 
iris^ore relevant than one might. at first suppose. As^in 

the las£ question, the responses of the Africans serve to establish a 
base level against which the responses of other groups can be measured.^® 

The common thread joining the items" in this scale is the 

teachers' awareness~of national affairs as reflected in his knowledge of 

national leaders, his use of media which contain national news of all 

kinds, and his contact :^th citizens who could make the teacher aware of 

Africans' feelings about national affairs. As in the scale measuring the 

affective .orientations of the teachers toward the government, ■ one would . 

expect to find that the cognitive orientations of the expatriates are 

less extensive than those of the African teachers.

: scores for each of the teacher groups on the Awareness

of National Affairs scale (Scale 2) are presented in Table 7.2. The 

fpimat and the interpretation of theT:able is . the same as for the preced

ing scale. "The ranking of the groups is almost identical with their 

ranking on affective orientations, except that the positions of the Peace

an indicato

•-I

J

T
^^®The inclusion of this question in the sqale has the effect of 

accentuating ;the separation betwaeh the expatriates and the Africans. 
Since the pattern of responses to the question about knowing Africans is 
simiiar to the patterns in the other four questions, it does not alter
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v;^^ ' . - .-..iable:.:..7;^ .. .

■ SCALE 2'‘ ;

TEiCHiRl' COGNITIVE-ORIENiMibN TOW^ GOVERNMENT 
J r ; BT TEACHER ; GROUP • '■

^ Wj. .:

;, t
Rank of
Group on Scale

Standard
Deviation

Number 
in Group

. :Mean,: .
Score

Group '■f

128 6British,Trained ,76.32

British TEA/Vol 76 38 739 . —I

23 9.50 71British Local

■40 8,45 .63Peace Corps

5.73 31Missionaries 00

449.+.15 55Asians

65 2+.44 42Africans

24 3+.35 55Makerere

81 1Kyambbgo +.56 .41

MS Signif. LevelF Ratio«Sbe within

0.41

tween 
8.60;

Critical,,biff.erences^ by size of rank differences (.05 level) 

C.D. (2)

21.09 001

C.D. (3) = .408 C.D. (9) = ,.468.286

*The procedure for using the critical differences in comparisons between 
pairs of means is described in the footnote to Table 7.1.
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Corps and the Trained British teachers have been interchanged, 

pattern of clusters is also found, with the expatriates grouped at the 

lower end of the scale and the Africans grouped at the higher end. The 

Missionaries and the Asians occupy, a more distinctly middle position 

than before, not really lying within either of the groups at the ends of
■ ■ , t

- the .scale. The close similarity of positions on these two scales is re

flected by an over-all correlation coefficient between the two scales of 

0:41. In other words, there is a noticeable tendency for teachers who 

are oriented favorably toward the government to acquire a more extensive 

cognitive map of the political system.

The ranking of the three African groiqis is the same as in Table 

7.1, placing the large group of non-graduate trainees at Kyambogo first

, A similar

in rank. While one might expect the University students from Makerere 

to be at the top because of their more advanced education, the fact that 

about 30% of the Makerere group, are from other African covintries may be 

^sufficient to lower their scores.: Kenyans and Tanzanians would be less 

likely: to keep informed about affairs in Uganda than Ugandan students, 

and would be less likely to Identify as posifively with the Ugandan

The relatively higher rsuiklhg of Kyambogo over Makerere isgovernment.

not limited to just the information questions, but is true of the distri- 

butiphs for all of the questions which are included in the two scales.

The difference is never large enough to reach statistical significance.

but the persistence 6f the pattern over so manyx indicators tends to sup

port ^ that.the Kyambogo students are more positively

oriented to the government on both the affective and the cognitive

■dimensions,-—--^ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;_ _ _ _
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V ./ : ' Indirect support can also te found in the writings of several

i^sea^^vworic^s^^^b • are. familiar with Makerere students. In his prer-

liminairy report on an extensive study of Makerere students, Barkan

characterized the average student as a I reluctant leader' who was more, 

likely to act as a reliable and responsible follower than as a leader. 17

In contrast, the newness of Kyambogo as an institution may have permitted 

it to develop a less,conservative tradition than Makerere which has a 

history dating back to the days of colonial rule. Kyambogo may also 

benefit from having a student body which is virtually all Ugandan in 

comparison to the multi-national student body at Makerere. Though small, 

the difference may have important implications for the secondary schools 

because of the large numbers of teachers being trained at Kyambogo.

In comparison to the Africans, the level of cognitive awareness

of the expatriates is quite low, particularly when one considers the
.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  \

simple kinds of information on which they were questioned, the results 

of the question asking for the names of the Ministries and their ministers 

.indicate,that, except for the missionaries, the average expatriate was 

able to name only two Ministers and their dep'aftment titles. Consider

ing the prominence given to the activities of the Ministers in the press 

and on the; radio, one can Interpret this only as a fairly low level of

r-:

u

•17J. ,D. Barkan. A Preliminarv Report bn the Recent Survey of 
Makerere Students. No date.'p. 12 (mimeographed). Barkan's study was 
carried out in the fall of 1967. Parallel types' of concerns are raised 
in an 'article: by: ah American lecturer^ at"Makerere. See K. Prewitt, 
''Makerere; intelligence VS-. Intellectuals." Transition. VI. No. 2 
(April,:1966). ■
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awareness'of national political affairs. The high level of awareness .

missionaries- in relation to the other expatriates .follows a trend 

on on the scale of affective orientation. Al-iiidicated by;^their ppsiti 

though their motivation may be related to tbeif. insecurity, the fact 

remains.that they are more aware of specific details of the political
dr'fe^ft a greater frequency of reading newspapers and^magazines 

containing such information.

system an

The ranking of .the expatriate groups is interestingly different 

on the two scales. Contrary to their positions oh Scale 1, the Peace
'-I

Corps and the British Volunteer groups have dropped below the British 

■ Trained group on Scale 2. On the surface this ranking contradicts one 

of the author's expectations. The Peace Corps and the British Volunteer 

group are the only expatriates who have any form of orientation course

before they take up their teaching jobs. One would, expect the orienta

tion to produce a greater awareness of the kinds of Information asked 

for in this scale. In attempting to resolve this difference two factors 

came to light: one, nearly half of the Peace Corps volunteers teaching 

in Ugfflida were originally trained for another African country before 

being switched to Uganda at the list moment; and two, further study re

vealed a fairly strong relationship between the length of time spent in 

the country and the teachers' score on the awareness scale.

In order to study the relationship between awareness of national 

affairs and length of time spent teaching in t}ie country, regression 

equations were computed for each group of teachers and a graph of these 

eiquations was drawn; In Figure 7.1 the horizontal axis represents the

l/
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a
I amount of time spent teaching in Uganda and the vertical axis represents 

''xj the score on the awareness scale. While care must be exercised in inter-

it does show clearly that for the expatriates the 

amount of awareness increases directly-as the-ampunt of time spent in the 

country. Roughly speaking, one can say that within the interval for 
which, there^'af^data the rate of increase in awareness is proportional to 

the slope of the line. The point at which the lines intersect the verti

cal axis provides a rough estimate of the level of awareness at which a 

particular group starts its teaching experience in Uganda.

■a:

preting the graph.

The graph shows that controlling for the length of time spent

teaching in Uganda explains the apparent anomaly of the volunteer groups 
«■

in comparison to the British trained teachers. Both the Peace Corps and

the British Volunteers start at a distinctly higher level of awareness

than the Trained British, as indicated by the y-intercepts of the lines.

It is only after nearly two years of residence that the three groups

The apparently lower rate of learning. approach each other in awareness.

of the Peace Corps teachers may be due to the fact that none of them

stay more than three years, with the result that there are no indications 

of how they would rate after three years.

Although the Missionaries have the longest average teaching

18iTie validity of regression lines is limited to the range of 
variance, of the data on which it is based. Thus, if the data on the 
Peace Corps are deriyed-from a group which has less than three years of 
eixperience in the country, the equation cannot be used to predict behavior 
of vOlunteets after four years. The length of the lines in Figure 7.1 

adjusted to indicate thd approximate range of the data on which they 
are ibased.^ ■
are
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■ .experience the level of their knowledge does not rise much in their later 

V, ('years of service. While the British Trained teachers' initial knowledge 

is considerably lower than that of the Missionaries, their knowledge in

creases at a faster rate; up to three years oi^experience Missionaries 

appear to have more knowledge, but beyond three years the regression line 
thatr^e

British Trained teachers have greater awareness. Theindicates

Asian and African groups are included as reference levels against which

the others can be measured. For the Africans there is no change with

teaching service; they are citizens and their level of awareness is

high initially and remans so relative to the other kinds of teachers.

The Asians are high, but lower than the Africans, and do show some appar

ent gains in awareness as their length of service increases, 

of them are long-time residents, even before they begin teaching, it may

Since most

be that their average level of awareness is raised as a result of the

activities, such as ccimnunity leadership roles, which are associated

On the other hand, it may just be a general maturationalwith teaching.

process in the total Asian community.

A different aspect of awareness was probed by a question which

asked the teachers to select what they thought were the government's

highest priorities for the nation. A list of six possible goals were

presented and teachers were asked to select the first and second most

shown in Table 7.3, are somewhat19
Important of them. The results, as

19The' six goals'were constructed on the basis of the results pro
duced by an open-ended question on the pretest.
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TABLE 7,3

RANKING OF NATIONAL GOALS BY TEAcHER GROUP

Peace Mission- Asians Africans 
Corps aries

Maker'ere Kyambogo TOTAL 
sVudents Students

British British British 
Trained TEA/Vol Local

Goals

44 3 4 2 r 5 2 3Mass literacy 
More primry ed.

3 3

6 6 6 5 56 5 5 3 5Industrial
Development

4 44 4 4 2 23 3 5Agricultural
DevelopmentI

!-■

s 11 1 1 11 1 1 1 1National Unity, 
Stability, HarmonyI

6 3 6 66More High-level 
• Manpower

6 5 6 55
1

■ 1

44 3 22 32 2 2 2Higher Standard 
of living

<

(

'l



more 'encouraging than the.-measures of awareness might have led one to

X /expect. The numbers in each column of the table represent the ranking

of the goals by the group labelled at the top of the column. The ranks 

were calculated by computing a weighted sum of^the first and second 

dioices within each group of teachers. The final column gives the 
based"^ the same weighting procedure when applied to the^ 

entire sample of teachers.

rankings

The most striking thing about these results is their similarity 

over the different groups of teachers. The expatriates and the Africans

are much more in agreement on the relative priorities of national goals 

than they are on their knowledge of the national government. All groups 

rank the goal of national unity, stability, and harmony first. This, of

course, accurately reflects the government priority given to this issue.

The importance of unity is referred to in virtually every public speech

by political leaders. Underscoring these policy statements is the memory

of recent disturbances deriving frraa the conflict between the major tribe

in the country and the central government. This conflict came very close

to destroying the tenuous existence of Uganda as a nation.

There is a difference on the choice of the second priority with

all groups of expatriates choosing a higher standard of living, while 

the Africans and Asians split their choice between mass literacy and

agricultural development. The choice for third place just reverses the

positions of the expatriates and the Africans on,the second place choice.

The Africans come from a more rural, agricultural background and seem to

better realize its relative importance for Uganda. The expatriates are
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;■ generally not franca rural backgromd, and seem to be guided more by the

\ ? fact that they are teachers in choosing to place priority on expansion
20

of primary education.
c

Two other interesting factors emerge-,.^^ The Makerere students are 

the only group to rank the need for high-level manpower above fifth.

of course, represent virtually the only source of this
selv^.

They them

manpower and hence seem to be more aware of its importance. The other 

difference occurs with the higher ranking of industrial development by

the Asians. This probably reflects the experience of having members of

their family engaged in industry since the Asians have until recently 

' supplied virtually all the middle and higher, level skilled manpower for 

such light industries as exist in the covmtry.

To summarize then, the teachers seem to have acquired an aware

ness of the general goals of the government which coincides fairly well 

with the government's actual aims. However, at a more specific level, 

the expatriate groups show a significantly lower level of-awareness of 

national affairs than their African and Asian colleagues do. Likewise,

the expatriates have a lower affective orientation toward the government.

Among the expatriate groups, the Missionaries tend to be the highest.

The Asians, on the otheri.e.. the closest to the African positions, 

hand, tend to be the lowest of the local teachers and therefore the

^It is interesting to note that the opinion of the Africans 
coincides with the reccmmendatlons of economic and educational planners 
who are very concerned with what to do with the numbers of primary school 
leavers being produced already.
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I closest to the expatriate positions. The ordering of the groups within 

? the expatriates and within the Africans has been discussed and■ ■ 'v some

tendencies noted which will be referred to again when other dimensions

of teacher attitudes are presented.

Having looked at both the cognitive and the affective content
CherT^

of the tea perceptions of the government, the discussion now turns

to the question of the communications behavior of the teachers. If the

teacher is going to act as an agent of socialization, he must communi

cate his attitudes and knowledge to the pupils in some way. Measures

of communication behavior and their relation to other communications

experiences of the teachers will be considered in the next section.

Discussion of National Affairs

Two aspects of the communication behavior of the teacher were

considered in this study: the frequency of discussions of national 

affairs, and the feelings of the teacher on the appropriateness'^of such

A scale to measure this type of communica-discussions in the school.

tion behavior was constructed from the five items which loaded heavily

The itms refer to'both in- and out-of-class situationson Factor XI.

and give the respondent a variety of ways to indicate his feelings about 

discussing national affairs.

Of the three items which refer directly to discussing such issues

in the classroran, one asks simply how frequently problems of national or 

local concern in Uganda becrane topics of discussion in the classes taught 

by the teacher. The other two probe different facets of the question of
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iwhether a-teacher should discuss such topics in class. In one, the 

teacher is given an agree-disagree choice to the statement that, "Contro

versial issues should not be discussed in the classroom because they only 

provoke emotional responses and interfere with-cpnstructive learning."

I-
!

V
■'W

The other one gives the teacher a dichotomous choice to' the problem of

whether the teacher as a civil servant should or should not express a

personal opinion about an issue of national interest.

A fourth question relates to the role of the school in general
The question ^states, "Schoolsrather than to specific classroom behavior.

should regard the political education of their pupils as an important 

part of their job." Teachers are given a five.-point continuum from

strongly agree to strongly disagree for their response.

The final question included in the scale refers to the more 

general environment rather than the school; it asks, "About how many

people are there with whom you feel it would be better not to discuss 

affairs of a political nature?" Answers to this question are interpreted 

as indicators of the level of concern which a person has about the pos

sible consequences of expressing political opinions. Almond and Verba 

put it slightly differently when they suggest that such a question re

flects the degree of openness of the political commimications process 

To the extent that the African teachers and studentsin a country.

in the sample represent the average educated Ugandan, their responses

might be taken as an indicator of the openness of the communication

^^Almond and Verba, o£. cit.. p. 82.
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^process in Uganda.
!

r
The interpretation of the scale constructed .from these items is 

thus based on the theme of participation in the political process by dis

cussion of affairs of concern to the nation. -For teachers this partici

pation has an added importance of probably transmitting both the content 

of the issues''"aid the value of the discussion of such issues to the pupils.

The relationship between the communications behavior of the teacher and
f.

his perception of the government, as indicated by his position on the two 

scales just discussed, will have important implications for his effective-

V

ness as an agent of socialization.

Table 7.4 presents the results of the scale on discussion of

national affairs by groups of teachers (Scale 3). The format is the

same as before. The pattern of rankings between the groups is quite 

different, indicating that the dichotomy between Africans and ex

patriates may be less tiseful in interpreting this scale.

Both volunteer groups and the British Local group are on the

high end of the scale indicating a high level of discussion. The bulk

of the British teachers, who are in the trained group, fall near the

center of the distribution while the missionaries come at the very bottcm

Except for the Makerere group, which is ranked second, 

the Africans are toward the bottom of the rankings, indicating a lower

of the ranking.

level of discussion.

. The ranking of the groups on the questions which make up the

scale are quite varied.- The changing positions of the groups reflect 

some conflict between teachers' feelings about the kinds of discussion
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\ TABLE 7.4I

‘’-w

SCALE 3

DISCUSSION OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS BY TEA^GHER GROUP

Number 
in Group

Rank of
Group on Scale

Mean
Scores

Standard
Deviations

Group

British Trained +.04 .65 124 5

British TEA/Vol +.12 .61 38 4

British Local + .14 .70 23 3

40+.28 .62 1Peace Corps

Missionaries -.33 .63 30 9

-.27 .43 46 8Asians

Africans +.02 .54 60 6

Makerere +.18 24 2.53

Kyambogo -.07 .54 77 7

^®within

0.35

F Ratio . Signif. Level^^etween

1.33 3.82 .001

Critical differences by size of rank differences (.05 level)

C.D. (2) = .267 C.D. (5) = .378 C.D. (9) = .433
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that should' take place and the teachers' perception of some of the 

pressures acting on them. For instance, the answers to the question 

asking about the value of discussing controversial issues in class seem 

to be contradicted by the answers to the question^about expressing an 

opinion in the classroom. In the first question the expatriates, parti-

V

eao^(
cularly the P Corps, score strongly in favor of discussion, while

the Africans show much less enthusiasm for such discussion. However,

their positions are just reversed on the question asking whether a 

teacher should express his opinion in the classroom.

While expressing one's opinion is certainly not the same thing

as favoring discussion in the classroom, the twp would tend to go to-^

gather since discussion of issues in the classroom almost inevitably

draws the teacher into at least an indirect indication of his viewpoint.

The comments of the expatriate teachers give some of the reasons for the

difference. Typical comments on the question asking whether a teacher 

should express his opinion were: "expatriates shouldn't, Ugandans 

should," or "Peace Corps Volunteers are forbidden to do so," or "must be 

very careful in doing so." The comments indicate a clear awareness on 

the part of the expatriates that they are not citizens and, hence, must 

exercise care in what they say. Many of them genuinely feel that they 

are not really qualified to express an opinion because of their status.

A smaller proportion of them are concerned directly with the threat of 

sanctions as indicated by more extreme comments; <"24 hours notice if 

you do express your opinion."

Another thread of concern running through the comments indicates

i.,..'
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that the teachers are consciously aware of their responsibilities 

\ (Ployees of the national government.
as em-

Conments such as: "as a teacher in

Uganda one has a duty to the government of Uganda for the sake of unity 

in the country," and "one wouldn't go directly .gainst government policy," 

and "as a civil servant I feel an obligation to tread very tactfully," 
any'of^ the expatriates feel constrained to avoid outright 

criticism of government policy in class. Frran one point of view this 

represents a restriction of the teachers' participation in the political 

process. Yet, in the context of a developing country, it also represents 

a source of badly needed system support in a situation where a common

show that m

acceptance of the whole system is still being established.

The constraint which the expatriates seem to feel in the class

room does not extend to discussion of national affairs outside of class.

Teachers were asked how frequently they discussed public affairs and
22matters of national interest in Uganda with other people. The ranking

of replies to this question place all the expatriates except the Mission

aries at high levels of discussion and the Africans at a lower level.

Directly paralleling these rankings are the rankings for the question 

referring to the number of people it'is better not to discuss such things 

with. The expatriates thus seem to discuss such things more frequently.

and at the same time seem to be less worried about the risks involved.

than most of the African teachers.

22
ThiS' question is not Included in the scale, 

factor eleven was 0.22 which is below the cutting point of 0.30 used in 
constructing the scales.

Its loading on
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Finally, comparing patterns of responses on out-of-class discus-
j

jsion to patterns of responses to the question dealing with the frequency 

of discussion of national issues within the classroom, one finds that the

v

expatriates are below the Africans in frequency—of discussions in both

circumstances. The differences between the groups are fairly small, but
most of the 'Africans are ranked above most of the expatriates.

The

Makerere group ranks first and is significantly above all the other

groups, indicating a high frequency of discussion in classes which they
23teach. A secondary explanation of the greater discussion activity of

African teachers might lie in the degree to which pupils raise such

questions with different kinds of teachers. An attractive hypothesis 

would be the assertion that African pupils are more likely to want to

engage in discussion of national issues with an African teacher. Pupils

might well perceive the opinions of the African teachers on such issues

as being more relevant than those of expatriate teachers.

The degree to which various kinds of teachers see the out-of-class

situation as being fairly open for discussion of political affairs may.

in part, reflect the level of risk which is involved for them, 

groups which rank highest on openness, i.e.. indicate the fewest numbers 

of people with whom they would not discuss national Issues, are precisely

The

23This high level of discussion runs contrary to the generally 
conservative picture of Makerere students. It may be related to the 
fact that their teaching experience has been limited to practice teach
ing. When they have been teaching for a while they may become more 
aware of the risks involved and decrease the amount of discussion in 
class.
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■ those groups which have the shortest commitment to work in Uganda. The 

three highest groups are the British and American volunteers and the 

British Local wives, of whom the latter are in a low risk situation be

cause their jobs are of a temporary nature. The British Trained teachers 

are down near the average for the Africans, and the Missionaries are at 

the same level as' the Africans. Both of these latter groups have longer 

term commitments which they are less willing to jeopardize. Finally, the 

lowest group, by a large margin, is the Asians-,-who, as discussed pre

viously, are in a difficult and uncertain position. The implication, in 

terms of the openness of tlie over-all situation in the country, is that

most of the educated Africans are in a position where there are some

people with whom it would be better not to discuss affairs of a political

nature.

When the issue is raised to its most general level, as in the 

question asking for the teachers' opinion of whether the school should 

regard political education as an important part of its task, the pattern

seems to be based more on the philosophy underlying the actions of the

The three African groups and the Peace Corps rank highest onteacher.

this question, indicating a feeling that the schools should undertake

For thethis kind of training as an important part of its task.

The Ominde report notes the importance of one aspect of politi
cal education: "... we need teachers whose horizon is national, rather 
than tribal, and who are therefore capable of cdmmunicating their own 
lively Interest in the nation to children under their charge."
S. Ominde (chmn.). Kenya Education Camnissioh Report: Part I. (Nairobi: 
Government Printer, 1964), p. 41.
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I Americans,- this corresponds with the prevailing notion of secondary

■ school activity in their own country. For the Africans, this seems to

■represent a change in position from what they have experienced in their 

own secondary education in Africa. For the most, part, political educa

tion was totally absent from the secondary schools which they attended.
reflecting the^^imarily British derived traditions of the schools.

That this is the British position is represented by the fact

that the British Trained group and the British Local group rank the 

lowest of all the groups on the question. The only exception is found 

in the British Volunteer group which ranks just below the last African

The Missionaries, although not all British, fall at the same 

place as the British Trained group, indicating a similarly conservative 

policy on political education, although probably for somewhat different

group.

reasons.

The canplexity of the patterns on these different questions stem 

frran.the different levels which the questions tap. On the highest level

of philosophy, the Peace Corps and the Africans favor school participation

in political education. When it comes more specifically to discussing

controversial issues in the class the Africans have backed off, lea-vLng

(Note that this questionthe Peace Corps and the British more in favor, 

did not specifically indicate that controversial issues were necessarily

political.) When more specific reference is made to holding discussions 

of national affairs and expressing one's own opinion, the Africans again

move to a more positive position relative to the expatriates. The ex

patriates begin to feel constrained at that level because of their
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; non-citizen status and the risks involved in speaking out.

The scale ccmposed from all these questions is interpreted with 

the over-all rationale that individuals who tend to favor a philosophy

V

of political education, discussion of natioifal' issues, and expression of

their own opinion, are those most likely to encourage their pupils to

become aware of national issues. The final ranking is taken to indicate

an over-all level of tendency toward or against discussion of national

issues in a school environment. Thus, the ranking of the Asians and the

Missionaries at the bottom indicate a cumulatively low tendency on their

part to discuss national affairs and a tendency to feel that such activ

ities are not a proper part of school activities, 

the Peace Corps and the Makerere students have a cumulatively high 

tendency, indicating a much higher probability of engaging in discussions

On the other hand.

with pupils.

If the tendency toward discussion is taken as an indicator of / 

the probable frequency of communication behavior, then it becomes most 

important to relate such behavior to the probability that the communi

cator will have the kinds of information and attitudes that it is

desirable to have conimunicated. In the following section the relations

between the three scales presented above will be discussed and attempts

made to imderstand what kinds of teachers seem to have the greatest 

potential for socializing pupils along the lines of national goals.
%
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Craimunlcatldns Behavior. Affective and Cognitive

N ■' Orientations toward Government
'■-j- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

To facilitate comparison between the three scales, a figure has

been constructed which presents a profile of the, positions of the differ

ent teaching groups on each scale. In Figure 7.2 the position of a par

ticular groiipis indicated by the appropriate pair of code letters placed 

Thus, for example, the 'Ky' at the top of the first 

two scales indicates the position of the Kyambogo group which is ranked

next to a '+' mark.

first on those two scales. The numerical value of the mean score which

determines the position- can be found by reading the position on the scale

at the left of the chart, or by referring to the appropriate table earlier

in the chapter.

As already noted, the first two scales produce quite similar 

rankings of the groups. The only difference arises from the position of

the British trained group which moves from below the volunteer groups on

the affective image of the government scale to above the volunteers on

However, wlien these two scales arethe cognitive orientation scale, 

compared with the comnunications behavior scale, it becomes apparent

that those who are most positively oriented and have the most knowledge 

about the government are not necessarily those who are most likely to 

engage in actl-vities which have the potential of transmitting these 

orientations to pupils.

Of the African groups which rank high orx the first two scales 

only Makerere also ranks high on the discussion scale, 

group would seem to hold the greatest promise of acting as effective agents

Thus, the Makerere
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)

Cognitive Discussion Cumulative 
Awareness of of National Ranking for 
Government Affairs All Scales

Affective 
Image of 
Government

Scale
Value

+.60

1 = MK®+.50

2 = KY+.40

3 = AF+.30

4 = PC+.20

5 = AS+.10

6 = BV0.00

7 = BT-.10

8 = M-.20

9 = BL-.30

-.40

-.50

-.60

a
KY = Kyambogo; AF = African; MK = Makerere; AS = Asian; M =Key:

Missionaries; PC = Peace Corps; BV = British TEA/Vol; BT = British 
Trained; BL = British Local

FIGURE 7.2 COMPARATIVE RANKING-OF TEACHER GROUPS ON THREE SCALES
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. I of socialization. Unfortunately, the Makerere group is relatively small, 

i and the attrition rate between graduation and taking up a job as a teacher 

will probably be fairly large, leaving little hope for any great impact 

from this group in the immediate future.

Xhe Kyambogo group is likewise highly oriented, but ranks seventh

i--'

on the discussion scale, indicating a lack of the kinds of activities

which might promote transmission. However, the Kyambogo group did rate

fairly high on the two questions pertaining to in-class discussion be

havior. Whether more extended classroom experience will lead them to 

become less active or whether they will remain fairly active is open to 

' conjecture. They are a particularly crucial -group because they represent 

the largest single source of African teachers and will make up a substan

tial proportion of the total teaching force in a few years. On the whole.

their potential socializing effect seems to be quite high.

The Africans already teaching form the next group. They are

second on the orientation scales and sixth on the discussion scale, but.

as in the case of Kyambogo, they rank high on the two questions within

the discussion scale which pertain to actual'discussion of national

issues in the classroom. This group has the added advantage of some 

experience in political activities. Teachers were asked whether they 

had ever participated in any political activities in Uganda. Nearly one 

third of the African teachers indicated that they had: lOZ campaigning 

or organizing political activities, 10% being a candidate for political 

office, and- the remaining 10% actually having held a political office of
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25 The fact that these teachers are citizens, have considerable 

knowledge about Uganda, and also have some political experience, makes 

them potentially very effective as agents of political socialization.

^“The Asians rank next on the two orientation scales, but come out

some kind.

next to the bottom on the discussion scale. Even if the Asians were

willing to discuss national issues freely in class, it is doubtful if

many of them would be successful in overcoming the generally negative 

stereotypes which pupils carry of Asians. Because of the history of mis

trust between the two communities it is not^ very likely that the African

child would see an Asian teacher as a reliable source of information

about national issues or would try to model his behavior after actions

It is unfortunate that the position of the Aslansof an Asian teacher.

is so weak because within their own community they frequently have con

siderable experience in interacting with various power elites to achieve

The-Asian community contains a wide range of groups.desired goals.
26many of them formed to prranote some social or welfare role. The com

munity could serve as an instructive model in participatory democratic

25The only other group in the entire sample to mention any 
political activities was the 10% of the Kyambogo group who Indicated 
that they had done some campaigning and organizing. It is noteworthy 
that none of the Makerere students and hone of the Asians mentioned 
any activities of this sort. The implications are that the new members 
of the ruling elite complete .-all of their education without any experi
ence of political activity. (These measures may be abnormally low be
cause the instability in the country over the last few years has re-. 
suited in the cancelling of many political activities like elections 
and campaigns.)

26Afro-Asian relationships and these kinds of commimity organiza
tions are discussed by R. H. Desai in his article entitled: "Afro-Aslan 
Relationships in Small Towns," in Racial and Communal Tensions in East 
Africa, op. cit.. p. 101.
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action for the larger nation if these activities had more visibility to 

■ \^'non-Asians and if prevailing stereotypes were less negative. As the 

situation stands now, there is little hope of much transfer of these 

techniques taking place in the near future.

A similar pattern exists for the Missionaries. They rank fifth

on the two orientation scales, but come in last on the discussion of

national affairs. Thus, although the missionaries are higher than the

rest of the expatriates on knowledge about the government, they are less 

likely to transmit this knowledge because of their infrequent discussion

of such issues. The special status and way of life of the missionaries

may-well affect their credibility in the eyes of pupils as sources of

information about the country. On the one hand, their special status

may make them seem less plausible as models for citizenship and as sources

of information, while, on the- other, their long experience in the,country

and their close association with religion may enhance their affective ap-

peal to the pupils, 

be collected about pupils' perceptions of the various kinds of teachers.

To go beyond such speculation, however, data need to

The pattern exhibited by the two volunteer groups is just the re-

The volunteerverse of that shown by the Asians and the Missionaries, 

groups have low rankings on both affective and cognitive orientations

toward the government, but rank high on discussion of such affairs in 

the classroom and elsewhere. The author would speculate that because 

these teachers are young, active in sports and so’cieties with the stu

dents, and generally more Informal in relations with the pupils, the vol

unteers would tend to create stronger feelings in the pupils and hence be
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, more effective as transmitters of information and attitudes. Coupled

r': f ’

\ with this tendency is their relative lack of information which would,

of course, limit the amount of content transmitted.

The remaining two groups, the British Trained teachers and the 

British Local teachers, show much the same pattern as the volunteers.
only^eal difference between the four groups is the high'In fact, the

rating of the Peace Corps on discussion and the very low position of

the British Local teachers on the two orientation questions. The' poten

tial effectiveness of the British Local teachers is further reduced by

the fact that they are almost all women, a fact which would probably

limit their credibility as sources of information for most pupils given

the position which women generally occupy in their own society. However,

their effectiveness with female pupils might be quite different. The

British Trained teachers also seem to have relatively low potential as

sources of information, although probably somewhat better on the average

than the British Local teachers.

The over-all result seems to indicate that the expatriate

teachers are generally lower than the Africans and Asians on both 

affective and cognitive orientations toward the government. However,

on the discussion question the expatriates and the Africans are generally

mixed together with only the Makerere group and the Peace Corps being

somewhat above the others. The cumulative ranking displayed in the

fourth column of Figure 7.2 may indicate the relative potential which 

these groups have as sources of information, although it is at best a 

highly tentative ranking. What is clear is that the distribution of
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knowledge and positive orientations toward the government is not the 

,'same as the distribution of ideas about the desirability of teacher-

pupil interaction on national issues. To go much further, than this 

information would require a study of how the pupils perceive their 

teachers. Hopefully, the information in this chapter would provide 

design of such a research project.
tfie^

a basis for
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CHAPTER VIII

THE TEACHER, THE SCHOOL AND THE CONTENT^OF EDUCATION

h±S''^apter, the focus will move from the teachers' views 

of the political system to the teachers' views of the ways in which the 

school teaches pupils the skills needed to be a participating member in 

the political system. The internal organization and functioning of the 

school is primarily determined by the teachers' perceptions of what is 

desirable; hence, the importance of discovering,just what the teachers 

feel is appropriate.

Teachers' feelings about patterns of pupil participation in 

school organization and about the distribution of authority within the 

school will be discussed in terms of two scales. One is designed to 

probe teachers' feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the

In t

present system of organization, particularly in terms of its relevance

■ to the needs pf Uganda today. The other is concerned explicitly with 

the desirability of having school organization based on democratic pro

cedures . A third scale will then be discussed which relates to the

teachers' degree of satisfaction with the relevance of education in

general, including such things as curriculum and exams.

Concern about patterns of pupil participation in school derives

from the knowledge that effective strategies for learning new behaviors

require frequent opportunities to practice the behavior in situations
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where continued guidance is available and where the penalties for 

are not too high. If pupils are to learn the skills needed to becrane 

responsible, participating members of a democratic society, then they 

must have the opportunity to practice such skills before they become 

adult members of the community. The school is clearly in a position to 

provide such opportunities since it is one of the first contacts which 

a growing child has with an organized society.^

Patterns provided by the school for relating to authority, for 

influencing decisions of authorities, and for mediating conflicting de

sires of different members of the school, all contribute opportunities 

for the child to practice behaviors which will.form part of the 

repertoire of skills available to him as a member of the larger society. 

The underlying assumption is that the specific behaviors learned in 

school are those which are most likely to transfer to situations encoun-

error

^ ]

tered after the pupil leaves school. For understandable reasons research

evidence supporting or refuting this assumption is scarce.

Ahnond and Verba present some suggestive evidence in the Civic

Culture which indicates that the opportunity to participate in school

Various authorities 
civics education in the United States have stressed the importance of 'the 
school as a model of the society which the pupil will enter later. See 
for example: D. W. Robinson, Promising Practices in Civic Education 
(Washington, C.D.: National Education Association, 1967), and R. E.
Gross and L. ,D. Zeleny, Educating Citizens for Democracy (New York:
Oxford University Press-, 1958).

concerned with social studies and with
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9
,has a definite effect on the individual's subjective competence. Ex—

V ;

vjpetience in classroom discussion and debate also seems to produce a

greater probability that the individual will feel ccmpetent to influence 

the government. However, the Almond and Verba^data do not provide any 

direct evidence^n the effect of objectively different types or levels 

of opportunity on later levels of competence. A more specific attempt 

to relate school behavior to political attitudes is provided by the re

search of Ziblatt.^ He studied patterns of participation in extracurri

cular activities in the hopes of relating them to the political atti

tudes of the participants. However, his results only indicated that

those who participated in activities were those who were highest on

social trust of others.

The relative lack of success of research in relating patterns of

school activity to later political attitudes and behavior is’indicative

primarily of the difficulty of designing and implementing research on

longitudinal transfer of behavior. In addition, relatively little effort

has been devoted to studying the problem on an experimental basis. Most

writings in the field are speculative with the result that one finds the

2
G. A. Almond and S. Verba, The Civic Culture (Boston: Little, 

Brown and Company, 1965, originally published by Princeton University 
Press, 1963), p. 287-292. They ultimately conclude that prediction of 
the competence of a particular individual depends on whether he took ' • 
advantage of opportunities to participate in school. The implication 
remains, though, that the opportunity to participate is a necessary com
ponent of the process. '

^D. Ziblatt, "High School Extracurricular Activities and Political 
Socialization," in Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science (September, 1965), pp. 20-31.
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proposition 'strongly appealing on an intuitive basis, but has little
5

^\^pirlcal basis for making decisions about the value of specific types

of activities.

The Teachers' Views on Pupil Particiuatibn in the School

Keeping in mind our limited imderstanding of the problem, we 

shall focus primarily on the feelings and perceptions of the teachers

about the pattern of pupil participation in the schools. No attempt 

will be made to prescribe what form participation should take. Rather, 

questions raised by leading African statesmen and educators about the 

relevance of the current pattern will be used as-, a basis for gathering

information on the positions taken by different kinds of teachers, 

attitudes of the teachers will, of course, have implications for the 

probability of changes taking place in the situations now found in the

The

schools.

The great majority of the schools in Uganda, both boarding and

Prefects are pupilsday, have what is referred to as a 'prefect system, 

selected for their leadership and responsibility. They are given con

siderable authority in the daily running of the schools, including 

authority to punish pupils who misbehave. Their main function is to 

supervise school activities and to help the teachers carry out the

The system is organized on a hierarchical basis and 

the offices usually have certain privileges associated with them, al

though the privileges may be more symbolic than real.

The system derives from the methods of pupil organization

school schedule.
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practiced in the English public schools and maintains many of the same
■ i ■

\^jcharacteristics, even in its African setting.

kind,of organization of the school community for the political culture

The implications of this

in England is discussed by Richard Rose in his'book entitled Politics

in England. He feels that its significant aspect for the political cul

ture lies in the stress which it places on the training of youths for the
4

"different but complementary roles of leader and follower." The public

school system and its characteristics, like the use of prefects, is

rooted in the historical origins of the structure of British society

and has, in the past, made great contributions to the political culture 

of England. Today, however, it is the center qf a growing controversy 

as the current British government tries to make the system more demo

cratic and open.

If questions are being raised about the relevance of the system 

in England, such questions are even more cogent in the context of Uganda 

where the schools have no roots in the structure of Ugandan society.

A number of African and expatriate'writers have expressed concern about 

the structure of the schools and, in particular, about the organization 

of the community within the school. Onyango, in his study of discipline 

and punishment in the schools of England and Uganda, argues that the 

prefect system, when applied in Africa, gives the prefects a type of 

authority which they have had no experience with in their own society.

^R. Rose, Politics in England (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1964), p. .71.
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He maintains that tribal authority is based on mutual respect and agree-
1

K,^ent and that appointing African boys as prefects frequently leads to 
abuses because they lack relevant behavior models.^

The call for modification of the schools;'" in order that they may 

reflect more accurately the values and organization of African society.

'V

has become a common feature of public speeches, conferences, and publi

cations . Nyerere, in his Education for Self-Reliance, emphasizes the

need for education to reflect cooperative endeavor, to stress concepts of

equality and responsibility, and to avoid the temptation of intellectual 
® The UNESCO report on the adaptation of the secondary schoolarrogance.

curriculum in Africa calls for the participation of pupils in the life

of the school and in the maintenance of school discipline based on
^ Senteza Kajubi, the Director of the National Institute 

of Education in Uganda, argues that the schools must support and encour

age those aspects of life which are most valued by the community. He 

then indicates that decision making on a group basis is an important

common consent.

B. Onyango, "A Study of Discipline and Punishment in the Schools 
of England and-Uganda with Reference to Character Training" (unpublished 
Master's thesis. Institute of Education, University of London, 1961), 
p. 86. Mr. Onyango is now the'registrar for the University of East Africa.

^J. K. Nyerere. Education for Self-Reliance (Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania: Government Printer, 1967), p. 7.

7 >
UNESCO, "Final Report of Meeting of Experts on Adaptation of 

General Secondary School Curriculvmi in Africa," Tananarive, Madagascar, 
July 1963. (Paris; UNESCO, 1963), p. 15.
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8part of the- traditional ways of the African camnunity.

\ i Although the comments of the authors cited above are directed 

at the whole organization of the school, clearly they have implications 

for the relevance of a prefectorial system of authority and discipline. 

Eckstein, ccsmnenting on the comparative characteristics of pupil organi- 
rttlslT and American schools, notes that the prefect system 

derives its authority from above, not frcm the support or consensus of
9

those being led.

underlying the prefect system and those characteristic of African socie

ties provided part of the rationale for the first scale to be discussed

zations in B

The obvious conflict between the traditions and values

in this section.

The scale was constructed from the six items which loaded on

Factor II with weights greater than .3 (Scale 4). Each of the items is

related to the way in which the teacher perceives the pattern of pupil

participation in the running and organization of the school. The answers

are not intended to provide an objective measure of the situation in the

school, but rather to measure the teachers' feelings about the situation

which they find in their schools. While all schools in the sample have 

a prefect system which carries out th¥ same formal tasks, schools differ

somewhat in the informal patterns of usage which have developed aroimd

S. Kaj.ubi, "Crises and Values in East African Education" 
(Makerere University College: National Institute of Education, 1966), 
p. 12. (Mimeographed.)

^M. A. Eckstein, "The Elitist and the Popular Ideal," 
International Revue of Education. XII, No. 2 (1966), p. 192.

1
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In int|rpreting the data from this scale, the assump- 

N^tton is, therefore, being made that differences between schools are dis^ 

tributed randcmly with regard to the groupings of teachers being used.^^ 

Two of the questions in the scale deal with the amount of parti

cipation which the pupils have in the organization and running of the , 

the teachers how much participation there is in their 

school and the other asks whether the teachers feel the amount which

the-formal system.
f

aslcs^
school. One

exists is more, less, or about as much as is desirable. The common fac

tor in these two questions is the judgmental aspect of the teachers f

perception. In answering both questions the teacher holds the school up

to some internal standard of adequacy and judges accordingly, 

would hypothesize that this standard is determined primarily by the ex-

The author

periences of the teacher in previous schools, both as a student and as

a teacher.

The third question inquires about the extent of pupil dissatis-

The possible answers range from "several impor

tant areas of pupil dissatisfaction" to "no noticeable areas of pupil 

dissatisfaction."

faction in the school.

Again, the results of the question may not be exactly 

the same as objective reality, but instead, they reflect the teachers'

■views of pupil concern. The incidence of strikes and unrest in the

schools has been fairly high in the years following independence §s the

10Ultimately the author Intends to combine the data gathered 
about schools with the information on teachers in order to more rigor
ously test the validity of such assumptions. The author's intuitive 
feeling after -visiting the schools is that many idiosyncratic factors 
influence the characteristics to be found in a given school. \
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pugils seek to produce changes in the organization of the schools which 

\hotter reflect the changes on the national scene. Much of the difficulty 

can be traced to problems of communication between pupils and teachers, 

-7a problem severely accentuated by the fact that mpst of the teachers 

come from a different culture. To probe this aspect of the school,
ked^to agree or disagree on a five point scale with tiie 

statement that "Pupils in our school have adequate channels for making 

their desires and..ccmplaints known to the staff." As before, the

teachers were as

teachers' answers are taken as Indicators of their feelings about the

adequacy of the present arrangements.

The two remaining questions in the scale are more general, asking 

the teacher to respond in terns of his degree of satisfaction 1) with 

"the way the prefect system functions in the school," and 2) with the

statement that "the school is producing pupils with the knowledge, atti

tudes, and values which are necessary and relevant to their future lives 

in Uganda." The more general nature of the feelings tapped by the last 

question is indicated by the fact that it loads on two of the scales 

discussed in this section; the present one and the one indicating the 

teachers' feelings about the relevance'of the education being provided.

The common theme joining these items together is thus one of 

concern: the teachers' degree of concern about the effectiveness and

relevance of the pattern of pupil participation in their schools. The 

items and the scale are all scored in such a way th^t a high score 

represents a high degree of concern and a low score represents a feeling
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of'satisfaction with the system as it exists now.^^ The mean scores of
i':■

V the different teacher groups are presented in Table 8.1 along with sup

porting data about the distributions.

The pattern of ranks which emerges when ^1 items are considered

shows three different sets of teacher groups (see Figure 8.2). The dis-
the^ts is not quite large enough to reach significance, 

but the pattern shows considerable consistency over the items included

tance between

in the scale. The set which shows the most dissatisfaction with the

present level of pupil participation contains the Peace Corps and the

two groups of Africans training to be teachers. The second set contains

all-the British groups and the Africans who are teaching in the schools. 

Slightly below but included in this set, one finds the Asians, who in

this case are similar in attitude to the British. This set of five

groups has a score which indicates that they are, in general, fairly

satisfied with the patterns of participation which exist. The final

group, which indicates a high degree of satisfaction, is the Missionaries

who are well below the second set. Their distance from the British

Trained group is somewhat larger than the critical interval needed for

significance.

.Suppqrfefor the implicit value judgment made in assigning the 
scale direction is provided by the fact that the government found it 
desirable to appoint a commission to investigate problems of discipline 
and strikes in the secondary schools. The author's attempt to collect 
data on the incidence of such problems was necessarily curtailed in 
deference to the official commission operating in the schools at the 
same time that the research reported in this study was being carried

At this time (December, 1968) the commission's report has not beenout. 
released.
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TABLE 8.1

SCALE 4

SATISFACTION WITH LEVELS OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION JY TEACHER GROUP

1

Standard
Deviations

Number 
in Group

Rank of 
Group on Scale

Mean
Scores

Group

.00 .65 123 4British Trained

British TEA/Vol 38 6-.06 .56

British Local -.02 .51 23 5

+. 33 .78 40 -■ 1Peace Corps

-.46 .51 30 9Missionaries

48 8Asians -.13 .68

Africans 60 7-.07 .63

Makerere +.18 .65 20 3

.56 68 2Kyambogo +.25

F Ratio . Signif. Level^^within 

0.39

Critical Differences^ by size of rank difference. 

C,D. (2) = .284

^^etween

4.911.93 .001

(.05 level)

C.D. (5) = .401 C.D. (9) = .560

^The procedure for using the critical differences in comparisons between”, 
pairs of means is described in the footnote to Table 7.1.

r

. :
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Wlthiti the larger pattern set by the scale there seem to be two 

\ different trends when the pattern of answers to the individual items is 

studied. (See the details of this scale in Appendix C.2 for group means 

on individual items.) When asked about the amount of participation which

the pupils have in the schools now, all the Africans and the Missionaries

The British and the
e-^Eh^

there is a reasonable amount.seem to agref

Asians perceive a somewhat lower degree of participation, and the Peace

Corps teachers, on the average, feel that there is a good deal less parti

cipation than is perceived by the British. The British are probably

using the amount of participation characteristic of prefects in English

schools as a yardstick and find the African pre.fects a little less

active. The Americans are referring to an entirely different pattern

of participation characteristic of American High Schools and, hence

find much less participation than they expected to in an African second

ary school. In contrast to the expatriates, the Africans compare the

amount of participation to their own experiences in essentially the same

schools and find that a reasonable amount exists.

The other trend, which is stronger, is-reflected in the three 

questions which contain an underlying concern with the adequacy of the 

Thus', when asked about the need to increase thepresent arrangements, 

amount of participation, about the adequacy of the existing channels of 

communication between pupils and staff, and about the level of pupil

dissatisfaction, one again finds that the Peace Gprps and the two African 

student groups are highly concerned relative to the other groups. 

position of the African student groups may derive from a tendency to

k.
The
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identify themselves primarily as students rather than as teachers.
i

\ part, they may be projecting current dissatisfactions with ccmmiunications 

and participation in their training institutions, 

they have received most of their training since ^independence and, as a 

result, have been exposed to a different set of values and expectations 

The author would predict a much greater concern 

with communications when these students become teachers in the schools.

Except for the Missionaries, the rest of the groups tend to fall 

together in a median position which indicates a mild degree of concern 

over the adequacy of the present pattern.

teachers on these questions is not significantly different from the posi

tions of the British teachers, but on the questions dealing with partici

pation and degree of pupil dissatisfaction, the Africans are ranked at 

the top of these middle groups.

In

On the other hand.

eriod!
during that p

The position of the African

They are thus less concerned than the

younger Africans, and on the whole tend to be quite similar to the British

Most of these African teachers received their education in thegroxq)S.

schools that existed before independence and it would seem that their 

expectations about pupil participation have not' changed greatly since

then.

The Asians fall in the middle of the British groups on these 

three questions, possibly reflecting the degree to which they subscribe 

to B^tish^noims with regard to patterns of school organization, 

median age of the Asians is about 35 and, like thei African teachers,

The

they received their secondary education some time ago. In addition.

the author would estimate that as much as 25% of the group received
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their secondary education in Great Britain which, of course, would in- 

\ crease their tendency to apply similar norms to the school situation.

The missionaries ranked ninth on all the questions included in 

Their pattern of reactions seems to suggest a very conserva-the scale.

tive viewpoint with regard to the participation of pupils in school 
-The^ perceive the pupils as not having a great deal oforganization.

participation in the school and at the same time feel that this level

of participation is as much as is desirable. They perceive the pupils 

as having only a few minor areas of dissatisfaction and feel that the 

communications channels which exist are generally adequate. The fact 

that the median age of the missionaries is over 40, and that they have

generally spent many years teaching in the schools, indicates an adher-
12

ence to a set of norms common in the schools a decade or more ago.

In order to make the relationships between type of teacher and

age more visible, the regression lines between age and score on the 

pupil participation scale have been plotted in Figure 8.1. As before.

care must be taken in interpreting these lines, 

that the length of the lines varies and indicates only the valid range

In this case, the intersection of the lines with the verti-

The reader will note

of the data.

cal axis has no meaning since there are no people in the sample who are

^Hhile this general pattern emerges from the responses, there 
was a small but very active minority among the missionaries who felt 
much differently. In particular, the author rememl^ers one school which 
was instituting high levels of pupil participation in the wake of a 
serious disturbance which.had forced the school to close the previous 
year.
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less than about 18 years old. In fact most of the groups do not have 

\ 'reasonable numbers of members below the 20 to 24 year point on the 

■■ horizontal scale. The reader should also remember that the zero value

of the scale has no intrinsic meaning beyond the.fact that it is the

mean of the distribution of scale scores.
Overfall impression gained from the graph is the existence

The 1

of a definite trend for the older teachers in all groups, except the

Peace Corps, to feel more satisfied with the patterns of pupil partici

pation which now exist in the schools. The imusual slope of the regres

sion line for the Peace Corps probably does not have any particular 

significance because the age range in the sample is so limited. How

ever, the position of the line does indicate the relatively high score 

of all the Peace Corps volunteers. The regression line for the African 

teachers is particularly instructive in,revealing the relationship be

tween the. African students at Kyambogo who are training to be teachers

The African teachers.and the younger Africans who are now teaching, 

as a group, rank seventh among the nine groups even though the youngest 

members of the group are among the highest on the scale scores.

An unexpected result revealed by iJie graph is the position of

the British volunteer group below the British Trained group in comparable 

The author would have expected volunteers to be closer toage rMges.

the American volunteers, particularly in view of their lack of teaching

When the group means are adjustedexperience to temper their ideals, 

on the basis of an analysis of covariance to control for age differences.

the British Volunteer group drops to the bottom of the set containing
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the other British teachers, the Africans, and the Asians. However, the

V difference between the volunteers and the British Trained is not sig-
13nificant.

The results produced by this scale demops.trate the considerable

range of opinion in staff members about the most satisfactory way of 
managing pupit'p^ticipation in school affairs. Supporting evidence for 

the range is provided by the comments recorded in answer to the question 

* about the degree of teacher satisfaction with the prefect system'. Many

teachers indicate that the system seems to work fairly well, but could

be improved with more supervision, better definition of the roles, and

more initiative in taking responsibility on the part of the prefects.

In contrast, an equally large number of teachers indicate a concern about

the serious lack of communication between prefects and staff, and many

comment on the unsuitability of a selection system in which the pupils

generally play no part.

The fact that over. 10% of the teachers felt the need to make a

comment about the question is an indicator of the salience of this prob-
14

lem for the schools and the strength of the teachers' feelings. The

13,The F test for heterogeneity of regression failed on the seven 
groups included in Figure 8.1 and thus the conditions for performing 
analysis of covariance were satisfied. The adjusted means after the 
analysis differed only in the ordering of the groups within the middle . 
set. The British Volunteers dropped frcm sixth to eighth and the 
Africans and Asians moved up one rank to sixth and seventh respectively.

14 '
The total of 46 comments is split between the 40% who are

fairly satisfied with the prefect system and are explaining their posi
tion, and the 60% who are somewhat or very vmsatisfied and are justifying 
their position.
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contents of the connnents show that most of the teachers are concerned

primarily with the effectiveness of the system in relation to the amount

of staff supervision it needs. Only a few express concern over the

authority patterns which the system propagates and^their Implications for

an Independent Uganda. In general, the schools lack supporting staff to

help in the supervision of the many aspects of boarding school life and 

hence a reasonably effective prefect system is a necessity if thh school 

is to function at all. Concern with the representativeness of the pre

fects and the patterns of communication tends to come up only when the 

effectiveness drops below an acceptable level.

The task facing the headmaster in organising the pattern of pupil 
• .♦

participation is therefore twofold. First, he must have a system which 

provides effective support for the staff in carrying out the extensive 

supervisory duties required by the boarding school environment. Second, 

he must reconcile the great variety of feelings and expectations which

his staff has about the amount and type of participation which the pupils

The results discussed in thisare to have in the running of the school, 

section indicate some of the differences between the expectations of 

various types of teachers and also show that the age of the teacher can 

have an Important effect on his feelings about the prefect system. 

Teachers' opinions about the degree of pupil involvement in selection of 

pupil leaders will be considered in more detail in the following section.
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The^ Selection, of Pupil Leaders

For the educator or social scientist interested in the socializing 

effects of patterns of pupil participation in the schools, the specific

V, '

details of the interaction between the pupils andjfheir leaders is impor

tant. If the school is to help the pupil acquire the skills and attitudes 

he will need in-rrfating to authority and leadership in later life, tfien 

parallel opportunities must be present in the school. Earlier in-this

chapter the author indicated the divergence between the values under

lying the prefect system and the precepts of both traditional African

societies and the newly created African nation.

Before discussing the teachers' opinions on the selection of

pupil leaders, it will be useful to present some information describing

the methods actually used by the schools in the sample. The information

was collected during an interview with the heatoaster in each of the

schools. Most schools have three levels of pupil leaders in addition to

the, internal structures of the various clubs and societies. These are

the school prefects, house officials based on dormitory prganization,

and form officials. Headmasters were asked how each of these officials

Tables’ 8.2 and 8.3 present the selec-were selected in their schools.

tion methods used for the three different levels of school leadership in
15

the 31 schools included in the study.

15These are the schools selected for the adm:^nistration of the 
teacher questionnaire. While in the schools the author collected data 
on the-school as an institution. The information in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 
is taken from this supplementary data.
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TABLE 8.2

■ • .DEGREE OF HTPIL PARTICIPATION IN SELECTION OF PREFECTS .
KS

Ho. of Schools % of SchoolsType of Participation

32%10No participation

Some informal congpTtation of 
previous prefects for suggestions

36%11

16%Stronger consultation: list of 
candidates submitted, maybe elect 
head prefect

5

16%Actual election of most of the 
prefects by the pupils

5

TABLE 8.3

DEGREE OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION IN SELECTION OF BDUSE AND FORM OFFICIALS

Form Officials 
No. of 
Schools

House Officials 
No. of 
Schools

Degree of 
Participation % of 

Schools
% of 
Schools

56% 8 27%Officials appointed • -9

6 21%4 25%Officials partially elected 
and partially appointed

52%19% 15Officials fully elected by 
the pupils in the group

3

29®16®
TOTAL number of schools

®In some cases the information was not obtained. Fir House officials 
many of the schools use the school prefects referred to in Table 8.2.
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The results indicate relatively little participation by the 

Njpupils in the selection of their school leaders. The amount of partici

pation tends to increase as the level of responsibility of the leader 

decreases. For instance, although half the schools,.allow pupils to 

elect form officials, these offices have little prestige and usually 

their responsibilities involve no more than helping the teacher with

simple administrative tasks in the classroom. The authority of the form

official extends over only the pupils in that class (about 30) and only

in activities pertaining directly to the classroom. On a school-wide

basis much less participation is the general rule with only 15% of the

schools allowing direct pupil participation in the selection of prefects.

Even this 15% puts restrictions on the process by requiring staff ap

proval for candidates and, in some cases, by limiting the franchise to 

pupils in the last two years of the school.

The one area of school activities where the pupils have rela

tively complete participation in the selection of their leaders is in

the' clubs and societies which are a part of extracurricular activities.

Within these groups it is not unusual to find the complete range of 

officers normally found only in larger organizations. In a few cases, 

such as the ever popular debating society, one may even find ministers 

and permanent secretaries in a structure paralleling that of the national 

government.

To measure the teachers' feelings about the^ current level of 

pupil participation in the selection of their leaders, teachers were
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16asked two questions.

V ments: one stating that "pupils would benefit from a more democratic

form of. school organization in which they elected their own leaders...,"

and the other stating that "pupils get sufftcient-^opportunity to practice

the skills of self-government in their clubs and societies." The second
question raisejTs^e of the common arguments against allowing pupils to

elect their own leaders and asked teachers to indicate the extent to

which they agreed or disagreed. The text of the question was:

If^prefects were elected by the pupils, the confusion 
and the risk of unsuitable winners would more than offset 
any educational value there might be in the process of 
election.

The first required a choice between two State-

While the -results of the previous scale tended to measure teachers

feelings about the adequacy and effectiveness of the prefect system, these

two questions are intended to make the teacher consciously aware of the

training value which the system does or does not have. The responses of

the teachers are shown in Table 8.4 which lists the means and the ranks

of the various teacher groups on the two questions.

In each question the groups are clustered into two sets. For

both questions, the set with the highest mean scores contains the Peace
17

Corps Volunteers and the two African student groups. In the question

16Originally, a scale was constructed on the basis of factor 
thirteen which contained these two questions and a third one. However, 
because the value of Cronbach's Alpha was only .11 on the scale was 
dropped and the questions in it were used as individual items.

^^The high level of concern Indicated by Peace Corps volunteers 
on all the questions discussed in this chaptdr reflect some of the basic
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TABLE 8.4

m£an eesponses of teacher groups on election of pupil,leaders

DEMORG: Need for more PRFELCT: Problems- with 
democratic organization electing Prefects

Rank

Group

RankMean Mean

1.29 8 2.71 7British
Trained

41.36 6 3.08British
TEA/Volunteer

1.32 7 2.78 5British
Local

3.181.74 2 2Peace Corps

2.40 91.24 9Missionaries

82.65Asians 1.70 3

■ 2.721.44 65Africans

1.65 4 3.23 1Makerere

3.15 31.75 1Kyambogo

%
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about the need for more democratic organization the higher cluster also 

V^contains the British Volunteer group, while in the question about elec

tion of prefects- the higher cluster contains the Asians and not the 

British Volunteers. The lower cluster contains the, other five groups, 

with the Missionaries ranked lowest. The differences indicate that the 

cluster -fSels more participation is desired and the lower clus^ter 

feels that the disadvantages and risks of greater participation would be

i-

higher

too great.

Comments written next to these questions indicate that the main 

concern of those who are against greater participation is the effective 

running of the school. Comments like: "Democracy works among responsible 

people, and when things go wrong the Headmaster is held responsible, not 

the pupils;" or "Schools are not democratic ccmmunities and should not 

be," reflect the anxiety of the teachers who must grapple with the prob

lem of keeping the school running. Other comments support this concern 

by indicating a lack of faith in the ability of the pupils to choose 

suitable leaders. The groups expressing the most concern about partici

pation are also the older groups. They are generally the senior members

of staff who currently hold positions of responsibility in running the

schools.

value orientations of their own society. A number of insights into con
flicts caused by differences between American values and those operating 
in the schools of East Africa are found in an article by F. B. Nelson. 
"American Values and the Role of School Master in East Africa," Proceed
ings of the East-African University of Social Science Conference,
January 1964. (Kampala, Uganda: Makerere Institute of Social Research, - 
1964), Part B.
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The fact that the younger groups, composed of volunteers or

V students, are those most favorable toward more pupil participation has 

These groups have the least experience and the leasttwo implications.

• responsibility and may well beccme more conservative when placed in posi

tions of greater responsibility. Secondly, the chances of change in,J:he. 
direction grSat^ participation are not great given the views of those 

in authority in the schools. As the number of African teachers from

Makerere and Kyambogo increases they may be able to move the schools

toward more representative forms of organization. They will be hampered

by their relative youth and lack of experience, and also by the fact

that most of the teachers coming from- the British tradition of schooling

will have had little experience with more participatory forms of pupil

organization.

The situation, even now, is not ccmpletely static. A number of

schools have made attempts to modify the traditional prefect system by

instituting councils composed of the existing pupil leaders and by allow

ing elections to take place for some offices. Unfortunately, some of 

the early attempts led to difficulties and had to be withdrawn. Part of

the trouble derived from the relatively sudden nature of the changes.

Clearly pupils need to be taught the skills of self-government, just as 

they are taught mathematics. A schedule of gradually increasing parti

cipation is necessary, with numerous opportunities to practice the skills 

of selecting suitable leaders, voicing demands in ^ realistic manner.
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18
and-arriving at; workable solutions to problems.

The results of this and the previous section demonstrate thati
V

the problem of how pupils are going to participate in the running of the 

school is a source of increasing strife and concern. Pressures have been

mounting since the advent of independence for greater pupil participation, 

but relatively few-'tdimges 

in the schools feels that the present system is adequate and that the 

pupils are not ready for more responsibility. The system being used-in 

most schools coincides with the one which the staff is familiar with and,

- hence, feel no particular need to change it. The type of staff who feel 

changes are needed are either young Africans, or Aii'drlcans who are famil

iar with a different system. Support for changes could be found among

have so far occurred. The bulk of the staff'

younger British and Asian members of staff if those in authority were

interested in promoting such changes.

Fran the point of view of political socialization, the systems 

now used in most schools have only limited relevance for producing the
.i

kinds of skills that would appear to be desirable in an independent 

Uganda. While some observers would contend that more representative 

organization of the school community is not feasible because of the heavy

18,
The exact form which more participative pupil organizations 

should take is a matter for creative experimentation. The author is 
certainly not suggesting the wholesale transfer of patterns commonly 
used in American high schools. Hopefully, a pattern will be worked out 
that reflects the structures which seem to be developing at a national 
level and which also derive some thrust from the traditional African 
approach to camnunity. organization. As an example, the school might 
provide an ideal environment for building an organization similar to the 
one party states now common in Africa.
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responsibilities which the staff must delegate to pupil leaders, many 

others would disagree and point to models outlined fay people such as' S-

Nyerere■ in his Education for Self-ReHahce. as realistic alternatives.

The question which all observers must answer in one-way or another is: 

If the schools do not provide training in the kinds of participatory
•tHe^ommunity, where are the pupils going to get these*skills needed in

skills?.

The question of the relevance of the participatory experiences

provided by the school leads naturally to the more general question of 

the relevance of much of the content of the education being provided by 

the schools. The teachers' perceptions of this problem are probed in

more detail in the next section.

The Relevance of Uganda's Educational System

The question of educational content is a source of debate in all 

In the former colonies of Africa the debate has been evencountries.

more pronounced, because of the need to choose between Western and indige- 

Numerous conferences and commissions have met and issuednous cultures.

guidelines for arriving at a desirable mixture of indigenous and foreign 

elements in education. Quotations from two sources separated in time by 

nearly forty years will serve to illustrate the tenor of the continuing 

debate. The first quotation is contained in a- paper presented to a con-

The paper asks thaf "tribal conditions 

and customs be blended into .school work, instead, of blindly importing

ference at Bar es Salaam in 1925.
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Western education. _ The second quotation is found in the statement of 

''.^jectives for secondary education produced by a UNESCO conference at
r.

Tananarive in 1963. These objectives state, in part, that cultural eman

cipation is a corollary of political emancipation—and hence the need for 

curriculum reform to allow the "rediscovery of the African heritage and

the transmission of that culture to African adolescents in secondary

„20schools.

In the early days of the- cplonies, a number of imaginative 

attempts were made to create schools which reflected aspects of the

In a survey of these efforts, Furley and Watsontraditional societies.

indicate that the depression combined with growing pressures for a more

academic type of education led to the downfall of many of these innova- 

tions. . In the years before independence the educational system became 

more literary and more Westernized. The situation at Independence was 

such that one observer was led to remark that, "There is no such thing

as African education; there are only Africans being educated like 
22Europeans." African leaders in all three East African countries are

^^Sir C. Dundas, "The Ideal of the African Citizen," Report of 
proceedings of Conference between the Government and Missions convened 
by His Excellency the Governor, Sir Donald Cameron, Dar es Salaam, 
October, 1925. Cited in 0. Furley and T. Watson, "Education in 
Tanganyika between the Wars: Attempts to Blend Two Culutres," South 
Atlantic Quarterly. tXV, No. 4 (Autumn, 1966), p. 475.

20"■UNESCO, og,. cit., p. 5.

^^urley and Watson, og. cit.. p. 480.

Foster, White to Move? (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode,
1961), p. 146.
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weix aware of -the discrepancy between the content and the purpose of 

. ''education in the new nations. In an article written five years after 

Independence, the Minister of Education for Uganda argues the need for

revolutionary changes in the education system inherited at the time of
23independence.

The problSii of carrying out the desired changes in the curriculum

has proved to be one of considerable challenge, 

for increased capacity which were placed on the educational system at 

independence forced educational leaders to focus their resources and

The tremendous demands

efforts almost exclusively on problems of size and quantity. It is only

now, after having reached at least a minimally desired capacity, that
24resources are becoming available to deal with problems of content. As

curriculum committees are appointed and new syllabi are considered, the

opinions of the teachers who must cooperate and contribute to the process

become important in assessing the problems which attempts to promote such

changes will face.

As an indicator of the teachers' feelings about the relevance of

the education now being offered in the schools a s'cale was constructed

from the items loading on Factor VI (Scale 5). The scale consists of

23S. J, Luyimbazi-Zake, "The Educational Revolution," in The 
Challenge of Uganda's Second Five Year Development Plan (Kampala, 
Uganda: Milton Obote Foundation, 1967), p. 63.

^^Nyerere outlines the stages of reform undertaken by Tanzania 
since independence as follows: First, abolishing racial and religious 
bases for school organization; second, a massive expansion to produce 
needed manpower; and, third, the task of making the content relevant to 
Tanzania, op., cit.. p. 4.
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five items which share a common theme of relevance while focusing on 

■different aspects of the educational system. As in the other scale dis

cussed in this chapter, the items and the scale are scored so that a 

high score represents a high degree of concern about the relevance and a 

low score indicat^^hat the respondent is relatively satisfied with the 

relevance of the system. Three of the items deal directly with such 

aspects of the educational system as curriculum, the syllabus, and the 

examinations. The other two are more general and relate to the over-all

S

character of the system.

The three specific items are presented as statements to which

the respondent replies by indicating the extent of his agreement or dis

agreement on a five-point scale, 

phrased positively, saying, "that the over-all curriculum taught in my

The statement on the curriculum is

school is relevant and useful to the pupils, and requires only minor

changes to make it appropriate for Uganda today." The question about 

the syllabus is more restricted, stating that, "the syllabus of the sub-
.,25

ject which I teach needs considerable revision before.... The third

question is phrased negatively. It argues that the examination system 

in its present form is not suitable for Uganda and needs major changes.

The fourth question asks teachers about their perceptions of the

25Answers to this question will probably be affected by the sub
ject which the respondent teaches. Unfortunately, the coding system 
used makes it difficult to classify the teachers by'type of subject at 
this point. The- inclusion of the question without controls for subject 
amounts to the assumption that the subject distribution is similar 
within the different teacher groups.
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relevance of the English school tradition which Uganda inherited at 

‘^.independence. Four alternatives are offered which range from "the tradi

tion is highly relevant and needs very little modification" to "the

tradition has very little relevance for the needs^f Uganda and far- 

reaching changes must he made." Note that in addition, to asking about 

tradition, the question probes the extent to which 

the teacher feels that changes should be made. The final question in

quires about the teachers' degree of satisfaction with the pupils being

the relevance o

produced by the school arid is the same question which was included in

the first scale in this chapter.

The mean scores of the various groups of teachers on this scale 

are presented in Table 8.5. It is not surprising that the over-all pat

tern is similar to the pattern in the previous scale since both scales

share a cramnon element of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the system

(see Figure 8.2). The Peace Corps again ranks first, but this time the

gap between them and the highest African group is significant. Following

the Peace Corps is a cluster of three groups: the two African student 

groups and the British Volunteers. After a smaller gap a second cluster 

occurs which contains the remainder of 'the groups except for the Mission

aries who are found by themselves at the bottom of the rankings.

The very high mean score of the Peace Corps teachers relative to 

the other groups reflects their high position on four out of five of the 

items contained in the scale. The only item where l;hey do not rank first 

is the one concerned with the syllabus in the subject which they teach. 

This is the only question which produces a clear dichotomy between
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TABLE 8.5j

SCALE 5
RELEVAHCE OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM BY TEACHER GROUP

Rank of
Group on Scale

Standard
Deviations

Number 
in Group

Mean
Scores

Group

7-.12 .68British Trained 120

4British TEA/Vol +.03 .74 37

6-.10 .61 21British Local
40'. +.47 1.67Peace Corps

-.38 9.71 30Missionaries

48 5-.07 .61Asians

-.20 56 8Africans .57

+.21 21 2Makerere .55

+.10 3.55 75Kyambogo

Signif. Level 
.001

F RatioMSMS within
0.41

between
2.46 6.02

(.05 level)Critical differences by size of rank difference.

C.D. (9) = .468C.D. (5) = .408C.D. (2) = .286
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expatriates and the Africans and Asians; while the latter groups are all 

\^ve the mean, the expatriates are below the mean, 

suggests that the Peace Corps are answering these questions on the basis 

of a more general orientation toward the school system, rather than on 

the basis of certain specific complaints, 

tent of the syl

To the author, this

Their feelings about the con-
I^u^

are about the same as the rest of the expatriates. 

The Peace Corps teachers seem to be reacting strongly to their over-all 

impressions of the system as it contrasts with the kind of schools which

they are familiar with at home.

To them, the schools appear overly academic in nature, unneces

sarily formal, hierarchically organized, and primarily oriented toward 

producing an elite group of students. All of these aspects tend to con

flict with the values of pragmatism, informality, and egalitarianism
26which the Americans have.been taught at home.““ Imbued with a high

sense of idealism as volunteers dedicated to doing what Uganda needs.

they experience severe difficulties in adjusting to their role in insti

tutions which they perceive as having little relevance to either their

own reasons for coming to Uganda or to the real needs of Uganda.

Taken as a.whole, the British teachers react much less adversely

to the question of the relevance of the type of education. An important

factor in this perception is certainly the fact that the organization

26See Nelson, cit., p. 4-5. See also thei discussion of 
American values as they affect the activities of Americans attempting 
to introduce social change-overseas as presented in: C. Arensberg and 
A. Niehoff, Introducing Social Change: A Manual for Overseas Americans 
(Chicago: Aldine Ptiblishing Co., 1964) .
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and1 content of the education is similar to what they have themselves 
^experienced at home. For most of them, this similarity seems to override

any serious doubts about its relevance to Uganda, although many of them

entertain doubts about specific details of the system. An interesting 

exception to this occurs with the ranking of the British Volunteer group. 
Their mean score'pl^es them in the cluster containing the two African

Student groups and indicates a higher level of concern with the over-all 

relevance of the education. Their reaction could be considered similar

to that of the Peace Corps but muted by the fact that much of 'the system

is familiar to them and doesn't raise the value conflicts which bother

Their difference from the rest of .the British teachersthe Americans.

can thus be attributed to their greater concern about the relevance of

the system for Uganda.

Support for this line of reasoning is offered by the rankings of 

, the groups on the question which specifically asks about the 'English 

school tradition.' As expected, the Peace Corps ranks highest on this 

question by a large amount. However, the British volunteers come next, 

ranked at the top of the cluster in which they are included with the 

Asians, and the two African student groups. The remainder of the groups 

are all clustered together and rank relatively lower. The only non

expatriates in the lower group are the African teachers already in the 

schools. As noted before, these teachers are, on the average, much older 

and have been brought up in the system as it now stands with the apparent 

result that they do not see it as particularly unsuitable. The Mission

aries rank lowest on this question also, even though many of them are

not English.
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; To -test the influence of age on perception of relevance, correla- 

Xt^oa coefficients between the two variables were calculated for the 

teacher groups. The results, presented in Table 8.6, show a tendency for 

younger teachers to be more concerned about the rSlevance, but age does 

not interact as strongly on this measure as it interacted with perceptions 

about pupil participation. Only two groups show a strong relation be-

tween age and perception of relevance: the British trained group has

a correlation coefficient of -.27 and the Asians have a correlation

coefficient of -.32. The other groups show only minimal relationships.

Thus, the African teachers in the schools do not seem to be as concerned

about the problem of relevance even when they are-younger.

The picture which emerges from this scale suggests that the

majority of the teachers now in the schools do not see the educational 

system as being particularly lacking in relevance for Uganda today. , The 

author's impression is that most of them would support limited reforms

linations and would agreein specific aspects of the syllabus or the

that a number of glaring inconsistencies st: remain in the content of

some subjects. The comments appended to the question about the syllabus 

of the subjects which "I teach" indicate that many of these teachers feel

Severalthat adequate revisions of the syllabus are already under way.

ccmments suggest that revisions are necessary to update the subject matter 

in all countries and not just for Uganda.

Ccmanents made on the question of the English tradition show a 

concern on the part of some of these teachers about the overly academic 

nature of the education. A number of them make suggestions that other
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TABLE 8.6N
_ _ i

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AGE AND SCALES ON RELEVANCE OF EDUCATION 
AND FOTIL PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL

a Age with Pupil 
Participation

Age with Relevance 
of Education

Group

'-.14-.26British Trained

-.07 -.22British TEA/Volunteer

+.05+.02Peace Corps

-.28+.14Missionaries

-.32 -.20Asians

-.03 -.33Africans

-.04+.03Kyambogo

aThe British Local and Makerere groups have been omitted because of 
their small size.

- <
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types of schools should be opened to emphasize industrial and agricultural
* ?

'training. It is, perhaps, significant that none of these comments suggest 

such activities would be appropriate within the framework of the academic

schools.

Pupil Participation. Selection of Pupil Leaders.

and Relevance of Education

To summarize the results presented in this chapter. Figure 8.2

presents a profile of the positions of the teacher groups on the three
27

dimensions. IThe position of a particular group is indicated by a '+ 

next to the two-letter code identifying the group. ■. The numerical value

of the mean score for any group can be read off the scale on the left

of the chart.

The figure shows a considerable degree of similarity between

those who are concerned about patterns of pupil participation and pupil

selection, and those who are concerned about the more general question

of the relevance of the type of education being offered, 

groups showing the highest degree of dissatisfaction contains the two 

African student groups and the Peace Corps for all three dimensions.

The cluster of

27Tbe dimension on selection of pupil leaders is represented by 
the scale score originally computed on the basis of Factor XIII. The 
order and spacing of the groups on that scale closely resembles the 
pattern of responses on the two questions discussed in the chapter.
The scale is based on these two questions and one otHter dealing with 
teachers' feelings ^out the desirability of a strong central govern
ment. The scale has a low internal reliability and is presented only 
for the purposes of comparative ranking of the groups.
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Scale
Value

Pupil
. Participation

Election of Itelevance of 
Pupil Leaders Education

+.60

+.50
PC^

+.40

+.30

MK+.20

+.10 KY

BV0.00

AS-.10 BL
BT

-.20 AF

-.30

M
-.40

-.50

60

a
Key: KY = Kyambogo; AF = African; MK = Makerere; AS = Asian; M= 

Missionaries; PC = Peace Corps; BV = British TEA/Vol; BT = British 
Trained; BL = British Local

FIGURE 8.2 COMPARATIVE RANKING OF TEACHER GROUPS ON THREE SCALES
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The Mssionarie's fall at the bottom of all the dimensions and the re- 

mainder of the groups fall in a middle cluster. One exception occurs 

on the dimension of educational relevance where the British Volunteer 

group lies in the upper cluster. The relationships'-among these three 

dimensions are reflected in their correlation coefficients. The

strongest relationship is between pupil participation and relevance of

The scale relating to selectioneducation, with a coefficient of .38.

of pupil leaders correlates about equally with the other two, both having

a coefficient of about .25.

One of the more significant interpretations of these results may

lie in their implications for the innovative behavior of the teachers. 

The relative positions of the groups might be taken as indicators of the 

probability that members of a given group would be likely to support

attempts to make the educational system more relevant to the needs of 

One could argue that the three highest groups would be mostUganda.

likely to contain individuals whose level of dissatisfaction was high 

enough to stimulate them into attempting to instigate changes. In con

trast, the middle level groups would be less likely to instigate changes. 

As a guess, the author would estimate that maybe half of the middle groups

would be likely to support changes .which they perceived as moving the

The lowest level group.system in the direction of greater relevance, 

the Missionaries, would be the group most likely to oppose changes.

These predictions are, of course, intended toi apply to the group 

whole and not to any specific individual within a group. To predict 

which teachers are going to be innovators would require more detailed
as a
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information about personalities and behavior tendencies of the individuals. 

Sq^ Information about actual innovative behavior of the teachers in the 

schools will be presented in a later chapter. At that time, some invest-

V

igation of the relationship between the indicators^f- dissatisfaction and

those of innovative actions will be attempted.

The over-all pattern of results in this chapter indicate signifi

cant differences in the level of satisfaction of different teacher groups

with the internal organization of the school community and with the rele

vance of the educational content for the pupils. Reasons have been sug

gested why the Peace Corps and the two African student groups consistently 

rank highest on levels of concern about the current situation. The varied 

ranking of the British Volunteers was noted, and their concern about the

relevance of education was contrasted with their much lower level of con

cern about the participation of pupils in the school.

Except for the Peace Corps, the great bulk of the teachers now 

teaching in the schools indicated a lower level of concern on all three 

In a more absolute sense, their level of concern could bedimensions.

described generally as mild dissatisfaction with a number of limited 

aspects of the system. Coupled with this dissatisfaction is a feeling

on the part of many that steps are.being taken to modify the system and

Surprisingly enough, boththat, in general, these efforts are adequate, 

the African and Asian teachers tend to share these feelings with the

Only in the single item dealing with the need for revisionexpatriates.

of the teachers' own syllabus were the African and Asian teachers grouped

with the students, indicating a high level of dissatisfaction.
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• A definite- relationship between the age of the teacher and his

was noted. Younger teachers are more likelyposition on these dimensions 

to be dissatisfied, particularly on the dimension relating to the degree 

of pupil participation in the school. The relatively-.-high average age

of the missionaries may account partially for their consistently low 
witlT^level of concern the dimensions discussed in this chapter, 

it was suggested that the level of dissatisfaction of a group of teachers 

may have implications for the receptivity of that group to innovations 

aimed at increasing pupil participation or making the content of the 

syllabus more relevant to Uganda.

Finally,
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CHAPTER IX

THE TEACHER, THE COMMUNITY AND THE' SOCIETY

In this chapter the focus will move from the study of the 

teacher and the school as an agent of national political socialization 

to a consideration of the teacher and the school as an agent of cultural 

and ccxnmunity socialization. Measures will be discussed which probe the

awareness of the social and cultural environment of their pupils, 

reflect the teachers' attitudes toward traditional values and customs, 

indicate the teachers' feelings about school-community relations, and 

report on the amount of contact between the teacher and the pupils'

These measures share a common concern with the relationship 

between the teacher and the social environment and are assumed to have

teachers

families.

implications for the attitudes toward that environment which the school

makes available to the pupils.

In the previous chapter it was noted that a number of observers

were concerned about the relevance of the current educational system.

The problems of relevance are deepened by the fact that the great major

ity of the teachers crane frran non-African cultures, and that, in the 

words of the Castle commission on education in Uganda, "the syllabuses 

are too often rooted in an alien tradition not always relevant to the
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needs of Ugandan children."^
i

^because the structure of secondary education in Uganda derives primarily 

from the tradition of Public School education in England. These factors 

would appear to constitute a serious impediment to-the achievement of 

some of the goals clearly set out by the leaders of the new nations for 

the relationship

A further problem of adaptation occurs

s-'Getween the school and the community.

Of the three factors, the most important in determining the 

impact of the school on the pupils is the teachers. It is the teachers

who set the attitudinal norms of the school and regulate the pattern of

activities between the school and the community. Both African and ex

patriate writers stress the importance of training, teachers to be aware

of and sympathetic toward the values and traditions of the community. 

Simeon Ominde, chairman of the Kenya Education Commission, expressed 

the opinion that "the teacher must be brought into contact with the 

varied cultures of the community." He also feels strongly that "African

culture is an object to be cultivated in the teacher just as much as
2

knowledge of the basic subjects which he now teaches." Margaret Read,

■ discussing the training of expatriate teachers to work in tropical areas.

likewise indicates the need for teachers to understand the social, politi

cal, and economic organization of the societies in which they are going

B. Castle (chmn.). Education in Uganda. The Report of the 
Uganda Education Canmission (Entebbe, Uganda: The Government Printer, 
1963), p. 26. ^

2
S. H. Ominde, "Education in Revolutionary Africa," East African 

Journal. II, No. 2 (May, 1965), p. 7.
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N In fact, such statements of goals are a part of virtually every 

document pertaining to the role of teachers in Africa. They can be traced 

back to periods well before the era of national independence movements.

A good example is provided by the Advisory Committee on Education in the 

Colonies which sat in 1948. Their document on "Education for Citizenship 

in Africa" emphasizes the need for citizenship education to take "account 

of the social customs and institutions of native society and to build on 

traditional institutions and units.Yet, -despite this consensus on the 

importance of such training and understanding, the situation in the schools 

does hot indicate that much progress has been made toward achieving these 

goals.

In the sections which follow, information about the teachers will

be presented in the hopes of establishing a baseline against which progress 

toward the goals of school-community relationships can be evaluated. In 

addition to reflecting the current situation, the data should also pro

vide the basis for projecting expectations into the near future. The

first dimension to be discussed is an indicator of the teachers aware

ness of the surrounding society.

Read, Education and Social Change in Tropical Areas (London: 
Nelson Publishing Co., 1955), p. 2.

Ward (chmn.), "Education for Citizenship in Africa," Advisory . 
Committee on Education, Report of subcommittee on Edudation for Citizenship 
in Africa (London: HMSO, 1948), p. 8. See also Ormsby-Gore (chmn.), 
"Educational Policy in British Tropical Africa," Memorandum of Advisory 
Committee on Native Education in British Tropical African Dependencies 
(London: HMSO, 1925), pp. 6 ff.
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The Teachers' Awareness of the Social and Cultural Environment
■-s Given the fact that the majority of the teachers are frcm dif

ferent cultures and are serving on a short term basis, a primary concern 

must be the amount of information which these teachers^ have about the

society in which they are teaching. An inspection of the eight items

ttfr^XV with weights of .3 or greater, reveals a commu- 

nality of content which might be labelled awareness of social and cUl-

which load on Fac

tural environment. A scale (Scale 6) was constructed from these eight

items. Six of the items ask the respondent to assess the level of in

formation which he has about the topic indicated in the question. The

teacher responds by selecting a number from a four-point scale which 

ranges from "very well Informed" to "very poorly informed." Three of

the six questions ask about aspects of the national society: agriculture

in Uganda, the legislative process in Uganda, and the educational system

in Uganda. The other three relate to aspects of the local environment

in which the teacher's school is located. They ask about the local

government in the area, the political structure of the major tribe in

the area, and the social and cultural characteristics of that tribe.

Since these questions are not a measure of teachers' actual

knowledge, but rather an indicator of the level of confidence which they

feel about their knowledge, the results must be interpreted with some

As teachers, the respondents have dally contact with the problemcare.

of assessing the extent of pupils knowledge and thus may be expected to 

perform somewhat better than-the average person when asked to assess

Some supporting evidence is available in the formtheir own knowledge.
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of questions dealing with efforts to study and learn about Uganda before 

Taken together, these questions will be used as 

somewhat optimistic indicators of the teachers' level of awareness about

?
coming to the country.

the society in Uganda. .—.

The other two questions in the scale relate to behavior and help 
to counter the bias'^v^ch may be present in the other questions.

One

question is a cumulative score which is based on the ntimber of vernacular

languages which a person can speak and his level of proficiency in each. 

For each language the respondent is given a score of from one to three 

as his ability varies from "several dozen common words like greetings, 

etc.,"to "easy fluency in a wide variety of situations, and ability to 

use abstract ideas in discussion." Vernacular, in this case, means any 

local language and also includes Swahili which is a regional lingua

franca, although it is less popular in Uganda than in the rest of East
5

Africa.

The final question asks teachers how many Africans they know

well enough to have some feeling for them as individuals, excluding

(The same question was included in the scale onpupils or servants.

awareness of national affairs.) Both of these last questions have the

effect of increasing the split between the Africans and the expatriates

J. Goldthorpe lists 31 tribes in Uganda, of whom at least 13 
have populations of over 100,000. All of them have their own languages, 
although a number of them are mutually intelligible. Outlines of East 
African Society (Kampala, Uganda; Makerere College Library, 1959), 
p. 36. A somewhat better indicator may be provided by the fact that 
Radio Uganda broadcasts in six vernacular languages, in addition to 
English, Swahili, and Asian languages.
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since the Africans would score higher on vernacular languages and knowl- 

\edge of Africans than virtually all of the expatriates. Including them,

however, also contributes to the differences among the' expatri'ates in

what may be important ways. A teacher who knows few Africans and has

little or no understanding of even the simplest aspects of a vernacular 

language can hardly be expected to be aware of the environment.

The scale based on tljese items is presented for the various 

teacher groups in Table 9.1. 

pattern produced by the scale on awareness of national affairs (Scale 2), 

indicating that the kinds of people likely to be aware of national politi

cal affairs are also those likely to take an interest in the structure of

The pattern is almost identical with the

(This does not mean that the two scales wouldthe society around them.

select out the same teachers within a given group of teachers, but only

that, on the average, the groups behave in similar ways on the two dimen

sions.) As must be true if the scales are to have any validity, the 

Africans rate high in comparison to the expatriates who are grouped close

ly together at the bottom.

Strong support for the rankings of the means was found when the

/•

author studied the histograms for the groups on this scale. A line was

drawn across the distributions at,+.6 which split the groups into two

parts. Taking all the expatriate teachers together, less than 5% were

above this line, while doing the same for the Africans showed that over

50% of them were above that value. The main differences among the

expatriate group's lay in the numbers of teachers who were to be found

at the very low end of the scale.

.
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TABLE 9.1

SCALE 6

AWARENESS OF SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT BY TEACHER GROUP

%

Rank of
Group on Scale

Standard
Deviations

Number 
in Group

. Mean 
Scores

Group

.64. 127 7British Trained -.33

British TEA/Vol 38 9-.36 .61

8.67 23British Local -.35

6.63 40-.32Peace Corps

28 4Missionaries +.07 .52

.47 42-.03 5Asians

57 2+.58 .52Africans

3.51 21Makerere +.39

.42 72 1Kyambogo +.65

F Ratio ■ Signif. LevelMS^^etween 

9.55

Critical differences^ by differences in rank.

within

0.33 28.93 .001

(.05 level)

C.D. (9) = .419C.D. (2) = .259 C.D. (5) = .366

^The procedure for using the critical differences in comparisons between 
pairs of means is described in the footnote to Table 7.1.

>’•
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r The Missionaries and the Asians again fall in a middle position
'' I -

■ re'flecting their significant differences from the other two sets of 

Although the Asians are mostly long term residents, and are 

urban dwellers with access to information about the society, their 

general level of awareness is significantly below that of the Africans. 

With the exceptiori"of two questions, their ranking on the questions con

tained in the scale is similar to their over-all scale ranking, 

question dealing with the legislative process they rank second, a posi

tion which reflects their higher ranking on the national awareness scale.

groups.

On one

The second question on which they differ relates to cultural knowledge

of the tribe in the area of the school. On this question they rank ninth.

a position which foreshadows their attitudes toward traditional cultures.

The Missionaries are in a similarly anomalous position. Although

they are expatriates, they rank at the bottom of the African cluster or

at the top of the expatriate cluster on all the questions contained in J

the scale. An important factor in their greater level of awareness is

probably the fact that they have the greatest amount of teaching experi-

In addition.ence in Uganda of any of the groups, including the Africans.

the nature of their task involves contact with the community and the

society in ways which most other teachers do not participate. Their 

position on this scale will receive strong support when the scale re

lating to contact with the pupils' homes and families is discussed.

The differences among the expatriate groups doss not have much

significance either statistically or in terms of the trends apparent from 

the results on individual questions. The only possible exception occurs
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with die ranking' of the Peace Corps on the question dealing with total
(■

language capability. For that question, the Peace Corps ranks fourth, 

ahead of the Asians and all the other expatriates. This position probably 

reflects two things: the fairly extensive language t-raining that Peace 

Corps volunteers receive which is much more than that given to any of the

other expatriate groups, and the effect of training which makes the vol

unteers aware of the high value which the Peace Corps administration'

places on language ability. The latter factor may have resulted in some

inflation of capabilities, although probably not enough to completely 

explain the high ranking of the group.

In looking at the items which make up this scale, one further

comment can be made about them. With the exception of the language

question, they are all of parallel construction. Thus, comparison of

over-all means for the entire sample is instructive in revealing rela

tive areas of strength and weakness in the teachers' knowledge. The

highest level is found on the question dealing with the educational 

system where the over-all mean response lies between "well informed" and 

"very well informed." This is the expected result for people who are

all teachers and thus lends support to the assumption that the teachers

are rating their levels of knowledge in a realistic manner.

On three other questions the average level of knowledge is rated 

as just below "well informed." These questions deal with agriculture in 

Uganda, the social and cultural structure of the tribe>in the area of 

the school, and the industrial development of the country. At the lowest 

level are four questions which are rated just above "poorly informed."
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■ These questions are concerned with the constitution, the legislative 

process', the local government, and the political structure of the local 
tribe.^

The pattern which emerges suggests that teachers, are most con

fident of their knowledge about the cultural and social aspects of the

nation, but less weTtuiformed about a number of aspects of the political ‘ 

system of theTnation. The latter includes not only the national system 

but also the local government and the political organization of the

tribes. The relatively low level of confidence which the teachers 

exhibit about their knowledge of such basic characteristics of the 

political system as the constitution and the legislative process can be

expected to place definite limitations on their effectiveness as agents 

of political socialization. If at some point the government makes a con

scious decision to promote an understanding of national political proc

esses, then clearly efforts will have to be devoted to training the 

teachers before they can be expected to have much influence on the pupils.

Finally, to complete the discussion of this scale it is necessary 

to look at the effect which variables like the amount-of time spent 

teaching in Uganda have on the teachers' awareness of the society. As

The questions on the constitution and industrial development 
are not in the scale but are included because of their similarity in 
intent md format. An interesting result of the question on the consti
tution is the high ranking of the Aslans. They are first, and signifi
cantly higher than the other groups. Their knowledge probably grows out 
of their direct personal interest in the provision which the new consti
tution made for citizenship and the controversy which surrounded the 
subsequent amendment of that section.
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in the case of awareness of national affairs, one expects, and indeed
f, I .

finds, a strong relationship between these two variables. The informa

tion is presented in Table 9.2 in the form of correlation coefficients

for each teacher group.

The correlation coefficients indicate a strong relationship;
hgve^

those teachers who spent a longer time teaching in Uganda are more

likely to have a high level of awareness. By cranbining this information

with the mean scores one notes that, with the exception of the mission

aries, all the expatriates begin at about the same level of awareness

and tend to increase at approximately the same rate as their period of

In contrast, the Asians and the Africans show littleservice'increases.

or no change as a function of time spent teaching, 

derives frcan growing up in the country, while for most of the expatriates

For them, awareness

awareness is a product of time spent in the country.

Table 9.2 also includes some information on the correlations be

tween awareness and the amount of studying which a teacher was able to

Teachers were asked to indicate howdo before ccaning to the country.

much studying and reading about Uganda and East Africa they were able 

to do, outside of formal training or orientation, before they came to 

the country. The question is phrased to exclude training in order to 

measure the amount of initiative which the person took beyond what was 

required. The mild positive correlations indicate that those who under

took to learn about the country before they arrived shows a tendency to 

be more aware after they arrive. The results for Peace Corps teachers 

indicate a differential effect caused by efforts beyond those required
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TABLE 9.2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AWARENESS OF SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 
AND BACKGROUND VARIABLES

Awareness by Studying 
Before Arrival

Awareness by Years 
Teaching in Ugandaa

Group

.26.56British Trained

.07.62British TEA/Vol

.67.39British Local

.43.46Peace Corps

.37.62Missionaries

.10. Asians

.00Africans

^The two student groups are not included because the independent 
variables do not apply to them.
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for their extensive training program, 

the Bri^sh Volunteers may be ascribed to the fact that nearly half the 

group were recruited under the Teachers for East Africa scheme and knew 

that they would be spending nine months studying at Makerere.

The lack of a similar effect among

To round out the understanding of the various components w;hich 

make up the teachers awareness of the national society, the results of

two other questions will be mentioned. Teachers were presented with a ' 

list of the major tribal/geographical areas of Uganda and were asked to 

the areas which they had had a chance to visit, 

and the areas which they had studied, i.e., "know something about local 

history, customs, or society."

indicate two things:

The results for the latter half of the

question are essentially the same as the over-all pattern presented by

the scale. The three African groups are clustered together with an aver

age of three areas of which they have some knowledge. In the middle

there is a somewhat dispersed cluster consisting of all the remaining

groups except the British local teachers. The middle cluster has, on

the average, made some study of about two and one-half areas. The only 

notable ranking is that of the British Volunteers who are at the top of 

this cluster, somewhat above the Missionaries. As noted in the previous

paragraph, about half the group has spent a year at Makerere, where they

were exposed to some study of Uganda.

The first half of the question is notable for an almost complete 

reversal of the pattern exhibited in the second half. The two student

groups and the Asians fall at the very bottom with an average of a bit
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"less than five areas of the country visited. The middle cluster con-
•'

sisfs^of the Missionaries, the Peace Corps, and the Africans, at about 
^ive and one-half areas visited.^ The two larger British groups are a 

little above six areas, and the British Local rank very..high, at over 

seven''areas visited. The striking thing is the African's relative lack 
of mobility. It is olil^Che 

much traveling and even then, on the average, that is less than expatri-

experienced African teacher who has done

ates of comparable years of service. There are a number of reasons for"

this disparity, but the importance lies in the extent to which it limits

the ability of the African teachers to promote a greater awareness of

the societies and cultures of the country.

Thus, in terms of exposure to Uganda, the expatriate would seem

to have something of an advantage over his African colleague. However,

his level of understanding and knowledge about what he has seen is

The Asians exhibit a level of knowledge which, ingenerally less.

general, falls between the Africans and the expatriates, but their travel

experience is the lowest of all the groups, especially if some controls

The results of this question are, of course, strongly dependent 
on the amount of time which a person has spent in the country. In par
ticular, the Peace Corps has spent an average time of only .9 of a year 
in the country compared to averages two years and more for the other 
groups. Adjusting for this variable would probably significantly alter 
the ranking of the Peace Corps and, to a lesser extent, that of the 
British Volunteers. F. B. Nelson discusses the high value placed on 
mobility by Americas and its effects on their behavior as teachers. 
"American Values and the Role of School Master in East Africa," Proceed
ings of the East African Institute of Social Research Conference, 
January, 1964 (Kampala, Uganda:' Makerere Institute of Social Research, 
1964), Part B, p. 1.
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are est^lished for length of time spent in the country. The Mission-
r.

arihs maintain a middle position on both of these dimensions, similar to

their position on the over-all scale of awareness.

. While studying and visiting different social and cultural areas 

are important aspects of a teacher's potential ability to influence pupils.

perhaps the most important aspect is the attitude which the teacher has

about the characteristics of the societies which live there. In the fol

lowing section a scale will be presented which is designed to, probe the 

teachers' feelings about the values and traditions of African societies.

Image of Traditional Cultures

The new nations of Africa seek to build a national culture com-

poimded of the old and the new. They want students to learn about the

traditional way of life and to be proud of their heritage which is de

rived from a diversity of tribal traditions. To achieve these goals in

the schools, both theory and ccmmon sense suggest that the teacher must

share these attitudes if he is to foster them in his pupils. Too often

in the past the effect of schooling has been a negative one, leading the 

pupil to reject the traditions of his people and to feel inferior to 

Europeans because of his background. An extensive study of the effects 

of interaction between European teachers and African pupils carried out 

by Jahoda indicates the ease with which, "attitudes of inferiority are 

passed on [to the pupils] by teachers, even African onea who have been 

trained by Europeans'. ,.8

8G. Jahoda, White Man; A Study of the Attitudes of Africans 
toward Europeans in Ghana during Independence (London; Oxford University
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.Theoretical discussions of the role of teachers in promoting
f. t ' ■

relations between groups and developing understanding of different cul- 
v^-

tures stress the need.for sympathetic understanding on the part of the 

Hilda Taba, discussing the problems of training teachers forteachers.

promoting.intergroup relations, points out the difficulties caused by 
the ethnocentrism of-t1i^teachers. She finds that it is a challenging

?task to get teachers to accept other ideas of what is right and wrong. 

More recent reports on the problem of teaching mutual appreciation of 

cultural values emphasizes the importance of teacher attitudes. The

general consensus seems to be that the teaching of attitudes is done

mainly be indirect and often unconscious processes, 

usually the transmission of the teacher's genuine feelings in conjunction

The net result is

10with the overt content of the message.

Press, 1961), p. 100. See also the discussion of secondary schools in 
Nigeria by Hawkes. He feels that the schools seem to demand that the 
pupil scorn traditional dress, methods, and values. N. Hawkes, 
"Culturar Transition in a Nigerian Secondary School," New Era in Heme 
and School. XLVI, No. 10 (December, 1965), pp. 234-237.

'9H. Taba^.al., Intergroup Education in Public Schools 
(Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1952), p. 294. See 
also L. A. Cook, Intereroiip Relations in Teacher Education (New York: 
American Council on Education, 1951).

10For a discussion of the problem see: Teaching Mutual Appreciation 
of Eastern and Western Cultural Values (Washington, D.C.: World Confedera
tion of Organizations of the Teaching Profession, 1959), p. 7. For a 
revealing study which presents direct support for the efficacy of the 
teachers in transmitting attitudes see the work of Jahoda. He demonstrated 
that education in Ghana acted to transmit British stereotypes of various 
nationalities. G. J^oda,"Nationality Preferences and National Stereo
types in Ghana before Independence," Journal of Social Psychology. L (1959), 
p. 174.
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’African writers are equally concerned with this aspect of educa- 

tion^ and express doubts about the role of the European in such a context 

Joseph Kizerbo feels that education must be "invested with its role of 

galvanizer of African values," even if this causes a decline in standards

Wadajo shares this concern by

\

as measured by some absolute yardstick, 
indicating the need-for^he "schools to be permeated with the ethos of 

the country," which can be done only if "the teachers' minds are them-'
..12selves full of this ethos. The report of the Kenya Education Commis

sion takes explicit notice of the expatriates and sets some goals for 

tfieir behavior.

We do not think that it is unreasonable to ask our friends, 
the foreign teachers, to remember the critically important 
role of the secondary schools in building up the national 
spirit and way of life, and to immerse themselves, as far 
as they are able, in the life of African Kenya. We would 
ask recruiting organizations to remember our need of men 
and women, who have the humility and the sensitivity to 
do precisely that, and we would add that a readiness to 
learn Kiswahili would be a decided advantage.

An important facet of a teacher's view of African life is his

feelings about the traditional customs which are embodied in the fabric

of African society. A scale was constructed from questions which probed

the teachers' attitudes toward four customs'common to most African

societies: polygamy, bride price, initiation ceremonies, and the extended

Kizerbo, "Education and African Culture," Education Panorama. 
IV, No. 2 (Summer, 1962), p. 8.

Wadajo, "The Content of Teacher Education," Education 
Panorama. VIII, No. 1 (1966), p. 7.

13S. H. Ominde (chmn.), Kenya Education Commission Report: Part I 
(Nairobi, Kenya: Government Printer, 1964), p. 80.
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family system. For each question the respondent was given a choice of
t ''

five ^mswers ranging from a strongly negative one expressing moral indig

nation about the custom, to a neutral one Indicating that there are many 

ways of doing things, to a positive one suggesting that.-the custom had 

desirable features and should be preserved. 14
All four of these questions

:Kts^f 0.5 or more on Factor IV in the factor analy-
were loaded with weig

sis. No other items were loaded on this factor.

In each case a simple definition of the custom was presented at

the beginning of the questions so that every respondent would have a com

mon referent when answering. The position of a respondent is intended to

be judged primarily according to its degree of favorabiHty rather than

A scale composedon the content of the particular alternative offered.

of the weighted sum of the responses on all four questions was constructed

and the results are set forth in Table 9.3 (Scale 7). The higher scores

represent the more favorable attitudes toward the customs.

The pattern of ranks on this scale contains some interesting dif

ferences from the patterns evident on previous scales. There are three

clusters: the highest c^e containing the Peace Corps and the Makerere 

students; the middle one consisting of the British Volunteers, the

Africans, the British Trained Teachers, and the Kyambogo students in that 

order; and the lowest cluster consisting of the British Local teachers 

The last cluster is followed, after a nearly
\

and the Missionaries.

\

14The actual text of the questions on this and all the scales are 
presented in Appendix C.2 so ffiat the reader can evaluate the interpretation 
for himself if he so desires.
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TABLE 9.3

SCALE 7

IMAGE OF TRADITIONAL CULTURE BY TEACHER GROUP^

/

Rank of
Group on Scale

Standard
Deviations

Number 
in Group

Mean
Scores

Group

.58 .British Trained .00 105 5

British TEA/Vol .41 .+.19 32 3S

British Local -.21 .44 19 7

+.36 . .48 37 2Peace Corps

-.28 .61 8Missionaries 25

-.54 .61 37 9Asians

4Africans +.11 .75 50

\6@=Makerere +.43 21 1

6Kyambogo -.05 .69 73

F Ratio Signif. Level 
7.71

MSMS
between
2,76.

within
0.36 .001

Critical differences by size of rank difference. (.05 level)

C.D. (2) = .285 C.D. (5) = .402 C.D, (9) = .461
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significant gap, by the Asians who rank lowest of all on the scale.

; The positions of two of the groups seem to be particularly inter

esting. The Kyambogo students, who have generally been quite high on the 

scales, are placed at the bottcm of the middle cluster-,below the African 

teachers and most of the expatriates. The Asian group is also of inter-
iif£h^ significantly below every other group of teachers.

The difference between the Kyambogo students and the Makerere ' 

students on this scale may be an example of the typology of personal 

values which Jahoda outlines in his study of the effect of education on 

Africans. He outlines three types: 1) the uneducated African who ac-

f:.
V
VU

est, being ranked n

cepts fully the tribal value system and is not threatened by European 

culture; 2) the African with a medium level of education whose value

system is divided between the tribal and the Western system and as a re

sult feels ambivalent and Insecure about his traditional values; and 

3) the highly educated African who has achieved autonomy from the white 

man's values and is able to create an integrated value system composed
15

of parts from both sources. The Kyambogo students would tend to be of

type two, while the Makerere students would most likely be of the third

The differences between the distributions of the scale scores fortype.

the two groups is highlighted by the fact that the distributions can be

split in such a way that only 15% of the Makerere group fall below the

dividing score while more than 55% of the Kyambogo group falls below that

value.

15G. Jahoda, White Man, op. cit., pp. 113-119.
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: Although the Kyamhogo group has a fair amount of education, their 

upward‘progress has been sidetracked by their failure to get into sixth

form or into miversity. Their chances of making the highest levels in 

the society seem to be in jeopardy and thus they would-tend to feel un

certain about themselves. Traditional customs or values might well be 

viewed as a threat fo”"their already faltering progress through an educa

tion system which is firmly based on Western values. In contrast, the

students at Makerere tend to'regard themselves as members of the elite.

by virtue of being admitted to University, and would be more ready to

support the resurgence of interest in traditional customs and values.

Having succeeded on Western terms they can afford the.risk of challenging

some of its tenets.

The similarity between the African teachers and the British

Trained groups also lends support to a hypothesis of Jahoda's. He feels

that African teachers come to accept the stereotypes held by expatriates

as a result of having themselves been educated by expatriates, 

school experience pupils internalize a set of "rather old-fashioned, 

British, middle class values which are directly at variance with some of

From the

,,16
the African values. Somewhat surprisingly, there is little relation

ship between age or years teaching in, Uganda and attitudes toward tradi

tional customs for either of these two teacher groups (see Table 9.4).

This would seem to suggest that even those teachers, both African and

British, who received their education in recent years have not acquired

16
Ibid., p. 119.
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■ a more favorable stance toward the integrity of traditional values.

t.
iThe very low position of the Asians is in direct contrast to\

their medium to high ranking on the other scales. It reflects the strong

ethnocentric tendencies of the Asian community, and, ipd.eed, even the 
subcommtnities within it.^^ The clannish, inward-looking behavior is one

of the most criticized'^pects of the Asians and is one which they them-
* 18 

selves recognize as a handicap to their acceptance in East Africa.

Their very critical response to traditional African customs is an indi

cator of the strength of their attachment to the values and customs of

their own communities. It also reflects what is often a genuine ignor

ance about the social and cultural organization of African society. An 

Asian writer recently noted that "... despite the fact that most of us 

have lived here for years, there are very few who know much of what con-
,.19stitutes good social behavior or good manners in African society.

Also scoring quite low are the Missionaries and the British Local

The position of the Missionaries reflects, in part at least.teachers.

17.For a study of intergroup attitudes in East Africa using the 
Bogardus approach see; P. Fordham, "Out-groups in East African Society," 
in Racial and Gommunal Tensions in East Africa (Nairobi, Kenya: East 
African Publishing House, 1966), pp. 84-94. He notes the very high 
antipathy toward the Asians expressed by the Africans, and also notes 
the differentiation within the Asian community.

18D. P. Ghai presents a thorough and often critical analysis of 
Asian response to the East African environment. See D. P. Ghai,
"A Social Survey," in D. P. Ghai (ed.). Portrait of a Minority: Asians 
in East Africa (Nairobi, Kenya: Oxford University Press' 1965), pp. 13-65.

19Mrs. S; Mustafa, "Racial and Cranmunal Tensions in East Africa," 
in Racial and Communal Tensions in East Africa, op. cit., p. 56.
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the fact that some of these customs are directly contrary to the teaching 

They score very low on polygamy, as one would expect, and 

also are very low on the extended family. While there is nothing directly 

contravening the teachings of the church in this latter, tradition, the 

alternatives presented stress the handicap which it places on individuals 
trying to get ahead''fiy^ard work. The author would guess that hard work 

is a characteristic which the missionaries value highly and hence have 

strong feelings about. Their responses to the questions on bride price 

and Initiation ceremonies are more moderate, falling about the middle of 

the distribution of groups.

ofsthe' church.
'—i

The pattern for the British Local group, composed almost entirely 

of wives on temporary terms, is the reverse of the Missionaries' pattern; 

the wives score quite low on bride price and initiation ceremonies, and

only moderately low on polygamy and extended family. Other than repeat

ing the statement that women are generally the bearers of a culture, and

hence tend to take more conservative positions when faced with alterna

tive values, the author has no inclination as to why they should be lower 

than the other expatriates.

almost always below that of the British Trained group, the group one

One might also note that their position is

would expect to be most similar to the British Local teachers.

Finally, a comment about the two volunteer groups. The very high

score of the Peace Corps is consistent with their positions on other

scales involving affective perceptions of the Africans .1, The author would

ascribe this to the youthful ideals of the group combined with an inten

sive training program which consciously strives to produce positive
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V

TABK 9.4

CORREIATIOKS BETWEEN IMAGE OF CULTURES AND BACKGROUND^VARIABLES

/
Image by Age 
of Teacher

Image by Years 
Teaching in Uganda

,Group

-.10 -.11British
Trained

-.36British
TEA/VoI

-.18

-.67 -.07.British
Local

+ .06 +.03Peace Corps

+ .03 -.08Missionaries

J
+ .23 + .16Asians

-.04-.05Africans

-.06Makerere

+ .15Kyambogo

s
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'attitudes toward the societies in which they will be working. A similar,
^ r

but more restrained, effect is evident for the British Volunteers. The 

difference may be due in large part to the short and relatively low key 

training program which they receive. The British TEA do.,get extended 

training at Makerere, but the.program is notable for its lack of emphasis 
on the social and cultur^ aspects of the traditional societies.

P The author had hypothesized that a relationship might exist be-
\

tween age and years teaching in Uganda and the teachers image of tradi

tional cultures. The correlation coefficients between these two variables 

and the scale were computed for each group. The results presented in 

Table 9.4' show only a mild relationship between age and attitude toward

the culture. The one exception is the group of British Local teachers

who show a strong negative correlation between age and attitude toward

traditional customs. The Asians have a mild positive correlation, indi

cating that the younger Asians tend to be more negative than the older 

This does not seem to be an encouraging sigh for progress inones.

understanding between the two groups, 

teachers show essentially no relationship over age or teaching experience, 

indicating that their attitudes are pretty well fixed when they enter the

As noted above, the African

teaching profession.

To conclude this section, a few comments will be made about the

pattern of responses by the Africans and the expatriates on the individual 

questions which make up this scale. Considering all three African groups

together, a very definite difference emerges in their preference for the

customs indicated in the four questions. Polygamy and the extended family
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are rated/as less desirable than bride price and initiation ceremonies.
I

The difference is quite large, amounting to almost one scale division 

between the means on the different questions. The pattern of ranking 

among the African groups discussed above is remarkably consistent with \
each of the four questions being identical in rank and nearly identical 

intervenln^gaps. The relatively unfavorable response by 

the Africans to polygamy may well derive fran the teachings of the church.

in size of the

Most of the primary schools in the country were run by churches until very 

recently so that the majority of the Africans in the sample would have 

received their first education in a school with a strong religious base. 

When coupled with the very negative response of the Missionaries to pol

ygamy this seems quite plausible. The lower rating of the extended family, 

by the Africans is less understandable, but also parallels the rating 

given by the Missionaries.

The rating of the various customs by the expatriates is quite

different from the rating by the Africans. Expatriates rate polygamy 

most favorably, followed closely by bride price and Initiation ceremonies.

The mean for the expatriate groups is significantly above the mean for 

the Africans on the polygamy question, but is below the African groups' 

means on both bride price and initiation ceremony. Only for the extended

family question do the Africans and the expatriates overlap significantly;

where on the average, both sets of groups express a neutral point of view.

In general, the potential effect of expatriate teachers on^pupils' feel

ings about traditional customs would appear to be quite different from

the potential effect of the African teachers.
.
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To; supplement the information on teachers' attitudes toward tradl- 

tionalV,customs two other scales will be discussed, 

to measure the degree to which the teachers have contact with the commu

nity and with the family backgrounds of their pupils. Ttiey are intended 

to provide some behavioral data for the description of the interaction 
between teacher and soetSt^.

These scales attempt

Heme Background of the Pupils

It is not enough for teachers to have favorable impressions of

traditional customs in a purely abstract way. The expatriates, in par

ticular, need to have some contact with the home and fam^y background

of their pupils in order to understand what experiences the pupils bring

to the school setting. As Taba puts it, the teachers need to "become 

acquainted with the children's experiences," and "to understand the

realities of the kids' lives" in order to know what the school should

20 Read points out that teachers must know how traditional cul-cover.

tures bring up their children in order to understand how the pupils will

Teachers' reactions to pupil21
react to Western methods of education.

behavior in the school might frequently be different if they had a better

understanding of the causes of the behavior.

The five items which load highly on Factor I all relate to vari- 

contact with the pupils' background andIous aspects of the teachers

20Taba, cit., p. 235. _

21Read, o£. cit.. p. 43.
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ehvironmMti- These-items were combined into a scale (Scale 8). Three
i

of the. it^s relate to the teachers' contact behavior, and the other two 

are teachers' self-ratings on their knowledge about pupils' backgrounds.

The latter questions are similar in format to the questions on the first 

scale discussed in this chapter (Scale 6). Teachers were given four
"vSr^well informed" to "very poorly informed" tochoices ranging from

rate their knowledge of 1) "the home and family background of the pupils" 

and 2) "the feelings and attitudes of the parents of your pupils."’

Two of the questions dealing with contact behavior are related 

directly to the family background of the pupils. One asks, "About how 

many pupils' parents have you had a chance to meet and talk with?" and

the other asks, "About how many pupils' homes have you been able to visit?" 

The fifth question does not relate directly to the pupils' homes, but.

instead, is concerned with the amount of contact which the teachers have

with officials of the local government. The rationale for its inclusion

in the scale derives initially from its loading on the factor. The load

ing indicates that teachers who are generally high on contact with families 

are also high on contact with local officials. In fact; from the author's 

experience, it is probable that the parents most often seen by the teachers 

are those who have some responsibility or position in the local community.

Sometimes these leaders serve as unofficial representatives of less well

educated parents who are reluctant to speak directly with the teachers.

These items share the common theme of contact with, the pupils'

environment and the scale constructed from them will be taken as an over

all indicator of a teacher's contact. The mean scores for eight of the

.*
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nine groups, are displayed in Table 9.5. The Kyambogo group is not scored 

on this scale because they have not had enough school experience to know 

how they would act.

The table indicates two very clear clusters of groups. A cluster 

which is high on contact and contains the Missionaries, the Asians and 

After a--lArge, statistically significant gap there is a 

lower cluster composed of all the expatriates except the Missionaries.

the Africans.

In between the two clusters, but closer to the lower one, is the group

of Makerere students. The answers of the Makerere group are based on

their experiences during their two terms of practice teaching and, in a

few cases,.previous teaching experience.

The high position of the Missionaries can be traced to their role

in the interaction between the church and the community. Many of them

carry responsibilities for activities in the parish and thus meet many

The fact that they rank as highparents in the course of their duties.

as the African teachers is, therefore, quite feasible. The high ranking

of the Asians, however, probably needs to be qualified by asking whether

their contact is mainly with African or with Asian homes, 

this question was not asked, 

them are Asian families, particularly since the great majority of the

Unfortunately,

It is quite probable, though, that most of

Aslan teachers in the sample come from two large, urban schools where

half the students are Asians.

The low scores of the remaining expatriate groups ^is an indication 

of the low level of contact which they have with pupils' homes, 

positions on the individual questions in the scale are examined, the

When the
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TABLE 9.5—)

SCALE 8

CONTACT WITH PUPILS' BACKGEDUND BY TEACHER GROUP'"'

Standard
Deviations

Number 
in Group

Rank of
Group on Scale

Mean
Scores

Group

British Trained -.15 .73 127 5

British TEA/Vol -.24 .60 38 7

British Local -.29 .62 23 8

-.18 • 40 6Peace Cpirps .57

Missionaries +.53 .89 31 1

Asians 44+.50 .57 2

+.40 .74Africans 56 3

Makerere .74 4+.02 17

MS F Ratio 
9.34

Signif. Level^between

4.50
Within
0.48 • .001

Critical-differences by rank-differences. (.05 level)

C.D. (2) = .313 C.D. (5) = .442 C.D. (9) = .507

%
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average expatriate says he has been in less than three homes. The aver

age number/of parents which the expatriates report having talked to is 

between three and five. A closer look at the responses reveals that 52% 

of the expatriates (excluding the Missionaires) have nev^^been in a

There are manypupil's home and 33% have never talked to any parents, 

practical difficulties -facing teachers who seek such contacts, including 

language barriers, non-local residence of many pupils, and the barriers - 

caused by the vast cultural and educational gaps between most of the
22parents and the teachers. The implications for the level of under

standing which the teachers.have about their pupils as a result are

something less than encouraging.

On a more positive note, though, motivation and effort do seem

to make a difference. If one compares the proportions of the expatriate

groups who have had no contact, the Peace Corps has 38% with no home

visits, while the percentages for the three British groups range from 

51% for the trained teachers to 63% for the volunteer group. Added to 

these proportions is^Ehe fact that there is a strong positive correla

tion between years spent teaching in Uganda and the amount of contact

with pupils' families. The Peace Corps have the lowest average experi

ence with only .9 years, ccmpared with the British Volunteers whose

22One headmaster had devised a creative scheme to actively encour
age teachers to make contact with the homes and communities of the pupils. 
He asked teachers to go out each year to interview prospect{.ve pupils and 
their parents, ostensibly to select those who would be most suitable, but 
primarily to give his teachers the opportunity to learn about the home 
and cdnimunity background of the pupils.
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average is the lowes't.of all the British groups at 1.8 years. 

resultsy.ndicate that it is possible for a large proportion of a group 

to have at least minimal contact with pupils' homes even when their stay

The efforts of Peace Corps Volunteers 

in this direction are probably traceable in part to the explicit value 

placed on such contacts .jJuting training and by the local Peace Corps 

officials.

These

23
in the country is quite short.

Turning to the two questions which ask the teachers to rate their 

level of knowledge about the pupils' background and the feelings and atti

tudes- of the parents, an interesting difference occurs. Taking all the 

teachers together, their confidence in their knowledge of pupils' back

grounds is quite a bit higher than their confidence about their percep

tions of the parents attitudes. The difference is striking for the

expatriates and reflects the contact data jiist discussed. For the 

Africans, Asians, and Missionaries, there is also a notable difference 

in confidence. This suggests that all the teachers feel some degree

of isolation from the community and from the thoughts of the parents.

Some of the reasons behind this separation will be discussed in the next

section.

23
The reader should remember that this discussion is based on 

averages for the groups. There are a number of individuals with high 
levels of contact in all the teaching groups. For example, about 20% 
of the British Trained group indicate that they have been in anywhere 
from four to many pupils' homes.
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ihe Schobr and the Gommunltv
I

V There has been a continuing debate about the role of the 

school in a community and the concepts the schools should be teaching. 

P. W, Musgrave, an English sociologist, compares what h^feels are the

dominant trends on this question in England and in America as follows: 
thg'"^Aool

In the United.States tries to adapt the child to the com-

In England the schoolmunity's idea as to what is right and good.

tends to derive its ideas and values from a higher strata of society

and to impose these on the students.

and"undertakes to protect the students from deviant outside pressures
24

arising from the surrounding community.

The school sets up its own system

The differences between these 

two approaciiS are reflected in the British and American teachers'

opinions about the system in Uganda.

The secondary schools of Uganda and East Africa derive their

structure and traditions primarily from the British tradition. If any- J
thing, the much greater differences in Uganda between the culture of the

school and that of the surrounding community serve to heighten the sepa-

Onyango, describing the schools of Uganda,ratist aspects of the school.

reports that the schools actively discourage contact with the outside 

and that teachers sometimes see their task as "a crusade against the

24P. W.'Musgrave, The Sociology of Education (London: Methuen 
and Co., Ltd., 1965), pp. 226-227. These generalizations are, of course, 
oversimplified, but they do represent important themes in the two coun
tries and do reflect historical traditions which continue to have in
fluence today.
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25pupils' background." .
C-

\With the coming of independence and the setting of national goals 

for development, serious questions have been raised about the pattern of 

ideas and values embodied in a school system which tends to stress dif

ferences between the school and community. A clear and incisive analysis 

of this problem is provided'^n- the writing of Julius Kyerere in Education 

for Self-Reliance. He describes the problem as follows:

Equally important is ... the fact that Tanzania's education 
is such as to divorce its participants from the society it 
is supposed to be preparing them for. This is particularly 
true of secondary schools, which are inevitably almost en
tirely boarding schools; _  But the school is always
separate; it is not part of society.... The few who go 
to secondary schools are taken many miles away from their 
homes; they live in an enclave, having permission 'to go 
into the town for recreation, but not relating the work 
of either town or country to their real life — which is 
lived in the school compound

Other commentators have expressed the same concern about the situ

ation, D. G. Bums, writing about African education, emphasizes the need 

for the school to build contact with the community, to give pupils oppor-
27 Thetunities to practice and to participate in community activities. 

relative lack of such activities was quite clear from the..author's study

25B. Onyango, “A Study of Discipline and Punishment in the Schools 
of England and Uganda with reference to Character Training" (unpublished 
Master's thesis. Institute of Education’i'University of London, 1961), 
p. 251. - -

J. K. Ityerere, Education of Self-Reliance (Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania: Government Printer, 1967), pp. 9-10.

27D. G. Burns, African Education (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1965), p, 82.
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of sthool characteristics. Headmasters were asked several questions which 

concerned, the interaction between the school and the community. An ex- 

ample is the question about the frequency with which the school held an 

open day when parents and the community were invited to visit the school. 

Nearly half (47%) of the schools indicated that they never had open days, 
17% said they had them every'^ouple of years, and only 36% indicated that 

they held them annually.

It is clear that many sources consider there is a need for 
«r

greater and more effective contact between the schools and the community. 

Since it is the teachers who have the most direct influence over such

activities, their attitudes and feelings about the current situation are

To measure their dispositions a scale was constructedof some importance.

from the three items which load on Factor XVI (Scale 9). All three of the

questions deal directly with the problem of school-community relations.

Because of the dissatisfaction of many observers with the current situa

tion, the items and the scale are scored in such a way that a high score

represents a high degree of dissatisfaction with the present pattern of 

interactions, and a low score indicates that the respondent is generally

satisfied with the conditions which exist.

The first question in the scale presents the teachers with the 

"The school should be part of the communi^ty in which it is 

located, with pupils and local people jointly engaged in self-help schemes 

and other community projects." The four alternate answers range from 

"both pupils and parents would rightly object that such things are not 

part of the job of the secondary school," to "such activities are highly

statement;

>
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desirable and would have.a very beneficial effect on pupils' attitudes." 
Th^'midd^^'SiiOydl^ematives stress, in greater or lesser degree, the 

practical difficulties involved relative to the benefits to be derived

from such activities.

The second question asks teachers to indicate their degree of 

satisfaction with the exis-ting pattern of relationships between their 

school and the community. Ihe third question presents the teachers with 

a dichotomoiis choice between a statement supporting the physical isola

tion of schools because it "reduces the distracting and often conflict

ing influences of the community on the pupils," and a statement criti

cizing the isolation because it "reinforces the tendency toward an edu

cation unrelated to the needs of the society." Thus, two of the questions

tap specific aspects of school-community interaction, and one of them 

measures the general level of satisfaction.

The mean scores of the groups are presented in Table 9.6. 

over-all pattern shows the Makerere students with a very high score,
S

followed after a large gap by the Peace Corps, the British Volunteers, 

and the Ky^ambogo students, 

containing the British Trained group, the Asians-, and the Africans.

After another sizeable gap, which almost reaches statistical significance, 

come the last two groups, the British Local teachers and the Missionaries.

The

Then, after a small gap, there is a cluster

The top four groups on this scale are the same groups which indicated a 

high level of dissatisfaction on the earlier scale measuring^the percep-

The two scales have a correlationtion of the relevance of education.

coefficient of .32 over the entire sample of teachers, indicating that
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r TABLE 9.6t:
\J

SCALE 9

PERCEPTION OF SCfflOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS BY TEACHER GROUP

Standard Number
Deviations in Group

Rank of
Group on Scale

Mean _ 
Scores

Group.

5British Trained -.03 .72 103

British TEA/Vol .69 30 3+.12

-.36 20 3British Local .70

36 •2+.23 .67Peace Corps
-.47 .79 26 9Missionaries

42 7-.08 .61Asians

.74 59 6-.04Africans

1Makerere +. 60 .61 20

69 4.69Kyambogo +. 10

. Signif. LevelF Ratio^^etween 
2,. 10

Critical differences by size of rank difference.

MS
within
0.49 4.26 .001

(.05 level)

C.D. (2) = .317 C.D. (5) = .448 . C.D. (9) = .512
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they probably share a common thread of satisfaction-dissatisfaction with 
j! ' V

the educational system.

The relative positions of the Americans and the British is in 

keeping with their own experience. The Peace Corps group shows a fair 

amount of dissatisfaction because the pattern in Uganda differs consider

ably from the ideals transififtted 

On the other hand, the school system in Uganda is a familiar one for the 

British and, for many of them, coincides with what they have been taught 

is most desirable. As in the earlier scale, the British Volunteers show

to them in their own school experience.

the highest degree of dissatisfaction among the British groups. The 

difference between the two volunteer groups can be ascribed mainly to

the British Volunteers' familiarity with the system.

The low score of the Missionaries is consistent with their general

For most of them thelevel of satisfaction with the existing system.

situation is a familiar one based on their long experience in the country.

and they see no great need for changes. The low position of the British 

Local teachers may be ascribed, in part, to their concern for maintenance 

of social and moral values. In keeping with their relatively unfavorable 

view of traditional cultures, they would tend to'support effprts to main

tain the values and goals of the school culture.

On this scale, though, the bulk of the teachers are grouped 

closely together at a position which represents only mild dissatisfaction 

with the system as it exists. The written comments about the^ question on 

joint school-community projects reveal that concerns lie primarily with 

the practical difficulties in promoting greater interaction. The majority
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of tlie comments take the form of stating that more participation is 

• theoretically desirable and has their support but, and then a list of

the problems involved follows. The difficulties fall into two categories: 

practical problems like transport, communications, and arr^gements for

suitable.projects; and the corrupting influence of the prevalent customs 
conceimi-ng'^cohol

in the community and sex.

Having experienced most of these problems in organizing various

school activities, the author is well aware of their reality. However,

it is encouraging to note that approximately 80% of the schools in the 

sample'have some form of school-community project on at least a sporadic 

Admittedly, these are small scale, involving not more than a 

dozen students in most cases, but their existence demonstrates that.

basis.

with effort, the practical problems- can be solved.

The second category of problems reflects a conflict of a more

It is here that the philosophy that the school is anbasic nature.

institution which protects the pupils from the standards of the community 

becomes most -visiBle. All too frequently the resultant effect is unre

solved value conflicts in the pupils as they develop two conflicting

standards of behavior; one for school, and one for the community.

notable for its absence in the continued discussion of these problems

are suggestions that one learns to cope with the temptations of life 

by gradual introduction to them in controlled situations, rather than 

by absolute isolation followed by total submergence in reality.

The results of this scale indicate that the great majority of

the teachers now in the schools do not feel that the resources of the
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school are sofficient-to deal with a greater level of school-connuunity 

interaction.

academic aspects of school life, there is little staff time remaining

Given the scarcity of staff resources required for the

to cope with the non-academic aspects involved in community^activities. 

Of course, this allocation of resources derives from the implicit
fhe^cademic aspects of the school are of much

priority decision that 

greater importance than the other activities. The outlook, barring

major policy changes at the national level, is for continued participa-

Possibly the newer teacherstion at about the current level of activity, 

from Kyambogo and Makerere, combined with the volunteers, can gradually

increase the amount of interaction, but ultimately this depends on sup

port- from the headmasters and the senior members of staff.

The Teacher Interacts with the Society, the Community.

and the Pupils' Families

A summary of the four scales discussed in this section is pre- 

The figure allows the reader to compare both the 

rankings and the size of the intervals between groups for the four scales. 

Each group is Indicated by the two letter code explained at the bottom 

To test the significance of the difference between any 

pair of groups on a particular scale, the reader must refer to the criti

cal differences given in the table where the scale was originally 

presented. \

sented in Figure 9.1.

of the chart.

The pattern presented by these four scales bears some resemblance 

to the relations evident in the scales about the teachers' perceptions
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t

Contact With S^ool - 
Community 

Background Interaction

Image of 
Traditional Pupils 
Culture

Scale
Value

Awarenes s 
of Social 
Environment

IKYa+ aa MK+.60 M
AF

MK®+.50

AF
+.40 PC'MK

+ .30
BV PC

+ .20

+ .10 AFM

0.00 TAS F
SKY-.10 ,BT

B!
-.20 ‘0,

BVPC
BT-.30 BLM BL

-.40

M
-.50

-.60 AS

^ey: KY = Kyambogo; AF = African; MK = Makerere; AS = Asian; M = 
Missionaries; PC = Peace Corps; BV = British TEA/Vol; BT = British 
Trained; BL = British Local

FIGURE 9.1 COMPARATIVE RANKING OF TEACHER GROUPS ON FOUR ,SCALES
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■ of th'e government discussed in Chapter VII.

would seeal to, he useful here to. make the distinction between affective 

and cognitive components of the teachers' relations with the social and

As in that chapter, it

cultural environment. The two scales which reflect an affectp/e compon

ent are the image of the traditional culture and the feelings on school- 

community interaction. The-dther 

ment and contact with pupils' families, are more concerned with the cog-

two scales, awareness of social environ-

nitive aspects since they involve knowledge and contact.

Three of the groups exhibit a clear difference between their

ranking'on the affective scales and their ranking on the cognitive scales.

The Makerere students, the Peace Corps, and the British Volunteers rank

one, two, and three on the affective scales, and, except for Makerere,

much lower on the cognitive scales. These groups show strong positive

orientations toward the culture and toward the community, but have less

information about and contact with the social environment than do the

The members of these groups are generally younger andother groups.

have had less teaching experience than the members of the other groups.

Whether the Makerere group will move toward the position of .-the other

groups lower on the scale as they get older and begin teaching, is a 

matter for conjecture. The volunteer groups are continually being re

plenished as new ones arrive to replace those who have finished their 

two years of service, and one can expect these groups to retain fairly 

similar attitudes.

The potential socialization role of these groups would seem to lie

mostly in the area of positive orientations rather than in functioning
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as a!source of specifia information about the community, the local 

government, or the pupils' parents. They would appear to have more 

tolerance for traditional ways which differ from Western customs and 

more likely to be able to lead the pupils toward a feeling of pride 

in their heritage. Similarly, they are more likely to support greater

interaction wlth'-fiie community and to feel that the gains from

are

levels of
such activities outweigh whatever risks are involved.

The Makerere group is unique in that it is also relatively high 

on the cognitive dimensions, ranking third and fourth on them, 

group thus seems to have the highest potential for being effective as

They combine positive orienta-

This

agents of socialization in these areas, 

tions with the knowledge and contacts necessary to make effective use of 

thel</ positive feelings.

tiaL when they become teachers remains to be seen, but the potential

To what extent they will mobilize this poten-

does seem to exist.

Four of the remaining groups show just the reversal of the above 

The African teachers, the Kyambogo students, the Missionaries,pattern.

and the Asians all rank high on the cognitive dimensions and noticeably

These groups contain teachers who gener-lower on the affective scales.

ally have fairly long teaching experience and who have been residents

As a result these groups haveof their local communities fox some time.

contact with parents, with local government officials, and with the 

This greater level of awareness is coupled with affec

tive orientations which, if not negative, are at least much less positive

These experienced groups

more

local society.

than those of the three groups just discussed.
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seem’more concerned about the preservation of the school culture as 

separate ^from' that of the community and more devoted to the conservation
.. ‘'-W A.

of Western values and customs embodied in the school routines. While a 

number of them would express concern over specific aspects ojE the school, 

their over-all posture is one of relative satisfaction with things as 

they stand.

The socialization effects of these groups would presumably be 

similar to what it has been in the past. They would tend to produce 

ambivalent feelings in pupils about traditional customs and reinforce 

pupils'■ latent feelings of inferiority. At the same time the school 

experience would tend to- reinforce the; gap which education produces be

tween the pupils and their parents. The sense of elitism would be re

inforced as contacts with the community continue to be limited and the 

pupils learii life styles which are distant from those of the majority 

of the community.

The inclusion of the Kyambogo students in this group is somewhat 

surprising since they do not have long teaching experience and are 

generally younger. The fact that they have spent their lives in Uganda 

probably accounts for their higher level of cognitive awareness. But 

their relatively lower affective orientation is worthy of notice. The 

author suggested earlier in this chapter that this might be related to 

their 'arrested' careers, in the sense that they had not reached the 

highest levels. However, this is a limited explanation and certainly 

does not seem very appealing in terms of the students' viewpoints about 

school-community interaction. It would seem that their influence on the
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schools will'probably be supportive of the current situation since their 

viewpoints are similar to those of the majority of the existing teachers. 

Contributing to their supportive position will be the effects of their 

lower status as non-graduates. Initially, they will find th^elves in 

the position of having to prove their worth and will be even less likely, 
to’ attemp€^o change the situation which they find.

The author would hypothesize, though, that as they settle in they will 

become potential recruits for support of innovations undertaken by other

as a consequence.

members of staff.

■ The two remaining groups, the British Trained teachers and the

British Local- teachers, have rankings which are fairly constant across

The trained teachers rank fifth on three scalesthe four dimensions.

Thus, their position is one of generaland seventh on the fourth.

satisfaction with the situation as it exists and of fairly low cognitive

The British Local teachers are similar,awareness of the environment.

but rank either seventh or eighth on all the scales, showing even less

awareness and concern about existing patterns. Both of these groups

confront a situation which is similar to what they have experienced at 

home and which they have been socialized into. Thus, it is natural that

the average member of these groups feels generally satisfied with the

system and not particularly inclined toward changes in relations with 

the community or toward changes in the school culture.

The socialization to be expected from these groups i^ also 

similar to what has been experienced in the past. In contrast with the 

Africans and the Asians, this group has less awareness of the outside
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The resultcommunity and the society, in which the school is operating, 

is that their commitment to the current set-up is based primarily on its

familiarity. The author would hypothesize that a large part of this 

group could be moved toward a greater level of concern and a more posi

tive orientation toward traditional society if they were given a form of 

training which was designed-t^ make them more aware of the society and 

■ the community. This wotild be particularly valuable if they could be made 

to feel that they had a share in the goals of the process and, hence, 

able to identify at least partially with the national aspirations 

of the-country. Since most of these teachers receive almost nothing in 

the way of training or orientation before beginning to teach, the scope 
for improvement is considerable.^^

This chapter has presented four scales relating to the cognitive, 

and affective awareness of the teachers about the surrounding social and 

cultural aspects of the environment. Definite patterns of contrast be

tween the two dimensions were noted for most of the groups and the impli

cations for the groups' effect as socialization agents was discussed.

As in the previous chapter, the great majority of the teachers are 

generally satisfied with current patterns. Only-in the case of the 

volunteers and some of the African students do there seem to be strong 

concerns about the role of the school. These groups have the potential

were

Answers to the question about orientation, indicate that 60% of 
the trained teachers did not have any orientation. The 40% that did 
attended a three day conference of lectures and discussions relating to 
all of East Africa.
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to act as sources of ipnovation, but they must win support from the more 

influential members of staff who generally do not feel that major changes 

are necessary.
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~ CHAPTER X.

TEACHER PARTICIPATION AND INNOVATION IN THE SCHOOli

The previotis chapters have dealt primarily with the knowledge, 

attitudes, and values of the teachers as they related to issues of im

portance for education in Uganda. In order to provide a more balanced 

view of the teachers, the emphasis in this chapter will shift to a dis

cussion of teachers' behavior which relates to the teachers'-kilties in 

the school. The first part will focus on the ways in whicli’ the teacher 

spends his time: his teaching load, his administrative responsibilities, 

and his participation in sports and activities in the school. The second 

part will discuss the number and type of changes which teachers have 

tried to make. The frequency of innovation attempts will also be dis

cussed in terms of the average level of dissatisfaction with the system 

as displayed by the groups in scales discussed in earlier chapters.

The Teacher in the Classroom

The average teaching load for each'group was computed using

only those teachers who indicated that they were employed on a full-time 

Headmasters and deputy headmasters are not included in these 

averages since they frequently have lighter teaching loads to allow them

As Table 10.1 indicates the

basis.

to carry out their other responsibilities.
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majority of the,teachers have teaching schedules that average about 26 

periods aS^week.^ The British Trained and the British Local groups are 

slightly above that figure, and the Asians and Africans are slightly 

below that level. The British Volunteers and the Missionaries have 

teaching loads of 27 periods a week, on the average, while the Peace 

Corps has the lowest averager-^ just under 25 periods per week.

The differences among these groups is not large enough to be 

statistically significant in most cases, although the differences between 

the extreme groups does reach significance at the .05 level. The un

usually- large difference between the two volunteer groups is worthy of

The.British Volunteers have the highest average teaching loads 

of all the groups. The author would attribute this to their youth and 

enthusiasm, coupled with their familiarity with the school system and 

its syllabi. In contrast, the Peace Corps Volunteers, who are equally

comment.

young and enthusiastic, are not at all familiar with the school, system

In addition, the Peace Corps Volunteersor the content of the syllabi.

lack formal teacher training while nearly half of the British Volunteer
2

group hold teaching diplomas, 

is the feeling of many headmasters that the Peace-Corps Volunteers are

Coupled with this difference in training

A class period is usually 40 to 50 minutes in length depending 
on the school. The'number of periods in a week varies from about 35 to 
40, again depending on the school. To be more precise these averages 
woild have to be controlled for these variations.

2 '
Forty percent of the British Volunteers are members of the

Teachers for East Africa project which includes a one year teaser train
ing course at Makerere University before they begin teaching. ’
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TABLE 10.1

TEACHING LOADS FOR FULL-TIME TEACHERS BY TEACHER GROUP' ^

NumberTotal
Teaching
Load

Number of 
Full-Time 
Teachers

Group Average 
HSC Teaching Teaching 
Load^ HSC Classes

°U of Group 
Teaching 
HSC Classes

% of Group 
Assigned to 
HSg Schools

26.3=British
Trained

115 11.6 47 41% 53%

British
TEA/Vol

27.1 36 10.8 12 33% 47%

British
Local

26.2 13 8.5 2 '% 52%

I

Peace .Corps 24.7 39 43.0 10% 18%to

I

26.8 23Missionaries 11.0 6 26% 34%

25.9 40 9.6 76%Aslans 5 12%

44 6.8Africans 25.8 8 18% . 25%

I 1TOTALS 26.1 310 10.4 84 27% 45%/

a Excludes headmasters and deputy headmasters 
HSC means Higher School Certificate 

= Classes per week



a'new'and untried group.. Headmasters are reluctant to assign them heavy 

teaching reisponsihilities until the volunteers have demonstrated their 

abilities. The British Volunteers are a more familiar quantity since 

they come from the same culture as most of the headmasters; thus, they

are more likely to be assigned heavier teaching responsibilities.

of--t{i^
The high ranking Missionaries reflects their long years

of experience and their positions of responsibility as subject heads and

senior members of staff. When the school is short of staff, it is the
V

older, more experienced members of staff who are more likely to be

assigned to the extra classes. Since Missionaries remain in. the school

longer than volunteers they are a more likely choice for extra classes

since they will be available to provide continuity in the presentation

of a subject to a given class.

Table 10.1 also gives information on the proportion of the teach

ing load which involves classes in the fifth and sixth forms (Higher

School Certificate). With about eleven classes per week, the Missionaries,

the British Trained teachers, and the British Volunteers have the highest

average teaching loads of Higher School classes. They are followed by a

cluster consisting of the Asians, the Africans, and the British Local

teachers whose loads range from seven to nine classes per week. The Peace

Corps Volunteers are very low, with only an average of three Higher School

classes per week.

The situation is complicated by the fact that not all t^eachers 

are in schools which have Higher School classes and not all the teachers

teach Higher School classes even though the school offers them. The
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■ last three columns in Table 10.1 help to clarify these conditions, 

fourth coluto gives the actual number of teachers in each sampling group
—i '

who are teaching classes at the Higher School level; the fifth column 

indicates the percentage._ Thus, the 47 British Trained teachers who 

teach Higher School classes represent 41% of the total of 115 British 
Trained teachers in the,sai4^e. 

involved, gie percentages for the groups other than the British Trained 

and the British Volunteer must be considered as only crude approximations

The

Because of the small numbers of teachers

At best, one can say that, except for theof the population figures.

British Trained and British Volunteer groups, somewhere between 10% and

20% of the teachers teach Higher School classes.

To measure the relative opportunity which teachers have to teach

Higher School classes, the percentages given in the last column indicate 

the proportion of each group who teach in a school with Higher School 

classes. Comparison of the percentages of teachers who teach classes 

with the proportions of teachers who have the opportunity to teach Higher 

School classes gives a more accurate indication of teacher utilization. 

For example, compare the British Trained group, where 53%.,are assigned 

to schools having Higher School classes and 41%-are actually teaching

such classes, to the case of the Asians where 76% are assigned to schools

having these classes but only 12% are teaching at that level, 

trast, the Peace Corps has only 18% assigned to such schools but has 10%

In con-

teaching Higher School classes.

In theory, a teacher needs to have an Honors degree in his sub

ject in order to be fully qualified to teach sixth form. The need for
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such’high qualifications largely explains the pattern of utilization of 

teachers 'at this level. The teachers whom headmasters are most likely

to assign to sixth form work are those with a strong academic background 

and with considerable teaching experience. Thus, groups like the Peace 

Corps, the Asians, the Africans, and the British Locals are less likely 
to be teaching in Higher ScKo^ classes. The result is that about 70% 

of the teachers in the Higher School classes are either British Trained

teachers or British Volunteers. The rigor and specificity of the sylla

bus at the Higher School level makes it difficult for teachers who have

not themselves passed through the system to provide the specialized

training which-pupils must have in order to pass the examinations.

The over-all pattern displayed in Table 10.1 indicates that the

average teaching loads for the different teacher groups are quite compar

able, but that the content of the teaching load varies considerably among

The. two major British groups are much more likely to have subgroups .

stantial numbers of Higher School classes than the other groups. More

detailed analysis of subjects and form levels would show even greater 
differences among the groups in utilization patterns.^ However, the

groups with the greatest teaching loads tend to be those with the most

•^training and experience in teaching.

To complement the measures of classroom teaching, a number of 

other types of information were collected from the teachers; these

^The author has much of this,data and hopes to pursue the subject 
of teacher utilization in a siibsequent ptiblication. Unfortunately such 
an effort is outside the limits of the present document.
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included measures .of participation in sports and activities and measures 

of out-of-class 'responsibilities. Since most of the schools are board-
V..—i'

ing schools, an important part of the teachers' task is to p~articipate 

in all facets of school life.

in Out^f-Class ActivitiesThe Teacher Participates
The indicators discussed in this section are all based on ques

tions which asked the teacher to describe his current extra-curricular 

activities and to give an estimate of the amount of time which they took 

All of these indicators are subject to bias on the part ofeach week;
the respondent, but since they are being used in a comparative way there 

is less need-to be concerned about the absolute accuracy of the estimates. 

Implicit in the comparison, however, is the assumption that members of 

the various groups tend to randomly over- or under-estimate their time.

To the extent that groups systematically bias their reports the results 
4

are less reliable.

The first two questions to be presented concern the teachers 

participation in sports and in school societies or activities,

the questions are scored as follows: one represents no involvement

In both

cases

^The results being presented here are generally of an impression
istic, order-of-magnitude level. For more precise use of the results, 
careful analysis of the data in comparison with other sources would be 

One might well argue that differences in concepts of time.necessary.
of norms' for teacher behaviors, and in cultural value constellations 
would have significant effects.on the results: The purpose in present
ing the data as it stands is to provide at least crude Indicators in an 
area where virtually no systematic data of any kind now exists.
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at all, two indicates participation for about one'hour per week, three 

indicatesyparticipation in one activity for over one hour a week, and 

four indicates participation in two or more activities. The first ques

tion refers only to participation in sports. The second question refers 

to other activities like clubs, societies, school trips, etc. The 
scores and ranks of the seve£^teacher groups are presented in Table 10.2.

The resulting pattern again indicates that the two volunteer 

groups are similar: each have a ranking of first or third on the two 

questions. The Peace Corps is higher on sports participation while the 

British Volunteers are higher on participation in other activities. The 

distributions show that more than 60% of each group is involved in at 

least one sport and one activity. The British Trained group's level of 

participation in sports is similar to the two volunteer groups, but is 

somewhat lower, on the average, on participation in other activities.

The British Local teachers rank seventh in sports, since most of them

are women, but rank equally with the volunteers on participation in ac

tivities. The absolute level of participation of the top three groups 

on both questions indicates that, on the average, members of these groups 

spend more than one hour a week on a sport and more than one hour a week 

on some other activity.

In contrast to their high -position on over-all teaching load, 

the Missionaries drop to a ranking of fifth on both of these questions. 

Two factors contribute to this: their considerably older average age 

and their heavier than average involvement in administrative activities

The difference between thebecause of their senior positions.
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TABLE 10.2

PARTICIPATION IN SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES BY TEACHER GROUP'"-

t

Participation 
in Activities ^

Rank on 
Activities

Rank on 
Sports

Participation 
in Sports'S

Group

42.082British
Trained

2.22

2.69 12.14 3British
TEA/Vol

2.38 27British
Local

1.46

32.182.23 1Peace Corps

1.96 . 51.91 5Missionaries

1.52 761.52Asians

1.93 641.98Africans

^ This column contains mean scores on level of participation.
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Missionaries and. the top.groups is indicated by the fact that only 40% 

are involved in at least one sport or one activity.

The African teachers' profile on participation is similar to that 

of the Missionaries; they rank fourth and sixth on the two questions. 

Their relatively low level of participation may stem in part from the
sports"^ activities require skills and interestsfact that many of the

which the Africans have not had the opportunity to develop during their 

Also, many of the societies depend on knowledge ofschool experience,

hobbies and other non-academic interests which are not readily available

In such activities the expatriate hasto a child growing up in Africa, 

a considerable advantage because of the opportunities offered in his

home society.
Finally, the Asians rank significantly lower than the other

This may be due to the fact that the Asiansgroups on both questions, 

teach primarily in day schools which have fewer activities and which

devote much less time to them. The result is that only 25% of the Asians

Teaching in a dayparticipate at any level in a sport or activity, 

school tends to reinforce the teachers' concept of his role .as one which

is carried on during school hours and which is much more separate from 

the rest of his life than is .the case in a boarding school. The author 

would predict that the average Involvement in extra-curricular activities 

of all teachers in day schools would be noticeably less than for those 

in boarding schools. It is difficult to say whether this would entirely 

account for the lower participation level of the Asians. One might 

hypothesize that the varied and extensive community and family life of
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the Asians would place heavier demands on their time than comparable 

activitiessfot Africans or expatriates.

An important part of a teachers' role in Ugandan schools is the 

variety of administrative and supervisory tasks which must beundertaken 

in addition to classroom teaching, 
the way of supporting staff-^o^elp 

larly in boarding schools the number of non-teaching roles which must be

Teachers are expected to run

Most of the schools have little in

in performing these tasks. Particu-

filled by the staff are quite extensive.

the library, act as housemasters, organize everything from the collection 

of school fees to the acquisition of pupils' uniforms, and provide super

vision at all times during the term.

Teachers were asked a number of different questions designed to

measure the extent of their involvement in such activities. A summary

of the results is presented in Table 10.3. The first column reports the 

percentage of each group which has the responsibility of being a form 

master. The second column shows the percentage engaged in teaching 

special classes outside of the regular schedule; the purpose of these 

classes ranges from remedial work to special advanced work for ah optional 

part of the examinations. Making extra efforts of this kind is a good 

indicator of the degree of a teacher's involvement in his work. The third 

column contains the average number of hours per week which members of

each group spend on administrative activities, including housemaster for 

a dormitory, subject master in charge of all arrangements for ^he teach

ing of a particular subject in the sdiool, careers master, or having

It does not include involvement in sportsresponsibility for the library.
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TABLE 10.3

a
PARTICIPATION IN ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES BY TEACHER GROUP’

% Who Are * % Teaching
Form Masters Special 

Classes

Average Hrs. Total Hrs in 
Administrative Non-class 
Activities

Group

Activities

British
Trained

747.,(2)" 327. 3.4 7.8
(5) (4) (3)

507. 3.2 8.0British
TEA/Vol

587,
(5) (1) (5) (2)

547. 5.3British
Local

57, 2.2
(7) (7)(6) (7)

367. 3.7 9.0827.Peace Corps
(1) (4) (2) (1)

397. 367. 3.5 7.6Missionaries
(3)(7) (3) (4)

687. 207. 2.9 5.5Asians
(6) (6;(4) .<6)

7'. 6”717, 447. 3.7Africans
(5)(3) (2) (1)

^ Includes only those teachers who are full-time & excludes headmasters 
and deputy headmasters.
^ The number in parentheses is the rank of the group on that column.
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or societies. Thelast column in Table 10.3 is a cumulative total for 

all.the out-bf-glass activities of the teacher which relate to school 

life. The numbers represent the average number of hours which members 

of each group spend on all the tasks previously discussed, including the 

sports and activities shown in the preceding table and the hours reported

activities. The numbers in parentheses 

represent the ranking of the group on the type of participation being dis

cussed in the column. For example, the British Trained group ranks second 

in terms of the percentage who are form masters and fourth in terms of 

the number of hours spent on administrative activities.

The information in the first two columns is presented as an 

example of the kinds of activities in which teachers are frequently 

engaged, ^proximately two-thirds of the teachers hold positions as 

form masters, althou^ the percentage for individual teacher groups' 

ranges from 82% for the Peace Corps to 39% for the Missionaries. The 

British Trained teachers, the Africans, and the Asians have about 70% 

acting as form masters, while the British Volunteers and the British 

Local group are lower with about 55%. The position of form master is 

a relatively low level administrative position which"can. be an important 

channel of communications but is often used only for administrative tasks

a^^win column three for administr

The low proportion of Missionaries involved in thissuch as attendance.

task may be a reflection of their relatively higher involvement in more 

demanding administrative tasks in the school. ,

The second column in Table 10.3-demonstrates the extent to which

teachers are engaged in teaching classes other than those regularly
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1%

scheduled.
f, ?

special classes;
—I

the British Volunteers to a low of 15% for the British Local teachers. 

The rankings of the various groups on this question are fairly^similar

About-one-third of the total group is engaged in teaching

The averages for indi-vidual groups range from 50% for

to their rankings on the questions dealing with sports and activities.
Afric^s who rank somewhat higher in givingThe only exception is the 

special classes than they did on sports and other acti-vities.

The high proportion of British Volunteers who are engaged in 

special classes is in keeping with their high over-all class loads. 

These teachers tend to be both enthusiastic and knowledgeable about the 

content of the syllabi for some of the optional examinations. As a 

result, a large proportion are willing to take on extra classes. The 

Peace Corps Volunteers rank fourth on special classes in comparison to 

their ranking of seventh on teaching loads. Presumably this difference 

also reflects enthusiasm which motivates them to help with remedial 

classes and, perhaps, with classes outside the scope of the formal

syllabi.

The figures in column three show that, as a whole, the teachers 
spend just over three hours a week on administrative activities.^ 

differences among groups are not large but the pattern of relationships

The

^ ^It should be noted that this figure does not include tjjine spent 
preparing for classes, correcting papers, or any other acti-vities directly 
relating to the classroom role of the teacher. This time applies only to 
responsibilities for out-of-class activities.
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is similar to the pattern in Table 10.2 which presents groups' partici-

Two notable differences do occur,pation in sports and activities.

The Africans rank first on administrative time compared withhowever.

a ranking of about fifth on the other activities. This may ^_flect the

fact that most schools have very few African teachers and the headmaster 
African'^m^bers

frequently relies on of staff to provide needed communi

cations between the primarily expatriate staff and the African pupils.

The low position of the British Volunteers may be a consequence of their

high teaching loads and their high levels of participation in other 

activities. As a result they have little time or energy left for taking

on adminstrative responsibilities.

The final column presents the average number of hours per week

spent on all out-of-class activities. This includes the-administrative 

activities just discussed, the activities presented in Table 10.2, extra 

classes, and time spent as form master. As before, it does not include

any of-the time which the teacher spends in preparing for class or in 

correcting pupils' papers, 

hours a week.

The average for all teachers is about 7.5

Since administrative duties take about three hours a week

the remaining four and one-half hours represent involvement in sports, 

societies, special classes, and time spent as form master. To appreciate 

the magnitude of this figure one must remember that it is an average.

Many teachers spend much more than this amount of time on non-class

acti-vities in the school.

The differences among the groups on average total time are large

enough to be of some significance. Several interesting differences emerge
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when total time On non-class activities is compared with total time in 

class, as indicated by average teaching loads. The Peace Corps has the 

lowest average teaching load but has the highest total time spent on 

other activities. This pattern is reflected in the individual..items 

shown tn Tables 10.2 and 10.3. The Peace Corps Volunteers rank high

extra classes where they are fourth.
oTie"^

on all of them except the 

This pattern seems to indicate a channeling of the enthusiasm and 

of the Peace Corps Volunteer into areas where his lack ofenergy

familiarity with the system is not a handicap.

The pattern for the British Volunteers shows interesting simi

larities with the Peace Corps, except for the different rankling on total 

teaching load. The British Volunteers have the highest teaching load of

all the groups, and rank second on over-all time spent outside of class. 

They are lower only on administrative activities and on the proportion

In terms of the activities discussed in this chap

ter the British Volunteers would appear to be the most valuable group of 

teachers because of their high levels of output.

Three other groups follow closely behind the British Volunteers 

in terms of average time spent on non-class activities.

Trained teachers, the Missionaries, and the Africans all spend about 

seven and three quarters hours a week on these tasks. Their rankings 

are nearly the same on total teaching loads, indicating that their 

efforts in one area do not seem to reduce the amount of time spent in 

One notes that, although the magnitude of the difference 

is not very large, the African groups rank either fifth or sixth on

who are form masters.

The British

the other.
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both of these suminary indicators. The only exception being administra

tive activities__^here they rank first. This relatively low ranking may 

indicate some differences in the perception of the teachers' role. 

Compared to the expatriate, the African seems to be less willing»fo 

immerse himself in school activities. The greater degree of immersion 
of the expatriate teacher in "sch^l life may be a result of his lack

of belonging to and consequent lack of involvement in local and family

For the expatriate the school becomesactivities in the community, 

home, and he tends to compensate for the lack of outside involvement 

and sources of entertainment by creating a full life for himself within 

In the author's opinion it would be unrealistic to. expect 

comparable levels of involvement from local teachers now or in the

The influx of younger, enthusiastic teachers from the training " 

college at Kyambogo may raise the average amount of involvement, but it 

is unlikely to reach the high levels produced by some of the expatriates.

the school.

future.

A contributing factor to the difference between the local teachers 

and the expatriates is the relative length of commitment of the two kinds 

For most of the expatriates the commitment is for two or 

Knowing this, they are willing to exert unusual efforts to

For the local teacher.

of teachers.

three years.

contribute during this relatively short period, 

though, this is a long term task. He is less likely to give up as much 

of his outside life to the school. He sees his commitment stretching

into the future and, in effect, decides to ration his energies so, they 

The relatively low rankings-of the Missionaries on most of 

the indicators probably reflect the fact that many of them see their
will last.
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task as a lifetima commitment.

The ifeians and the British Local teachers rank the lowest on 

total time in non-class activities, with averages that are considerably 

below those for the other groups. For the Asians this is consis-tent with 

their ranking on the other items in this section. As already indicated 
above, it reflects the fact tlTat^^ey tend to teach in day schools which 

provide less opportunity for such involvement'and reflects the greater 

commitments which their families and communities require of them. The 

position of the British Local teachers stems, in part, from the fact that 

many of them consider their employment a temporary measure, either to 

fill in available time or to help the school overcome a difficult staff 

shortage. Many of them are disgruntled with their terms of service since 

they are hired on local pay and do not receive any of the benefits which 

expatriates normally have. Both of these things would tend to prevent 

these teachers from being motivated to spend time on non-academic
6activities.

In conclusion, this section has attempted to document some of the 

participatory behavior of the various types of teachers. 

have shown that there are systematic differences in teachers' out-of-class 

Some of the groups, such as the Missionaries, who rank low

The results

activities.

®It should be said, however, that the expatriate wives on local 
terms provide a very valuable service in enabling headmasters to keep 
the school fully staffed during the many periods when other staffs is 
coming or going. In addition, many staff wives undertake administrative 
and supervision responsibilities with nn pay at all. A number of impor
tant activities, like health service, would be non-existeht in many 
schools without the volunteer efforts of the wives.
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on the dimensions discussed in earlier chapters receive much higher 

rankings on^dimensions relating to actual behavior in the school, 

high levels of responsibility of the Missionaries in conjunction with 

some of their values and attitudes presents a problem to the ejducational 

planner who is concerned both with efficiency and relevance.
Significant differences^etween local and expatriate teachers 

have also been noted with consequent implications for the future as 

schools become more Africanized. The generally high level of activity 

of the volunteers was discussed.

implications because of the relatively low cost of the volunteers.

The results presented in this section really only scratch the 

surface of the complex and important problem of the utilization of

The figures show enough divergence in patterns of activity-

The
•ft

Their case has interesting economic

teachers.

to suggest that there would be optimum mixtures resulting from judicious

One aspect of a schoolcombinations of different types of teachers.

which would be affected by the composition of the staff is the impetus 

toward growth and change provided by various teachers, 

of this chapter a number of questions which probe the innovative behavior

In the remainder

of the teachers will be discussed.

The Teacher as an Innovator

Teachers were first asked to indicate the extent to which they 

felt a teacher should use his initiative to introduce changes in, the 

school. The question provided four alternatives ranging from "He should 

seek out and create opportunities to demonstrate and use more effective
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educational ideas- and practices," to "He should try out new ideas or

practices only when requested to do so by the headmaster or the relevant 

As the first column in Table 10.4 indicates, theministry officials."

response for the entire group of teachers is about 2.6, wW-ch repre

sents a middle position between the two alternatives jtist mentioned.^
mean

The majority of the teachers-^em to feel that innovations are an impor-

Most revealing is the fact that 67%tant aspect of the teachers' role, 

of the total group of teachers chose the first alternative which indicated

that teachers should actively seek out and create opportunities to demon

strate mo're effective educational methods.

The differences among the groups are not very large for this 

question; most of them fail to reach statistical significance. The Peace 

Cpfps^raik highest'Tindicating fHey“areT:he‘TiDBt-i±kely-to-engage- in 

-innovative activities, and, surprisingly, the British Trained teachers

rank lowest, with 54% choosing the most active alternative as compared 

to 88% for the Peace Corps. The remaining groups fall into two clusters. 

The highest one contains the African teachers and the two African student 

all with about 70% choosing the most active alternative. Thegroups,
‘v

second cluster contains the remaining four groups of teachers in which

just over 60% of each group picked the response indicating the most 

active involvement in innovation.

^The other two alternatives were: "He should try out nw ideas 
and practices if the opportunity arises, but not deliberately seek out 
or create such opportunities," and "He. should be content to expose pupils 
and staff to' new ideas throu^ his own example and leave it at that."
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TABLE 10.4‘■w-

NOEMS FOR TEACHER INNOVATION ACTIVITIES BY TEACHER GROUP

Syllabus
•Changes

Rank on
Syllabus Changes

Group Means on ^nk on 
Innovation Norms-'^orms

Group

b2.46^ 9 2.77 2British
Trained

British
TEA/Vol

British • 
Local

Peace Gorps

3.2.7662.60

2.21 782.52

42.6812.88

2.86 172.53Missionaries

2.36 552.60Asians

62.2542.71Africans

22.78Makerere

2.73 . 3-Kyambogo

^Critical Differences are: C.D.(2) = .26; C.D. (5) - .37; C.D. (9) - .42 
^Critical Differences are: C.D.(2) = .40; C.D. (5) = .57; C.D. (7) = .62

r

>
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The answers to this, question indicate that most of the teachers

concemedsabout making changes, but the Peace Corps Volunteers and 
'w

the African trainees are most concerned. The position of the student
are

groups seems to suggest that teachers in the future will be evenmore

actively engaged in trying to change the system than those currently 
Trained-'C^chers, who make up the backbone ofteaching. The British

the system now, are somewhat more conservative, perhaps because they

However, the differences aresee less that they feel is inappropriate.

matter of the degree of activity in promoting changes rather thanmore a
To the extent that the new Africana matter of supporting changes, 

teachers actively promote innovation there will be an increased chance 

for conflict between the older and more conservative expatriates and the

younger African teachers. Conflict is more likely to be based on the 

substance of the changes than on perceptions of the proper role of the 

teacher vis-a-vis innovations.

It is possible tb make a comparison between the norms and the 

behavior of teachers on the basis of their answers to a number of ques

tions about changes which they have made in the schools. The last two 

columns in Table 10.4 are the result of a question which asked teachers

to Indicate the extent to which they had made changes in the-syllabus

Again, there were four alternatives.of the subjects which they taught.

They ranged from "I have done extensive work in seeking out new refer

ences , writing new materials, and reorganizing the approach to the present 

syllabus," to "I have not felt the need,to make any changes." 

pre-vious question, the mean for the entire group is in the center of the

As in the
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four alternatives, indicating that the average teacher has made some 

changes in his^«^approach to the syllabus.

There are two clxisters of groups for this question. The higher 

cluster contains the Missionaries, the British Trained teachers, j:he' 

British Volunteers, and the Peace Corps, in that order.

, about 40% of the responderf£s indicated that they had done some 

writing of new materials and creating of new approaches to the syllabus.

For all these

groups

Just under 20% said that they had made extensive changes in the sylla- 

One notes that, except for the Peace Corps,bus in their subjects, 
the groups which are high on making syllabus changes are those who were

lower on feeling that the teacher should seek out opportunities to pro- 

Part of this difference can probably be assigned to themote changes.

fact that the groups indicating the highest degree of change in the 

syllabus are those with the longest teaching experience in Uganda.

Groups like the Peace Corps, who feel that they should promote innova

tions, have so little experience with the syllabus that they are not 

really in a position to suggest changes during the first year or more 

The British Volunteers serve about the same length 

of time as the Peace Corps, but their greater initial-familiarity with 

the content of the syllabus makes it easier for them to promote changes.

The second cluster contains the Asians, the Africans, and the 

Their average is quite a bit lower than that 

The low ranking of the British Local teachers is

of their service.

British Local teachers.

of the other groups.
Theunderstandable in view of the fact that most of them are temporary, 

great majority of this group said that they had made only minor changes
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in the materials and approaches of the syllabus. However, the low rank

ing of the Africans and the Asians is both puzzling and a little dis-
havC^lengthy teaching experience, have been 

through the same system themselves, and also have a good basis for^

quieting. These two groups

understanding the needs of the pupils. In addition, the Africans indi-
of'^novative behavior was desirable for" cated that a fairly high level

■ teachers.

A number of reasons can be suggested as to why the Africans, and

to a lesser degree the Asians, would not feel that they should attempt

Very few of them are in senior positions asto modify the syllabus.
subject heads where syllabus content is an official responsibility. In 

addition, few of them have as much academic background as the senior ex

patriates, and would therefore tend to feel less qualified to make changes 

in the syllabus. There is also the real possibility that the African 

staff might feel that their suggestions were not welcomed by the expatri- 

The net result seems to be that the average Africanate subject heads.

or Aslan teacher is less likely to attempt to make changes in the sylla

bus and is more likely to be satisfied with the content as it stands.

Syllabus modification requires a fair amount of technical exper-

As such, ittise and a feeling of confidence about the subject matter, 

is a somewhat specialized indicator of the teachers' innovation attempts.

To investigate more general innovation two other questions were Included.

One of these asked whether there are "any activities or sports whicji you 

have been responsible for starting in your school."

"Have, you ever tried to initiate a change in some aspect of the organization

The second one asked.
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or p'roceSure in the school where you are now teaching (e.g., punishment)?" 

In both cases.teachers were to indicate what kinds of changes they had

In the case of changes in the organization of the school theattempted.

teachers were also asked to rate their degree of success in promoting the

change.
.iT^lumn

one, the percentage of each groupTable 10.5 displays, i-
The ranking of the groups basedwho have started a sport or an activity, 

on that percentage is in column two. 

age of each group who have attempted a change in the organization or 

procedures'of the school, and column four contains the rankings based

Column three contains the percent-

The final column presents the rankings of the groupson that percentage, 
based on the number of attempts they made at changing school organization

The rankings areand the degree of success which these attempts had. 

based on an index composed by multiplying the number of changes by the

degree of success for each of the changes.

The ranking on the activities started places the Peace Corps at 

the top, followed after a fairly large gap by a cluster of four groups. 

This middle cluster contains the British Volunteers, the British Trained,

After a somewhat smaller gapthe African, and the Missionary teachers, 

come the remaining two groups, the British Local teachers and the Asians.

In the middle cluster between 40% and 50% of the teachers have started 

f some sport or activity in their school.

than one third of their membership made up of teachers who have s^tarted

The two lowest groups have less

some activity.

The ranking of the two lowest groups is not unexpected. The
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TABLE 10.5

AMOUNT OF TEACHER INNOVATION BY TEACHER GROUP

% Starting Rank on 7. Changing Rank on Rank on 
Sports or Starting Organization Change Success 
Activities

Group

4 53 407o487oBritish
Trained

434% 5507. 2British
TEA/Vol

267. 6 I7327.British
Local

2557. 1, 577. 1Peace Corps

457. 3 6437. 5Missionaries

76 237. 7277.Asians

4 -3Africans 427. 407. 2

\
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British Bocal teachers are on temporary service and hence have little 

incentive to oecoine deeply involved in the school, 

mainly at day schools where the opportunity and demand for activities

The two highest ranked groups are also not uneiqjected;

The Asians teach

is somewhat less.

they are the two volunteer groups consisting of young, active, and highly

to-hlw an Impact on their school and wantmotivated teachers who want

to feel that they have been able to accomplish something in their short 

Because they are short term they are willing to takeperiod of service.

on levels of activity which they probably would not maintain if this were

The fact that they are young andto be a permanent career for them, 

inexperienced is not a disadvantage as far as out-of-class activities are

concerned, and the volunteers are quick to seize on an area where they 

can make a substantial contribution.

The middle groups contain the bulk of the teachers now in the 

The older members of these groups tend to have administrative 

responsibilities and would be less likely to want to undertake new re

sponsibilities. Teaching is a career for many of these teachers and 

they are mote likely to establish a lower level of involvement .which 

would leave them more time to spend with their families. The British 

Trained teachers, the Missionaries, and the Africans all show mild 

negative correlations between age and percentage involved in starting 

new activities, indicating that the younger members of these groups are 

more likely than the older members to start new ventures. The ranking 

of the Africans is higher than it was for syllabus changes, suggesting 

that they feel more comfortable with out-of-class innovations which

schools.
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require less' technical expertise.
. i

The second question presented in Table 10.5 refers to attempts 

to change the organization or procedures of the school. A breakdown of

the reported changes for the entire group of teachers reflects the Jkinds

The two largest areas of concern.of changes most frequently attempted, 

with about 30% of the teachers mentiming each, were discipline procedures

The latterand a more general category labelled school organization, 

category included a variety of suggestions ranging from roll call pro

cedures and housing arrangements to modifications of the rules for allow

ing pupils off the school grounds. The next most popular areas for

change were subject matter organization and the question of the amount

Both of these were mentionedof pupil participation and responsibility, 

by about 12% of those indicating that they had attempted some changes.

The remaining changes were varied, having to do with the school library, 

pupils' uniforms, and staff organization.

The relationship among the teacher groups is quite similar to 

the pattern evident in the question concerning the starting of sports 

and activities.' The extreme groups are identical: the Peace Corps is 

highest, and the British Local teachers and Asians are at the bottom.

In between is the sane cluster of four groups, although the order within 

the cluster is different. The Africans are second over-all and first 

in the cluster of four, and the British Volunteers have dropped to the

bottom of the cluster.

The final colimm in Table, 10.5 shows the ranking of the groups

in terms of the effectiveness of those teachers who indicate that they
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attempted to change some organizational or procedural aspect of the

Thus, the surprisingly high ranking of the British Local teachers 

refers only to the 26Z of the total group,- as indicated in column three.

In this case, it means six people since-the

school.

who tried to make changes.

original group only contained a small number of teachers. The implica

tion seems to be that although vefy"^few of the British Local teachers try

to change what they find in the schools, those who do are unusually effec

tive. This result is probably not generalizable since the number of

teachers involved is so small.

The Asian teachers are also unlikely to try making changes, but.

in contrast to the British Local teachers, they are not very successful

The rest of the groups' ranking on the degree ofwhen they do try.

success is roughly similar to their ranking on the questions dealing

The Missionaries and the British Trained teachers arewith innovations.

lower in success rate than they are in attempting change, but they rank 

closely together with the Africans and the British Volunteers in a clus

ter in the middle as they do on the innovation questions.

Corps group is significantly higher on success rate than this cluster.

In general, then, the effective-

Ihe Peace

and the Aslans are significantly lower.

ness of the various teachers who attempt changes seems to be proportional 

to the percentage of the group who attempt these changes.
8 Groups which.

8The measure of degree of success is not independent of the fire- 
quency with which attempts are made because it favors teachers who make 
more than one attempt. No attempt has been-made to distinguish between 
the significance of the various changes attempted so that several small 
changes are given more credit than one large one which may be of much 
greater significance. The scoring is designed to produce only a crude 
indicator of success and should be treated with due caution.
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on the average, make■ more attempts also seem to be the groups which are 

more successful\^n’ accomplishing changes .

The consistently high ranking of the Peace. Corps on these inno- 

.vatipn questions is worthy of some comment, 

school system which is very different in organization and content, the

Because they come ftom a

situation which they confront iiT^frica seems to be in need of change

The organization of the school conflicts with some ofand development.

their basic value orientations toward formality, equality, and student-

They see possibilities for introducing new sports, 

like baseball and basketball; and they find opportunities to start clubs 

and societies to promote hobbies or activities which are common in

In short, because they come from something different 

they have alternative models in mind for what a secondary school should

teacher interaction.

American schools.

look like.
The British expatriates, on the other hand, find a system which 

is very similar to what they have known at home. While there is scope 

for improvement and expansion to make the African version more efficient 

and effective, the British teachers generally do.,not have an alternative

Likewise, the emotional 

set which the British and the Americans bring to the task is different. 

The most comfortable and most likely approach for an individual to take 

is to attempt modifications which make the system more like what the 

individual has himself experienced. Thus, by instituting innovations 

the Americans are, in^ffect, moving the schools in Uganda closer to the 

model which they themselves are most familiar with. However, for the

model from which they can draw ideas for change.

A'
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British, the system already -resembles a familiar pattern and hence changes 

would tend to^b^ejway from that which is

much less likely and require a more innovative character than changes 

toward familiarity.

Essentially the same thing can be said for the local teachers, 
themT^the system is almost precisely the 

one which they experienced and hence they have even less in the way of 

a different experience to draw on for change ideas. Offsetting this 

familiarity, though, is their knowledge of the pupils and the community 

which;sgives'local teachers a source of understanding and ideas which is 

less accessible to the expatriates. While the Asians seem to be con

sistently inactive in regard to innovations, the Africans are quite 

Except in the area of syllabus revision, the Africans seem 

to be as active in promoting changes as either the British Trained

most familiar. Such changes are

both African and Asian. For

active.

teachers or the British Volunteers.

Having looked at a number of indicators of change behavior we 

now return to the question which probed the teachers' norms about 

innovative behavior and ask about the relationship between the norms 

and the behavior. A comparison of the rankings on the questions indi

cates that there is, at best, a mild positive relationship between the 

norms and the innovative behavior. With two exceptions, the groups 

which say teachers should be more innovative tend to be the groups which 

are more active in promoting change. The exceptions are the British 

Trained teachers who ranked seventh on the norms, in contrast with third 

or fourth on the change items, and the Aslans who ranked third on the

can
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If thenorms but were seventh on almost all the change questions.

relationship T^tween the norms and changing of the syllabus is con

sidered, then there is even less similarity. Syllabus changing seems 

to relate to a different set of skills and characteristics than .those

involved in changes in activities and school organization.
In a similar way, one'caiT^efer to the results of Chapter IX 

which described the level of teachers' dissatisfaction with the current

It was hypothesized then that teachers who were mosteducational system, 

dissatisfied would be those who were most likely to introduce changes.

However, a comparison of the ranking of the groups on the relevance of 

education scale (Scale 6) and rankings on the change items shows, little

similarity, although the highest group in both cases is the Peace Corps.

For the Peace Corps, it is likely that these two sets of indica

tors reflect their background rather than indicate any causal relation 

between the two indices. For the other groups, the differences between 

the rankings make it clear that a number of other factors are probably 

interacting with the teachers' feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfac

tion to affect the extent to which they attempt to make changes'. For 

instance, the British Local teachers rank fourth on the relevance of 

education, indicating a middle level of dissatisfaction, but their 

temporary status and consequent low level of involvement seem to offset 

their concern, so they are relatively inactive in making changes. In 

contrast, the Missionaries and the Africans seem to have very little 

concern about the relevance of the educational system, yet they are 

reasonably active in making changes in the system. In the case of the
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Missioharies this might be attributed to their long.teaching experience 

and their relatively senior positions of responsibility, both of which
9

increase the opportunities which they have for promoting changes, 

effectiveness of the Africans may derive from their presumably greaJter

The

understanding and knowledge of the pupils and their needs. .

tion^n innovations are clearly of anThe results of this sec 

introductory and suggestive nature. They indicate the existence of 

significant differences in the propensity of different groups of teachers

The pattern of results also indi

cates that those who feel that innovation is part of the teacher's job

to attempt various kinds of changes.

and those who are dissatisfied with the educational system are not neces

sarily those who will be most active in promoting changes, 

reveal the fact that a substantial fraction of all the teachers have been

The data does

This would seem to indicate that .engaged in making changes of some kind, 

the system is not static, and that teachers are attempting to exert a

direct influence on the change and growth of education within the schools.

Comparison with the data presented in the first part of the 

chapter shows some of the differences among the groups on innovative 

behavior and on administrative and teaching activities.' The somewhat 

complex pattern which emerges implies that one can expect different

^An important aspect of the changes attempted by the teachers 
is not included in this discussion in that no attempt was made to evalu
ate the direction of the changes proposed. Changes might Well be tpward 
a model which many would consider undesirable for Africa today. Some 
of the anomalies in relations between satisfaction and change attempts 
might be removed by a more detailed study of the types of changes 
attempted.
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levels of teacher behavior depending on what the activity is and on 

which group is involved. A few general trends are noticeable but must 

be interpreted with caution. The British Local teachers and the Asians 

tend to be low on both the time involved in activities and teaching 9-^

The African teachers are low on timeand in innovative attempts.

The Missionaries and theinvolved but higher on innovative efforts.

British Trained teachers have medium to high rankings on both involve- 

And finally, the two volunteer groups tend to be 

high on both dimensions, although the Peace Corps ranks low on teaching 

loads and the British Volunteers are only medium on innovative efforts.

The results of this chapter are intended to supplement, with 

information on the actual behavior of the teachers, the attitude and

ment and innovation.

In part, the purpose is tovalue data presented in earlier chapters. 

bcilance out the description of the groups, particularly those who rank

Some of the groups, suchconsistently low on attitude and value scales, 

as the Missionaries, carry fairly heavy administrative and teaching loads 

and have a practical importance to the system greater than their niimbers

would indicate. In considering the implications of the Information pre- 

poinB^of view of national goals, the performance of 

various teachers on socialization dimensions should be balanced by a

seated from the

consideration of their direct practical contributions to the system.

It is hoped that the information outlined in this chapter will help the 

reader to maintain a realistic balance between the socialization goals

and the needs for everyday running of the schools.

-9.
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CHAPTER XI

SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS

In this final chapter, a summary of the responses of each of the 

nine groups of teachers will be presented. The descriptions will of

necessity involve some fairly broad generalizations and the reader is

encouraged to refer back to the chapter where the specific information 

was presented whenever he feels that a generalization inadequately

represents the data. Because of the wide variations in teachers, both

within and between groups, the reader is cautioned against making direct

application of the generalizations found in the summary. While many of 

the results would appear to have implications for policy decisions about

education in Uganda, care should be taken that all the relevant aspects

Where the data seems to haveof the problem are considered together.

justifiable implications for educational policy, the author will try to 

indicate the general area where the impact will be most significant.

Although the descriptions which follow will be based mainly on

the ranking of the groups on different scales, the reader is reminded 

that differences in rank are not always significant for a particular

Very high or very low rankings do tend to differ significantly 

from rankings in the middle, but the reader is advised to refer toxthe 

figures presented at the end of Chapters VII^VIII, and IX for a visual 

representation of the positions of the groups on the various scales.

scale.
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It is important to remember that the pattern on many of the scales con

sists of several,^usters of groups and a few single groups outside of 

In interpreting the results for a. particular group of 

teachers, the pattern of rankings over a number of scales is probably 

a more reliable indicator than the exact ranking on a given scale.

Thus, the summaries presented in this chapter are based primarily on 

the patterns of ranking across the scales; Table 11.1 contains a summary 

of the rankings on all the scales.

the clusters.

The British Trained Teachers

In many ways this group can be considered the backbone of the 

It is the largest single group, with 32% of the totalteaching force.

number of teachers; except for the Missionaries, it has the longest 

average time spent teaching in Uganda (2.6 years) of the expatriate 

groups, and it ranks third on both total teaching load and on total 

time spent on all out-of-class activities ±n the schools. 

teachers are both trained and experienced when they arrive, their initial 

teaching contributions are presumably more useful than the efforts of

Since these

other expatriate groups who lack either training or experience, as in

the case of the volunteer groups.

In contrast to their relatively high ranking on hours spent 

teaching and participating in school activities, the British Trained 

teachers have an average ranking of 6.0 on the ten dimensions relating

Their highest'ranking, fourth, is on theto national socialization.

scale dealing with the pattern of pupil participation in the running of
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TABLE 11,1

SUMMARY OF RANKINGS ON SCALES BY TEACHER GROUP
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the school. For the other dimensions the British Trained teachers rank 

fifth or lower. In general, this group is to be found in the cluster of 

groups which is somewhat below the mean for all the teachers. The lowest 

ranking of the group is eighth which occurs on two of the dimens ions,,.

The relatively low ranking of the group on the dimensions which 
knowledge^hi ch are probably prerequisitesrepresent the attitudes and 

for teachers who are to be effective socialization agents presents some

thing of a problem to educational planners who are convinced that such 

socialization is an important part of the school's job. Planners might 

be particularly"concerned by the group's low ranking on the dimensions 

measuring orientation toward the government, on the scale indicating 

concern about the relevance of the educational system, and on the scale 

reflecting teachers' awareness of the social and cultural environment. 

The low scores on these scales are a point for concern because of.the 

impact which the British Trained teachers have on the schools. Because 

they constitute the largest single group of teachers, and because of 

their seniority and experience, the British Trained teachers tend to be 

the dominant group in the schools. The organization within a school, 

the pattern of relations between staff and pupils, and the general tone 

of the schools tends to be set by this group. Thus, to the extent that 

their attitudes and values are different from those which Uganda wishes 

its pupils to acquire, there is need for concern.

If Uganda decides to attempt significant changes in either the, 

content of secondary education or the organization within the schools, 

then attention must be paid to the attitudes of the British Trained
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■ teachers toward those changes. For changes to be really effective they 

must, at the very least, have the nominal support of this group of 

teachers, and, more realistically, the changes need their active support. 

The probability of easily gaining the support of the British Trained 

teachers would depend strongly on the particular changes being proposed. 

While they, rank moderately high in sr'arting new activities and attempt

ing to make changes in the school, they rank seventh on the dimension 

related to concern about the relevance of the current educational system. 

The latter ranking suggests that as a group they are fairly satisfied 

with the system as it now functions and feel that it is accomplishing the

desired results.

Gaining their support for a change would be easiest when they 

perceive the change as desirable in reference to the implicit model of 

secondary education which they bring with them from England. This does 

not mean that changes would have to be exactly parallel to the situation 

in England, but rather that the change should be interpretable in ways 
which are in keeping with the philosophies underlying English education.^

^The comments made here with reference to the British Trained 
teachers, would also be applicable to the other expatriate teachers 
(British, American, and others). The discussion is mentioned in the 
context of the British Trained teachers because they 'are the most influ
ential group in the schools and their reaction to proposed changes are 
frequently the deciding factor in determining success or failure. The 
author would also point out a problem of cultural bias which is inherent 
in this discussion. American culture tends to place a high value on 
change as a good thing in itself, with the underlying assumption that , 
change is always for the better. British culture tends to do just the 
opposite. A high value is placed on preservation of continuity and 
tradition based on the assumption that the processes which have served 
England so well in the past will continue to be productive in the future.
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Where proposed changes are clearly outside the dominant approach to edu

cation in Engla^d^ educational planners should be consciously aware that, 

in all probability, there will be opposition from the British Trained

A number of strategies to inform and convince these teachers 

of the desirability of the proposed changes in the context of Uganda can
the^^st of making an effort to communicate 

with the teachers would most likely more than justify the expenditure, 

particularly if the change was felt to be important to the national 

development efforts of the country.

teachers.

be envisioned. The returns on

British TEA/Volunteers

This group, which contains about 10% of the teaching force, is 

a mixture of volunteers and teachers serving imder the Teachers for East

The group ranks very high on the participatory measures.Africa scheme.

having the highest average teaching load and ranking second on total 

time spent in school activities. The group is seven years younger in 

average age than the British Trained group and this difference in age 

seems to be reflected in their very high level of activity. The average 

British Volunteer has spent just under two years teaching in Uganda, and 

because of his familiarity with the syllabus and the system he is proba

bly able to adjust fairly quickly to his job.

The hypothesis that the British Volunteer group would be similar 

to the volunteers from the United States turns out to be generally false. 

However, a discernible trend indicates that the British Volunteers are 

more similar to the Peace Corps Volunteers than are the British Trained
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This is reflected in the over-all average ranking of 5.5 for 

the British Volunteers', as compared with 6,0 for the British Trained 

teacher, which is somewhat closer to the ranking of-3.5 which the Peace

teachers.

On the whole, though, it is more --Corps has for all the dimensions, 

accurate to say that the British Volunteer tends to respond in a pattern

which is closer to that of the British Trained teacher than it is to

Much of the.difference between thethat of the Peace Corps Volunteers.

two British groups can probably be explained on the basis of their age

differential. In most cases the youngest of the trained teachers react 
■ 2

similarly to the volunteers (see Figure 8.1 for an example of this

similarity).

The ranking of the British volunteer group ranges from a high 

of third on two dimensions, image of traditional cultures and school- 

community relations, to seventh on three other scales. The lowest 

■ranking, ninth, is on awareness of social and cultural environment.

The pattern of rankings shows that the group has a tendency to be high

est on scales relating to attitudes and norms and lowest on scales 

relating to knowledge and awareness of environment. Thus, for example, 

they are fairly concerned about the relevance of the current style of 

education in Uganda but rank seventh and ninth on the two scales dealing

2
These results lend support to the intuitive description of 

British teachers in East Africa by R. Freeman Butts. He distinguishes 
between an older "colonial" school master and the newer type, which he\ 
sees as more motivated by a sense of service and a concern for his 
students. R. Freeman Butts, American Education In'lntemational 
Development (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963), p. 69.
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with knowledge arid contact with the local environment. They feel that 

national issues should be discussed with pupils but rank seventh on both 

affective and cognitive orientations toward the government, suggesting 

that they might not be particularly good sources of information. The, 

results seem to indicate that this group has the attitudes and the moti

vation to promote socialization for”^ational goals but- generally lacks 

the knowledge about or experience in the country to make them really 

effective agents of socialization.

The potential of the British Volunteers as supporters of innova

tions is probably somewhat greater than that of the British Trained 

teachers. The -vAunteers show a fairly high degree of concern abou.t the 

relevance of the education being presented, and they are also quite 

sympathetic toward the values of the traditional culture from which 

future changes might well derive impetus. In addition, their younger 

age makes it less probable that they have become set in their ideas as to 

what is desirable for secondary schools. Many of the volunteers have had 

a school experience which differed from that of the older British teachers 

and which reflects some of the more recent innovation attempts taking 

place in England. While they are not likely to attempt major changes 

themselves, it is probable that their support could be enlisted with a 

minimum of effort on the part of the innovator, depending on the extent 

to which the proposed change differed from the norms of British education. 

The British Volunteers are probably less firm in their attachment to these 

norms than are the trained teachers, but the norms still exercise an 

important influence on the attitudes of the volunteers.
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British Local Teachers

This is a smaU group, comprising o“ly about 5% of the teaching 

force and composed almost entirely of British wives on local terms.

Their practical importance lies primarily in the fact that they form ,a.„. 

flexible pool of temporary teachers who can be used on a short term 

basis to fill gaps in the teaching"staff. They play an important role 

as emergency staff, particularly when vacancies occur in forms preparing 

for examinations. When hired on a full-time basis they carry a reason

ably heavy teaching load as indicated by their ranking of fourth on 

average teaching'loads. However, their generally temporary status 

affects their total time spent in out-of-class activities as reflected 

by their low ranking of seventh on this scale.

Their position on the dimensions relating to national sociall-

The group has an over-all average ranking 

There are only two scales on 

which their rank rises above sixth: they rank third on the discission 

of national affairs and fifth on the scale concerned with the degree of 

pupil participation in the schools. The lowest rankings.of the group 

the scales relating to knowledge of and contact with the

zation is generally very low. 

of 7.0, the lowest of all the groups.

occur on

surroundings on both a local and a national level. The resulting impres

sion which one gets about this group is that it has little potential for 

acting as effective agents of socialization in the schools.

In general, the profiles for the three groups of British teacheirs 

The fact that they have shared a common socializationare quite similar, 

experience, namely that of being British citizens, seems to override
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differences caused by age, sex,'* and professional experience. The only 

notable deviations 'from this pattern of similarity occur in the relatively 

high ranking of the volunteers in comparison to the other British groups 

on the scales dealing with traditional culture, school-community inte^r;.

action, and relevance of education. These are all attitudinal scales

which reflect the apparently greater willingness of the volunteers to

accept the values and goals of another society as an equally valid way

of regulating society. The volunteers also seem to have a more flexible

concept of the role which secondary education should play in Uganda.

U.S. Peace Corps Volunteers

The Peace Corps Volunteers constitute 10% of the teachers, and

are therefore almost exactly the same proportion of the total as the

British TEA/Volunteer group. The Peace Corps is slightly younger, with

an average age of 23, and their average time spent teaching in Uganda is

about one year since half the group completes its service each year and

iy replaced by new volunteers. The average for the British group is 

longer because a number of the TEA teachers stay for more than two

years.

The average teaching load carried by the Peace Corps Volunteers

is noteworthy because it is the lowest of all the groups of teachers.

Yet, in sharp contrast to this ranking is their ranking of first on

total time spent in out-of-class activities of all kinds. Thus, it

wotuLd appear that the volunteers are compensating for their lower class 

loads by undertaking unusually high responsibilities in other aspects
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of school life. Such a pattern of utilizatipn of the American volunteers 

may represent a fairly- efficient use of resources. The volunteers are 

somewhat hampered in the classroom by their lack of familiarity with the 

syllabus and relative lack of training and teaching experience. On the 

other hand, they bring with them a wide variety of skills, interests, and

exceptlofially valuable in promoting some of 

the less academic roles of the school. The strength of the volunteers 

in the out-of-class activities also tends to complement the skills and 

interests of those teachers who see their job as primarily a matter of 

academic training and those teachers whose heavy responsibilities in the 

classroom prevent them from participating extensively in non-classroom 

activities.

motivations which make them

The volunteers exhibit a very interesting pattern of responses 

to the ten dimensions relating to socialization. Their over-all ranking 

average of 3.5 is the highest of any of the expatriate groups, and, in 

fact, is higher than all the groups with the exception of the two African 

Looking at the ranking of the volunteers on the scales, 

two very clear groups of scales emerge.

student groups.
On the four scales which relate

to knowledge, awareness, and contact with the environment,' the volun-

On these four scales they are in

This indi-
teers rank either sixth or eighth.

essentially the same position as the three British groups, 

cates that, except for the Missionaries, the average expatriate teacher
The diff^r-is noticeably bdlow the Africans and Asians on these scales, 

ence reflects, in an obvious way, the socialization effect on those who

grow up in the country in comparison to those who come from a very
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. different culture and who stay only relatively short periods of time.

On the remalr^g six dimensions the Peace Corps Volunteers 

rank either first or second. All of these deal with attitudes or 

values of the teachers, and reflect norms which the teacher has about—-,.

education, the role of the schools, and the educational needs of Uganda. 
The consistently high rankings of tfie^ace Corps on these scales derive 

from a number of factors, some of which have been pointed out in earlier 

The more important of these factors include the values whichchapters.

the Americans bring with them from their own school experience, their

reaction to the values which they perceive in the schbols of Uganda,

and the idealistic motivation which their status as volunteers and their

The implications for the effectiveness oftraining tend to reinforce, 

the Peace Corps Volunteers as socialization agents seem to be that they

are more likely to try to transmit national concerns to pupils but that 

they will be hindered by their lack of knowledge about Uganda, 

pattern of being high on the attitudinal and value scales and lower on 

the knowledge scales was also exhibited by the British Volunteers, al-

For the British Volunteers the

This

though on a much more subdued level, 

differences between'bankings on the two kinds of scales was about two

ranks, whereas for the Peace Corps Volunteers the difference is about

five ranks.
The strength and the consistency of the differences between the 

Peace Corps Volunteers and the remainder of the teachers in the schools, 

has very definite implications for the innovative influence which the 

volunteers might have. The very different implicit model which the
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volunteers have for secondary schools and the strength of their moti

vation suggests t^at the volunteers would attempt to instigate changes. 

Their very high ranking on the two questions which measured innovation 

attempts in both the organizational aspects of the school and the 

activities of the school Indicate that they are indeed very active in 
It is highly prob^le that most of these change

attempting change, 

attempts are directed at producing school characteristics which are 

more in keeping with the values and norms which the volunteers have

Likewise, the support of the volunteers for innova-leamed at home.

tions proposed by others would probably be directly proportional to

the degree to which the innovations were perceived to coincide with .

3
the values and attitudes of the volunteers.

The problem facing educational planners on a national scale, 

and headmasters on a local scale, with regard to the effect of the 

volunteers centers around questions of the desirability, the extensive

ness, the approach, and the timing of the changes instigated by the 

volunteers. The question of desirability must ultimately be answered 

by the Ugandans'on the basis of their goals for the school system.

^The innovational activities of the volunteers probably derives 
primarily from their different national background rather than from their 
volunteer status. The author would guess that the impact of the American 
Teachers for East Africa was comparable. The author would also hypothe
size that the characteristics of the Canadian volvmteers would be quite 
similar to those of the American Peace Corps Volunteers. As a group, 
the Canadians would probably lie between the American volunteers and tlie 
British volunteers, but generally closer to the American end of the con
tinuum. Unfortunately, the number of Canadians was too small to treat 
them as a separate group.

. if.'.-
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To the extent that changes whlch'move in the direction of the philosophy

underlying Ainerican\^ucation are consistent with the goals of an inde

pendent Uganda, such innovative activity would be judged beneficial.

The other three aspects of the question really depend on the--

How muchdecisions about the optimal rate of change in the schools, 
disruption of the orderly production^o^scholarly knowledge is con

sidered tolerable in order to promote more effective socialization

toward non-academic goals? This is the design problem which planners 

and national leaders must grapple with. Given the relative inexperience 

of the volimteers and their youthful idealism, one would predict that

of their efforts would be excessively disruptive or perhaps un-. 

realistic in terms of the capabilities of the institution for change.

Planners need to concern themselves with the determinants of

some

How many volunteers arethe impact which volunteers have on a school, 

sufficient to plant desirable seeds of change without creating forces

of disruption which threaten the entire structure of the school? How 

do the approaches commonly used by volunteers influence the degreeof 

disruption produced by the attempted changes? Would changes in the " 

training and orientation procedures which volunteers undergo improve 

their usefulness in promoting both the type and degree of change which 

Uganda considers desirable? The results of this study are sufficient 

only to indicate the high level of potential which the Peace Corps has 

for introducing innovation in the schools and to demonstrate the fairly 

great extent to which the volunteers are attempting to promote changes. 

Further study is both desirable and necessary if planners are to
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successfully meet the need for control of the direction and pace of 

change in the schools.

Missionaries

The Missionaries are a relatively small group, constituting

about 8% of the total teaching poputStim sampled, but they have an 

Influence much greater than their numbers would suggest. Their high 

ranking on both total teaching load and total time spent on school 

activities gives a partial‘indication of their importance. The factor 

which makes these’ performance rankings so potent, though, is the 

Missionaries' relatively long length of service. The average missionary 

in the sample had been teaching in Uganda for over seven years, the 

longest average of any of the teaching groups, expatriate or local.

The result is that a large majority of them are in senior positions of 

authority as headmasters, subject masters, or senior members of staff.

The pattern of rankings for the Missionaries on the socializa

tion scales is almost a complete reversal of the pattern for the volun

teer groups. The average ranking for the Missionaries, 6.8, is essen

tially the same as the average ranking of the British Local teachers.

But the Missionaries exhibit a very different pattern. They rank ninth

all but one of the scales dealing with attitudes and values. Onlyon

on the scale concerned with the image of the traditional culture do 

they rank higher, with a rank of eighth and a mean which is considerably

Thus, on virtually all theabove the mean for the Asians who are ninth.

attitude scales the Missionaries define what might be termed the most
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conservative end of the sc^e. Compared to the other teachers, they are 

the most satisfied with the structure and content of the educational 

system as it now stands, they are least likely to discuss national 

issues with pupils, and they have almost the least favorable image of - 

traditional cultures.

On the remaining four scales jjbidi deal with knowledge and 

contact with the environment, the ffissionaries have medium to high 

rankings. They are fifth on the two orientation toward the national 

government scales, fourth on the scale relating to-awareness of the 

social environment, and first on the scale measuring contact with the 

pupils' background. In all four cases the Missionaries rank higher 

than the other expatriates on these scale's. The result is a very 

paradoxical patterp. The Missionaries are the best informed of all 

the expatriates, and yet they have a set of attitudes and values which 

makes them the least likely to be effective agents of socialization

for the new nation.

The probability that the Missionaries would be supporters of 

attempts to change the organization or content of education does not 

appear to be too high. However, as with the other groups, the response 

of the Missionaries would depend on how the proposed innovation related 

to their own values and goals. The combination of their commitment to 

the religious value system, their relatively older age, and their long 

involvement in education in Uganda would tend to make them fairly con

servative with regard to change.

Many of them have a direct personal involvement in the school.
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andj as a result, proposals for change are sometimes seen as attempts 

to undo the work to which they have dedicated their lives, 

is most likely to occur in changes which reflect newer values about the 

role of pupils, about rules governing pupil behavior, and about the 

school's role in promoting national development.

extensive experience which many of th^'^have had with rural, traditional 

society makes them more appreciative of the needs which pupils from such 

In the past. Missionary efforts have frequently

Resistance

.?■

On the other hand, the

an environment have.

been associated with attempts to provide a more practical and realistic

content for education. Thus, innovations which move in the direction

of more applied content in education would be more likely to receive 

support from the Missionaries.

Asians

The Asians comprise about 12% of the teachers in the sample and

are an important source of trained teachers from the local population. 

They rank fifth on total teaching load and sixth on time spent in non

class activities, indicating a somewhat lower average level of partici-

Part of this lower averagepation than most of the expatriates exhibit, 

can be traced to the concentration of Asians in urban, day schools which

have less opportunity for out-of-class activities. The Asians contribute 

valuable continuity ,to the schools because they tend to teach for long 

periods of time. The average length of teaching experience for the ,

group in the sample was just under seven years.. They constitute a rela

tively well educated minority group in the population of Uganda, and
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their proportion in the/teaching force is greater than their proportion 

in the total population.

The average ranking of the Asians on the socialization scales is 

5.6, almost the same as the average for the British Volunteers. HowevM, 

the pattern of rankings tends to be just the reverse of the pattern for
ativ^y high

tact scales, as one would expect since they are long-term residents of 

On the attitude and value scales, though, they rank quite 

They do deviate from this general pattern on two of the attitude 

The group is fourth on the dimension relating to the election 

of pupil leaders and is fifth on the scale about the relevance of educa- 

On these two dimensions they are very comparable to the British

?-

on the knowledge and con-volunteers. The Asians are rel

the country.

low.

scales.

tion.

Volunteer group.
The position of the Asians on six of the scales reinforces the

stereotype which characterizes them as being in an intermediate position

The ranking of the Asians onbetween the Africans and the expatriates. 

the knowledge scales is higher than those of the expatriates, but lower

On the two attitude scales men-than those of all the African groups, 

tioned in the previous paragraph, the Asians are again in a middle posi- 

However, on the remaining four attitude and value scales their 

position is very low, below that of the Africans and the bulk of the
tion.

expatriates. The implications of these rankings for the socialization 

effect of the Asians is somewhat ambiguous. Because of their minority ^ 

not likely to be very effective in socializing Africanposition thep^ are

pupils. However, the Asians do have the potential of socializing the
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Asian pupils toward more sympathetic and more effective participation in 

the efforts to huiid a new nation. The identification of the types of 

Asian teacher which are most effective at producing such socialization

would require a detailed study of the Asian teachers.

The tendency of this group to initiate or actively support inno-
. As-'a^f/

vations is probably fairly small group they rank seventh on both

of the questions concerning initiation of changes in the schools, 

degree to which they can be expected to support proposed changes is dif- 

They do indicate a middle level of concern about the

The

ficult to assess.

relevance of education, but whether this refers primarily to the rele

vance of the education for the Asians or to the relevance for all the

Clearly, one can expect that their support ofpupils is hard to know.
•»

or opposition to iimovation proposals would depend on their perception

The fact that the Asian teachersof its effect on the Asian pupils.

tend to be older and have fairly long teaching experience would lend

support to their tendency to respond conservatively to proposed changes.

Africans

This group is made up of all the Africans sampled who are teach

ing in the schools and contains 16% of the total, 

sixth on total average teaching load and fifth on total time spent in

The teachers in this group have a

As a group they rank

activities outside of the classroom.

fair amount of experience, with the average teacher having spent just ,

The group differs from the others in thatover five years teaching, 

about one.third of them do not have a university degree. The teachers
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in this group'have the distinction of being the only ones who can serve 

unequivocably as citizenship models for African pupils.

The pattern of rankings on the scales for the African teachers 

has a profile similar to that of the Missionaries, but about two ranks 

higher on the average, 

is 4.6, with ranks of either secon 

knowledge and contact and with ranks of six to eight on the attitude 

and value scales. The high ranking on scales measuring knowledge of 

local and. national environment is to be expected in light of the fact 

that this group'is composed of Africans who have grown up in Uganda. 

Clearly, this group has the knowledge which is necessary if the teacher 

is to act as a source of Information for the pupils.

•r-

The over-all average ranking for the Africans 
d'-QT^ third on the scales dealing with

Yet, with the exception of the scale relating to image of 

traditional cultures, the Africans have fairly low ranks on the attitude 

Their ranking puts them toward the lower end of the expatriate 

most of the scales and seems t-o reflect the effectiveness of

scales.

groups on
the socialization process which occurred when the African teachers were

In other words, their profile is much the same as that for 

the British teachers of similar age and experience. It is only with 

regard to their own cultures that the Africans show a noticeably higher 

ranking than the expatriates, and even there the Africans are still 

below the two volunteer groups. The implications for the performance 

of the African teachers as effective agents of national socialization, 

do not seem promising. They have the necessary background but they do 

not appear to feel that conscious attempts to transmit attitudes are

in school.
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a part of the role of education, and they do not seem inclined to take 

part in discussions or other activities which might aid the trans-

mission process.

As in the case of the Asians, the probability of innovative
■r-

Thebehavior on the part of the African teachers is hard to assess, 

ranking of the Africans on the two questions relating to initiation 

of innovations in the schools is fairly high. Yet, as a group, they do 

not seem particularly dissatisfied with the education being offered or 

with the organization of the schools. These factors would suggest that

Having been educated 

themselves in the same system, and having limited experiences, most of 

the African teachers cannot be expected to have an alternative model of 

secondary education which they would like to promote.

On the other hand, the African teachers are usually in the 

■ minority on school staffs and frequently feel that the role which they 

are allowed to play is much less significant than it should be con

sidering that they are the only nationals on the staff. Particularly 

among the younger teachers, the author encountered feelings of dissatis- 

The responses of the African students discussed in

the motivation for change is not very strong.

faction and unrest.

the next section offer considerable support for the existence of such 

The failure of these feelings to show up in the response offeelings.

the African teachers probably results from the fact that the majority of

the African teachers are older and their feelings are not as strong as

those of the younger teachers.
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Makerere and Kyainbogo Students

The two student groups will be discussed together since their 

pattern of responses is very'similar. Of the two, the Kyambogo group 

is much more important in terms of its probable effect on the schools. 

About 100 students graduated in 1967, and the annual output will rise 

to 150 in the next few years. In contra^, the Makerere group numbers 

about 20, and not all of those will actually become teachers. As 

indi-viduals, the Makerere group will be more influential because of

.r-

\ e quickly totheir higher academic degree. They are more likely 

positions of responsibility and can be expected to have an influence 

greater than their numbers, would suggest.

The striking thing about the pattern of rankings for these two 

groups is their similarity across the two kinds of scales; there is no 

grouping of ranks which distinguishes the knowledge scales from the 

attitude scales. The Makerere group has a slightly higher average rank

ing, 2.5 compared to 3.2 for the Kyambogo group. They are both consist

ently above the other groups, with the exception of the Peace Corps on 

the attitude scales; In two cases, the Kyambogo group ranks quite low;, 

seventh on the scale relating to discussion of national affairs with 

pupils, and sixth on the scale relating to traditional cultures. On 

these two dimensions the added years of schooling which the Makerere 

students have seem to make a significant difference in their attitudes.

The implications for the socialization role of these students 

when they become teachers are quite promising. As young African citizens 

the teachers will be attractive models for the pupils to identify with
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and to emulate. Their knowledge of the country is high, and their 

attitudes and values suggest that they are interested and willing to 

participate in the kinds of activities which have the potential of trans

mitting national goals and attitudes to the pupils. There may be some 

differences in effectiveness between the Makerere students and the 

Kyambogo students because of their ^attitudes on discussion of national- 

issues, and because of the more favorable feelings which the Makerere 

students have about the traditional cultures. However, the much larger 

number of Kyambogo students can be expected to more than offset the 

greater impact'of individual Makerere students.

The problem which remains unexplored, however, is the extent of 

the socialization effect of which the more conservative staff now teach-

The students willing in the schools will have on these students, 

undoubtedly move toward the position of the majority of staff members.

The gap in attitudes and values indicated by the scales is so great that 

if some accommodation does not take place it is unlikely that many of the 

students will be willing to remain as teachers. It will be particularly 

difficult for the Kyambogo students to retain their views because of 

their relatively low status in the school. Not only are they virtually 

the only non-graduates on the staff, but they are inexperienced, con

siderably younger, and they receive a Scilary which is less than half 

that of the expatriates, 

time, but even they can be expected to move toward the norms of the rest 

of the staff.

The Makerere students will have a much easier

The two student groups seem, nevertheless, to have a high
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potential for producing change in^the schools. They have quite high 

levels of dissatisfaction with both the degree .of relevance of the cur- 

rent education and with various aspeqts of the organization of the schools. 

Their effectiveness in promoting change, however, is more problematical. 

Along with all the problems of low status, there is also the problem that 
many of them tend to see the initiati-orf^f changes as the responsibility 

of senior teachers or headmasters. No part of the student's training has 

been directed at producing an understanding of how institutions change or 

how an individual can be nfbst effective in introducing new ideas. Initial 

attempts at change, motivated by enthusiasm and high ideals, may there

fore meet with frustration or even censure.

Their resilience in the face of difficulties may, in part, be 

dependent on the amount of support and acceptance which their ideas

Initially, the students will probablyfind with other members of staff.

In any given school theybe posted singly or in pairs to the schools.

feel isolated and unsure of themselves and their ideas. Over amay

period of several years, though, a small nucleus of three or four 

teachers may develop in many of the schools; thus, they can gain reinr

It is also likely that Informalforcement and support from each other, 

alliances will spring up between the new African teachers and the ex

patriate volunteers, and perhaps with some of the younger British Trained 

To the extent that these new teachers are able to find accep-teachers.

tance by their peers, their personal insecurity will probably be reduced, 

and the common tendency of new teachers to be overly strict and rigid 

As the proportion of new and volunteer teachersmay well be lessened.
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in the schools increases., it is conceivable that they will form an effec

tive force for the^^^development of a genuinely African oriented style of 

education in the schools.

Implications for Planning Strategies

This study will conclude witlr^ brief discussion^of some of the 

implications which the results summarized in the.first part of this 

chapter have for the recruitment and utilization of teachers in Uganda.

The generalizations in the study are derived from data which are primarily

Hence, it would be unwise to make specific

One can, however.
exploratory and -descriptive, 

recommendations on the basis of these generalizations.

indicate ways in which information of this type might be used in the 

planning process.
In the summary on each type of teacher, comments have been made

about their potential contribution to the socialization of pupils toward

The over-all impression created by the summaries suggests

Groups like the Mission-
national goals.

a relatively low potential for socialization, 

aries, the Asians, and the Africans are high on knowledge, but low on

the attitudes and values which would motivate them to transmit this

In contrast, the two volunteer groups are low on knowledge butknowledge.

^It should be noted that the comments on the innovative role of 
the new African teachers are speculation on the part of the author. To 
the author's knowledge there have been no 
a role might be desirable. The training which these teachers have re-' 
ceived contains strictly traditional subject matter and methods and 
does not prepare these teachers to be any different from those already 
in the schools.

official indications that such
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relatively high on motivation. The British Local teachers are generally 

low on both kinds of iscal'es and the British Trained teachers rank middle 

That leaves only the two student groups; they are generally high, 

on both knowledge and attitudes which makes them the only group which 

shows a consistent pattern Indicating a fairly high potential for

to low.

.•r-

■socialization.

These results would lead one to hypothesize that very little in 

: the way of socialization for national goals is taking place as a result 

of the actions of teachers. The supplementary data about the schools, 

collected by the author during interviews with headmasters and teachers, 

produced the same impression. Very little is done to develop school 

activities, either in or out of class, which promote the various goals 

of the nation or develop attitudes and values supportive of those goals. 

On the other hand, the school is not negative or hostile to national 

goals. The result is an atmosphere which is neutral. The tacit assump

tion seems to be that everyone knows and accepts the national goals and, 

hence, there need not be any conscious or overt attempt to design activ

ities which would promote these goals.

In effect, a decision has been made to opt out of any attempt 

at national socialization in the'schools. Particularly for the ex

patriate teacher, such a decision seems eminently defensible on the

grounds that they should not attempt to participate in a transmission 

for which they are unqualified because of their culture and 

Yet, closer inspection reveals that what appears to be
process 

nationality.

opting out of the decision is in reality a decision to transmit the
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values and attitudes which were emb_odied In the socialization of the

teacher when he grew '.up. f The editors of a recent collection of writings 

on the teaching of social studies deal very effectively with the assump

tion that education can be value free. They conclude that.

In sum, educators cannot escape judgments concerning 
the values, competencies, and knowledge that students 
should have. And these judgment^indirectly or directly 
help shape what the social system is or may become. 
Stated differently, there is inevitably a frame of 
social knowledge or conception of the,society imbedded 
in the teacher's choice of what and how he teaches.5

The teachers' attempts not to become involved in the socializa

tion of pupils for "national goals derives partly from their concept of 

the teacher's role and partly from the fact that the government has made 

essentially the same decision. The government's position is almost surely 

a default position resulting from the tremendous efforts required just 

to keep the system functioning in its present form. The question of 

consciously trying to create school situations which will produce the 

most desired form of socialization has never really been considered by 

planning officials. The result is a political investment strategy which 
may have some fairly high costs associated with it.^ The costs are not

^J. P. Shaver and H. Berlak (eds.). Democracy. Pluralism, and 
the Social Studies (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968), p. 62.

The concept o£ "political investment strategy" is discussed by 
Almond and Powell. They view the concept primarily as a predictive tool 
for evaluating alternative leadership strategies. Its application in the 
context of this study would lead to the evaluation of the socialization < 
effects of alternate educational strategies. G,.,Almond and G. Powell, 
Comparative Politics: A Developmental Approach-(Boston, Little, Brown
and Company, 1966), p. 326.
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direct financial ones, but rather costs in terms of the rate and extent 

of the development of ^political entity of Uganda.
'—i

Stated succinctly, the present strategy is to make little or no 

effort to use the potential which the secondary school system has for 

creating and developing in pupils the attitudes and values that form

of support and tolerance ^so-^sential for political develop

ment. The results reported in this study indicate that the pattern of 

attitudes and knowledge of most teachers is such that their socialization 
effect on the pupils is probably fairly small.^ The results also indi

cate, though, that there are significant differences in the profiles of 

different kinds of teachers. These differences provide the planners with 

the potential for choosing alternative political investment strategies, 

if they desire to do so.

By attempting to influence various types of teachers, in ways 

suited to their attitudes and knowledge about Uganda, planners could

.■r-

the reservoir

greatly increase the potential of the teaching staff for socialization 

of the pupils in desired directions. By selective use of orientation 

sessions for expatriates, by modification of training for new African 

teachers, and by selection of the sources from which teachers are

These results support views expressed by Coleman in discussing 
the relative lack of politicization of educational content in developing 
countries. He notes the obvious unfeasibility of using foreign teachers 
to transmit political ideology and also suggests that many indigenous 
teachers would be unreliable for such a task because of their training 
in essentially foreign systems. J. S. Coleman (ed.), Education and 
Political Development (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1965), p. 47-48.
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recruited, inudh could be done to create a teaching force with an in

creased potential for national socialization. For example, the volunteers 

seem to be high on the necessary attitudes and motivation but lacking in

An in-country orientation pro-knowledge of the country and its aims.

vided by Uganda could do much to provide volunteers with the information
of^eff active. Similarly, orienta-and understanding needed to make them m 

tion courses designed to provide both information and motivation might be

effective in making the British Trained teachers more involved in the

development of the country and more aware of the desirability of exerting

For the African teachers, the trainingan influence on pupils' attitudes.

could,be modified to include training in the ways in whichcourses

teachers transmit attitudes to pupils and the ways in which the organiza-

Finally, as the pressure to find 

teachers decreases, the government can be more selective about the types 

Groups of teachers which seem to have the lowest

tion of the school influences pupils.

of teachers recruited, 

potential for socialization can be gradually phased out, or if that is 

not feasible, more rigorous selection policies can be implemented to 

select only those teachers who do seem to have suitable attitudes.

The illustrations in the previous paragraph are merely examples

to indicate how educational planners might make more effective use of 

their teacher resources. The specific content and techniques associated 

with such an approach would depend on the specific national goals which

Ideally, the choice of these goals would be based ^ 

consciously chosen political investment strategy where the costs 

and benefits of alternate strategies had been evaluated and the most

were to be promoted.

on a
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8 The current default strategy now in effect 

should at least be evaluated so that planners and leaders will become 

aware of the various alternatives available.

suitable one selected.

Other characteristics of teachers revealed by the results of
•r-

this study have similar implications for developing strategies of teacher 

. If planners wanted to produ^ 

schools, then the tendencies of different kinds of teachers to initiate 

and support changes would have implications for the policies which con

trolled the proportions of different types of teachers in the schools. 

Decisions about the "relative Importance of academic versus socialization 

goals for the schools would have definite implications for the selection 

and training of teachers. Constraints caused by limitations of financial 

resources and by demands for the expansion of facilities would indicate 

the necessity for careful analysis of the relative financial costs of 

different kinds of teachers in relation to their output.

Thus, the planner is faced with competing sets of goals to which 

relative priorities must be assigned. He must assign both order and 

magnitude to the importance of such things as the different types of 

socialization in the schools, degree of innovation, quality and variety 

of academic training, continuity of teaching staff, and the expense of 

teachers. Having made some decisions about these, the planner must then

certain innovations in theutilization

8The range of possible strategies extends from ideologically ^
dominated institutions where the major emphasis is placed on molding of 
attitudes, to a situation where the entire effort is directed at the 
society outside of the schools and no attempt is made to use the schools 
at all.
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decide what mixture- of the types of teachers available will provide the 

closest approximation t6^the desired goals.

The rankings of the teachers on various goal related dimensions 

indicates that the choice of teacher types will be fairly difficult 

since groups tend to be high on some dimensions and low on others.

, for instance, the Missionaries are-Very low on socialization 

potential, yet are high on continuity of service, have a low cost to 

the country, and are quite productive in terms of average teaching load.

-r-

Thus

In contrast, the Peace Corps Volunteers are fairly high on socialization 

potential, have a fairly low average teaching load, are low on continuity.

Similar contrasts exist forand have a fairly low cost to the country, 

the other types of teachers. 

definite differences in the desirability of alternative mixtures depend-
9

ing on the hierarchy of goals chosen, 

in part, to provide at least preliminairy outlines of the teacher profiles

Because of these profiles there will be

The purpose of this study was.

to enable planners to begin making more effective use of teacher resources.

In the past, the efforts devoted to analysis of teachers have 

been focused on the questions of direct financial cost, terms of service,.. 

and level of academic training which characterized different kinds of 

teachers. Yet, the growing understanding of the process of development

^When stated in this form, the problem is theoretically reducible 
problem in resource allocation which is solvable by modem methods 

of operations research. While the precision of the information is not 
yet adequate to justify solutions of this nature, attempts to begin apply
ing such techniques would have valuable consequences for the planning 
process.

to a
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which has resulted from the efforts of social scientists in many disci- 
thalKsome of the key aspects of development have to do

For a variety of
pllnes, indicates

with political, social, and cultural variables, 

historical and economic reasons, these kinds of variables seem to be•■r-

receiving little or no attention in the development plans for education. 

Because of the author's concern about 

the impact which education was having in the country, the study of 

teacher characteristics has concentrated largely on measures.relating to 

attitudes and values considered relevant to the problem of national

^Sie^ffect of these omissions on

development.

The results suggest that there are significant differences in 

attitudes and values between different types of teachers and that these 

differences lead the teachers to view their role in a school in divergent 

Knowledge of the comparative differences among teachers opens the 

possibility of selecting and using teachers to promote some of the atti- 

tudinal and value oriented goals for development. The information also 

helps to highlight the probable effects of the current patterns of 

teacher utilization in contrast to what would be possible if strategies ' 

were developed which included explicit consideration of the national 

socialization role of the schools. Hopefully, the results of this study 

will provide a first step in the development of such strategies by in

creasing the awareness of the potential gains, and by increasing the 

concerns about the costs of the present default strategies.

ways,

t*
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.18 .32 .oi .05 .03 .06 -.02-.11 .02-.07 .04 ,.o6-

.38 .26 .03 .10 .01 .09 -.11 -.15 rW -.03 .02 .08'

.42 .04 .02 .07 .05 .05 .03 -.00- 4.11 .02 -.06 -.04

.45 .11 .01 .02 .08 -.02 -.04 -.17 .18 ;i4 -.04 -,o6

.17 .10 -.38 -.22 .13 -.17 .27 .05 .09 .02 .03 -.03 .

XVI XIX XXXIII •
R U RU RU RU RU

-.13 -.20 -.35 .04 -.01 .03 .07 .03 .17 -.13
.06 .06 -.15 -.10 -.15 -.08 -.18 .08 .10 .06
.00 -.07 -.15 .16 -.00 .23 .02 .16 -.05 -.03
.07 .11 -.10 .li .03 .07 .15 .19 -.'^5 -.09

-.02 -.04 -,13 .09 -.05 .14 ,15 .23 .30 -.11

.01 -.04' .10 -.06 -.20
.09 -.14 .12 -.08 -.03 .04 -.15

.05 -.06 -.06 .05 -.07

.02 .62 -.05 .05 .11
.30 '.26 -.02 -.25

'XI XII XIV XV
S

POPUGNDA 1 
SCREV 2
PCAPINC 3 

■ AHGUGD 4 
INDDEV 5

-.05 .11 ' -.14 
-.07
-.02 .15 -.19 
.07 -.02 -.16 
.18 .12 -.09 -.11

CONSTTN 6 
LEGPROCf 7 
LOCGOV 8 
BDSYS ■ 9

I LANGAFR 10

1

t

i

.59 .28 

.03 -.07 

.19 -.03 

.05 .08

.08 -.05 .10 . .06 .11
.11 .07 .03 -.12
.08 -.06 .12 -.07
.06 -.oy .67 .41

.03^ -.03 -.08

.01 -.00 

.06 .01 

.09 .11 

.08 .23 
-.00 -.05 -.01 .06

.12 .08 -.13 .04 .07

.-1 -.16 .08 .03 -.02 .11

.00 -.18 .03 .01 -.07 .11

.03 .02 .03 .00 -.00 -.06
.06 - ,04 .06 .17 .14 -.03

.02 -.10 .02 .08 .05 .37
-.00 -.02 -.12 .16 -.11 .01
-.03 -.06 -.11 .12 -.01 .19
.00 .22 ,02 -,07 -.01 .06

-.13 -.41 .01 .06 .09 .14 -.03

5> TOTCHLD 11 
I ADTIME 12 
TOTTIME -13 
ACTSTRT 114 
SOCLUB 15i —08 -.17 

,07 -.06 
-.13 -.18 
-.08 -.03

.11 -.06 .01 -.14 .08 .05 -.04 .01 .01 -.01

.12 .02 .05 -.06 -.05 -.02 .04 .11 .06 -.07
-.00 -.04 -.02 -.08 -.08 -.07 -.12 .01
.07 .01 -.02 .04 -.08 -.05
.02 -.10 .41 .12 .11 -.07

.04 -.02 

.13 -.00 
,06 .12 -.21 -.04 

.32 ,03 

.10 -.21

.03 .04 

.05 .15 

.10 .01

.11 .04 -.06 .01
.01 -.01 -.00 ■ ,03 .03

.02 -.04 -.67 -.12 

.00 -.05 -.72 -.14 
;o3 .21 -.18 .13 
.00 ,08 -.27 .09

-.09

AHGPLP 16 
TOTPAP 17 
FRQRAD 18 
RADUGD 119 
LOCXIFL 20

-.25
.06 -.09 -.02 -.03

.03
.03 .24

.04 .04

.03 .07 

.03 -.06 .
-.02 -.13

.14 .04 -.01 -.02

.22 -.21 .02 -12 -.18 -.09 -.06 -.16 .19 .15
-.02 -.12 -.02 .06 -.14 -.15 .06 .05

.02 .01 .20 ,09 .04 .02 -.10 .15 .05
,02 .15 .15 .06 -.04 -.12 .08 -.04

.01 .05 .14 .10 .02 .05 -.07 -.01 -.13

.12 -.11 
-.05 -.10 . .01 .01 

.04 -.03 -.00 .12 

.07 -.01 -.02 .11 

.16 .09

.00 .07

.00 .04
-.08

.05 .08

-.22 -.02 
-.48 -.17 
-.08 -.04 
-.07 -.03
-.22 -.04

-.15 -.01 
.15 -.08 
.04 ,18 

-.10 .10 
-.15 -.10 .01

FRQDSC 21 
NOTDSC 22 
EXFMOE 23 
INFLMOE •• 24 

•TOYINFL 25

1
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TABLE A.l cont.

XIII XIVXI XII XV XVI XVII XVIII XIX XX

R U

.13 -.13 

.01 -.07- 
-.03 -.00

R U R U

TCHINFO 26 ' -.27 .05 -.06 -.16
DSCLSS 27 -.36 -.06 -.17 -.09
EXPOPN 28 -.52 -.23 -.16 -.05
PAHSCH 29 -.03 .02 .16 .Oh
ADQPAR 30 -.13 -.04 -.12 -.07

R U R U R U -R U 
.04 -.02
.07 -.04 
.01 -.21 

-.17 .01 
.09 -.03

R ■ U

~.04 .15 -.19 -.05 -.02 .12 -.00 .03 -.20-t;22
.03 -.04 .05 -.08 .03 .04 . 20 -.15 -V.09—.11
.04 -.02 .06 .10 -.15 -.08 -.05 -.07

-.01 r.06 -.02 -.08 ' .04 .06 -.07 -.00
-.oif-.-.09

R U R U

.11 -.07 

.29 .06 

.06 -.02 
.08 .17 -.21 -.07 
.10 .16 -.03 .03

-T.Ol -.03 
-^02 -.00 
.22 .17

06 -.02 -.08 ' .04 
.09 -.05 -.02 -.02 .02 .08

/'
I,PUPDSAT 31 -.11 ->09 .00 .02

SATPRFS 32 -.01 .08 .12 -.03
DEMORG 33 -.04 .09 -.09 -.26
TCHINEL 34 -.17 -.19 .04 -.14
'CKGSYL 35 .01 -.06 -.03 -.28

■ °CHGSCH 36 -.01 .04 -.01 -.03
■PUBSCH 37 .01 .09 -.09 .10
SCHCOM 38 -.00 .12 -.09 -.17
SATRLTN 39 .12 .06 -.04 -.07
SCHISO 40 -.00 -.02 .01 -.02

.03 -.06 
-.04 -.10 
.58 .23 
.17 -.08
.03 -.03

.07 .07 
-.03 -.02 
-.09 -.10 
.06 -.04 

-.01 .12

.15 -.02. .02 -.10 .07 -.01 -.03 -.03 .'O3.-.O3 .
-.02 .12 .14 .01 -.00 -.03 .14 .11 .02 -.12
.06 .01 .09 .03 .04 .09 -.04 -.09 .00 .02
.04 .02 .06 .13 -.12 -.11 .07 .01 .19 .02
.02 -.04 -.03 -.00 .03 -.27 .09 -.17 .64 .08

.03 .01
-.14 .01

.05 -.16 
-.06 -.10 - 
.04 .00

-.07 -.12 .09 .00
.12 .00 -.04 -.17 
.16 .03 -.16 .12 
.18 .00 .03 .13
.14 -.01 .08 .22

.02 .06 .07 -.13 , .17 .03

.13 .04 -.06 -.02 \ .00 
.11 .21 -X.09 
.11 -.09 ‘.29 .09

-.07

.26 -.10 
.06 -.09 -.11 
.03 -.02 .01 

.11 -.04 

.01 -.11

.02 -.03 
-.13 .03 
.02 -.13 
.08 .26' 
.00 .09

-.08 -.03 
-.03 -.03 
.08 .14 

-.11 -.04
.03 .03

.43 .16 

.32 -.01 

.34 .28 -.03 .20 .02

COMACT 4l -.07 .03 .00 -.06
UNVSTDS 42 .09 -.03 -.02 .14
QLTWNED 43 -.06 -.10 -.23 -.30
BRKLWS 44 .14 .11 -.24 .07
CONCLSS 43 -.33 .-.10 .22 -.63

.01 -.14
-.07
.02 .13
.11 -.04

-.07

.02 -.19 .34 .32 -.01 -.18 .01 -.13 ■ -.04 -.11
.03 .00 .10 -.11 -.10 -.11 .03 -.03 -.17 -.08 -.13

.08 ..07 -.17 -.10 -.07 -.06 .22 -.05 -.03 .00
-.02 .04 -.07 -.04 -.12 -.00 -.19 -.11 .13

.06 .08 -.04 .08 .13 .18 .02 -.02 .10 -.09 -.04

.11 .03 -.01 -.01 

.07 -.08 .09 -.08 

.04 -.03 -.02 .00 

.07 .12 -.03 -.02 

.12 .03 .09 -.06
.07

PRFELCT 46 -.09 .07 .02 -.20
. COMCHNL 47 -.06 -.09 .02 -.04
GOVPHOG 48 .10 -.03 -.19 .02
STHGOV 49 -.10 -.02 -.06 -.02
PRSFDM 30 .06 .06 -.19 .00

.60 .26 

.26 .13 
-.13 .06 -.14 .09 
-.34 -.09 -.11 .01 
-.20 .16

.04,-.01

.04 .01
.00 .02 .13 .10 .02 .13 .07 .01 -.01 .10
.06 .03 -.06 -.03 -.08 -.12 -.12 -.07 .02 -.03
.09 .08 .01 .02 -.12 -.10 -.03 .02 -.02 .02

-.07 .08 .03 -.12 .00 • .00 .12 .17 .01 -.02
.04 .06 .10 '-.00 -.10 -.06 -.00 .14 -.03 -.12

.02 -.20 

.00 -.08' 

.03 .08 

.03 .16 
-.02 .06.01 .06

■ 1
f

J
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TABLE A.l cont.
, t

XII XIII XIV XV XVI XVII

R U R U.

.08 -.01 -.05 -.09 .06

.06 -.01 -.07 .05 

.25 -.14 

.01 -.15 
-.09

XVIII XIX XxXI

R U RR U R U R U

.05 -.18 -.18 -.00

.10 .01 -.25 -.18
.01 -.10 -.10 -.18 .10 .07
.10 .15 .10 -.16 .09 -.02

.06 -.06 -.05 -.11

R U R U

.22 -.18 

.04 -.12 

.05 .00 

.12 .08
-.07 -.19

u . •R, u i'
1

0? . .19 .26 
.01 .19 
.11 .04 
.16 .14

.20 
.12 .20

-.01 .08
.02 -.02 

.01 .

.19SSLHEV 51 -.04 .02 -.08 -.09
POLED 52 -.45 -.16 -.05 -.22
PPUOB 53 -.19-.00 
CRCREL 5*^ .00 -.09
EXMREL 55 -.08 -.09 -.05 .18

PRNTKNW 56 -.15 -.10
AREASTD 57 '.00 -.15
NOBKSRD 58 -.16 -.04
TOTLMG 59 .08 -.05
PPLBKGD 60 -.01 -.07

I
.14 .05 
.20 .06 
.00 -.08 

-.08 -.01 -.02 -.05 • .08

5'
.32 .32 
.05 -.02 

.06 -.04 -.06 i;

.17 -.09 .01 -.08 . 23 -.25 ' .04
.03 .20 -.05 -.13 

.05 -.12 .16 .12 ,vl'9 -.06

.00 .05 .12 .14 4.31 .00 -.14 -.03 ■

.00 -.06 .12 .15 .14 .02- -.09 -.14

-.04 -.05' >-.01 .07 .02-.09 -.02 .03
-.07 .03 .03 -.11 -.02 .16 -.08 .17
.02 .02 .10 -.06 .00 .12 -.05 .10
.17 -.03^ .11 -.00 .10 -.05 .02 .05
.22 .12 .02 -.02 .13 -.10 .11 .07

.07 
.16 -.06 

-.06 -.61
-.14 .07 
.22 .10 
.12 -.07
.40 .00
.12 -.10 • .00 .23

-.06 .10 
.05 .02 

.03 -.16 -.09 
.08 -.11 
.00 -.,02

.24 .14 

.65 .20 

.31 .19 

.05 -.21 

.13 .01

-.03. -.12 
-.02 -.01 -.01 .10 

.03 -.08 
-.10 -.11

.11 .07 
-.11 .17 
-.20 
-.35 .11 
.06 .02

.04 -.04 

.06 -.11 

.11 -.08 

.04 .02

.02 .13

.02 -.09 -.04 .02 -.01 -.00
62 -.11 -.09 -.20 .01 -.01 -.22
63 -.05 -.06 -.18 .01 .07 -.13
64 .09 .02 -.44 -.18 .02 .04
63 .10 .17 -.29 -.24 -.06 .00

.03 -.09 -.34 .01 -.16 -.05 -.04 -.09

.06 -.06 -.24 .06 -.08 -.06 -.07 -.13
68 -.23 -.09 -.11 .01 .02 -.13 .14 .02
69 -.'11 .40 .23 .13 .08 .03 ■ .13 .01
70 -.01 .26 -.02 .09 .04 .01

.23 -.10 

.78 .22

.68 .14 

.37 .06 

.12 -.01

.03 .25 

.03 .08 

.00 .06 
-.02 -.15 
.08 -.16

PARATTD 61• 
■ POLSTR 

I CULSTR 
“NOAFRN 
*-■ NOASNS I

I
.19 .08 
.16 .04 
.06 .08 
.02 .01

-.04 -'.02 -.02 -.13 
.02 -.03 -.07 -.08 
.11- .09 -.01 -.02 
.14 .00 -.06 -.00 
.22 .05 -.14 .08

.00.00 .04 -.05
.05 .07 

-.03 .02 
-.01 .05 
-.05 .13

.25 -.18 

.22 -.18 -.06 .03 

.00 -.11 
-.04 .02
.12 -.07

METPRNT 66 
VSTHOHE 67 
UGDSIL 
PLIGHT 
BRDPRC

.15 -.06 

.11 .12 

.18 .22 -.11 -.07.(53-.00

.02 .14 
-.00 .08 
-.16 -.04 
-.06 -.05
.04 .11

.04 -.08 
-.04 -.18 
.01 -.04 
.14 .09 

■ .17 -.06

.10 .08
-.12 -.01 
.07 -.17 

-.02 -.11 
-.07 -.12

-.00 -.12 
-.09 -.30
.06 -/05 
.12 .03 

-.01 -.01

.05 -.22 
-.19 -.01
.08 .01 
.03 -.04 
.02 -.08

.05 -.07 

.04 -..28 

.16 -.00 

.16 .05 
-.05 -.10

-.08 -.04
.00 -.02
.14 .17 -.06 -.20 

-.07
.11 -.00 -.16 .06 -.05 -.12

INICER 71 -.09 .16
EXTFMY 72 -.07 .19 
SASPROD 73 .02 -.00
PPLNTL 74 ,05 .06
PPLCLVR 75

.07 .01 

.03 .12 -.18 -.01 
.06 .04 
.14 .02 
.02 .01

.09 .00
s

08 -.05.02 I

y,
-.09 -.08 ■ 
.16 .09 
.10 .01 

-.10 -.08 ! 
.06 .03 1

.04 .11 .14 -.10 -.18
.00 .00 -.00 .14 -.24 -.03

-.22 -.06 -.12 .10 .10 -.11
.14 .11 -.04 .12 -.10I-.02 .07 -.06

-.04 -.04 .02 .03 -.00 .06 -.02 .02

-.09 -.14 -.00 .06 -.06 
.03 -.15 -.17 -.14 

.11 .21

.01 -.08 .16 -.17 
.03 -.19 
.07 .09

-.05 -.06 
-.05 -.15

PPIiiZY 76 -.14 .10 .05 .02
PPLHNST 77 -.13 -.00 -.08 .19
PPLQST 78 .11 -.05 -.01 -.13
PPLAMB 79 -.03 ..11 .01 -.15
MNSTRKN 80 -.03 -.16 -.60 -.06

.05 .08

.05:-.04

.00 -.19 
-.08 .04

.-8.03 i,'

-.07 -.05 
.27 -.12

t,

1



TABLE A. 2

THE EIGENVALUES AND CUMULATIVE PROPORTION OF TOTAL VARIANCE 
OF 20 FACTORS EXTRACTED DURING FACTOR ANALYSIS

‘v /

FACTOR EIGENVALUE CUMULATIVE PROPORTION 
OF TOTAL VARIANCE

8.531. .11
4.52 .162.

3. 3.35 .20
4. .243.57

1.965. . .26

6. 1.74 .28
i;687. .30

8. 1.55 .33
1.43 ^
1.30

9. .34
10. .36

11. 1.21 .37
1.08
1.06
1.03

12. .38
13. .40
14. .41

.9615. .42

16. .94 .43
.8917. .45

18. .86 .46
.8419. .47
.78 .48.30..
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TABLE A.3■?

FYAMPT.F. OF FACTOR: SCORE CALCULATION FOR SCALE 5

CT5 = 0
SMS = 2.708 ^ ,
FEDEEL = 0 
(ZCRCREL EQ 0 ) CT5 = CT5 + 1 
(ZCRCREL EQ 0 ) SMS = SMS - 0.665 
(ZCRCREL NE .0 ) FEDREL = FEDREL + ZCRCREL * 0.665 
(ZEXMREL EQ 0 ) CT5 = CT5 + 1
(ZEXMREL EQ 0 ) SMS = SMS - 0.625
(ZEXMREL NE 0 ) FEDREL = FEDREL j^ZEXMREL * 0.625 
(ZPUBSCH EQ 0 ) CT5 = CT5 +
(ZPDBSCH’EQ 0 ) SMS = SMS - .0.528
(ZPUBSCH NE 0 ) FEDREL = FEDREL + ZPUBSCH * 0.528
(ZSYLREV EQ 0 ) CT5 = CT5 + 1
(ZSYLREV EQ 0 ) SMS = SMS - 0.443
(ZSYLREV NE 0 ) FEDREL = FEDREL + ZSYLREV * 0,433
(ZSATPROD EQ 0 ) CT5 = CT5 + 1
(ZSATPROD EQ 0 ) SMS = SMS - 0.447
(ZSATPROD NE 0 ) FEDREL = FEDREL + ZSATPROD * 0.447
(CT5 LT 2 ) FEDREL = FEDREL / SMS
(CT5 GE 2 ) FEDREL =99

COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
IF :
IF
IF

.-r-
IF .
IF
IF

' IF
IF ■
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

. CT5 is a counter which keeps track of the number of questions answered

SMS is a sum consisting of the weights of all the questions included in 
the scale.
weights for all the questions. When a particular question is not 
answered and therefore not included in the scale, the weight for 
that question is subtracted from the total of SMS

The last two statements test the value of CT5.
. 2, a value of the scale is computed and assigned to FEDREL which is the 

Tiamp of the scale. If CT5 is greater than (GT) 2, the scale is not 
computed and the value 99 is assigned to FEDREL. (99 is a missing value)

It has an initial value equal to the sum of the

If CT5 is less than (LT)

\
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TABLE A.4

CORRELATION MATRIX OF SCALE SCORES FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Scale 5 Scale 6 Scale 7 Scale 8 Scale 9 •

1.00Scale 1

Scale 2 .41 1.00

1.00.10 .00 '■Scale 3I

OJ
Ln .18 1.00-.09Scale 4 -.09•e-
I

.38-.06 -.02 .13 1.00Scale 5
-.02 1.00.59 .05 .04Scale 6 .51

1.00.06 .13 .04.05 -.01 .21Scale 7
.62 -.11 1.00-.15.43 -.07 -.11.37Scale 8

1.00.32 -.05.32 .10.04 .10 .27.06Scale 9

1
/



APPENDIX B

TABLE B.l

TEACHING EXPERIENCE BEFORE ARRIVAL.IN UGANDA BY TEACHER GROUP
r
V

aYEARS OF 
TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE

►3 8tu “I> ^5
Kl HQ

a
CO ow Ho<I g

14^ 68^
(18)' (26)

9^ • 10?^ 32Si 
(2) . (4) (10)

13^ 225^NONE
(5) (65)

l6j^ 7&% 10^ 13^115^ 30^ 22S«LESS THAN 1 
YEAR (15) (6) (7) (31) (3) (5) (67)

55^ 75^7% % laa 7%1 TO 2 YEARS
(9) (2) (2) (4) (2) (2) (21)

8^\7% % 13% 2i 3% 11%2 TO 3 IEARS
(23) (2) (3) (1) (1) (3) (33)

3 TO 5 IEARS 16^- 3%3S% 13% 10^ 10%0
(1) (1) (4) (36)(21) (3) 0

16%5 OX) 10 YEARS 20% 3^ 17% 19^ 29%0
(1) • (4) (6) (49)(27) (11)0

26% 21% -12S{OVER 10 YEARS 15% 9%0 0
(19) (2) (8) (8) (37)0 0

AVERAGE NUMBER 4.0 0.6
OF YEARS FOR (132) (38) , (23)
EACH.GROUP

3.4 0.6 r.6 5.3 
(40) (31) (38)

3.0
(302)

* Number of teachers in the group
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TABLE B.2

FATHER'S OCCUPATION RATING BY TEACHER GROUP '

I/ I !
« Pio o gH w

t Vi

I es fes
CO CO

p
b::
CO CO

8^ 19^ 24?^ 16^ 11^ 4^
(.9)* (25) (28) (22) (19) (13) (5)

BRITISH
TRAINED

19^ 28^ 25^ 37" 17?^ 8^
(7) (10) (9) (1) (6) (3)

BRITISH
TEA/VOL

0
0

5^- 14^ 24^ 24^ 29^
(1) (3) (5) (5) (6) (1)

BRITISH
LOCAL

k% 0
0

28$^ 22^ 27^ 10^ 5^ 8?$
(11) (9) (11) (4) (2) (3)

PEACE CORPS 0
0

15^ 11^ 30?^ 30^ 115^ 356
(4) (3) (8) (8) (3) (1)

MISSIONARIES 0 .
0

8% 23^ 38%
(2) (6) (10) (1) (3)

4Z 12^ASIANS 15^0
(4)0

3% ■ 11% 16% 3% 3%
(2) (7) (10) (2) (3)

AFRICANS 62^0
(38)0

. 1.

3% 20% ha%
(1) (4) (8)

MAKERERE 33%0 0 0
(7)0 0 0

395 10^ 18^ %
(2) (8) (14) (7)

5%KYAMBOGO 195 33%
(4) (1) (40)

3^ 18^ 2095 . Z6% 18^
(1) (6) (7) (9) (6) (3)

OTHERS 995 655
(2)

995 17^ 24^ 13^ 11?^
. (40) - ..(79) . (110) (59) (52)

TOTAL % 2155
(25) (96)

* Number of teachers in the group
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TABLE B.3

POPULATION OF CHILDHOOD RESIDENCE BY TEACHER GROUP

20,000 - 
100,000

OYER
100,000

5^000 - 
20,000

FARM OR 
VILLAGE

26?^ 33^20^ 21%. BRITISH 
■■ TRAINED (27)* (43)(35)(27)

405^23^ ■ 17%2C%BRITISH
tbaAol (6) (14)(7) (8)

17^' 2S% 22S%33%BRITISH
LOCAL (5)(4) (8) (6)

28^ 30%ia% 32^PEACE CORPS
(12)(4) (13) (11)

2.3% 37%16^ 22^MISSIONARY
(8) (12)(7)(5)

34^ 30%k% 3-S%ASIANS
(16) (14)(15)(2)

2S%io%eh% 2k%
.(14)

AFRICANS
(38^ (6) (1)

65^ 10^ 15!i^ 10^MAKERERE
(2)(13) (2) (3)

U/%62^ 22^ 12^KTAMBOGO
(18)(50) (10) (3)

38^17% lh%31%OTHERS
(14)(11) (6) (5)

21% 2h%32^ 235^TOTAL
(118) (106) (120)(161)

* Number of teachers in the group
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APPENDIX CV

SECTION C.l

LIST OF EIGHTY ITEMS USED IN FACTOR ANALYSIS

No. Item Name -Questionnaire Item or Scale Reference

POPUGNDA Scale 2 *1

SRCREV ** What is the single most important source of revenue 
for the central government of Uganda?

2

I don't know

What is the approximate population of Uganda? 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ million

PCAPINC3

I don't know

Scale 64 AGRUGD

For each of the topics listed below please indicate how 
well Informed you are on that subject by placing a 
number to the left of the topic.

1 = very well Informed
2 = moderately well informed 
3.= poorly Informed
4 = very poorly informed

• industrial development in Uganda5 INDDEV

the new constitution in Uganda6 CONSTTN 1.

the legislative process in Uganda7 LEGPROC

Scale 68 LOCGOV

Scale 69 EDSYS

Scale 910 LANGAFR

* Items included in a scale are to be found with' that scale in Appendix C.2

** Item failed to load at .30 or above on any Factor
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Section C,1 cont".

Total number-of class periods taught per week11 TOTCHLD

12 _ ADTIME ; Total number, of hours spent, on the average,per week in 
administrative activities including Housemaster, 
Careers, Subject head. Bookstore, etc.

Total number of hours spent per week, on the average, 
in all out-of-class activities. This includes form 
master,- administrative duties, supervisory duties, 
activities, sports, school trips, etc.
Are there any activities-or^ports which you have been 
responsible for starting at your school or which you 
Intend to start in the near future?

Yes

If YES, please indicate what the activity is:

13 TOTTIME

14 ACTSTRT

2. No1.

About how frequently, on the average, do yoii visit the 
sports or social club in the town near your school?

almost daily 
2 or 3 times a week 
once a week or so 
almost never 
there is no club

15 SOCLUB

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

16 ARGPLP Scale 2

Scale 217 TOTPAP

. 18 FRQEAD Scale 1

■ Scale 119 BADUGD

Do you ever have contact with the officials of the local 
government in your area?

Yes

20 LOCOFL
- t-

2. No1.

If YES, what kinds of officials? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

About how frequently do you discuss public affairs and 
matters of national interest in Uganda with other people?

21 raQDSC

22 NOTDSC Scale 3 >

Scale 123 EXPMOE

24 INFLMOE Scale 1
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• Section C.l cont.

Scale 125 TRYINFL

How important do you think teachers are as a source of 
information' for pupils about what is happening in Uganda?

probably the single most important source 
about as important as radio and newspapers 
about as Important as classmates and friends 
about as important as parents and other adults ' '
less important than any of the above sources

26 TCHINFO

1.
2,
3.
4.
5.

Scale 327 DSCLSS

28 EXPOPN Scale 3

Scale 429 PARSCH

Scale 430 . ADQPAR

Scale- 431 POPDSAT

32 SATPRFS Scale 4

Which of the following statements do you agree with more?
pupils would benefit from a more democratic form 
of school organization in which they elected 
their own leaders and controlled their orwn affairs

33 DEMORG

1.

pupils get sufficient, opportunity to practice the 
skills of self-government in their clubs and 
societies; there is no need for further oppor
tunities on a school-wide basis

2,

34 TCHINFL* As an individual teacher how frequently would you say that 
your own actions either in or out of class are directly 
effected as a result of pupil requests for change?

occasionally^

almost never
1. very frequently 

frequently

3.

2. 4.

To what extent, if at all, have you made changes in the 
content and presentation of the syllabus in your subject?

I have done extensive work in seeking out new 
references, writing new materials, and reorganizing 
the approach to the present syllabus
I have done some work in writing new materials 
and creating new approaches to the syllabus

35 CHGSYL

1.

2.

* Item failed to load at .30 or above on any Factpr,
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Section C.l 000*1,

_ I 'have made minor modifications of materials
and approaches to the syllabus

V 1/ have not felt the n’eed to make any changes

3.

4.

Have you ever tried to initiate a change in some aspect 
of the organization or procedure of the school where you 
are now teaching? (e.g. punishment)

2. _
If YES, please indicate you tried to change and how
successful you think thCattempt was.

CHANGE ATTEMPTED

36 CHGSCH

1. NoYes

4

DEGREE OF SUCCESS

High Medium1. Low

2. High Medium Low

Scale 537 PDBSCH

Scale 938 SCHCOM

39 SATELTH Scale 9

40 SCHISO Scale 9

Are you, or have you in the past year, been involved in any 
community activities outside the school: e.g. adult 
education, work camps, youth organizations, etc.?

Yes

If YES, please indicate what activities:

41 COMACT

1. 2. No

42 UNVSTDS* What statement do you agree with more?
_ standards of university education in Uganda 
should be kept at a high, internationally defined 
and recognized level

_ standards of university education in Uganda should 
be flexible and related to the needs and resources 
of Uganda

1.

2.

43 QLTWNED* Compared to the quality of education being received by the^ 
pupils in this school, my OWN secondary education was

slightly better 
much better

4. -much worse 
slightly worse 
about the same

1.

5.2.

3.

* Item failed to load at .30 or above on any Factor.
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■Sectipn G,1 cent.

BRKLWS Scale 144

Scale 345 CONCLSS

If prefects were elected by the pupils, the confusion and 
the risk of unsuitable winners would more than offset any 
educational value there might be in the process of election.

A 3.

46 PRFELCT

UN 4, D 5. SD^—■-SA 2.1.

Scale 447 eOMCHNL

Scale 148 GOVPROG

A strong central government is the only way to avoid 
unnecessary duplication and waste of Uganda's limited 
resources.

49 STRGOV

UN 4. D 5. SDSA 2. A 3.1.

50 PRSFDM* Personal freedoms must sometimes be limited in the interests 
of security and good government.

SA 2. UN 4.A 3. D 5. SD-1.

Scale 551 SYLREV

Scale 352 POLED

As a highly educated minority group, secondary school 
pupils have every right to expect jobs which do not 
require physical work.

SA 2.

53 PPLJOB

UN 4. D 5.A 3. SD1.

Scale 554 CRCREL

Scale 555 EXMREL

Most of the pupils' parents have so little education that 
there is little of value which they can teach their children 
about life in modem Uganda.

SA 2.

56 PRNTKNW

UN 4. D 5. SDA 3.1.

Please indicate which of the following areas you have 
made some study of, i.e. know something about local history, 
or customs, or society. Use as many ticks as needed.
Buganda 
Ankole 
Bigezi 
Karamoja

57 AEEASTD

Acholi-Langl
Teso
Bugisu-Sebel

Toro 
Bunyoro 
West Nile 
Busoga

* Item failed to load at .30 or above on any Factor.
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-Section C,1 cpnt.

Approximately how many books have you read which were 
concerned with East Africa or Uganda?

_  one or two
\ three to six

58 NOBKSED

six to twelve 
more than twelve

3.1,

. 4.2.

Scale 659 TOTLANG

60 PPLBKGD Scale 8?■

Scale 861 PAEATTD

Scale 662 PQLSTR

Scale 663 CDLSTR

64 NOAFRN Scale 2

For the communities listed below please indicate about how 
many people you know in each; i.e. you know something about 
them and have some feeling for them as individuals.
(DO NOT INCLUDE pupils or servants)

65 NOASNS

4-10;1-3;ASIAN manynone;

Scale 866 METPRNT

Scale 867 VSTHOME

68 UGDSYL* Which of the following statements do you agree with more?
the school curriculum should include the study ol 
the various peoples and traditions in Uganda
the school timetable is already too full with 
the academic topics which are essential

1.

2.

Scale 7- 69 PLYGMY

70. BRDPRC Scale 7

71 INICER Scale 7

Scale 772 EXTFMY

Scale 573 SATPROD

/
t

* Item failed to load at .30 or above on any Factor.

•-'•i.vi:-'--; .
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Section C.l cont.

The final questions consist of a series of paried 
adjectives separated hy a seven-point scale.

For each pair Indicate the extent to which you think one 
or the cither of the adjectives describes the group of 
people mentioned at the top of the question.

CIRCLE ONE of the seven numbers between each pair of 
adjectives. Work quickly, putting down your first 
impressions rather, than puzzling over each decision.

-—?■

African Pupils:

2 3 4 5 6 7 Ignorant74 PPLNTL Intelligent 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 Dull175 PPLCLVR Clever

5 6 Hardworking2 3 4 7176 PPLLZY Lazy

2 3 4 5 6 7 Dishonest1Honest77 PPLHNST

5 6 7Questioning 1234 

Unambitious ,1234

Unques tioning78 PPLQST

5 6 7 Ambitious79 PPLAMB

80 MNSTRKN Scale 2

!■

J
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. . ' SECTION C.2
DESCRIPTION OF SCALES 

SCALE 1 - IMAGE OF GOVERNMENT (FACTOR III)

. TEXT OF SCALE-ITEMS
(^MOE) Suppose a ruling were being considered by the Ministry of 
Education which you felt'would be harmful to education in Uganda. If 
you expressed your opinion on the ruling to an official of the ministry, 
how do you think he would react?

give your point of view serious consideration (4) 
pay some attention to your point of view (3)

you (2)
2.

pay only a little attentioi^o 
ignore what you had to sajr (1)

3,
4.

(INFLMOE) What do you think your chances of influencing the ministry 
would be?

poor (2) 
very poor (1)

very good (4) 
good (3)

3.1.
4.2.

(TRYINFL) If such a case arose, how likely is it that you would actually 
try to do something about it?

very likely (4) 
somewaht likely (3)

somewhat likely (2) 
very unlikely (1)

3.1.
4.2.

(BRKLWS) People who break laws in Uganda

almost always get caught. (4) 
usually get caught (3) 
usually get away (2) 
almost always get away (1)

1.
2.
3.
4.

(GOVPROGl The government is making good progress in the provision of 
educational and health services in Uganda. '

UN 4. D 5. SDA 3.SA 2.1.

. (2) (1)(3)(5) (4)

(FRQRAD) How often do you listen to programmes on the radio which provide 
information abijut Uganda or East Africa?

_  almost daily (4)
_  several times a week (3)
_ _  every week or so (2) ,
^ almost, never (1)
_  I don't have a- radio (0)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

.-s
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SCALE 1 cont.'

(RADUGD) When you do listen to the radio, how likely are you to 
listen to Radio Uganda?

1. - very likely (3)
somewhat likely (2) 

["not very likely (1)
\2.

3.

* * * * *
ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

iRiiws GOVPROG FRQRAD RADUGDEXPMOE INFLMOE TRYINFL B

1.00EXPMOE 
INFLMOE .62
TRYINFL 
BRKLWS 
GOVPROG 
FRQRAD 
RADUGD

1.00
1.00.38 .52

.32 .18 1.00.23
.33 1.00.29 .30 .13

.15 1.00.34 .30 .30.21
.52 1.00.30 .29.36 .29.25

test-retest
reliability

.86 .68.54.77.61 .77.75

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES -

Kurtosis = -0.629
Range = 3.234
Maximum = 1.640
Minimum = -1.594
Number of complete cases = 327

Mean = -0.012
Standard Deviation = 0.675
Variance = 0.456
Skewness = 0.126
Number of cases used = 471
Number of missing cases = 52

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = 0.76 (Internal Consistency) ^
' Average test-retest correlation coefficient for items in the scale = .71
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SCALE 1 cont.

MEANS OF TEACHER GROUPS ON ITEMS IHCLUDED IN THE SCALE
I J -

EXPMOE* INETMOE* TRYINFL* BRKLWS* GOVPROG* FRQRAD* RADUGD*

2.41 1.583.511.55 2.11 1.95British ,2.23
Trained

British 2.18 
TEA/Vol

Btitish 
Local

Peace Corps 2.22

3.44 2.26 1.641.64 2.28 1.97

2.56 1.56'1.80 2.13 3.302.05 1.52

2.68 1.911.74 2.46 2.11 3.00

1.452.36 3.69Missionaries 2.59 1.97 2.10 1.97

2.452.46 2.83 4.10 3.151.93 2.43Aslans

2.78 ■Africans 2.72 3.72 3.612.48 2.28 2.92

3.86 3.30 2.502.04 2.17 2.90 2.77Makerere

3.98 3.51 2.77Kyambogo 2.56 2.25 2.88 2.81

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

2.34 2.42 2.40 3.64 2.92 2.131.87
.86 .78 1.02 .75 .90 1.21 .87

* ThSse means are based on responses which have been recoded. The new 
codes are indicated by a number in brackets following the response 
categories listed in the previous pages.
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.. SCALE 2 - AWARENESS OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS (FACTOR XII)

TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS

(TOTPAP) (ARGPLP) The next question concerns your sources of information 
about current affairsHn Uganda and East Africa. Please tick those 
papers or magazines whicfi you read and indicate how frequently you 
read them.

HOW FREQUENTLYTICK IF YOU READPAPER OR MAGAZINE
Uganda Argus
The Daily Nation
East African Standard
The People
Sunday Nation
The Reporter (magazine^)
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

■r-

[Coded 1-8]

(MNSTRKN) We are interested in how well known the ministries of the 
national government are. Please list as many ministries and the names 
of their current ministers as you can remember. (Do NOT spend a long 
time on this; put down what you can remember now.)

NAME OF MINISTERTITLE OF MINISTRY

I

[Coded 1-8]

(POPUGNDA) What is the approximate population of Uganda?

_ _ _ _ _  I don't know
[Coded for accuracy, 1-4]

million .

(NOAFRN) For the community listed below please indicate about hW 
many people you know; i.e.you know something about them and have some 
feeling for them as individuals. (DO NOT INCLUDE pupils-or servants)

Many4-10;1-3;None;AFRICAN
(4)(3)(1) (2)

\
* * * * *
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SCALE 2 cont..

ITEM-ITEM CORRELATION

MNSTRKN ' POPUGNDA NOAFRNTOTPAP ARGPLP

1.00TOTPAP 
ARGPLP 
MNSTRKN 
POPUGNDA . .26 
NOAFRN

.66 1.00

.46 .46 1.00
-.21 .31 1.00

.19 1.00.39 .33 .40

test-retest
reliability

.68.68.67 .63 .48

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES

Kurtosis = -0.472
Range = 3.331
■Maximum = 1.259
Minimum = -2.072
Number of complete cases = 459

Mean = -0.008
Standard, Deviation = 0.742
Variance = 0.551
Skewness = -0.567
Number of cases used = 517
Number of missing cases = 6

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = .71 (Internal Consistency)
Average test-retest correlation coefficient for items in the scale = .628

/•
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SCALE 2 cont.

MEAHS OF TEACHER GROUPS OH ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE SCALE

TOXPAF^ ARGPLP MNSTRKN POPUGNDA NOAFRH

3.194.83 2.833.65 2.62British
Trained

British
TEA/Vol

British
Local

Peace Corps

3.172.34 4.0: 2.974.08

2.44 3.264.002.523.09

2.52 3.232.38 3.873.88

3.832.584.47 2.84 5.81Missionaries

2.76 3.593.06 5.985.39Asians

3.967.08 3.315.31 3.38Africans

3.953.25 5.21 3.256.25Makerere

7.40 3.52 3.985.62 3.52Kyambogo

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

2.96 3.505.494.57
2.28

2.93
1.06 1.12 .742.70

t

\
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SCALE 3 - TEACHER DISCUSSES NATIONAL AFFAIRS WITH PUPILS (FACTOR XI)

TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS

(CONCLSS) Controversial" national issues should NOT be discussed in the 
classroom. Such discussion only provokes emotional responses and interferes 
with constructive learning.

I strongly agree (SA) 
I agree (A)
I am undecided (UN)
I disagree (D)
I strongly disagree

1. ■

2.
3.
4.
5.

(EXPOPN) Which of the following statements do you agree with more?

±f discussion of national affairs does take place 
in the-classroom, the teacher, as a civil servant, 
should take care NOT to express personal opinions.

it is perfectly acceptable for teachers to express 
personal opinions on nations ‘issues provided that 
make a clear distinction between such opinions and 
regular subject matter.

1.

2. ■

(NOTDSC) About how many people are these with whom you feel it would 
be better HOT TO DISCUSS affairs of a political nature?

3. _ only a few 
almost none

1. a great many 
some 4.2.

r
(POLED) Schools should regard the political education of their pupils 
as an important part of their job.

^ SDD 5.UN 4.A 3.SA 2.1.
(1)(3) (2)(4)(5)

(DSCLSS) About how frequently do problems of national or local concern 
in Uganda become topics of discussion in the classes which you teach?

only occasionally (2) 
almost never (1)

\

almost dally (4)
Several times a week(3) 4.

3.1.
2.

* * * * *
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SCALE 3 cont.

ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

I
CONCLSS EXPOPN HOTDSC POLED DSCLSS

CONCLSS 1.00 
EXPOPN 
NOTDSC 
POLED 
DSCLSS

.20 1.00
.23 1.00.30
.16 .12 1.00.23
.26 .06 .11 1.00.20

test-retest
reliability

.65.67 - .49.59 .85

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES

Mean = 0.004
Standard Deviation = 0.605 
Variance = 0.366 
Skewness = 0.005 
Number of cases used = 500 
Number of missing cases = 23

Kurtosis = -0.656
Range = 2.795
Maximum = 1.422
Minimum = -1.373
Number of complete cases = 432

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = .52 (Internal Consistency)
Average test-retest correlation coefficient for items in the scale = .65

✓
/■

\

(?■
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SCALE 3 cont.

■ means of teacher groups on items included in the scale
\ **

CONCLSS EXPOPN NOTDSC POLED DSCLSS

2.76 2.72 2.031.523.17British
Trained

British
TEA/Vol

British 
■ Local

.r-'

^^.00 2.95 1.953.26 1.60

2.173.44 2.87 2.501.59 •

1.921.58 2.90 3.333.80Peace Corps

1.742.56 2.731.83 1.52Missionaries

2.94 1.821.69 1.52 2.13Aslans

3.16 2.062.64 1.66 2.52Africans

2.50 3.54 2.482.75 1.79Makerere

Kyambogo 2.65 3.00 2.182.04 1.72

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

2.031.60 2.67 2.952.72
1.31 .86.94.49 1.18

* These means are based on responses which have been recoded. The new- 
codes are indicated by the number in brackets near the response categories 
listed in the previous pages. ✓

I-
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■SCALE 4 - PUPIL PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL (FACTOR II)

' TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS

V
(SATPRFS) How satisfied are''ydu with the way the prefect system 
functions in your school?

highly satisfied 
fairly satisfied

1. 3. _somewhat unsatisfied 
_ highly unsatisfied4.2.

(ADQPAR) In your opinion the amount of participation which pupils 
now have in the organization and running of your school

should be greatly increased (4) 
is not as much as is desirable (3) 
is as much as is desirable (2) 
is somewhat-more than in desirable (1)

1.
2,
3.
4.

(PARSCH) How much do pupils participate in the running and organization 
of your school?

1. a great deal
a moderate amoung - fairly regularly 
only a little - in a few specific instances 
almost none

2,
3.
4.

(PUPDSAT) Are there a number of aspects of school organization about 
which there is some pupil dissatisfaction in your school?

1. yes, there are several important areas of pupil 
dissatisfaction .(4)
yes, there is one important area of pupil dissatisfaction(3) 
yes, there are a few minor ones (2)
no, there do not seem to be any noticeable areas of pupil 
dissatisfaction (1)

2,
3.
4.

/

(COMCHNL) Pupils in our school have adequate channels for making their 
desires and complaints known to the staff.

UN 4.1. SA 2. A 3. D 5. SD

(SATPROD) How satisfied are you that your school is producing pupils 
with the knowledge, attitudes, and values which are necessary and 
relevant to their future lives in Uganda?

highly saitisfied 
fairly satisfied

1. 3. somewhat unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied2. 4.

* * * * *
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SCALE 4 cont.

ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

SATPRFS ADQPAR PffiSCH PUPDSAT COMCHNL SATPROD\

SATPRFS 1.00
ADQPAR .40
PARSCH 
POPDSAT .33
COMCHHL .23
SATPROD .38

1.00
.26 1.00.41.-r-
.41 .14 1.00

.35 1.00

.23 .21
.27.31

1.00.10 .29

test-retest .65 .57.46 .64 .82
reliability

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES

Kurtosis = -0.J.97
Range = 3.596
Maximum = 2.126
Minimum = -1.470
Number of complete cases = 370

Mean = 0.005
Standard Deviation = 0.650 
Variance =.0.423 
Skewness = 0.354 
Number of cases used = 488 
Number of missing cases = 35

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = .71 (Internal Consistency)
Average test-retest correlation coefficicent for items in the scale = .653

»
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SCALE 4 cont.

MEANS OF TEACHER GROUPS OH ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE SCALE
V.

. SATPRFS ADQPAR* PARSCH PUPDSAT* COMCHNL SATPROD

2.732.43 2.56 2.10 2.27 2.09" British 
Trained

British
TEA/Vol

British
Local

2.762.54 2.34 -2.00 2.182.23

2.26’ 2.682.61 2.10 1.832.52

2.50 2.95 2.52 3.002.40 2.80Peace Corps

1.531.81 1.79 2.20Missionaries 2.03 2.37

2.24 2.172.60 2.26 1.942.17Aslans

1.86 2.34 2.522.42- 2.77 1.83Africans

2.76 2.86 2.852.24 2.95 1.90Makerere

2.421.75 2.88 2.523.30KyambogO

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean ^4 2.582.74 2.06 2.36 2.17

.78.82 1.09 .98.75 '.79S.D.

* These means are based on responses which have been recoded. The new 
codes are indicated by the number in brackets following the response 
categories listed in the previous pages.I

\

... .
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SCALE 5 - RELEVANCE OF'EDUCATION ( FACTOR VI)

■ TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS
S
V._ i

(CRCREL) In general, I think that the overall currlaulum taught 
in my school is relevant and useful to the pupils, and requires only 
minor^changes to make it appropriate for Uganda today.

1.. .  SA 2. UN 4. D 5. SDA 3.

(EXMREL) I do HOT think that the examination system in its present 
form is suitable for Uganda: it needs major cahnges.

UN 4. D 5. SDA 3.SA 2.1.
(2) (1)(4) (3)(5)

(PUBSCH) How relevant do you think that the English school tradition, 
which Uganda inherited at independence, is for the needs of present 
day Uganda?

the English school tradition is highly relevant and 
and needs very little modification
although some modification of the tradition is necessary, 
there is much of it which'remains relevant to Uganda today 
although a few aspects of the tradition continue to have 
relevance, there is much that must be changed to fit 
modem Uganda
the tradition has very little relevance for the needs of 
Uganda and far-reaching changes must be made.

1. •

2.

3.

4.

(SATPROD) How satisfied are you that your school is producing pupils with 
the knowledge, attitudes, and values which are. necessary and relevant 
to ther future lives in Uganda?

e/
somewhat unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

3.highly satisfied 
fairly satisfied

1.
14.2.

(SYLREV) The syllabus of the subject which I teach needs considerable 
revision before it will be relevant to the needs of Ugandan pupils.

UN 4. D 5. SDA 3.SA 2.1.
C4) (3) (2) (1)C5)

* * * * *
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SCALE 5 cont.

ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

's
PUBSCH SATPROD SYLREVCRCREL ^ EXMREL

1.00CRCREL
EXMREL
PUBSCH
SATPRDO
SYLREV

1.00.35
.01 1.00.10
.26 .16 1.00 •.45
.30 -.13 .10 1.00.28

test-retest
reliability

.57 .81.52 .57 .57-

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES

Kurtosis = -0.547
Range = 3.468
Maximum = 1.904
Minimum .= -1.564
Number of complete cases = 441

Mean 0.144
Standard Deviation = 0.669 
Variance = 0.447 
Skewness = 0.301 
Number of cases used = 486 
Number of missing cases = 37

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = .68 (Internal Consistency)
Average test-retest correlation coefficient- for the items in the scale = .608

1

/•

>
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SCALE 5 cont.

MEAMS OF TEACHER GROCPS OM ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE SCALE
!\

crcrEl exmrel* pubsch satprod sylrev*

2.883.18 2.45 -2,732.72 .British
Trained

British
TEA/Vol

British
Local

r-

2.76 2.653.05 3.37 2.71

2.62 3.43 2.46 2.68 2.91

3.054.22 3.08 3.003.31Peace Corps

2.822.40 3.03 2.37 2.20Missionaries

2.63 3.40 2.68 2.17 3.52Asians

2.43 3.292.38 '3.25 2.52Africans

2.62 2.85 3.913.15 3.68Mafcerere

3.83 2.68 2.42 3.772.59Kyamhogo

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

3.46 2.58 3.192.72 2.59
1.06 1.14 .70 .78 1.23

Tffese means are based on responses which have been recoded. The new 
codes are indicated by a number in brackets under the responses categories 
listed in the previous pages. .

-*

J
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SCALE 6 - AWARENESS OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT (FACTOR XV)

, TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS

For each of the topics listed below please indicate how well informed 
you are on that subject by ^^ing a number to the left of the topic.

1 = very well informed (4)
2 = moderately well informed (3)
3 = poorly informed (2)
4 = very poorly Informed (1)

The political structure of thg^^ajor tribe in my area.

The social and cultural characteristics of the major 
tribe in my area.

Agriculture in Uganda

The educational system in Uganda

Local government in your area

.?■

(POLSTR)

(CULSTR) _

(AGRUGD)

(EDSYS)

(LOCGOV)

(LEGPROC). _ The legislative process in Uganda

(NOAFRN) For the communities listed below please indicate about how many 
people you know in each; i.e. you know something about them and have some 
feeling for them as individuals. (DO NOT INCLUDE pupils or servants)

COMMUNITY NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS KNOWN

1-3; 4 - 10;AFRICAN none; manj.
(3)(1) (2)

(TOTLANG) Please indicate your ability to speak any local language other 
than English or your mother tongue. Place a number in the blank to indicate 
your level of fluency.

1 = several dozen common words like greetings, etc.
2 = limited fluency in common situations; e.g. in the market,

asking directions, asking questions, etc.
3 = easy fluency in a wide variety of situations, ability to use

abstract ideas in discussion

/■

Swahili other;a. c.

other;b. _  Luganda

[Coded 1-9; Sum of language ability .]

d.

* * * * *
’f
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SCALE 6 cont.

ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

^^ANG LEGPROC NOAFEH
POLSTR OJLSTR. AGRUGD EDSYS LOCGOV

POLSTR . 1.00
■ CULSTR .75 1.00
AGRUGD .37 .37

,-EDSYS .44 .42
LOCGOV .53 .48
TOTLAHG .45 .41
LEGPROC .41 .29
NOAFRN .44 .44

1.00
.34 1.00
.36 .37 1.00

.34 1.00.19.20
1.00.33 .42 ^<19

.32 .40 .34
.29

1.00.28.31

test-retest 
reliability .79 .82 .68.96 .78.78 .35.67

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES
Kurtosis = -0.411
Range = 3.585
Maximum = 1.554
Minimum = -2.031
Number of complete cases = 388

Mean = -0.010
Standard Deviation = 0.708
Variance = 0.501
Skewness = -0.285
Number of cases used = 487
Number of missing cases = 36

K.,

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = .78
Average test-retest correlation coefficient for items in the scale = .73

/
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SCALE 6 cont.

MBAWS OF TEACHER GROUPS ON ITEMS IHCLUDED IN THE SCALE
POLSTI^ CULStsf AGRUGD* EDSYS* LOCGOV* TOTLANG LEGPROC*NOAFEN

V
2.30 2'^67 3.24 1.96 1.97 2.13 3.19British 1.98 

Trained

British 2.16 
TEA/Vol

British 2.13 
Local

Peace 
Corps

Missionary 2.60

1.79 3.173.18 1.74 2.332.35 2.66
■r-

1.74 3.262.96 1.96 2.202.39 2.70

1.95 3.233.08 2.10 2.942.45 2,402,10

2.44 3.832.702.84 2.70- 3.47 2.25

2.57 3.593.39 2.31 2,912.20 2.882.30Aslans

3.28 ' 3.20 2.61 3.963.46 2.76 4.81Africans 3.18

3.52 3.04 2.30 3.953.10 2.96 3.50Makerere 3'. 12

3,57 3.16 2.34 3.983.45 3.11 5.18Kyambogo 3.33

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean 2.47 
S.D. 1.04

2.33, 3.14 2.23 3.502.64 2.80 3.30,
.74.96 .74 .69 .99 2.05 .95

* These means are based on responses which have been recoded. The new 
codes are indicated by a number in brackets next to the response categories 
listed in the previous pages. ’

/-
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SCALE 7 - IMAGE OF TRADITIONAL CULTURE (FACTOR IV)
V.

T^ OF SCALE ITEMS

Please read the following statements and then TICK THE ONE sentence which 
best describes your feelings'about the custom or practice mentioned in 
the statement.

,, (BRDPRC) Bride Price; the cementing of a marriage by the exchange 
of wealth as proof of the- sincerity of both parties and as a symbol 
of the mutual benefits for both families,

it is an uncivilized custom amounting to the sale of women 
it is not compatible with modem ideas of the rights and 
equality of women
while understandable as a custom, it is unsuited for modern 
conditions in Africa
it is a custom which makes good sense in an African setting 
it is a custom which with some modification can be a strong 
unifying force and should be retained

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

(PLYGMY) Polygamy: the practice of a man having several wives, each with 
her own huts and gardens.

it is morally wrong and repugnant to any civilized person 
it is incompatible with the dignity of the individual woman 
it is understandable as an economic institution but is 
morally undesirable
it is an effective means of organizing a family and is no 
more wrong than monogamy
it is a perfectly natural way of life and is well suited to 
the economic and social needs of African society

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

(EXTFMY) The Extended Family: thereby any individual is a part of a large 
network of personal relationships involving reciprocal obligations to help " 
and be helped in times of need.

is a severe handicap to an individual trying to imrpove himself 
by hard work as he seldom can enjoy the fruits of his labours 
leads to many people living as parasites on the few who have 
Incomes and reduces the willingness of such people to work 
it acts to redistribute income and to reduce the gaps between 
the elite and the general population
it is the key to provision of many social services which the 
government can not provide
it is a basic part of the fabric of African society and should 
be maintained

1.
! ■

2.

3.

4.

5.
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SCALE 7 cont.

(INICER) Initiation Ceremony: in which^groups of youths are taught 
tribal history and customs,, circumcized (in some tribes)-, and formally 

'■ accepted as adult members of the'society.

the custome is both uncivilized and unhygenic and should 
be forbidden compietely
it is undesirable because it emphasizes loyalty to a small 
group to the detriment of larger loyalties to the new nation 
all societies have such rites in one form or another and 
they are ho less desirable in Africa than in Europe 
it is a strong unifying force in tribal society, and an 
important psychblogical step in thematuring of individuals 
it should be preserved with modifications so as to stress 
membership in the larger African society of Uganda 

*****

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

'v.
ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

EXTFMY INICERBRDPRC . PLYGMY

1.00BRDPRC
PLYGMY
EXTFMY
INICER

1.00.28
1.00.18 .15

1.00.27 .23 .17

test-retest
reliability .54.62 .76 .75

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES

Kurtosis = -0.412 
Range = 3.010 
Maximum = 1.418 
Minimum = -1.591 
Skewness = -0.091

Mean = 0.006
Standard Deviation = 0.640 
Variance = -.410 
Number of cases used = 426. 
Number of missing cases = 97 
Number of complete cases = 426

J RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha = .52 (Internal Consistency)
Average test-retest correlation coefficient for items in the scale = .67
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SCALE 7 cont.

MEAMS OF TEACHER QRQUPS ON ITEMS INCLUDED,IH THE SCALE

BRDPRC PLYGMY EXTFMY INICER

British
Trained

3.10 3.29 3.02 3.03

3.24 3.493.51 3.17British
TEA/Vol

British
Local

2.82 3.18 2.76 3.00

3.75 3.82 3.08 3.59Peace Corps

3.04 2.10 2.41 3.44Missionaries

2.06 2.46 2.62.Asians 2.21

3.66 2.71 3.02Africans 2.57

Makerere* 4.13 3.17 3.33 4.14

Kyambogo 3.39 2.45 2.83 3.40

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

3.24 2.95 2.95 3.29
1.22 1.35 1.41 1.35

/■

\
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SCALE 8 - CONTACT WITH PUPILS' BACKGROUND (FACTOR I)

TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS .

For each of the topics ^iated below please Indicate how well 
informed you are by placing a number to the left of the topic.

3 = poorly informed (2)
4 = very poorly informed (1)

the feelings and attitudes^f the parents of my pupils 

the home and family background of my pupils

1 = very well informed (4)
2 = moderately well informed (3)

(PARATTD)

(PPLBKGD)

(VSTHOME) About how many pupil's homes have you been able to visit?

4 - 10;
(3)

(METPRNX) About how many pupil's parents have you had a chance to 
meet and talk with?

1 - 3; manynone;
(4)(1) (2)

4 - 10;1 - 3; manynone;
(4)(1) (2) (3)

(LOCOFL) Do you ever have contact with the officials of the local 
government in your area?

2. No1. Yes
(1)(2)

* * * * *

ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

PARATTD PPLBKGD VSTHOME METPRNT LOCOFL

1.00PARATTD
PPLBKGD
VSTHOME
METPRNT
LOCOFL

1.00.56
1.00.37.53

/ 1.00.75.54 .40
.32 1.00.27 .31.23

test-retest
reliability

.61.86.79.70 ‘ .64

-4
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SCA.lj; 8 cont.

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES
Kurtosis = -0,702
Range = 3.127
Maximum = 1.959
Minimum = -1.167
Number of complete cases - 406

Mean = 0.017
Standard Deviation = 0.754 
Variance = 0.569 
Skewness = 0.309 
Number of cases used = 415 
Number of missing cases = 108

V

RELIABILITY

Cronbach's Alpha =0.78 (Internal consistency^
correlation coefficient.-f^ items in the scale = 0.72Average test-retest

MEANS OF TEACHER GROUPS ON ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE. SCALE
** *

PARATTD PPLBKGD VSTHOME METPRNT LOCOFL

1.761.64 1.79 2.192.35British
Trained

British
TEA/Vol

British
Local

Peace Corps

1.84 1.741.63 2.55 1.45

!
1.652.26 1.56 1.961.61

1.682.50 1.70 1.901.70

2.062.87 2.57 3.002.30Missionaries

3.16 1.542.43 2.842.41Aslans

1.982.54 2.28 3.082.38Africans

2.72 2.091.76 2.29 _ 2.17Makerere

/•v---. 1.78 2.02Kyambogo

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

1.98 2.42 1.791.86 2.37
.94.84 1.02 1.10.88

* These means are based on responses which have been recoded. The new 
codes are Indicated by a number in brackets next to the response categories 
listed in the previous pages.
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5CA.1E 9 - SCHOOL COMMUNITY INTERACTION (FACTOR XVI)

TEXT OF SCALE ITEMS

(SCHISO) Which statement do'syou agree with more?

the physical isolation of secondary schools is generally 
desirable because it reduces the distracting and often 
conflicting influences of the community on the pupils

the physical isolation of secondary schools is generally 
undesirable because it reinforces the^-dndency towards an 
education unrelated to the needs of society;

1.

2.

(SCHCOM) Tick the ONE statement which best approximates your feelings 
about the following quotation.

"The school should be part of the community in which it is 
located, with pupils and local people jointly engaged in 
self-help schemes and other community projects."

both pupils and parents would rightly object that such 
things are not part of the job of the secondary school

the problems of coordina tion and transport make such ' 
projects almost completely impractical

although there would be practical difficulties, many 
pupils would probably benefit

such activities are highly desirable and would have a very 
"beneficial effect on pupils' attitudes

1.

2.

3.

4.

(SATRLTN) In general, how satisfied are yoti with the relations between 
your school and the surrounding community?

highly satisfied 
fairly satisfied

somewhat unsatisfied 
very unsatisfied

3.1.
/■

4.2.V-.'.

* * * * *
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• SCALE 9 cont.

- ITEM-ITEM CORRELATIONS

SCHISO ’ SCHCOM SATRLTN

1.00SCHISO
SCHCOM
SATRLTN

1.00.28
1.00.30 .22

test-retest
reliability

.69.66.54

DISTRIBUTION OF SCALE SCORES
Kurtosis = -0.950
Range = 3.663
Maximum = 2.517
Minimum = -1.146
Number of complete cases = 435

Mean = 0.006
Standard Deviation = 0.726 
Variance = 0.527 
Skewness = -0.328 
Number of cases used = 435 
Number of missing cases = 88

RELIABILITY

Cronbach’s Alpha = .53 (Internal Consistency)
Average test-retest correlation coefficient for items in the scale = .63

/
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SCALE 9 cont.
i

' MEAMS OF TEACHER GROUPS’ON ITEMS'INCLUDED IN THE SCALE

SCHISO^ SCHCOM SATRLTN

2.401.60 2.91-British
Trained?■

2.481.72 2.95British
TEA/Vol

British
Local.

1.47 2.91 2.19

2.92 2.81• 1.82Peace Corps

Missionaries 1.37 2.74 1.90

1.96-1.62 3.21Asians

2.601.50 3.00Africans

3.541.87 2.95Makerere

1,70 3.19 2.34Kyambogo

TOTAL GROUP 
Mean
S.D.

1.63 2.393.03
.48 .96 .84

\
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